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Abstract 
The question of Dostoevskii's affinity with the Slavophiles has been 
remarked upon by many critics, but hitherto has not been explored in sufficient 
depth. It is proposed that an examination of his engagement with ideas central to 
Slavophilism offers a new understanding of Dostoevskii's ideological stance, of 
the key concepts of his fiction, of his faith, and of his artistry. This study selects 
the thinkers Khomiakov and Kireevskii as the proponents of the strand of 
Slavophilism to which Dostoevskii was closest; it focuses on sobornost', 
tsel'nost', wholeness and fragmentation as the essential concepts that have 
resonances in Dostoevskii. Dostoevskii' s career as a thinker is examined through 
the medium of his non-fiction, in order to establish where he stood in relation to 
contemporary thinkers and to determine his own interpretation of Slavophilism. 
Next his fiction is studied, and it is found that Khomiakov's scheme of a tension 
between the positive and negative categories of Iranianism and Kushitism may 
be mapped onto Dostoevskii's fiction, and that the principles of these categories 
correspond to fundamental principles shaping his work. Moreover, the emphasis 
in Iranianism on unity and brotherhood allows for a fresh perspective of 
Dostoevskii's faith and its position with regard to Orthodoxy. Finally, attention 
turns to Dostoevskii's artistry, so as to establish the manner in which unity and 
wholeness manifest themselves in the structure and composition of his works. It 
is found that by positing the existence of a Slavophile aesthetic, an alternative 
definition of form is possible according to which Dostoevskii's works, both 
fictional and non-fictional, are shown to possess a unity of form and idea. It is 
concluded that Dostoevskii is an important successor to the Slavophiles and that 
he developed their ideas in a more consistent fashion, thus broadening their 
moral and spiritual concerns into a more universal message. 
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Note on Transliteration and Transcription 
Throughout this thesis, Russian words, names, titles and phrases are 
transcribed from the Cyrillic according to the Library of Congress transliteration 
system without diacritics, except in citations from critical works that use an 
alternative system; in these cases the alternative system is kept. 
Where a citation is made from a Russian text printed using the old 
Cyrillic orthography, for the sake of consistency I have transcribed the text into 
modem Cyrillic orthography; such instances are indicated in the notes. 
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Introductory Chapter 
The critic and publicist Nikolai Strakhov reminisces about Dostoevskii: 
'rJIaBHOe-JKe TyT fibIJIO TO, liTO OH YJKe caM, no cKJIa,!J;y yfieJK,!J;eHliii, 
BOCmlTaHHbIX B HeM CfiJIHJKeHHeM c HapO,!J;OM H BHyTpeHHHM nOBopoTOM 
MbICJIeii, 6bIJI 6eCC03HaTeJIbHbIM CJIaBRHoqmJIOM.' Whenever he would 
remark to the novelist that the Slavophiles had also expressed an idea of his, 
Dostoevskii would reply that he did not know that.1 Dostoevskii's relationship to 
the Slavophiles and their philosophy was always ambivalent and in my view, 
extraordinarily complex. In the early 1860s through his journals Vremia and 
Epokha he entered into debates and polemics as much with the Slavophile camp 
as with the Westernisers. But as Dostoevskii grew older, it appears that he 
gradually realised that there was a growing affinity between his ideas and those 
of the most prominent figures of early Slavophilism, especially Aleksei 
Khomiakov and Ivan Kireevskii. This engagement with the Slavophiles in fact 
began remarkably early in his career and lasted all his life, continually growing 
in importance long after the movement itself had died out. However, he refrained 
from any outright declaration of allegiance. His writings tease us with the 
elusiveness of such ironic pronouncements as 'Priznaniia slavianofila' from 
Dnevnik pisatelia (an article to be studied in more depth in this study),2 so that, 
as is typical of Dostoevskii, we are unable categorically to fix a label upon him. 
We may not call Dostoevskii a Slavophile, although many of his contemporaries, 
like Strakhov, may implicitly have regarded him as such. And yet the latter was 
right that there is much that echoes Slavophilism in Dostoevskii's works. Whilst 
I would seek to avoid the issue of derivation of ideas, toward which Strakhov's 
appellation would tend to point, I believe that a great deal is to be gained by 
applying as it were a lens of Slavophilism to Dostoevskii's works, for it may 
bring into sharper focus some of the fundamental issues with which Dostoevskii 
was concerned. Therefore the aim of my study is to examine the areas where 
correspondences between Dostoevskii's ideas and those of Khomiakov and 
Kireevskii can be discerned, and to demonstrate the way these correspondences 
lead to a more complete understanding of Dostoevskii's ideas and artistic 
purpose. In particular, an examination of Dostoevskii in the light of Slavophilism 
is useful in offering a new perspective on the writer's concerns with unity and 
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brotherhood, and in my view such an undertaking sets these concerns at the 
forefront of his world view. In addition, by discussing the aesthetic and artistic 
aspects of Slavophile thought with regard to Dostoevskii's artistry, I believe that 
it is possible to bridge what I perceive to be a gap existing between studies of the 
writer's moral-spiritual universe and studies ofhis poetics. 
In my thesis, I take an approach that makes use of more than one 
discipline, beginning with intellectual history, progressing through traditional 
literary criticism to the exploration of theories of poetics. The direction of my 
thesis moves from an account of statements that actively profess an engagement 
with Slavophilism, whether sympathetic or hostile, toward an investigation of the 
more subtle and intricate involvement found in Dostoevskii's artistic works. My 
first chapter charts the development of Dostoevskii's interaction with the 
Slavophiles within the milieu of Russian intellectual society. I use his private 
letters and notebooks in order to establish a background chronology of his views. 
This work is then followed by a study of Dostoevskii's journalistic works, which 
for argument's sake I take at face value as an expression of his beliefs, so as to 
provide a contrast with my analysis of journalism as a problematic literary genre 
in the final chapter. Placing an emphasis on Dostoevskii as a thinker at this stage, 
I show where he distanced himself from the Slavophiles as well as where he 
sympathised with them. My thesis then goes on to explore the question of the 
extent to which Dostoevskii's fiction supports or contradicts the face-value 
evidence from the letters, notebooks and journalism. I discuss the dramatisation 
of Dostoevskii's views in his fiction, focusing on Dostoevskii as an artist, but 
restricting the discussion to themes and motifs. In this section of my thesis come 
into play such concerns as rootlessness, fragmentation, faith and the lack thereof, 
egoism and humility. In my final chapter, I turn my attention to the way 
Dostoevskii's views are translated into artistic technique and form, so as to 
suggest that he wrote in a Slavophile way, as well as about Slavophile matters. 
The points of similarity between Dostoevskii and the Slavophiles are in my view 
as much to be found in Dostoevskii's artistic technique as in the content of his 
works. I propose the existence of a Slavophile aesthetic in Dostoevskii's fiction; 
in my opinion the moral importance for the Slavophiles of organic unity in works 
of art was upheld by the writer both in his theories of art and in his literary 
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practice. Here I return to key journalistic works such as Dnevnik pisatelia as 
something less straightforward, taking into account the role played by irony and 
other artistic devices. I examine the role of art, the nature of beauty and the 
variety of genres present in his oeuvre. My thesis concludes with an attempt to 
balance the superficial evidence with the more elusive picture presented by 
Dostoevskii's artistry and demonstrates how the two inform each other. 
To begin with, I would like to clarify what for the purposes of this study 
is to be understood by the term 'Slavophilism'. It has sometimes been used as a 
blanket term, both by commentators contemporary with the movement and by 
later critics, to describe various generations of nineteenth-century Russian 
conservative nationalist thought, beginning from the so-called Moscow 
Slavophiles of the 1840s and 1850s, down to the more chauvinist derivatives 
such as the Pan-Slavism of later decades. Nicholas Riasanovsky acknowledges 
the problem: 
"Slavophilism" was at times stretched to cover all the Pan-Slav friends of Ivan 
Aksakov, all champions of Russian superiority over the West. such varied 
contributors to Russian culture as Danilevski~ Dostoevski~ and Leontiev. 
These inclusions were based on confusion, on the assumption that certain 
striking and often superficial resemblances to the Slavophile doctrine were 
sufficient to make one a Slavophile.3 
Indeed, Dostoevskii himself was aware of this loose usage and the negative 
associations that sometimes accompanied it. hence his ironic use of the term in 
his 'Priznaniia slavianofila'. Leaving aside the problems of interpretation 
associated with Dostoevskii's Dnevnik pisatelia, it can be said from the 
aforementioned article that Dostoevskii would prefer, at least publicly, to align 
himself not with the retrogressive element, nor with the Pan-Slavist element of 
Slavophilism, but rather with the moral and Orthodox roots of the movement. 
The writers who best match this definition are the acknowledged founders of the 
movement, Khomiakov and Kireevskii, whose work may be said to constitute the 
essence of Slavophilism. Accordingly, I shall restrict my analysis to their ideas. 
The question of what Dostoevskii actually read of the Slavophiles, and 
when he read what he did, is difficult to establish. Most of the books in his 
library were lost during his prolonged travels in Europe between 1867 and 1871. 
His wife Anna Grigor'evna made lists of those publications he collected from 
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then on, and these have been edited and published by Leonid Grossman. 4 
Scholarly opinion, however, suggests that as these catalogues number fewer than 
a thousand publications, they may not represent all the books he must have read.s 
Therefore we must reconstruct what we can, given the data in Anna 
Grigor'evna's catalogues, references Dostoevskii made in letters, notebooks and 
creative works, and supported by reminiscences of his contemporaries. Another 
useful indicator is the date and place of publication of key works by the 
Slavophiles, which we may use in conjunction with what is known of 
Dostoevskii's life and the availability of literature to him at various times. There 
is little to indicate with any degree of certainty that at the time of his debut on the 
literary scene in the mid 1840s, in St. Petersburg where progressive thought from 
Europe was dominant, Dostoevskii had much direct contact with ideological 
works written by the early Slavophiles, Aleksei Khomiakov, Ivan Kireevskii, 
Iurii Samarin and Konstantin Aksakov. His letters of this time make more 
mention of foreign writers. He would on the other hand have been familiar with 
contemporary opinion on the ideas of the Slavophiles, and would have probably 
read about their works through critics such as Belinskii. The references to the 
Slavophile movement in Dostoevskii's pre-Siberian work do not name specific 
authors or works, so there is no way of clarifying what he read himself or what 
he learned second-hand, although we do know that he was always a voracious 
reader, particularly of journalism. This has led Robert Belknap to assert that 'it is 
safer in any given context to assume that Dostoevsky knew the writings of his 
contemporaries in Russia or France than to assume he did not.,6 Nevertheless, I 
believe it is possible to make certain qualified judgements regarding 
Dostoevskii's reading of the Slavophiles. For a start, of course, one must take 
into account the fact that between the end of 1849 and 1854, he was denied 
access to all literature. It was also during his imprisonment and exile in Siberia 
that such central works for the Slavophile movement as Khomiakov's 'Quelques 
mots par un chretien orthodoxe' trilogy, and Kireevskii's '0 neobkhodimosti i 
vozmozhnosti novykh nacha! dlia filosofii' were published; the former were 
published in France in 1853, 1855 and 1858, and the latter in Russia in 1856. 
Dostoevskii's letters from Siberia bemoan the difficulty in obtaining current 
literature in such a far-flung comer of the Russian empire, and it is highly 
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unlikely that the aforementioned works were available to him, had he required 
them. 
What is certain is that Ivan Aksakov's Slavophile publication Den' was 
launched in October 1861, and it published posthumously articles by 
Khomiakov, Konstantin Aksakov and Kireevskii.' Dostoevskii read Den' avidly, 
as he did newspapers and journals in general, and more specifically because it 
was a rival publication with which he could polemicise. So we know that at least 
from 1861 onwards, he was reading the Slavophiles firsthand. However, 
Vladimir Viktorovich suggests that Dostoevskii initially based his active 
acquaintance with the Slavophile movement solely on the content of Den'; he 
argues that because of the political interpretation given by the journal to the 
cultural and philosophical ideas of Khomiakov and Kireevskii, the impression 
Dostoevskii formed of their ideas was not accurate.8 Wayne Dowler also 
concedes that the Dostoevskii brothers and their fellow pochvenniki made little 
distinction in the pages of Vremia between the early Slavophilism of Khomiakov 
and Kireevskii, and the later Slavophilism of Aksakov,9 an assertion that 
supports my view that at this time Dostoevskii's personal experience of these 
writers was minimal. It is not until 1863 that the most defmite indication of direct 
reading appears; in a letter to his brother dated 8th September 1863, Dostoevskii 
writes: 'CKa)l(H CTpaxoBY, liTO g C npHJIe)l(aHHeM CJIaBgHo<pHJIOB lIHTalO, H 
KOe-liTO BbIlIHTaJI lIoBoe' (XXVIII/ii, 46). The editors of the Academy edition 
note here that by 'the Slavophiles' Dostoevskii meant the works of Khomiakov 
as well as Den' (XXVIII/ii, 385). Ten days later, he wrote to Strakhov himself 
and gave a guarded appraisal of what he had read, proclaiming that the 
Slavophiles had pronounced a new word (XXVIII/ii, 53). From this point on, in 
accordance with what I believe to be a more thorough knowledge, Dostoevskii's 
appreciation of the Slavophiles becomes more positive. The final clue is that in 
Grossman's catalogue of his library is recorded volume one of Khomiakov's 
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, edited by Ivan Aksakov, published in 1861, volume 
one of Iurii Samarin's Sochineniia, published in 1877, and Narodnye pesni by 
Petr Kireevskii, published from 1860-1872, although nothing by I van 
Kireevskii. 10 The dates of publication of these works are notable only in that they 
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show how early they were available to Dostoevskii, and should not be assumed 
to be necessarily the years in which he purchased them. 
My first task is to set out the specific areas of Slavophilism that are most 
relevant to Dostoevskii's thought and on which I shall be focusing. I shall be 
tracing a series of abstract concepts and principles from the work of Khomiakov 
and Kireevskii through Dostoevskii's oeuvre, and these require a few words of 
explanation. Several studies of Khomiakov and Kireevskii exist. I I For a full 
account of their philosophy reference should be made to works such as these. 
The Slavophile movement developed in opposition to the so-called 
Westernisers at a time when the Russian intelligentsia felt a pressing need to 
assess Russia's identity and her future both on the domestic plane and in the 
global community. Whilst the Slavophile-Westerniser debate had run its course 
by the beginning of the 1860s, the issues they had been concerned with were still 
very much of the essence, though addressed in different ways by the succeeding 
generations. Dostoevskii too was deeply concerned with the question of Russian 
identity and his manner of approaching the matter was largely similar to that of 
Khomiakov, Kireevskii and their fellow like-minded thinkers. Their works all 
show a broad, underlying opposition between Russia and the West, with 
predominantly positive principles associated with Russia and negative ones 
associated with the West. Of course, at a more detailed level, complexities save 
both Slavophile thought and Dostoevskii's ideas from the intransigence of black 
and white divisions. Indeed, Kireevskii in particular strove to acknowledge 
positive and negative qualities on both sides of the Russia-West spectrum. He 
wrote in 'V otvet A. S. Khomiakovu': 
CKOJIhKO 6b1 MbI HM 6bIJIM BparaMM 3ana~Horo npocBemeHHB, 
3ana~Hblx 06bl"'IaeB H T. no~.; HO MOJKHO JIH 6e3 CYMacweCTBHB 
,nYMaTb, qTO Kor,na-HH6Y~b, KaKolO-HH6y,nb CHJIOIO HCTpe6HTcB B 
POCCHH naMHTb Bcero Toro, qTO oHa no.rryqHJIa OT EBponbl B 
npO~OJl)l(eHHe ,nBYX COT JIeT? MOJKeM JIH MbI He 3HaTb Toro, qTO 3HaeM, 
3a6b1Tb Bee, qTO YMeeM? Eme MeHee MOJKHO ,nYMarb, qro lOOO-JIerHe 
PyCCKoe MOJKer COBepweHHO YHMqrOJKMrbCB OT BJIHBHHB HOBoro 
EBponeiicKoro. TIOTOMY, CKOJIbKO 6bI MbI HH JKeJIaJIH B03BpameHHB 
PyCCKoro HJIH BBe~eHHB 3ana,nHoro 6bITa, - HO HH Toro, HH ,npyroro 
MCKJIIOqMreJIbHO OJKM~arb He MOJKeM, a nOHeBOJIe ,ZJ;OJI)l(HbI 
npe,ZJ;nOJIaraTb qrO-TO TpeTbe, ,ZJ;OJIJKeHcTBYlOmee B03HHKHyrb M3 
B3aHMHoii 60Pb6b1 ,ZJ;BYX BpaJK,nYlOmMX Haqan. 12 
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Khomiakovalso spoke out on the subject;13 and Dostoevskii too took this tone, 
for example in his Dnevnik pisatelia for 1880 (this will be examined later in this 
study). Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that one of the common elements in 
Slavophile thought and Dostoevskii's work is a polarity between principles 
aligned with Russia and the West. This makes itself felt throughout the more 
abstract concepts of Slavophilism which I will be looking at in Dostoevskii. 
The notion most important to Slavophile thought, it could be said, is 
unity: what true unity means and how it may be achieved on a personal, societal 
and spiritual level. Khomiakov and Kireevskii believed that true unity could only 
arise organically; it could not be manufactured by man but had to develop freely 
and naturally. They applied this idea in all aspects of their thought and 
subscribed to an organic view of creation; they sawall creation as an organism 
composed of parts, which could not stand separately from the whole and each of 
which had its own role to play in a collective existence. Within this whole they 
included human society in all its complexity of organisation, and they asserted 
that it too should develop along organic lines in order to maintain true wholeness 
and unity. Kireevskii, considering the application of European ways of life in 
Russia, emphasised the importance of preserving organic development rather 
than promoting artificial changes through the application of ready-made 
formulas: 'MOJIO.llOH .lly6, KOHe'lHO, HHJKe O.llHOJIeTHeH c HHM paKHTbI, 
KOTopaSl BH.llHa H3.llaJIeKa, paHO .llaeT TeHb, paHO KaJKeTCSI .llepeBOM H 
rO.llHTCSl Ha .llpOBa. Ho BbI KOHe'lHO He YCJIy)l(JlTe .ll.y6y TeM, liTO npJlBheTe 
K HeMY paKHTy.,14 Christoff remarks that such views are reminiscent of the 
nature-philosophy of Schelling, although the Slavophiles endeavoured not to 
borrow philosophical ideas from the West but to establish an Orthodox 
philosophy of Russia's own. IS Nevertheless, there is a clear element of 
Romanticism in the emphasis on organic unity. Alex de Jonge, writing on the 
eighteenth-century Enlightenment and nineteenth-century Romanticism, notes: 
'[ ... ] where the eighteenth century used mechanical models to describe creativity, 
the nineteenth used organic ones based on biological images such as plant 
growth. In the mean time, mechanical terms became pejorative. ,16 
Khomiakov and Kireevskii's theories on human thought were similarly 
holistic: they considered reason, so clearly at the forefront of Western 
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philosophy, to be but one of many parts of the human cognitive faculties. 
Kireevskii's doctrine of fset'nosf' dukha, or wholeness of the spirit, asserted that 
reason was subordinate to faith, and that truth could only be understood when all 
spheres of understanding - spiritual, instinctive as well as rational - acted 
together. He expressed disagreement with the Western notion that philosophy 
and religion were incompatible and that reason and faith contradicted each other. 
Instead he asserted that it was wrong to compartmentalise the human cognitive 
faculties. Reason should serve as the path to fmding true faith, which operated on 
a higher level of consciousness, and only a synthesis of all man's powers of 
understanding could lead to the truth. He wrote, in his essay '0 neobkhodimosti i 
vozmozhnosti novykh nachal dlia filosofii': 
Ho, lIT06h1 COrJIaCHTb pa3YM C BepolO, .[\JUI npaBOCJIaBHOMhICIDImero 
He,1l;OCTaTOllHO YCTpOHBaTb pa3YMHble nOHSTHS co06pa3Ho nOJIO)l(eHHSM 
BepbI, H36HpaTb COOTBeTCTBeHHhIe, HCKJIIOllaTb npoTHBHhle H TaKHM 
06pa30M OllHmaTb pa3YM OT Beero npoTHBopellamero Bepe. [ ... ] Ho B 
TOM-TO H 3aKJIlOlIaeTCS rJIaBHOe OTJIHlIHe npaBOCJIaBHOrO MhllIIJIeHHSI, 
liTO OHO HmeT He OT,1l;eJIbHble nOHSTHS YCTPOHTb co06pa3HO 
Tpe60BaHHSlM BepbI, HO CaMhI" pa3YM nO,1l;HSlTb BblIlle CBoero 
06bIKHOBeHHoro YPOBHS, - CTpeMHTbcSl CaMhi" HCTOllHHK pa3YMeHHSI, 
CaMhi" cnoco6 MbIlIIJIeHHS B03BbICHTb ,1l;0 COllYBcTBeHHoro COrJIaCHS C 
Beporo. TIepBoe YCJIOBHe ,llJISi TaKoro B03BbIlIJeHHSI pa3YMa 3aKJIlOlIaeTCS 
B TOM, lIT06bI OH CTpeMHJICSI co6paTb B O,1l;HY He,1l;emiMYIO ueJIbHOCTb 
Bee CBOH OT,1l;eJIbHble CHJIbl, [ ... ] lIT06h1 nOCTOSHHO HCKaJI B rny6HHe 
,1l;yIIIH Toro BHYTpeHHero KOPHS pa3YMeHHSI, r,1l;e Bce OT,1l;eJIbHble CHJIhI 
CJIHBalOTCSI B O,LlHO JKHBOe H ueJIbHOe 3peHHe YMa.17 
As a consequence of this attitude to cognition, the Slavophiles felt that Western 
Europe's emphasis on abstract thinking, logical theories and rationalism had 
destroyed any organic wholeness there and that this was one ofthe root causes of 
the problems of sterility and fragmentation they identified in the West. 
Rationalism at the expense of the other faculties was perceived as a negative 
quality, and was to be avoided in Russian life. Again, it is Kireevskii who best 
summarises the subject in his essay '0 kharaktere prosveshcheniia Evropy i 0 
ego otnoshenii k prosveshcheniiu Rossii': 
Ho lIYBCTBO He,1l;OBOJIbCTBa H 6e30rpa)]'HoH nYCTOTbI JIerJIO Ha cep)],ue 
JIIO)]'eH, KOTOPhlX MhlCJIb He orpaHHlIHBaJIaCb TeCHbIM KpyroM 
MHHYTHbIX HHTepecoB, HMeHHO nOTOMY, liTO caMoe TOp)l(eCTBO YMa 
EBponeHCKoro 06HapYJKHJIO O.llHOCTOPOHHOCTb ero KopeHHbIX 
CTpeMJIeHHH [ ... ]. MHorOBeKOBOH XOJIO)],HhI" aHamt:3 pa3pYIIIHJI Bce Te 
OCHOBbl, Ha KOTOPbIX CTOSlJIO EBponeHCKoe npOCBemeHHe OT caMoro 
HallaJIa CBoero pa3BHTHSI; [ •.• ] MeJK)],Y TeM KaK npSlMOIO 
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c06cTBeHHocTHlO ero OKa3aJlCSl 3TOT caMhIH pa3p~IIIHBIIIMH ero KOpHM 
aHaJlH3, JTOT caMo,nBMiKY~MHCSl HOiK pa3YMa [ ... ]. 8 
Organic unity and wholeness, then, could be preserved in the individual through 
tsel'nost' dukha, and the latter principle also contributed to maintaining organic 
unity in society. However, the Slavophiles focused on another concept, known as 
sobornost', in stressing the way in which human civilisation should develop. 
Sobornost', a word used predominantly in a theological context, and with no 
direct translation in English, meant to the Slavophiles principally that which 
united and informed the true Christian Church; but it also held great significance 
for society as a whole, because of the organically inseparable role of the 
Orthodox faith in Russian life. For the Slavophiles, social, economic and 
political issues could not be separated from religious questions, and therefore, 
what appears to be only a theological consideration in fact applies throughout 
Slavophile thought. Sobornost' embodies the concepts of free unity, mutual love, 
and voluntary submission to the whole. Khomiakov in particular concentrated on 
this principle in his writings. Since he wrote many of his theological works in 
French, direct references to his view of sobornost' are difficult to fmd, but the 
principle is the subject of a letter to the editor of the French periodical L 'Union 
Chretienne in 1860. Here Khomiakov reacted to an article by the recently 
converted Jesuit, Prince Gagarin, who criticised the use of the word sobornyi to 
translate 'catholic' in the Nicene Creed. Khomiakov argued that the original 
Greek katholikos did not stand for 'catholic' or 'universal', in the sense of 
geographical spread or per capita majority, and he proceeded to define the 
concept as follows: 
[CJIaBSlHCKHe nepBoYQHTeJIH] OCTaHOBMJIHCh Ha CJIOBe C060PHblU; c060p 
BhIpaiKaeT M,nelO c06paHMSI He TOJIhKO B CMhICJIe npOSIBJIeHHOrO, 
BH,lJ;MMOrO COe,lJ;HHeHMSI MHorHX B KaKOM-JIM60 MecTe, HO H B 60JIee 
06~eM CMhICJIe Bcer,naIIIHeH B03MOiKHOCTM TaKoro coe,nMHeHHSI, HHhIMH 
CJIOBaMH: BhIpaiKaeT H,nelO eoultcmea eo MHOJfCeCmee. [ ..• ] UepKOBb 
KaTOJIHQecKaSi eCTb UepKOBh no eceMY, MJIM no eoultcmey 6cex, [ .•• ] 
UepKOBb cB060,nHoro e,nHHo,nYIIIHSI, e,nHHo.nyIIIHSI nOJIHOrO, UepKOBb, B 
KOTOPOH HCQe3JIH Hapo,nHOCTH, HeT HM rpeKOB, HM BapBapOB, HeT 
pa3JIHQHH no COCTOSlHMlO, HeT HH pa60BJIa,neJIblJ,eB, HH pa60B [ ... ]:9 
This passage contains some of the key elements associated with sobornost', 
particularly the idea of freedom, congregation and the elimination of class or 
racial differences. But it is especially the notion of mutual love that is important 
in sobornost'; in his theological essay from 1858. the third in the series 
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'Quelques mots par un chretien orthodoxe', Khomiakov described the Church as 
'EoJKecTBeHHaSi peam,HOCTb - CaM Eor B oTKpoBeHHH B3aHMHoH 
mo6BH' .20 This would appear to be the very essence of sobornost'. Moreover, its 
spiritual element cannot be overemphasised. S. Khoruzhii writes that after 
Khomiakov, 'sobornost' was steadily profaned with increasing force and 
potency, and lost its content of grace, only to be reduced to a mere social and 
organic principle. In one sense, this process may be considered to be the very 
essence of the ideological evolution of Slavophilism.,21 I shall demonstrate in 
this study that Dostoevskii returned to the spiritual interpretation of sobornosl'. 
The presence of sobornosl' in Dostoevskii's thought has been explicitly noted by 
more than one critic, including A. Boyce Gibson, and V. A. Nikitin, who asserts: 
'B coe,D,HHeHHH C060PHOCTH c nOqBeHHHqeCTBOM npOSlBHJIOCb, Ha MOH 
B3fJISI,D;, cBoe06pa3He npaBOCJIaBHSI ,[{ocToeBcKofo. ,22 
The way in which sobornost' was present in Russian life was partly due 
to the Orthodox Church, but also thanks to the age-old peasant way of life that 
had existed even before Christianity arrived in Russia. The traditional Russian 
peasant commune, or obshchina, with its regulating assemblies, was organised 
around the same principles of organic unity, congregation, tradition based on 
collective decisions and voluntary submission to the whole. So alongside 
sobornost'. Khomiakov and the other Slavophiles placed the idealisation of the 
obshchina and emphasised the almost family nature of the whole societal 
structure. This idealistic view is well captured by Nikolai Zemov in his book on 
Khomiakov, Dostoevskii and Vladimir Solov'ev: 
Russian life was permeated from top to bottom by the family idea. It was 
expressed through the universal custom of addressing people only by their 
Christian names; by the open hospitality of Russian homes, where shelter and 
food were offered free to strangers; by the meetings of the rural community, 
the Mir, at which both the general and the domestic problems were discussed; 
by the Skhod, or popular assemblies of the freedom-loving Cossacks; by the 
moral authority of the National Assemblies; by the willing obedience given to 
the elders, Starosla, who managed the affairs of the Arle/s, self-governing 
fraternities of artisans; by the name "Father" given to the Tsars; and by the 
widespread conviction of the equality and mutual responsibility of all the 
children of the great Russian motherland.23 
The idealisation of the Russian peasant commune was fundamental to the 
Slavophile philosophy of society, and formed the basis of the their hopes for 
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Russia and of their criticism of Western society. Thus it went hand in hand with 
sobornost' for Khomiakov and Kireevskii. Christoff explains how the two 
principles are linked: 
To be sure, sobornost' was a Christian principle whereas obfCinnost' was first 
characteristic of pagan Russian society. However, to the Slavophils it was 
nothing short of providential that the Russian obScina possessed the virtues of 
organic unity and mutuality, and in general was characterized by socially 
oriented self-abnegation. This was what, they maintained, prepared the way 
for Christianity and sobornost' in Russia. And when it came, what did it find? 
Not proud pagan individualism as in Rome, but the commune, pagan yet so 
close, and so congenial to Christianity.24 
At this point it is necessary to indicate that Khomiakov and Kireevskii were not 
guilty of advocating the resurrection of Russia's past at the expense of her 
present, a charge many later critics, including Dostoevskii, levelled at the 
Slavophile movement. V. A. Koshelev explains Khomiakov's stance, for 
example: 
B CTaThe XOMBKoBa [«0 cTapoM H HOBOM»] HeT H HaMeKa Ha TO, liTO 
«crapoe» .rryllIIIe «HOBoro», - rJIaBHaB 3a.n;alfa CPOPMYJIHpyeTcB HM 
npH6JIH3HTeJIhHO TaK: B «CTapOM» eCTh TO, lfero HeT B «HOBOM», H 
Hennoxo 6hl nor.rry6JKe Y3HaTh ::no «CTapoe»: MOJKHO JIH 
nepcneKTHBHhle Halfana, B HeM co.n;epJKaIUHeCB, ocymecTBHTh B 
«HOBOM»? TIpHBHeceHHe 3JIeMeHTOB «CTapOrO» He TOJIhKO He c.n;eJIaeT 
3TO «HOBOe» xYJKe, HO yKpenHT ero Ha .n;eHCTBlITeJlhHO pa3yMHhiX 
OCHOBaHHBX, Bhlpa6aThlBaBlllHXCB npe.n;KaMlI Ha npOTBJKeHlIlI BeKOB H 
y.n;alfHO lIJIlI Hey.n;alfHO 3aMeHeHHhlX HalfanaMlI npOlllJIhlMlI.2S 
Thus they were not the blinkered nostalgists they were sometimes accused of 
being, but sought to enrich the present with elements of the past such as the 
principles of the obshchina. 
The values of the commune and the sobornost' of the Orthodox faith 
were significant to Slavophile thought not only because of the natural, organic 
unity they enabled, but also because that unity was based on freedom To the 
Slavophiles, unity was worth nothing if it was not achieved freely and 
voluntarily. Khomiakov especially focused on freedom in his meditations on 
Orthodoxy, where it has ramifications for every aspect of his philosophy. He 
disagreed with the Western political concept of individual freedom, seeing it as 
sterile and impotent without the voluntary unity of sobornost'. In other words, 
for Khomiakov the individual meant nothing on his own and only found 
meaning in his individual existence as part of an organic whole. He argued: 
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TIeCqHHKa, ,n;eHCTBHTeJIbHO, He nOJIYqaeT HOBoro 6hITHg OT rpy,n;hl, B 
KOTOPYIO 3a6poCHJI ee CJIYqaH [ ... ]. B UepKBH, B ee ueJIOCTH, gBJIgeTCg 
nOJIHOTa CB06o,n;hl B IIHcyce XpHCTe; gBJIgeTCg cB060,n;a, C03HalOmag 
ce6x Bcer,n;a HenorpemHMOIO, B HaCTOgmeM, KaK H B npome,n;meM, H 
YBepeHHag Bcer,n;a B ce6e caMOH H B ,n;apax )],yxa bO)l(Hg. B OT,n;eJIhHOM 
JIHI~e gBJIgeTCg CMHpeHHe cB060,n;hl xpHCTHaHHHa, KOTOPhlH, 6y,n;yqH 
CRJIeH y6eJK,n;eHHeM, qTO ,D;JIg UepKBH 3a6JIYJK,n;eHHe HeB03MOJKHO, 
npHHocHT CBOIO ,n;aHh B 06mee ,n;eJIO, nOqHTaeT ce6g Bcer,n;a HHJKe CBOHX 
6paTheB, nOKOpgeT RM CBoe c06CTBeHHoe MHeHHe H npOCRT y bora 
TOJIhKO cno,n;06HTh ero nOCJIYJKHTh opraHOM BephI Bcex.26 
This passage is notable for its emphasis not only on the freedom found in 
voluntary self-renunciation, but also on the importance of humility, which is an 
element that is prominent in Dostoevskii's thought, as I shall show. Berdiaev has 
examined the role of freedom in nineteenth-century Russian religious thought; he 
identifies both Khomiakov and Dostoevskii as the main proponents of the notion 
of organic freedom within the Orthodox tradition, and explains how voluntary 
organic unity allows for freedom: 
TIepBoe, qTO YTBepjf(,n;aJIa pyccKag peJIHrH03Hasr MhICJIh XIX BeKa, :no 
- xpHcTHaHcKYIO cB060,n;y. II oHa c,n;eJIaJIa 3TO B <l>opMe, eme He 
6hIBlIIeH B HCTOPHH xpHCTHaHCKoro C03HaHHg. XOMgKOB R 
)],OCToeBCKHH 6hIJIH y Hac rJIaBHhlMH rJIamaTagMH xpHCTHaHCKoH 
CBo60,n;hI. [ ... ] Kor,n;a HH,n;HBH,n;yYM OpraHHQeCKH jf(HBeT B UepKBH, TO 
UepKoBh He MOJKeT 6hITb ,n;JIg Hero BHemHRM aBTopHTeTOM. 
XpHCTHaHCKag cBo6oJJ;a ocymecTBJIgeTCg B C060PHOH JKR3HH.2 
The principles of tse!'nost', sobornost', freedom and the idealisation of 
the peasant commune as laid out above are the central ideas permeating 
Slavophile thought, and which will be traced in Dostoevskii's oeuvre. They 
represent the positive end of the polarity between Russia and the West common 
to Khomiakov, Kireevskii and Dostoevskii, and all three thinkers also held that 
the Orthodox faith preserved these elements in the greatest purity, thus imbuing 
the whole of traditional Russian life with them. At the other end of the polarity, 
they saw directly opposing principles. Kho miako v and Kireevskii considered the 
cultural development of the West in contrast with Russia; they identified the 
precedence of rational analysis as the factor responsible for shaping the 
directions taken by the Roman Catholic Church and Protestantism, and stressed 
the influence of these religions in ordering Western societies. Where in Russia 
they saw tsel'nost', in the West they saw rationalism and fragmented cognitive 
processes; whilst there was sobornost' and organic unity in Russia, in the West 
there was either forced unity maintained by external coercion, or atomisation and 
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isolation; where Russia had the freedom of voluntary submission, the West 
displayed either tyranny or chaos. 
Kireevskii set out his ideas on the cultural development of Europe in 
terms of three fundamental influences, namely the residue of rational and logical 
values of the classical and pagan heritage, the absorption of these into the 
Western Christian Church and its subsequent role in organising civilisation, and 
the fact that Western political organisations had arisen not through peaceful 
unanimity and consensus, but through conflict and violence.28 Particularly 
interesting is his treatment of the subject of chivalry. He blamed Western 
Christianity for sanctioning the tyrannical actions of warrior knights and 
identified the alliances between rival knights, motivated by self-interest, as 
examples of the development of Western political structures. Chivalry, he 
argued, was a specifically Western structure, and had not arisen in Russia 
because of the purity of Orthodoxy: 
HIPlero He 6hIJIO 6hI JIerlfe, KaK B036YAHTh y Hac KpecTOBhIe nOXOALI, 
npHlfHCJIHB pa36oHHHKOB K cnyJKHTeJISlM llepKBH H 06emaB JIM 
npomeHHe rpeXOB 3a y6HeHHe HeBepHLIX: BCSlKHH nOlleJI 6LI B lfeCTHLIe 
pa36oHHHKH. KaTOJIHUH3M TaK H AeHCTBOBaJI; OH He nOAHSIJI HapoALI 3a 
Bepy, HO TOJILKO 6pOAHBllHX HanpaBHJI K OAHOH ueJIJI, Ha3BaB JlX 
CBSITbIMH. Halla UepKoBb :noro He CAeJIaJIa, H nOToMY MbI He HMeJIH 
PbIuapcTBa, a BMeCTe C HHM H Toro apHCTOKpaTHlfeCKoro KJIaCCa, 
KOTOPLIH 6bIJI rJIaBHhIM ::meMeHTOM Bcero 3anaAHoro 06pa30BaHHSI.29 
In Kireevskii's opinion, the role of the chivalric order, together with the 
adoption from pagan Rome of rationalist principles, allowed the Roman Catholic 
Church to shift from a spiritual presence to a temporal power, following the 
Schism. He argued that it was Western rationalism that caused the Schism over 
the addition of the 'filioque' clause to the Creed. In deviating from the purity of 
the original faith, the Roman Church had violated the wholeness of the Universal 
Church, and thereafter was not only defenceless against the dominance of 
rationalism, but was bound to give rise to the Reformation, which was also based 
on logical premises.30 Therefore, for Kireevskii, Christianity in the West was no 
longer a free consensus of true faith, but a secular organisation, held together out 
of necessity by external forces and teaching its subjects to seek God with their 
intellect: 
OlfeBHAHO, lfTO Ta JKe HpaBCTBeHHag npHlfHHa, TOT JKe nepeBec 
JIOrHQeCKOH O.D:HOCTOPOHHOCTJI, KOTOPbIH npOH3BeJI YlfeHHe 0 
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He06xo,LJ;IIMOCTII HapY)lCHoro e,llllHCTBa UepKBII, ,llOJDKeH 6hll nopO,llllTh 
II yqeHlle 0 HenorpernaeMoCTII ee BII,llIlMOH rJIaBhI. [ ... ] IIoToM, no TOH 
JKe JIOrllqeCKOH npllqllHe, ,llOJDKHO 6hIJIO nony,llYXOBHoe BJIa,llhIqeCTBO 
nanhI pacnpOCTpaHIIThCR Ha,ll BceMII npaBIITeJIRMH 3ana,lla II nOpO,llllTh 
Bce YCTPOHCTBO, TaK Ha3hIBaeMOH, CBRTOH PIIMCKOH J1MnepMM [ ... ]; M 
KaK ,llYXOBHaR BJIaCTl, UepKBII IICKaJIa ce6e OCHOBaHIIR B CIIJle CBeTCKOH, 
TaK ,llYXOBHoe y6eJK,lleHMe YMOB 3ana,llHhIX MCKaJIO ce6e OCHOBaHMR B 
paceY,llOqHOM CMJlJlOrM3Me.31 
Khomiakov's views on the Church are very similar to Kireevskii's. He 
saw Christianity as the Universal Church, from which the Roman and Protestant 
Churches had seceded after the Schism, and Orthodoxy as the remaining true 
expression of the original faith. Here a point made by Christoff should be noted, 
namely that Khomiakov thought of the Orthodox Church on two levels. 
Although in most of his writings he would refer to Orthodoxy as the one true 
Christian Church, this did not prevent him from acknowledging the existence of 
shortcomings in the Church in Russia. However, he put the blame for these on 
individuals and not on the Church as a whole.32 ,The Orthodox Church was for 
Khomiakov perfect sobornost', a unity of men on Earth with each other, with 
God and with those who had died or who had yet to be born. This unity was 
brought about by the working of the Holy Spirit bringing people together 
voluntarily in mutual love, and the resulting Church was a single indivisible 
entity which alone could give meaning to the life ofan individual. 
Khomiakov took the same view as Kireevskii, that the Roman Church 
violated the sobornost' of the Universal Church by the addition of the fllioque 
clause to the Nicene Creed. They both believed that God's manifestation in the 
holy tradition of the Church could not be understood by reason alone, but only 
by the divinely inspired whole of the human spirit. In addition, the Roman See 
had decided on a change of dogma without consulting its Eastern brethren, thus 
breaking the bond of mutual love. Khomiakov also wrote extensively on the 
differences between the Western Christian churches and what he saw as 
sacrifices made by them in order to repair the damage of the Schism. In order to 
preserve the unity broken by rational inquiry, Rome imposed upon its Church the 
external authority of the Pope; decisions were made on a rational, utilitarian 
basis, theories and formulas were devised through logic and applied from above; 
they carried the force of judicial laws. In contrast, Protestantism again 
questioned the established dogma of Rome, by rejecting the papal authority in 
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favour of freedom of interpretation, but in doing so sacrificed the unity of its 
Church. Hence Khomiakov also saw Protestantism as a natural continuation of a 
movement away from the Universal Church begun by Roman Catholicism. He 
described the two religions thus: 'E.z:UiHCTBO BHelilHee, oTBepralOmee 
cB060.n.y II IIOTOMY He.n.eifcTBIITeJlhHOe - TaKOB 3aKOH POMaHH3Ma. 
CB060.n.a BHernmUI, He .n.aromag e.n.IIHCTBa II IIOTOMY TaKJKe 
He.n.eiicTBHTeJlhHag - TaKOBa Pe<l>opMa. ,33 Only in the Orthodox Church, the 
embodiment of the One True Church, could one find freedom and unity together, 
liberated from the question of where the Church's authority lay, thanks to the 
principle of sobornost': 
UepKoBh He aBTopHTeT, KaK He aBTopHTeT bor, He aBTopHTeT 
XPHCTOC; M60 aBTopMTeT eCTh HellTO .llJIg Hac BHernHee. He aBTopHTeT, 
rOBOplO g, a HCTHHa! I1cTMHa M B TO JKe BpeMg JKII3Hh xpMCTliaHIIHa, 
BHYTpeHmUI JKH3Hh ero; 1160 bor, XPHCTOC, UepKoBh JKHByT B HeM [ ... ]; 
HO JKHByT, IIOKOJIHKY OH caM JKIIBeT BCeJIeHCKOH JKII3HhIO JIIo6BII II 
e.n.HHCTBa, TO ecTh JKII3Hhro UepKBII. 34 
Khomiakov's ideas on the positive and negative attributes of Russia and 
the West were influenced by his philosophy of history.3s It was his belief that all 
of world history had resulted from the everlasting struggle between the two 
principles of freedom and necessity, which he saw as the essential underlying 
driving forces of humanity. Khomiakov called societies based on the principle of 
freedom Iranian, since he believed that their origins were in a race from the 
Middle East; he identified their religions as being centred round the worship of a 
single, freely creating divine entity. Conversely, those societies based on the 
principle of necessity he designated Kushite, after the biblical name for Ethiopia, 
Kush; these, he asserted, practised often pantheistic religions worshiping gods 
who gave birth through necessity. On this point, V. I. Kerimov has an interesting 
perspective that posits an echo of Khomiakov in Dostoevskii: 
Khomiakov's logic is simple: if the universal, freely creating principle is 
acknowledged, then it is a guarantee of freedom in the world (Iranianism); but 
if in a pantheistic key divinity is dissolved in the world (or conversely, in the 
Indian manner, the world is dissolved in divinity), then everything is 
subordinated to 'organic necessity' (Kushitism). In the first case freedom of 
the will, responsibility, and morality exist; in the second there is place neither 
for freedom nor for morality. Khomiakov's thought may be illustrated by a 
paraphrase of Dostoevsfl: 'If there is no free creative principle (God), then 
everything is permitted.,3 
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According to Khorniakov, Iranian societies were characterised by their 
organic societal structure, by their spirituality and creativity, and by their 
preference for verbal forms in their religions. Iranians were not concerned with 
physical matters and drew their strength from communal consciousness (here one 
sees echoes ofK.ireevskii's tsel'nost' dukha). Kushite societies, on the other hand, 
were characterised by formal, external organisation, hierarchical structures, 
rationalist theories and the worship of graven images. The Kushite peoples were 
mute, inert masses who venerated the body and often practised bloodthirsty 
rituals.37 Their civilisations were mechanically constructed and could be broken 
down and rebuilt without violating their wholeness, whereas Iranian societies, 
like a living organism, could not be reduced to their constituent parts. 
Khomiakov summarised his description of Iranianism and Kushitism as follows: 
CpaBHemle Bep H npOCBemeHHSI [ ... ] npHBo.nHT Hac K ,llByM KopeHHhIM 
HaqanaM: K HpaHcKoMY, T. e. ,llYXOBHOMY nOKJIOHeHHIO CB060,llHO-
TBopSilUeMY ,llYXY HJIH K nepB06hITHOMY, BhICOKOMY e,llHH06mKHIO, H K 
KYIlIHTCKOMY - npH3HaHHIO BeqHOH OpraHHqeCKOH He06xo,llHMOCTH, 
rrpOH3BO,llSimeH B CHny JIOrHqeCKHX HeH36e)l(HhIX 3aKOHOB. [ ... J 
KopeHHaSi OCHOBa BephI BhIpa)l(aeTCSI 06mHM xapaKTepoM 
rrpoCBemeHHSI, T. e. 06pa30BaHHOCThl0 CJIOBeCHOIO, nHChMeHHOCThlO 
rJIaCOBOIO, npocTOTOIO 06mHHHoro 6hITa, ,llYXOBHOIO MOJIHTBOIO H 
npe3peHHeM K Teny, BhIpa)l(eHHhIM qepe3 CO)l()l(eHHe HJIH npe,llaHHe 
Tpyna na cHe,llh )l(HBOTHhIM B HpaHCTBe, H 06pa30BaHHOCThIO 
xy.nO)l(eCTBeHHOIO, rrHChMeHHOCThlO CHMBOJIHlfeCKOIO, YCJIOBHhIM 
CTpoeHHeM rocy.napcTBa, 3aKJIHHaTeJIhHOlO MOJIMTBOIO M rrOlfTeHHeM K 
TeJIY, BbIpa)l(eHHhIM HJIH 6anh3aMHpOBKOIO, HJIH C'be,lleHHeM MepTBhIX, 
HJIM ,llpyrHMH nO,l106HhIMH 06pSl,llaMH, B KYIlIHTcTBe.38 
From these descriptions it is easy to see how Khomiakov's view of world 
history related to his opinions of Western Christianity, Orthodoxy and Russian 
society. In his view Christianity derived from the Iranian principle; thanks to 
obshchinnost' in pre-Christian Russia, the Iranian principle had been preserved in 
its purest form in Orthodoxy. In contrast, pagan Rome, a Kushite state, had 
contaminated Christianity in the West with its rationalism and formalism, and 
hence Roman Catholicism, and by extension Protestantism, adhered to the 
Kushite principle. Khorniakov saw the Slavic nations, in particular Russia, as 
carriers of the Iranian principle, in spite of the Kushite characteristics of 
rationalism, formalism and individualism that had unfortunately accompanied the 
reforms of Peter the Great. As Riasanovsky remarks, Khomiakov believed that 
Russia would return to her true Iranian principles.39 He held the view that 
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Western cultures were dying as Kushitism reached its limits, and that Russia 
would be their Iranian salvation, bringing Orthodoxy and sobornost': the East 
would succeed the West just as one generation followed another. Thus one can 
see an element of Russian messianism in his thought. However, this is not to say 
that Slavophilism was a movement following predeterminist philosophies: this 
would contradict the emphasis on freedom in their thought. Kerimov concurs: 
But is there messianism in Khomiakov? Hardly. While he is very critical of 
the past and the present of Russia, he eyes her future with hope, and only 
hope. [ ... ] By dint of historical factors, a nation may be called upon (but not 
predestined!) to resolve a ''universal task". But whether it does so depends on 
its courage and wisdom. 40 
Many aspects of Slavophile thought have resonances in the work of 
Dostoevskii. Their approbation of the doctrine of Ise['nosl' dukha and its related 
issues of the limits and dangers of rationalism find expression in Zapiski iz 
podpo['ia; the concept of sobornost' and the ethics of Orthodoxy are taught by 
Father Zosima in Brat'ia Karamazovy; the state-like authority of the Roman 
Church is an important theme of 'The Legend of the Grand Inquisitor'. Other 
attacks on Roman Catholicism for its authoritarian structure and un-Christian 
principles can be found in Idiot and Podrostok. The values of the obshchina are 
clearly advocated in Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh along with a 
vehement criticism of Kushite ideals in the West. These are but a few specific 
examples; of course, these important interrelated themes are abnost always 
present to a greater or lesser extent in virtually all of Dostoevskii's works. 
Detailed examinations of the most salient examples of Dostoevskii's engagement 
with ideas of the Slavophiles will form the main body ofthis study. 
It is useful to situate my work in the range of material that already exists 
on Dostoevskii's views on the issues of unity, brotherhood and freedom. Since 
Dostoevskii followed Khomiakov and Kireevskii's essentially religious approach 
to these matters, for general reading on his religious opinions one should consult 
such standard works as Konstantin Mochulsky and Nikolai Berdiaev's studies. 
Mochulsky mentions in passing the Slavophile movement in relation to 
Dostoevskii; he acknowledges a similarity between his thought and that of 
Khomiakov, and talks of Dostoevskii's 'Slavophile dream of a Christian 
empire' .41 Berdiaev also has a few comments on the subject. Early on in his 
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book, he rightly remarks that it would be wrong to count Dostoevskii among the 
Slavophiles, but then goes on to make what are in my opinion erroneous 
assertions that his views differed in everything from the Slavophiles, including 
their attitude to Western Europe.42 More relevant to the questions I have chosen 
to explore is A. Boyce Gibson's work; this makes considerable mention of the 
presence of the principle of sobornost' in Dostoevskii's fiction, 43 but Gibson's 
concern is with sobornost' as a characteristic of Orthodoxy, and he does not 
consider the role of the Slavophiles in promoting this aspect of the faith. There is 
also a useful study by Nicolas Zernov, who looks in turn at the views of 
Khomiakov, Dostoevskii and Vladimir Solov'ev on Russia's spiritual future and 
relation to Europe. Zernov argues that the thought of these three men 'shows an 
impressive convergence and development' and that 'they arrived at the same 
conclusions about the destiny of Europe and of their own country.' But he 
correctly asserts that Dostoevskii 'could not be identified with either the 
Slavophils or the Westernisers'; what is more, Zernov's approach does not 
concentrate on Slavophile thought per se, but on general philosophical 
similarities.44 Other works that cover Dostoevskii's thought and that are 
contiguous to my theme are the studies of Bruce Ward and Wayne Dowler.45 
Ward deals with the West in Dostoevskii's world view, approaching it from a 
strictly philosophical perspective; he has cause to refer briefly to Slavophilism, 
but his main concern is with Dostoevskii's engagement with Western 
philosophical and political ideas. Dowler looks at the movement of 
pochvennichestvo and the central roles played by Dostoevskii and Apollon 
Grigor'ev; he too shows how they stood in relation to Slavophilism, but he 
focuses on the pochvennichestvo period of the early 1860s, and he makes only 
brief mention of Dostoevskii's fictional works. 
As for specific examinations of Dostoevskii and the Slavophiles, these 
are comparatively few in number. Studies from the Soviet era are limited in 
scope; Vladislav Popov, for example, focuses exclusively on the treatment of the 
obshchina by the Slavophiles and Dostoevskii, and indeed, considers it only from 
the political and economic perspective.46 U. A. Gural'nik, by contrast, advances 
the argument that 'poMaHbI H nOBeCTH ,[(ocToeBclCoro 06'LeICTHBHO 
onpOBepra.Jlll TeOpeTHQeclCHe nOCTpoeHHR cnaBRHo$HnOB' .47 A. L. Ospovat's 
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article, despite concentrating only on Dostoevskii's statements during the trial of 
the Petrashevtsy, is more useful in that it suggests an awareness in Dostoevskii of 
Slavophile thought already at that time in his life, and it asserts that his 
statements 'roBopRT H 0 cepbe3HoM TBOpqeCKOM HHTepece MOJIo,n;oro 
IIHcaTeIDI K H,n;eOJIOrHH paHHero CJIaBRHo<!lHJIbCTBa' .48 
Two more recent works, however, adopt the same stance that the current 
study is to follow and have been helpful in determining its parameters. Vladimir 
Viktorovich's article is, in my opinion, the most comprehensive treatment of 
Dostoevskii and Slavophilism. He addresses the matter from the spiritual point of 
view and organises his material round three points of engagement: the first being 
ideological questions discussed in Peterburgskaia ietopis', the second being the 
interaction with Apollon Grigor'ev, and the third being a growing engagement 
with Khomiakov on religious matters from the early 1860s onwards. His 
conclusion, with which I agree, is that 'poMaHbI ,[\ocToeBcKoro, IIOJKarryii, 
caMoe 3HaQHTeJIbHOe IIO ceii ,n;eHb 60nAozqellue CJIaB~lHo<!lHJIbCKHX 
MeQTaHHH. ,49 Whilst I would concur with the majority of his arguments, in my 
opinion his choice of focus, his omission of various subjects such as similarities 
with the works of Kireevskii and the role of Dostoevskii's imprisonment in 
Siberia as a catalyst in the development of his views, together with his superficial 
examination of the fiction, demonstrate the need for further study in this field. 
Tat'iana Blagova's monograph on Khomiakov and Kireevskii contains a chapter 
on 'heirs' of the Slavophiles, amongst which she numbers Dostoevskii. (Abbott 
Gleason also refers to Dostoevskii as being 'the most famous figure who was 
deeply marked by Slavophilism'; in addition, Riasanovsky includes a few 
paragraphs on Dostoevskii in the section on the influence of Slavophilism, in his 
monograph on the movement.so) Blagova's brief consideration of the issue 
highlights not only the areas of similarity between them, but also the point at 
which they diverge. She argues that where Khomiakov and Kireevskii wrote in 
terms of man as he ought to be, Dostoevskii showed man as he is in his duality, 
his capacity for good and evil. In her view, the Slavophiles avoided the issue of 
the problem of evil, whereas Dostoevskii addressed it.sl From these assertions it 
is possible to draw the conclusion that Dostoevskii applies to individual 
situations set in 'real life' those ideas that in Slavophile philosophy had referred 
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to mankind in the abstract. Such a conclusion legitimises the examination not 
only of Dostoevskii's non-fiction, the area where one might expect to find most 
correspondence with other writers of non-fiction, but also of his novels and short 
stories. It is my intention to demonstrate the way in which Dostoevskii played 
out scenarios affected by abstract ideas similar to those developed by the 
Slavophiles, and indicated their consequences for individuals as well as for 
society. Thus Viktorovich and Blagova's works form the points of departure for 
my thesis. 
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Chapter One: Dostoevskii's ideological position with regard to the 
Slavophile movement. 
1.1 : Introduction 
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The discovery of Dostoevskii's first nove~ Bednye [judi, by Nekrasov in 
1845, was the springboard that launched a sensitive and idealistic young man 
into the tumultuous world of Russian intellectual life. The initial extravagant 
approbation of Nekrasov and Belinskii ensured the success of Bednye [judi even 
before its publication, and was Dostoevskii's entrance ticket to the literary salons 
of st. Petersburg. It was here that he began a life-long career of debating the 
condition of Russia, of seeking a way forward for her and of commenting on her 
literature. It was to be a dramatic career during which he would try numerous, 
seemingly very different stances as he sought to define his position. His 
searching would cause him to be caught up in a revolutionary conspiracy; in 
penal servitude and exile he would find spiritual renewal. Finally, with time he 
would establish himself not only as one of the leading literary artists of his time, 
but also as a moral authority on Russia and Russianness. But the ostensible 
variety of Dostoevskii's political views is not the mark of rootless or ill-
conceived convictions, or even simply of the maturation from left-wing naivety 
to right-wing intransigence. Rather, it shows his persistence in trying to find the 
right formulation for his passionate love for his rodina and the right solution - in 
his eyes - to her problems. Dostoevskii never fully committed himself to 
allegiance to any particular 'party' of intellectuals: it is a sign of his faith in the 
ideas he was struggling to express, that he would not compromise them to remain 
for any length of time in one camp or another. If the utopian socialism of 
Belinskii's circle made no allowance for faith in Christ, he would try a more 
Christian blend with the Maikov brothers. If there were flaws in Slavophilism 
and Westernism, he would join with like-minded individuals to found their own 
ideological movement: pochvennichestvo. And if this movement were proven to 
him to have inconsistencies, he would refine its principles. into a more 
independent viewpoint. Dostoevskii was the great assimilator: Jacques Catteau 
writes of his 'powerful ability to synthesise,l. He was able to select the positive 
elements from many of the tendencies he investigated, find areas of common 
ground between them, and at least appreciate the sincerity in the motivations of 
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those with whom he could not agree. For this reason it is impossible to give a 
name to Dostoevskii's ever-evolving, intricate system of beliefs; equally it may 
be the reason why there exist a range of critical opinions as to whether 
Dostoevskii mayor may not be called a Slavophile, as I mentioned in my 
Introductory Chapter. 
At this early stage, my aim is to set the scene, to provide a background of 
factual information against which the details of the literary dramatisation of 
Slavophile motifs may be clearly defined. Whilst some biographical information 
will be necessary, I shall endeavour not to duplicate the work of such standard 
biographical studies as those of Joseph Frank2 and Geir Kjetsaa3, Rather, I intend 
to chart chronologically the history of Dostoevskii's engagement with such 
themes of Slavophile philosophy as organic unity, sobornost' and attitudes to the 
West, as outlined in my Introductory Chapter. For the moment, I shall 
concentrate on the evidence from Dostoevskii's non-fiction, namely his letters, 
general notebooks and also his journalism. Now there are grounds for caution 
over the classification as non-fiction of such works as Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh 
vpechatleniiakh, or Dnevnik pisatelia, given their mix of genres and frequent use 
of narrative irony. However, by this ostensibly artificial exercise of taking at face 
value the statements from Dostoevskii's journalism, I plan to establish a 
superficial overview of the development of the attitudes that emerge from such 
works, on the assumption, justified by the consistency of views and their 
reflection in Dostoevskii's letters and notebooks, that they can be mapped onto 
the author's own beliefs. This overview will act as a gauge against which we 
may determine where in the spectrum his fictional works are situated. It will 
stand in contrast to the later examination of the works of fiction, together with a 
re-examination of the journalism as artistic form. Thereby I hope to demonstrate 
what is to be learned from each approach, and how much fuller an understanding 
can be gained from going beyond a study of echoed themes. 
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1.2: Early work. 
We must begin with Dostoevskii's first forays into the world of the St. 
Petersburg intellectuals. At the outset it is important to note the location of his 
debut: he was studying in the glamorous, highly Westernised capita~ rather than 
in the more traditional, longer-established city of Moscow, where the 
conservative Slavophile movement flourished. Of course, there was no real 
degree of alienation between the two principal cities, and ideas and publications 
circulated freely between these centres of intellectual life. But Petersburg was 
Russia's 'window on the West', and later, Dostoevskii was on several occasions 
to remark on its artificia~ un-Russian atmosphere. This atmosphere may be one 
contributing factor to Dostoevskii's chaotic and troubled experiment with 
socialist ideas, which marked his early career. 
At this time, the division within the Russian intelligentsia into the 
movements of Slavophilism and Westernism was reaching its height. As 
Dostoevskii was in Petersburg, and as he enjoyed the patronage ofNekrasov and 
Belinskii, he was soon drawn into circles that were concerned with liberal 
ideologies. Dostoevskii himself was searching for an outlet for his own sense of 
the injustice of society and love for humanity, that had been nurtured by the 
practice of Christianity and by reading the idealistic Romantics Schiller and 
Hoffinan. As with many of his contemporaries who had been attracted to these 
writers and others such as Schelling, his initial sentimental idealism and 
preoccupation with the enrichment of human existence on a transcendental level 
was soon tempered by acquaintance with writers such as Balzac, George Sand, 
Hugo and Eugene Sue. They brought home to him the urgency with which social 
problems needed resolving. At the same time, having been brought up in a 
strictly devout Orthodox home, and having continued rigorously to practice 
Orthodoxy at the Engineering Academy, Dostoevskii also attached great 
importance to the figure and teachings of Christ. Thus it is fair to assume that 
given Dostoevskii's background, highly sensitive character and choice of reading 
matter, he would have been looking for some practical application of 
Christianity. This assumption is supported by Frank4 and Leatherbarro~. 
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Dostoevskii began his intellectual journey from a stance that paralleled 
the most prevalent views amongst the Russian intelligentsia before it fell into the 
two broad camps of Slavophilism and Westernism. Both movements had in 
common the notion, derived from the philosophies of Hege~ that Western 
Europe - until then the source of all progress - had reached its peak of 
civilisation and would eventually fall into decline. Philosophies following the 
Hegelian school of thought, however, proposed that the movement of humanity's 
progression would continue, but from a new source. This was the cue for 
educated Russians to believe that Russia was that new source and that she was 
about to come into her own within world society. The division arose over how 
this was to come about. The Westernisers advocated the cultivation of European 
principles on Russian soil, whilst the Slavophiles sought to advance Russia by 
developing her own natural strengths and resources. But it is important to 
remember, particularly with regard to Dostoevskii, the common origin of the two 
movements in a hope for a renewal of Russia and her ascendancy as a world 
power on the moral and cultural plane. Let us consider Alexander Herzen's 
summation of the situation: '11 MbI, KaK RHYC liJlIi KaK AByrJlaBLIH opeJl, 
CMOTpeJIH B pa3HLle CTOPOHbI, B TO BpeMJI KaK cepOlie 6U/lOCb 00110,.6 This 
image might also be used to explain Dostoevskii's apparent volte-face after his 
exile in Siberia: as I aim to show in my thesis, his heart always beat with the 
same basic aspirations, although he looked in a variety of directions in order to 
satisfy them. It may also be the key to understanding Dostoevskii's call for the 
reconciliation of the Slavophiles and the Westemisers after his return from exile; 
for perhaps he, better than his contemporaries, was able to appreciate their shared 
roots. 
Initially Dostoevskii joined the literary circle that had formed around 
Belinskii. Bruce Ward remarks how the passionate, 'furious' Belinskii passed 
through several phases of attachment to socialism, first arriving on the basis of 
Schellingian Romanticism at the utopian socialism propounded by Fourier, 
Leroux and Saint-Simon, then becoming increasingly attached to the atheist, 
materialist teachings of Feuerbach and Strauss. In this journey, Ward argues, 
Belinskii represented a condensed form of the trajectory the Westerniser 
movement was to follow into the 1860s.7 His friendship with Dostoevskii lasted 
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little more than a year, for the young writer clashed with him over the figure of 
Christ. Dostoevskii recalls in Dnevnik pisatelia the views held by Be1inskii at the 
time: 
- ,[(a 3HaeTe JIH BhI, - B3BH3rHBaJI OH pa3 BellepOM (OH HHor;:~a KaK-TO 
B3BH3rHBaJI, eCJllI OlleHb rOpSlIHJICS), o6pamascb KO MHe, - 3HaeTe JIH 
Bbl, liTO HeJIb3S HaClIHTbIBaTb rpeXH lIeJIOBeKY H 06peMeHSTb ero 
,nOJIraMH H no,nCTaBHbIMH JIaHHTaMH, Kor,na 06mecTBO TaK no,llJIO 
YCTpoeHO, liTO lIeJIOBeKY HeB03MO)f(HO He ,D,eJIaTb 3JIO,D,eHCTB, Kor,D,a OH 
3KOHOMHQeCKli npHBe,D,eH K 3JIO,D,eHCTBY, II liTO HeJIenO H )f(eCTOKO 
Tpe60BaTb C qeJIOBeKa Toro, qero Y)f(e no 3aKOHaM npHpO,D,hI He MO)f(eT 
OH BbInOJIHHTb, eCJllI 6 ,na)f(e XOTeJI ... [ ... ] 
,[(a nOBepbTe )f(e, HaHBHbIH Bbl lIeJIOBeK, - Ha6poCHJICH OH onHTb Ha 
MeHJI, - nOBepbTe JKe, liTO Baw XPHCTOC, eCJIH 6hI P0,D,IIJICSI B Hawe 
BpeMSI, 6hIJI 6bl caMblM He3aMeTHhIM H 06hIKHOBeHHhIM lIeJIOBeKOM; TaK 
II cTyweBaJICSI 6bI npll HbIHewHeH HaYKe H npH HhIHewHHX ,nBHraTeJISIX 
qeJIOBeqeCTBa. (XXI, 11.) 
Elsewhere in Dnevnik pisatelia, Dostoevskii reminisces that the socialism 
of the time was perceived as an improvement on, if not a correction of 
Christianity (XXI, 130), but from the above extract it is clear that Be1inskii was 
rapidly moving beyond this thinking and was ready to embrace atheism. His 
arguments show elements of what Khomiakov classified as Kushitism: they 
emphasise external forces of necessity that determine a man's behaviour, either 
positively through the creation by science of a perfect system, or negatively 
through the existing detrimental environment. When the two writers found that 
their differences of opinion were too much, Dostoevskii joined the more 
moderate, idealistic liberal circles led by the Beketov and Maikov brothers. 
However, it would seem that he too was following a path of increasing 
radicalism when at length he joined the Petrashevskii circle and fell under the 
influence of the scheming Nikolai Speshnev. How much had Belinskii influenced 
him? 
We must be wary of assuming that Dostoevskii's early association with 
Belinskii led directly to his involvement with Speshnev, and yet Dostoevskii 
himself appears to confirm that this is the case. In Dnevnik pisatelia he affirms, 
with regard to Belinskii: 'OH MeHSI HeB3mo6HJI; HO SI cTpaCTHO npHHSIJI BCe 
YlleHHe ero' (XXI, 12). But many critics have evaluated this statement as a 
deliberate exaggeration. Kjetsaa, for example, suggests that the trauma of penal 
servitude caused Dostoevskii to remember his former activities with guilt and 
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self-castigation. 8 Frank puts the exaggeration down to an artistic desire for 
dramatic effect, an analysis that is just when one considers the problematic genre 
of the ostensibly journalistic Dnevnik, and reminds us that these passages were 
written out of a polemical aim to show the eventual incompatibility of socialism 
and Christianity.9 Leatherbarrow reflects on Dostoevskii's personality, arguing 
that his attraction first to Belinskii and later to Speshnev, was less intellectual 
than emotional: both BeIinskii and Speshnev were in their own way charismatic, 
domineering personalities, whilst Dostoevskii was still very impressionable. It is 
possible that such attractions eclipsed his own intellectual convictions at the 
time. 10 What is more, the memoirs of his close friend Ianovskii recount that 
Dostoevskii owed money to Speshnev and felt beholden to him in every way, 
likening him to Mephistopheles. I I In fact, Dostoevskii's own recollections in 
Dnevnik pisatelia bear out this explanation, for in their language they emphasise 
the emotional content of his involvement. Comparing the Petrashevskii 
conspiracy with the recent Nechaev affair, Dostoevskii talks of the manipulative 
nature of such radical ringleaders, accusing them of knowing how to play on the 
soul of youth as on a musical instrument. He goes on to liken his involvement 
with socialism as an infection that most people were powerless to struggle 
against: 
[ ... ] BCe :no 6bIJIH TaKHe BJIHgHHg, KOTOPbIX MbI npeO)J.OJIeTb He MOrJIH 
H ICoTopble 3aXBaTblBaJIH, HanpOTHB, HallIH cepJ],ua H YMbI BO HMg 
KaKoro-To BeJIHKoJ],YllIHg. [,',] Te H3 Hac TorJ],a eme He 3HaJIH npWIHH 
60JIe3HH cBoeH, a nOTOMY H He MOfJIH elUe c HelO 60POTbCg, (XXI, 131.) 
Of course, in this extract we again find the same hyperbolic tone that is designed 
for dramatic impact. Nevertheless, Dostoevskii is drawing attention to the 
emotions that influenced him, rather than the content of the socialist arguments 
themselves. 
Ward, however, offers a further explanation of Dostoevskii's profession 
that he had embraced all of BeIinskii's teaching. He points to the writer's 
admission in Dnevnik pisatelia that in his youth he could have become a 
Nechaevets type, given the right circumstances. In Ward's view, this is 
Dostoevskii's recognition that his early liberalism contained the potential for 
development into a more radical stance, that rather than being incompatible with 
Speshnev's radical atheism, it in fact left him more wlnerable to it. 12 Ward's 
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argument makes sense, particularly when we consider Dostoevskii's novel Besy, 
in which he showed how the moderate liberalism of the 1840s gave rise to the 
radical materialism of the 1860s and 1870s. 
After discussing the extent to which Dostoevskii was influenced by 
Belinskii, it remains to establish exactly what were Dostoevskii's views at that 
time. One of the best sources to this end is his early journalistic work, 
Peterburgskaia letopis'. This is a feuilleton, of which four instalments were 
published in Sank! Peterburgskie vedomosti in 1847. This was around the time 
when Dostoevskii was beginning to frequent the Petrashevskii circle, a year after 
his break with Belinskii. The letopis' therefore comes at a crucial moment in the 
development of his views and helps to shed light on his engagement with 
Westernism. It is quite surprising in that its tone is one of independence, with 
criticism of both sides of the debate, and a few indications of the beliefs 
Dostoevskii was to hold in later years. Most obviously, however, it illustrates the 
differences between his early views and his post-Siberian ideas. One of the 
things that stand out the most about Peterburgskaia letopis' is its exposition of 
Dostoevskii's attitude to the common people. After Siberia, the Russian people 
became one of his major interests, and whilst he never overlooked their faults, he 
was also a vociferous defender of their qualities. In the letopis', however, he 
gives little space to the people, and what there is looks only at their faults. He is 
content not to refute the remarks of his educated Westerniser contemporaries 
about the backwardness of the peasantry: 'Ho CKaJKyr, nOJKaJIyH: 1{TO iKe 
Hapo~? Hapo,n reMeH H Heo6pa30BaH, H YKaJKyr Ha 06meCTBo, Ha JIIo,neii 
o6pa30BaHHbIx' (XVIII, 25). This statement indicates that, like the 
Westernisers, Dostoevskii at this stage did not believe that the people were 
capable of being a source of spiritual regeneration for Russia. Viktorovich 
suggests that Dostoevskii's pronouncements on the religiosity of the narod came 
as a reply to the Slavophile camp, and I would concur that this is likely.13 Indeed, 
Dostoevskii depicts the Slavophiles with sharp satire as blinkered and out of 
touch, as armchair intellectuals who cannot agree over their basic principles 
because they are derived from a hazy past (XVIII, 25). 
Kjetsaa identifies the letopis' as an illustration of Dostoevskii's 
Westernism, pointing out his satirical treatment of the Slavophiles and his faith 
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in the intelligentsia as leaders of the people. 14 But whilst these elements are to be 
found in the ietopis', the overriding impression it gives is of Dostoevskii's 
dissatisfaction with talk and a desire for action, but without a firm idea of the 
direction such action should take. At times he is critical of the intelligentsia as a 
whole. In the first issue, of 27th April, he describes Petersburg as 'He "ITO HHoe, 
KaK c06paHHe orpoMHoro qHCna MaJIeHbKHX KPYJKKOB, y KOTOPbIX Y 
KaJK,n:oro CBOR YCTaB, CBoe npHJIH"IHe, CBOR 3aKoH, CBOSI JIOrHKa H CBOR 
opaKYJI' (XVIII, 12), and he bemoans the impotence of even the most sincere of 
these circles. This is an early expression of what was to become a favourite 
concern of Dostoevskii's: the fragmentation of society, a theme that echoes the 
Slavophile call for organic unity. The motif of the impotence and gradual 
atomisation of the intelligentsia is most strongly continued in the final 15th June 
issue. Here Dostoevskii begs the educated classes to stop arguing about what the 
most useful activities are and to unite society with a common goal: 
[ ... ] nOKaJKHTe HaM oeAo, a rJIaBHOe, 3aUllmepecyiune Hac K 3TOMY ,n:eny, 
,n:aHTe HaM c,n:enaTb ero caMUM H nycTHTe B XO,n: Halle c06CTBeHHoe 
HH,n:HBH,n:YaJIhHOe TBOp"leCTBo. Cnoc06HbI Bhl c,n:enaTh 3TO Hnb HeT, 
rocno,n:a nOHYKaTeJIH? HeT, TaK H 06BHHSlTL He"lerO, TOJIhKO HanpacHO 
cnOBO TepSlTh! (XVIII, 31.) 
He goes on to show that the consequence of this failure to agree on a course of 
action is the growing number of ineffectual, feverish dreamers, whom he calls 
Petersburg's nightmare. (At that time, the dreamer was also a favourite type used 
in his fiction, and elements of the dreamer type can be found in much of his later 
fiction.) These individuals withdraw into their abstract, intellectual dreams for a 
better society, until they become completely isolated: 
Hepe,n:KO JKe ,n:eHcTBHTeJILHOCTh npoH3Bo,n:HT Bne"laTJIeHHe TSI)KeJIOe, 
BpaJK,n:e6Hoe Ha cep,n:ue Me"lTaTeJISI, H OH cneUlHT 3a6HTbcSl B CBOR 
3aBeTHbIH, 30JIOTOH yrOJIOK, KOTOPbIH Ha caMOM ,n:ene qaCTO 3anbIJIeH, 
HeonpSlTeH, 6ecnopSI,n:O"leH, rpSl3eH. MaJIO-nOMaJIy npOKa3HHK Hall 
Ha"lHHaeT "IY)K,llaTbCSl TOJIUhl, qYJK,n:aThCSI 06mHX HHTepeCOB, H 
nOCTeneHHO, HenpHMeTHO, Ha"lHHaeT B HeM npHTynJISlThCSl TaJIaHT 
,n:eHCTBHTenhHOH JKH3HH. (XVIII, 34.) 
What the reader learns from these passages of the ietopis' is that 
Dostoevskii was already disenchanted with the arguments of his contemporaries, 
and saw in them a crisis for society, in the form of disintegration. For this reason 
I believe that at this time of his life, Dostoevskii can no more be called a 
Westerniser than a Slavophile, in the sense that he could not fully back the 
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educated classes as effective architects of Russia's renewa~ although it is true 
that as yet he did not consider the narod as an alternative. But whilst we may 
discern a certain distance from the main intellectual camps, the undercurrent in 
the letopis' is one of communality of a socialist kind, as demonstrated by his 
emphasis on the importance of common interests: here there is little of the post-
Siberian concern for respect for the peculiarities of the individual. On the other 
hand, Dostoevskii calls for action and unity, but stops short of proposing radical 
or revolutionary solutions. Of course, one must bear in mind the deterrent of 
severe censorship under Nicholas I, but it is my feeling that at this point, 
Dostoevskii was still unsure ofhis beliefs. 
The fiction written by Dostoevskii at this time goes some way toward 
substantiating the picture presented by Peterburgskaia letopis'. Leatherbarrow's 
analysis of two stories published either side of the letopis' adds to the portrait of 
a thinker who knew what he disagreed with, but was still searching for viable 
alternative ideologies. His summation is that in Gospodin Prokharchin, 
published in 1846, Dostoevskii rejects the impersona~ abstract humanism such as 
propounded by Belinskii, which overlooks the rights of the individual in favour 
of the collective good. Instead he offers the Christian humanist ethic of the 
mutual responsibility of each individual for all.l~ This is an element that is not 
present in the letopis'. Then, in Slaboe serdtse, published in 1848, according to 
Leatherbarrow's analysis, there is a shift of views; here Dostoevskii is bidding 
farewell to Romantic idealism and utopian socialism, and acknowledging that 
humanism, be it Christian or socialist, is not enough to cope with the intricate 
depths of the human psyche and bring about a harmonious society.16 Another 
story, Khoziaika, published in the autumn of 1847 and thus just after 
Peterburgskaia letopis', depicts the unhealthy impotence of the dreamer. These 
three stories underline Dostoevskii's frustration with the inertia of his 
contemporary intellectual circles and his growing desire for practical action. 
More foreshadowings of Dostoevskii's future views are to be found in 
the descriptions of Petersburg in Peterburgskaia letopis'. He seems uneasy with 
the concept of the city as the apogee of the Western 'civilising' influence in 
Russia, and his images in places contradict each other. In the 1st June issue, after 
his discussion of Moscow and Petersburg architecture, which was the vehicle for 
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his critique of Slavophile retrospectio~ he praises the conglomeration of styles 
found in Petersburg as a representation of Russia's ongoing role in European 
history. He goes on to applaud the city for being the fount of progress in Russia, 
as a great idea still in development: '11 .no CHX nop lleTep6ypr B nbIJIH H B 
Mycope; [ ... ] 6y.nymee ero eme B H.nee; HO H.neH :na npHHa.n.rre)KHT TIeTpy 
I, OHa BOllJIOmaeTCH, pacTeT H YKopeHHeTcH C KaJK,nblM ,nHeM He B O,nHOM 
neTep6yprcKoM 60JIOTe, HO BO BceR POCCHH [ ... ]' (XVIII, 26). However, if 
this passage is compared with descriptions of the city from the other issues, one 
may draw the conclusion that here Dostoevskii is overemphasising the modernity 
of Petersburg and its benefits, in order more strongly to refute the nostalgia for 
ancient Rus and reverence for Moscow shown by the Slavophiles. For in the 27th 
April issue he refers to Petersburg as an irritable, jaundiced spinster, worn out 
and bitter from society balls and gaming tables (XVIII, 15-16), and in the 15th 
June issue his comparison is with a sickly, submissive, weak and grieving girl. 
Neither of these portrayals suggests a proud monument to Russia's progress. 
Rather, they suggest a power that is both spent and corrupted by materialism; 
they bring to mind his later accounts of Paris and London. It is possible that these 
representations in the letopis' prefigure his more Slavophile opinion of Europe as 
having had its day, and that they are the precursors to later negative allusions to 
the rootlessness of the city, such as to be found in 'Son smeshnogo cheloveka'. 
There is additional evidence that in the years following Peterburgskaia 
letopis', Dostoevskii drew a little closer to the Slavophile stance. Viktorovich 
notes that his story Khoziaika contains elements, such as the spiritual state 
experienced by praying together, which he was to explore in more detail much 
later. In addition, the novella Netochka Nezvanova, as Viktorovich remarks, 
shows signs of affuming the power of self-renunciation and humility to unite 
people. 17 What is more, both Viktorovich and Ospovat point to Dostoevskii's 
statements at the Petrashevskii trial as evidence that there had been a certain 
progression towards Slavophilism in his views since the writing of the letopis,.18 
In these statements Dostoevskii speaks of the unsuitability of Western-style 
revolution for instigating change in Russia, due to the different paths of historical 
development followed by Russia and the West (XVIII, 127). This indeed 
suggests that he was aware of the early arguments of Khomiakov and Kireevskii 
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on the subject, and that by 1849 he felt a growing sympathy with their views. 
Therefore, the picture of Dostoevskii before his exile that the information set out 
above gives us, is of an independent thinker who was committed to weighing up 
the problems facing his country, who absorbed and assessed a wide range of 
views in the ideological spectrum, and who was beginning to fashion his own 
position in this spectrum. Now it is necessary to consider the way in which his 
exile acted upon this foundation of views formed in his youth. 
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1.3: Siberia. 
The trial of the Petrashevskii circle and the eventual sentence of hard 
labour and military service, brought to an abrupt halt Dostoevskii's involvement 
with liberal circles. The horrific cruelty of his mock death sentence caused him to 
find a new joy and wonderment in life, and he faced his penal servitude with 
stoicism and without bitterness. His time in Siberia was to be a genuine 
enlightenment, an education that stood in stark contrast to the imported 
ideologies from the West, which now began to ring false for Dostoevskii. In 
prison he would find hard evidence grounded on real life to contradict the 
theories of utopian socialism that had so appealed to him. As he himself 
acknowledged in a letter to Eduard Totleben in 1856, ',lJ,OJIrHH onhIT, nDKeJIhIH 
H MY'IHTeJIbHbIH, npOTpe3BHJI Meml H BO MHorOM nepeMeHlUI MOM MhICJIH. 
Ho Tor,lJ,a - TOr.ll:a H 6bIJI CJIen, BepHJI B TeopMH H YTonHH' (XXVIII/~ 224). 
The monotony of prison life belied a seemingly infinite variety of characters, 
attitudes and crimes, and would convince Dostoevskii that blanket formulas, so 
favourable with Western influenced intellectuals, would never account for every 
facet of the broad Russian character that would henceforth become his 
preoccupation. In particular he would have the opportunity to reassess his 
opinion of the common people, and would learn from their example that the 
moral solutions offered by the traditional Christian values of Orthodoxy were 
superior to the social orientation of Christian humanism. During his 
imprisonment, Dostoevskii combated his isolation by examining his past life 
rigorously and sternly, and his harsh self-judgement enabled him to absorb his 
new experiences into the construction ofa new set of beliefs: 
O,lJ,HHOKHH ,lJ,YlIIeBHo, H nepecMaTpHBaJI BCIO npoII.IJIy1O iKH3Hb MOIO, 
nepe6HPaJI BCe ,lJ.O nOCJIe,lJ.HHX MeJIO'IeH, B,lJ,YMblBaJICH B Moe 
npowe,lJ.wee, CY,lJ.HJI ce6H O,lJ.HH HeYMOJIHMO H cTporo H ,lJ.aiKe B HBOH 'Iac 
6JIarOCJIOBJIHJI cy.lJ;b6y 3a TO, 'ITO oHa nOCJIaJIa MHe 3TO ye,lJ.HHeHHe, 6e3 
KOToporo He COCTOH.1IHCb 6hI HH 3TOT cy,lJ. Ha,n C060H, HH :nOT cTporHH 
nepecMOTp npeX<HeH x(H3HH. Ii KaKHMH Ha,lJ,eX(,naMH 3a6HJIOCb TOf,lJ,a 
Moe cep,lJ,ue! R ,lJ.YMaJI, H pelIIHJI, H KJI}lJICH ce6e, 'ITO yX(e He 6Y,lJ,eT B 
MoeH 6y,n;ymeH x(H3HH HH Tex OlIIH6oK, Hll Tex na,lJ,eHllH, KOTophIe 6b1JIll 
npeX(,n;e. (IV, 220.) 
This passage comes from Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, Dostoevskii's lightly 
fictionalised account of his prison years, written in 1859, five years after his 
release, and published the following year. Transferring the narrative to the 
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perspective of a nobleman, Aleksandr Petrovich Gorianchikov, sentenced to ten 
years for the murder of his wife, Dostoevskii recounts experiences, observations 
and feelings very similar to his own in a detached, objective tone that is unique in 
his oeuvre. Apart from a makeshift notebook containing mostly disconnected 
remarks and peasant turns of phrase, and a few letters after his release in which 
he spoke of the appalling conditions and referred only vaguely to his state of 
mind, Zapiski iz mertvogo doma is the only record Dostoevskii left of those 
traumatic four years. From the evidence of memoirs of other prisoners and prison 
records, it is possible to accept that the incidents he describes are by and large 
biographically accurate. 19 As regards the reactions of the fictional narrator to 
these events, we must recognise that Dostoevskii included artistic and dramatic 
embellishments in order to fashion bare facts into a work of art. Nevertheless, the 
ideas expressed through this narrator in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma progress 
logically into those found not only in Dostoevskii's post-Siberian fiction but also 
in his journal articles, letters and notebooks. This allows the reader to infer that 
the observations of the narrator are consonant with the author's own views. What 
then, may we make of the narrator's stem resolution to reform himself? Allowing 
for dramatic effect, we may nonetheless surmise that Dostoevskii too appreciated 
the solemnity of his punishment and sought to assimilate its moral implications. 
The above excerpt does not specify the kind of mistakes and lapses Dostoevskii 
swore to avoid. However, given the jolting evidence of day-to-day life with a 
mainly peasant body of convicts, which challenged the naive, well-intentioned 
views he had held prior to his imprisonment, it is fair to infer that this was a time 
during which Dostoevskii actively and mercilessly put his former beliefs to the 
test. Finding them wanting, he looked to his new experiences as one source from 
which to build a fresh vision of life. It was to be many years before this vision 
crystallised in his mind, but in Siberia, many new seeds were sown, and many 
old, dormant values, such as traditional Orthodoxy, were reawakened. 
The importance of the prison experience in Dostoevskii's life, and of 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma in his literary oeuvre, must not be underestimated. An 
examination of this time through the literary portrayal the author made of it is 
essential to the present study, because in this purgatory, Dostoevskii found 
reasons to reject the Westernised approach to solving Russian's problems and 
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was able to develop into stronger idea-feelings the doubts about utopian 
socialism that had beset him in his early years. At the same time, Zapiski iz 
mertvogo doma identifies on the creative plane the issues that would dominate 
his post-Siberian works; these issues, as we shall see, closely parallel Slavophile 
ideology. Slavophilism was, as I showed in my Introductory Chapter, a 
movement concerned with predominantly moral solutions for Russia, as opposed 
to the socio-political and scientific emphasis in ideologies inspired by Western 
teaching. So too does Dostoevskii focus on a moral response to the question of 
what it means to be Russian. Robert Louis Jackson makes the following 
observation: 'Dostoevsky, then, appeals in House of the Dead to the moral and 
civic consciousness of Russia. [ ... ] All roads in Dostoevsky lead to and from the 
dead house. Here Dostoevsky explored the questions of freedom, alienation, and 
rebellion from the psychological and ethical points of view. ,20 This is a just 
remark, for it points out with regard to Zapiski iz mertvogo doma matters that 
were of great significance to the Slavophiles: freedom, unity, fragmentation and 
its consequences. It also stresses the role played by the real life experience and 
the artistic account that resulted from it in Dostoevskii's subsequent life. The 
writer himself was aware of how Siberia had shaped him both as man and as 
artist, as he assured his brother upon his release: 'H Tenepb B3,nOpy He Ham.flliY' 
(XXVIII/i, 172). In this chapter I shall concentrate upon the way that the events 
of prison life affected Dostoevskii's ideas; an examination of Zapiski iz mertvogo 
doma as an artistic creation will be reserved for a later chapter. 
Before setting off for Siberia, Dostoevskii consoled his brother Mikhail at 
their farewell meeting with the optimistic observation that he would not be 
encountering wild beasts in prison. but men who might even be better than him. 21 
Frank's just analysis shows how Dostoevskii's remark was a formulation of his 
hope, influenced by the humanitarian socialism of the Petrashevskii circle, that 
he would find amongst the convicts comrades united in a common misfortune.22 
In this hope he was sorely disappointed, for despite the official levelling effect of 
penal servitude - the removal of civil rights, the shaven head and the enforced 
communal living - he remained an outsider, shunned and often persecuted by his 
fellow prisoners because of his noble status. Nevertheless, Dostoevskii's words 
turned out to be unwittingly prophetic, for by the end of his four years he had 
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learned to 'find the gold' (XXVIIII~ 172) in these coarse people and to base his 
hopes for Russia in the narod. His years in Siberia fundamentally altered his 
opinion of the common people, for his daily painful contact with them forced 
him to re-evaluate his previous notions. 
We may recall Dostoevskii's statement in the Peterburgskaia letopis' that 
the people are obscure and ill educated, relying on the gentry for enlightenment. 
Obscure and ill educated he certainly found them, brutish, foul-mouthed, at times 
more like the wild beasts he had initially denied them to be. But their relentless 
hostility to the prisoners from the noble classes made him realise several things. 
Firstly, the peasants were not as limited and ignorant as he had supposed: they 
clearly had a well-defined sense of the inherent corruption and injustice in 
serfdom, and this was what gave rise to their innate resentment of the gentry. 
'BbI .llBOpSlHe, )KeJIe3Hble HOCbl, Hac 3aKJIeBaJIH. TIpe)K.lle rOCnO.llHHOM 6hIJI, 
HapO.ll MyqRJI, a Tenepb xY)Ke nOCJle.nHero, Haw 6paT CTaJI', Dostoevskii 
recounts the convicts as saying, in a letter to his brother (XXVIII/i, 169). As 
Frank points out, it was a common view among Belinskii and his followers that 
the people had little socio-political consciousness and would live happily from 
day to day so long as their most immediate needs were met.23 If Dostoevskii held 
such a view, it was quickly refuted. He also found that far from being superior to 
the peasant convicts, he was as a helpless child when it came to manual labour or 
useful skills, and during the working day he would be thrown out of one work 
group after another for incompetence, until the sergeant found him something 
more suitable. He soon came to appreciate the convicts' aptitude for handicrafts 
and skilled trades of all kinds, which kept them busy during the long evenings 
and even brought in some money; Dostoevskii knew only the skill of reading and 
writing literature, and that was forbidden. 
However, one incident more than any other brought home to Dostoevskii 
the immensity of the gulf between the gentry and the narod. He found that not 
even a well-intentioned offer of help and comradeship would make them accept 
him. Zapiski iz mertvogo doma depicts the incident as follows. One day the 
narrator Gorianchikov found some of the convicts lining up in the courtyard, and 
assuming that there was to be a roll call, he fell in with them. But they turned on 
him rudely, saying that he had no place to be there, and one of them had to lead 
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him away. It turned out that the prisoners wanted to complain about the poor 
food to the Major. Gorianchikov was hurt that he and the other gentry convicts 
had not been allowed to make a show of solidarity with the plaintiffs, and he 
even expected that he would be reproached for not doing so; later he asked 
Petrov, a man with whom he was on speaking tenns, why this was. Petrov's 
reply was a harsh lesson to learn. 
- CKaJKHTe, TIeTpoB, - CnpOCHJI R ero, - Ballm Ha Hac He cep.nRTcR [ ... ] 
3a TO, 'ITO MbI He BhIII..I.JllI Ha npeTeH3HIO? [ ... ] Hy, H HaM Ha.no 6b1JIo .. . 
H3 TOBapHIuecTBa. 
- ):la ... ,na KaKOH JKe BbI HaM TOBapHm? - CnpOCHJl OH B He,noYMeHHeM. 
[ ... ] R nOHRJI, 'ITO MeHR HHKor)J.a He npHMyT B TOBapHmecTBO, 6Y)J.h R 
pa3apecTaHT, XOTh Ha BeKH BeqHhle, XOTh oc060ro OT)J.eJIeHHR. (IV, 207.) 
From what we may infer to be just such an incident as this, Dostoevskii now 
learned that his previous liberal conception of the noble classes as benefactors to 
a grateful peasantry was unrealistic and false. He realised that it was because of 
the peasants' inability to recognise or desire solidarity from the nobles that the 
convicts had no appreciation of the political crime for which he had been 
sentenced. He suddenly understood that it was not the right of the gentry to 
reform society according to what they assumed was best for the common people, . 
for such reform would never be accepted. He recognised that first, the great void 
dividing his people had to be bridged, and for that to be possible, the gentry had 
to earn the respect of the peasants. But how was this to be done? 
In prison Dostoevskii encountered other convicts of noble status; many, 
like him, were political prisoners. But others were guilty of crimes of great 
cruelty and depravity, and none horrified him more than the informer Aristov. 
Aristov was totally debauched and depraved, and Dostoevskii describes him as 
what can result from the complete domination of the flesh over moral 
sensibilities: 
A-B CTaJI H 6b1JI KaKHM-TO KYCKOM MRca, C 3y6aMH H C JKeny)J.KoM H c 
HeYTOJIHMOH JKaJK)J.oH HaHrpy6eHllmx, caMblX 3BepcKHx TeJIecHblx 
HaCJIaJK.neHHH, a 3a y.noBJIeTBopeHHe caMoro MaJIeHWerO H 
npHXOTJIHBeHWero H3 3TH X HaeJIa)K)J.eHHH OH cnoe06eH 6hIJI XJIa)J.Ho-
KpoBHeHlIIHM 06pa30M y6HTh, 3ape3aTh, CJlOBOM, Ha Bee [ ... ]. (IV, 63.) 
All these dreadful characteristics were somehow made worse, in Dostoevskii's 
opinion, by the fact that Aristov was clever, handsome, educated and well bred. 
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No amount of education or social comfort had stopped him from his chosen path. 
The revulsion and moral outrage expressed in Dostoevskii's depiction of Aristov 
shows that the writer found him by far the most evil of all the convicts. Aristov 
had a profound effect on him. He found himself judging all the prisoners by 
Aristov's standards, and he became filled with hatred and contempt for them. 
This bitter, spiteful state of mind tonnented and dismayed him, as he wrote later 
to Madame Fonvizina (XXVIIIIi, 177), and it is likely that the example of 
Aristov stimulated him to search for the positive qualities in the men around him. 
He was also surprised to see that in the moral vacuum of prison, the peasant 
convicts did not see the same depth of depravity in Aristov, and many were 
friendly with him and looked up to him. It is possible that this circumstance 
helped to impress upon Dostoevskii the importance of the moral example that the 
gentry should set the peasantry, for it was after his time in Siberia that 
Dostoevskii began to advocate moral refonn of the nobility as a means to heal 
the rift between them and the narod. 
However, it was also in prison that Dostoevskii saw positive cases of the 
gentry winning over the peasants, and these instances also contributed towards 
the fonnulation of his new view. He noticed that there were certain officials 
whom the convicts respected and even loved. There was for a while a prison 
governor, Lieutenant Smelakov, of whom the convicts were very fond, despite 
his administration of the most merciless floggings. They also positively adored 
an engineering commander, G-v, although Dostoevskii notes that he appeared 
to have abysmal moral standards. What these two men had in common was an 
ability to communicate with the convicts on their own wavelength, without 
condescension or lordly magnanimity. They treated the convicts with respect and 
trust; they neither tried to exaggerate their own status, nor attempted to terrify the 
convicts, nor sought to be chummy with them. Dostoevskii stresses that the 
convicts admired those who were not afraid of them and approved of 
commanders who acted in a manner fit for their posts, in other words, men who 
carried themselves with dignity and did not try to elevate or demean themselves. 
He writes: 
He 6pe3rJIHBbI OHH, He ra,WIHBbI K no.n.lfHHeHHOMY Hapo.n.y, - BOT r.n.e, 
KaJKeTCR MHe, npHlfHHa! EaplfOHKa-6eJIoPYlfKH B HHX He BH.llaTL, .llyxa 
6apcKoro He CJ1bIXaTL, a eCTb B HHX KaKOU-TO oco6eHHbIU 
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npoCTOHapO,lJ,HblM 3arraX, npHpOJK,lJ,eHHbIM HM, H, 60JKe MOM, KaK qYTOK 
HapO,lJ, K 3TOMY 3arraxy! (IV, 150.) 
By observing the prisoners' reactions to these men, Dostoevskii came to 
believe that the common people did not desire a radical reconstruction of society, 
but instead a parity of simple humane treatment between the classes as they 
stood: they would respond to a respect for their humanity with similar dignified 
esteem. On one occasion the narrator finds himself in just such a positive 
situation with his fellow convicts. He was attending the stage show that the 
convicts had designed and performed by themselves, for their Christmas 
entertainment. Suddenly, instead of the usual dismissive, contemptuous 
treatment, the convicts showed him deference and politeness, ushering him to the 
front of the makeshift theatre and making room for him to have the best place. 
He realised that they recognised his worth as an educated, literary man who knew 
more about the dramatic art than they; they respected his superior knowledge and 
were eager for his opinion. What is more, the convicts sensed that he had come 
to the show out of genuine interest and would not offer an opinion based on 
preconceptions. The reciprocity of respect had for a short while allowed the class 
divisions to be overcome. Dostoevskii recalls how such events impressed upon 
him the innate sense of justice in the common people, their genuineness and lack 
of pretensions, and he appreciated, perhaps for the first time, that they had 
valuable gifts to offer society: 
BbICrnajf H CaMajf pe3Kajf xapaKTepHCTHQeCKaSi qepTa Harnero Hap0,lJ,a -
:no qYBCTBO cnpaBe,lJ,JIHBOCTH H jKajK,na ee. neTyuufHoH )ICe 3aMaIlIKM 
6b1Tb Bnepe,nH BO Bcex MecTax H 60 limo 6bl mo ItU cmaAO, CTOHT JIM, 
HeT JIM Toro qeJIOBeK, - 3Toro B Hapo,ne HeT. CTOMT TOJIbKO CHjfTb 
HapYJlCHYIO, HaHOCHYIO ICOpy U rroCMOTpeTb Ha caMoe 3epHO 
nOBHUMaTeJIbHee, n06JIHjKe, 6e3 npe,npaccy,nKOB - H UHOM YBU,nUT B 
Hapo,ne TaKMe BeIUII, 0 KOTOPbIX H He npe.nyra.nbIBaJ1. HeMHorOMY 
MOryT HayqUTb Hapo,n MY,lJ,peU;bI HaUIII. ,[(aJKe, YTBep,nHTeJIbHO CKa)ICY, -
HanpOTHB: caMH OHH eme ,nOJIJKHbI y Hero noyqHTbCSl. (IV, 121-22.) 
As the four years passed, Dostoevskii began to see more and more 
positive qualities in his fellow inmates. To do so often required conscious effort, 
because, as has already been mentioned, he felt compelled to suppress the 
instinctive disgust and bitterness that were his initial, involuntary reaction to 
these terrible criminals, for fear that it should twist him into a worse creature 
than they. In Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, the reader finds the narrator's 
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perspective gradually broadening, as he moves from highlighting among the 
fearsome crowd sympathetic individuals such as AIei and Nurra, to picking out 
worthy attributes in the majority of convicts. Finally he reaches the admission 
that here perhaps was 'caMblR ,napoBHTblR, caMLIR CHJILHblR Hapo,n H3 Bcero 
Hapo,na Harnero' (IV, 231). The characteristics that Dostoevskii the artist 
chooses to focus on are designed to make the reader appreciate the humanity of 
the convict. He takes great care to show how men who have stepped beyond 
society'S legal and moral boundaries nevertheless still show signs of adherence 
to a just and true morality. For instance, on feast days when donations of money, 
fine foods and cakes are brought to the prison, the convicts do not squabble 
selfishly for the best piece: they divide everything equally so that each man has 
the same. Here Dostoevskii was witnessing a freely chosen, self-regulated 
respect for equality, which thrived without the need for the imposition of 
phaIanstery rules, and he must have been able to guess at the motivations that 
united the peasant commune so idealised by the Slavophiles. Of course, the 
perspective of Dostoevskii as a political prisoner is deliberately masked in 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, and in it there is no comment on the political 
implications of the things he observed, but the significant contrast between the 
peasants' instinctive behaviour and his previous convictions would not have been 
lost on him. 
Dostoevskii also emphasises any display of kindness, however small, on 
the part of the convicts, such as their tending to men who had been flogged, 
either by having ready wet towels for his back, or by keeping a sensitive 
distance. They were, he also notes, kind to animals, and he recommends contact 
with animals as a means of nurturing the fragile shoot of humanity that crime and 
the brutality of prison have trampled down. On many occasions his depictions 
encourage the reader to view the convicts as being like children; he mentions 
their references to their parents and their need for a parental authority figure, 
shown by the almost filial affection they showed for the good commander G-v. 
Most poignant is the scene of the death of the consumptive Mikhailov, whose 
dying agony impresses the other convicts in hospital with a sense of their own 
mortality. One convict pays tribute to the humanity of his dead comrade with the 
simple words: 'ToJKe Be,nL MaTh 6b1JIa!' (IV, 141). By encouraging the reader 
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to see the child in the convict, Dostoevskii points to the fundamental core of 
humanity in each of them, for Dostoevskii regarded children as the purest 
members of society, as his fiction consistently shows. This part of the convicts, 
he came to believe, was still there, maybe buried under layers of ignorance, 
barbarism and brutishness - but it was there nonetheless, and it needed to be 
cherished. 
However, the reference to the childlike, pure kernel of the convicts also 
has a religious facet. For it is Christ's teaching that 'unless you change and 
become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven' 
(Matthew 18, 3). Dostoevskii, in recognising the child in the convict, 
acknowledges not only his humanity, but also his connection with God. The 
image of the child in man is also the image of Christ, without which salvation is 
impossible. Thus Dostoevskii demonstrates that the convicts are not damned, not 
simply the refuse of society, but hold something of immeasurable value. Time 
and again he mentions their respect for religion, for the Old Believer who would 
stay awake all night praying, their solemnity in preparing for the feasts of 
Christmas and Easter. He emphasises how the prisoners' participation in 
religious ceremonies makes them feel part of society again, united in worship 
with the universal human brotherhood: 
ApeCTaHT 6ecc03HaTeJIbHO omymaJI, tfTO OH JTHM c06JIIO~eHHeM 
npa3~HHKa KaK 6Y~TO conpHKacaeTCSl co DeeM MlfpOM, 'ITO He eODceM 
)Ke OH, CTaJIO 6bITb, OTDep)l(eHeu, norH6ulHR 'IeJIODeK, JIOMOTb 
OTpe3aHHblR, 'ITO H D oCTpore TO )Ke, 'ITO y moneH. (IV, 105.) 
This spiritual brotherhood is felt especially strongly during the Easter 
service, in which the convicts respond with instinctive humility to the words: 'HO 
SlKO pa360HHHKa MH npHHMH' (IV, 177). Here they are made aware that even 
the lowliest sinner is capable - and worthy - of redemption. However, their 
humility in this instance seems curious when one takes into account 
Dostoevskii's frequent insistence in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma that in general the 
prisoners feel no internal suffering, remorse or pangs of conscience for their 
crimes. How is the reader to reconcile the genuine recognition of their sinfulness 
at Easter with Dostoevskii's assertions that they are unrepentant? The question is 
further confounded when one considers Dostoevskii's later reflections on his 
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Siberian years in Dnevnik pisatelia, where in the chapter called 'Sreda' 
(environment), he directly contradicts his earlier statements and claims: 
HH O,n:HH H3 HHX He MHHoBarr ,n:oJIroro ,n:YIlIeBHoro cTpa,n:aHHSI BHyTpH 
ce6R, caMoro olmmalOmero H YKpellJIRlOmero. 51 BH.IJ;arr HX O,n:HHOKO 
3a,n:YMQHBbIX, R BH,n:arr HX B nepKBH MOJIRmHXCR nepe,n: HCnOBe.IJ;blO; [ ... ] 
0, nOBepbTe, HHKTO H3 HHX He CQHTaJI ce6R npaBbIM B ,n:YIlIe cBoeii! 
(XXI,18-19.) 
Of course, one must not overlook the possible spin Dostoevskii may have 
attached to both works for the specific artistic purpose of each; this may account 
in part for the contradiction. However, it is my belief that as the painful memory 
of the prison camp faded, and as Dostoevskii's views of the Russian people 
crystallised, he came to readjust his former pessimistic opinion. At the time of 
writing Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, the shocking memory of the convicts' lack of 
repentance for their specific crimes was still uppermost, but he was nevertheless 
able to convey their deeper, broader awareness of being sinners, of being flawed, 
weak, erring humans. But fifteen years later, whilst debating the effect of the 
environment on the causes of crime, he focused on this deeper awareness. In 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma he had stated that many criminals were in prison 
because they had rebelled against their environment, sometimes more brutal than 
prison life, but in Dnevnik pisatelia he was now able to appreciate the 
significance of the convicts' awareness of sinfulness in general. For it was 
indicative of a sense of personal responsibility, that their crimes, committed for 
whatever motivation, were indeed crimes that had damaged the pure image of 
Christ within them. Thus Dostoevskii refutes the argument that there is no crime, 
only disorder as a result of poverty and social disadvantage. 
There was one event of Dostoevskii's prison life that Frank stresses as 
fundamental to the change in his attitude to the common people.24 Dostoevskii's 
narration of this event does not come within Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, but many 
years later in Dnevnik pisatelia, where he recounts it not through a fictional 
narrator, but as autobiography. Frank speculates that this may be because it is a 
deeply personal piece, containing a great deal of psychological exposure; 
Dostoevskii may not have felt able to relate it for a long while, or he may have 
decided that it did not fit together with the controlled, objective tone of the 
former work. Additionally, Frank suggests that Dostoevskii held back in Zapiski 
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iz mertvogo doma because he was not yet able to speak with complete freedom 
about his experiences as a political prisoner.25 The event in question is the story 
of the peasant Marei. One day during an Easter holiday, when the convicts did 
not have to go out to work and were engaged in drinking, gambling and brawling 
in the barracks, Dostoevskii escaped the violent atmosphere to walk along the 
prison walls. There he met a Polish political prisoner, doubtless outside for the 
same reasons. The Pole muttered to him, "Je hais ces brigands!" and passed on. 
Suddenly struck by the black bitterness of the Pole, he returned to the barrack 
and there lay down, pretending to be asleep so that he could think undisturbed. 
Frank surmises that the Pole's remark must have echoed his own feelings and 
shocked him into realising 'the extent of his alignment with the Poles against his 
fellow Russians' .26 Dostoevskii was by nature xenophobic, and he disliked Poles 
for their apparent air of superiority at belonging to a more Europeanised society 
than Russians. Again he was confronted and disturbed by the poisonous 
sentiments in his own heart, and whether consciously or unconsciously, his mind 
led him to a memory that soothed the terrible bitterness. 
The memory was of a time in his childhood, when, exploring some woods 
on his father's estates, he thought he heard the cry of"Wolfl" In panic, the young 
Dostoevskii ran out into the fields towards the first adult he saw, an elderly 
peasant called Marei, ploughing with his pony. The grizzled old man comforted 
the frightened boy with gentle smiles, quiet words and the tender touch of one 
earth-covered finger on his trembling lips, then sent him home, making the sign 
of the cross over him and promising to watch over him on his way. Dostoevskii 
never spoke to Marei again after this incident, and never told anyone of the 
encounter. He reflects on the peasant's actions and writes that although anyone 
would have comforted a child, Marei had treated him as lovingly as if he were 
his own son. Nor could it have been to his advantage, as nobody had seen the 
kindness of the serf towards his young master and he would not be rewarded for 
it. Dostoevskii marvels at the hidden qualities of the humble peasant: 
TOJIbKO 60r, MOJKeT, BH,ll;eJI cBepxy, KaKHM rJIy60KHM H npocBemeHHbIM 
lIeJIOBelleCKHM lIYBCTBOM H KaKOIO TOHKOIO, nOllTH JKeHCTBeHHOlO 
HeJKHOCTbIO MOJKeT 6b1Tb HanOJIHeHO cep,nue HHoro rpy6oro, 3BepcKH 
HeBeJKeCTBeHHoro KpenocTHoro pyccKoro MYJKHKa, eme H He JK.llaBIllerO, 
He ra.llaBillerO Tor.lla 0 CBoeM cBo6o.lle. (XXII, 49.) 
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Coming out of his reverie, Dostoevskii realised that he was now able to view his 
fellow convicts with less judgement and more compassion. The recollection of 
the tenderness shown by one representative of the people he had formerly 
supposed to be obscure and ill-educated made him believe that any of these 
brawling, fearsome-looking men could conceal deep within them the same 
capabilities as Marei. 'BeJlb R JKe He MOry 3armIHYTb B ero cep.llue', he 
concedes (XXII, 49). Later, on meeting the Polish prisoner again, he felt sorry 
for him that his perspective was so narrow, that he would forever be tormented 
by his inability to see further than the coarse exterior. 
The revelation caused by the remembrance of the peasant Marei, coming 
as it did at Easter, is linked to Dostoevskii's rediscovery of traditional 
Orthodoxy. His insight into the essential goodness of the common man is a 
glimpse of the image of Christ, compassionate and tender to all, within the 
brutish peasant. He emphasises the transfiguring aspect of his encounter by an 
almost iconic portrayal of Marei, as Jackson has noted: Marei's image is fixed in 
the young Dostoevskii's mind as smiling maternally, one finger outstretched to 
caress and bless, in imitation of the Madonna?' (The importance of the icon in 
Dostoevskii's poetics will be discussed in a later chapter.) Dostoevskii's 
subsequent refusal to judge the narod according to how they appeared may be 
linked to another moment of supreme spiritual significance in his life. Before he 
was sent to Siberia, at the staged execution, before it was his turn to ascend to the 
scaffold, Dostoevskii felt an overwhelming desire to make peace with his 
comrades; he wrote to his brother of his need to seek forgiveness from people he 
had wronged. At this moment he felt the ultimate consolation of mutual 
forgiveness and Christian love, which, as Frank observes, sounded as a truth in 
response to the most traumatic event ofhis life28 : 'HeT JKeJI'IH H 3JI06bI B .llyme 
MoeH, XOTeJIOCb 6bI TaK JIl06HTb H 06HRTb XOTb Koro-HH6YJlb H3 npeJKHHX 
B :lTO MrHOBeHHe. 3TO OTpaJla, R HCnblTaJI ee CerOJlHR, npomaRCb c 
MOHMH MHJIbIMH nepeJl cMepTHIO' (XXVIII/i, 164). So too, as he looked with 
opened eyes at the convicts, he remembered Marei's love, and was able to heal 
the laceration of his own bitterness with the same love. Frank further illuminates 
the story of Marei with his comment that, in acknowledging the peasants' 
participation in the circle of mutual love and forgiveness, Dostoevskii grants 
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them an all-important role in Russian society: 'It was now they who had acquired 
the right - a right he recognised as fully justified by their long history of 
suffering - to pass judgement and to forgive. ,29 
As I have already mentioned, Dostoevskii gained a special insight into the 
convicts' attitude to their own crimes, and found if not active repentance, at least 
a sense of personal responsibility for their actions. The Siberian experience as a 
whole taught him many things about the importance of the individual, about 
freedom and responsibility, that contradicted the theories of socialism in which 
he had previously shown an interest. Already before prison, he showed a grasp of 
these concepts, as he wrote to his brother in his farewell letter: 'nOMe MeHSI 
6Y)l;YT JIIO)l;H, H 6hITh lieAo«eKOM MelK,ny JIIO,nhMH H oCTaThCSI HM HaBcer,na, 
B KaKHX 6hI TO HH 6b1JIO HeCqaCThSlX, He YHbITh H He nacTh - BOT B qeM 
IKH3Hh, B qeM 3a,naqa ee. R C03HaJI :lTO. 3Ta H,neSl B01IIJla B MOTh H KpOBh 
MOIO' (XXVIII/~ 162). This may perhaps be an indication that socialism had not 
effectively taken root in his outlook. However, there was no better environment 
than the penal colony for providing direct experience of the task of maintaining 
one's humanity in the face of dire misfortune. The convicts, having once 
disfigured their individual humanity by their crime, now struggled to preserve it 
through their sense of individual responsibility, through their participation in 
religious ceremonies and through their strictly observed codes of equality. In 
addition, the ever-present example of Aristov was definitive proof to Dostoevskii 
that it was possible for the most ignorant peasant to have a greater moral 
sensibility than a well-educated nobleman, as we have seen. The Christian 
conscience, then, was what could save a man from becoming little better than an 
animal. and the reader of Zapiski iz mertvogo doma can sense Dostoevskii's 
satisfaction whenever he encountered glimmerings of this conscience in the 
bestial convicts. It is true that he came across as many if not more instances of 
the dehumanising effect of the brutal environment and the cruelty of the penal 
system; this, however, only served to convince Dostoevskii of the necessity of 
striving to keep alive one's sense of responsibility towards another human being. 
He stresses the violation of the sacred image of humanity in both the victim and 
the perpetrator in cases of tyranny and violence (the italics are my own): 
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KTO IfCnhITaJI pa3 :ny BJIaCTh, 3TO 6e3rpaHH'IHOe rocno,nCTBO Ha,n 
TeJIOM, KPOBblO H ,nYXOM TaKoro iKe, KaK caM, qeJIOBeKa, TaK iKe 
C03,naHHoro, 6pama no 3aKOHY Xpucm06Y; KTO HCnblTaJI BJIaCTb If 
nOJIHYIO B03MOiKHOCTb YHH3HTb caMbIM BblCOlfaiiIIIHM YHHiKeHHeM 
,npyroe CymeCTBO, HOCRU/ee Ha ce6e 06pa3 6oJICUU, TOT YiKe nOHeBOJIe 
KaK-TO ,neJIaeTC.SI He BJIaCTeH B CBOHX omymeHH.SIX. (IV, 154.) 
Frank comments further on this passage with the remark that Dostoevskii later 
became such a stalwart opponent of the radicals less because of their socio-
political aims than because he believed that there was no place in their doctrines 
for the importance of the Christian conscience.3o 
The concept of individual responsibility is intertwined with that of 
freedom of the individual. In prison, the importance of this principle for 
preserving one's human dignity was brought home most forcefully to 
Dostoevskii. His early fiction shows that he was already concerned about the 
question of individual freedom in the face of socialist theories, but now he found 
hard evidence that it was a fundamental principle for distinguishing mankind 
from animals. He came to realise that the most disheartening aspects of penal 
servitude were not the threat of corporal punishment, the gruelling work or the 
rude, insanitary conditions, but the enforced nature of the work and the almost 
total eradication of individuality in the compulsory communal living. Early on in 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma he comments on the absence of solitude: 
HanpHMep, .SI 6hI HHKaK He Mor npe,nCTaBHTh ce6e: 'ITO CTpaWHoro If 
MYlfHTeJIhHOrO B TOM, 'ITO .SI BO Bee ,neC.SITh neT Moeu KaToprH HH pa3Y, 
HH OAHOU MHHyTbI He 6y,ny O,nHH? [ ... ] BnOCJIe,ncTBHH .SI nOH.SIJI, 'ITO, 
KpOMe JIlfWeHlf.Sl CB060,nbl, KpOMe BhIHYiK,neHHoii pa60Thl, B KaTOpJKHOii 
iKH3HH eCTh eme OAHa MYKa, qyTh JIM He CHJIhHeUWa.Sl, lfeM Bce ,npyrHe. 
3TO: 6bl1lYJICdel-IHoe o6U/ee COJICUmeJlbCm60. (IV, 11,20-22.) 
With regard to the work, he concedes that although it was arduous, tasks such as 
making bricks, breaking up barges for salvage or clearing snow had a purpose 
and a value. The convicts could sometimes take a liking to the work and aim to 
do it better or faster. But the fact that the work is enforced is what weighs on the 
spirit, and Dostoevskii asserts that he is certain the peasant in freedom readily 
works much harder and longer. 
Therefore, in order to have some escape from the compulsory everyday 
labour, and so as to distinguish oneself in some way from the other inmates, 
many prisoners had their own private skill or trade at which they worked in the 
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evening. Although in many instances this work brought in a little money for the 
convicts' personal use, it was performed mostly to give the worker a sense of 
identity and self-worth. Some were jewellers, others bootmakers, others cooks; a 
wide range of trades from the most basic to the most skilled are mentioned. 
Dostoevskii is quite clear about the vital importance of private work, which was 
officially forbidden in the prison but allowed to take place to keep the peace. He 
points to the behaviour of those who did not have a personal trade: they were the 
ones who indulged most in drunkenness, gambling and fighting. If no work at all 
were permitted, he writes, the result would be disastrous: 'lie3 Tpy.n;a II 6e3 
3aKoHHoH, HOPMaJIbHOH c06CTBeHHOCTli qeJIOBeK He MO)KeT )KIITh, 
pa3BpamaeTCSI, 06pamaeTcSI B 3BepSi. [ ... ] Pa60Ta iKe cnacana OT 
npecTYllJIeHIIH: 6e3 pa60ThI apecTaHThI noeJIIi 6hI .n;pyr .n;pyra, KaK naYKII B 
CTKJISlHKe' (IV, 16-17). Once again the motif of preserving the image of 
humanity is dominant. It must be noted that Dostoevskii also refers to the 
possession of private property as having the same value as private work. Buying 
their own possessions, whether it be something as simple as a red shirt or a 
teapot, was another way in which the convicts maintained a separate identity in 
the herd-like existence of prison. Thus Dostoevskii saw incontrovertibly refuted 
the theories of utopian socialism on organising society according to the law of 
the commune or phalanstery. And any interest in their humanitarian motivations 
that he had previously held, was now discarded. 
Anything that allowed the convicts to escape the monotony even for a 
moment was valuable, sustained in them their hopes for eventual liberty and 
allowed a modicum of temporary freedom. Self-expression of whatever kind kept 
alive the sacred image in the convicts and was a means of their redemption. 
Participation in the Christmas stage show was yet another example of such self-
expression. Whether an actor, a musician, a builder of scenery or a stagehand, 
each man involved gave of his best and struggled to outdo his fellows. Even 
those who were just spectators gave vent to their enthusiasm in their own way. It 
is in his depiction of the Christmas show that Dostoevskii sums up the essence of 
the matter and calls it a truth: the difference such freedom makes is a moral one: 
'TOJIhKO HeMHoro n03BOJIIIJIli 3TIIM 6e.n;HhIM JIIO.n;HM nO)KIITh no-cBoeMY, 
nOBeceilllThCB no-mo.n;CKII, npoiKlITh XOTh 'lac He no-ocTpOiKHOMY - II 
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'1eJIOBeK HpaBCTBeHHo MeHReTCR, XOTR 6LI TO 6LIJIO Ha HeCKOJILKO TOJILKO 
MIiHYT' (IV, 129-30). 
Dostoevskii's years in prison confirmed for him many of the doubts he 
had held about socialism whilst he had taken part in the progressive St. 
Petersburg circles. The essential importance of individual freedom and 
acknowledgement of individual responsibility now made clear to him the danger 
to man's humanity from organised systems for society, based on theories and 
abstractions. In his statement to the trial of the Petrashevskii circle, Dostoevskii 
admits to admiring Fourierism for its peacefu~ compassionate motivation, but 
argues that it is an unrealisable Utopia and harmful by virtue of being an artificial 
system. He also asserts that no system or theory would be effective in solving the 
problems of the disadvantaged proletariat in Europe (XVIII, 133). Whilst we 
must be careful of taking these statements at face value, due to the highly 
delicate circumstances that required their being written, it is unlikely that 
Dostoevskii would have made claims to any belief that was very far from his 
actual convictions, and it is fair to accept that the artificial nature of systems was 
for him a point of contention with regard to socialism. Now, in the penal colony, 
Dostoevskii found himself in the clutches of just such a rigid system that 
disregarded the necessary peculiarities of the individual. It was not just the 
inflexible and forced communal life that horrified him. He reflected on the nature 
of crime and on the response of the authorities to it in all its many forms, and 
found the punishment limited in scope and in many cases inappropriate. In 
Zapisld iz mertvogo doma he considers some of the various motives for murder, 
comparing the hypothetical case of a cold-blooded killer who is ready to slit a 
man's throat for the slightest reason, and an otherwise peaceable man who kills 
to defend a loved one from evil. In each case the penalty is penal servitude, with 
possibly a slight variation in the length of sentence. He also discusses the 
reaction of different men to their punishment: some waste away, their 
consciences inflicting on them greater suffering than any prison sentence; others 
take to the prison life as if it were a light burden, maybe because their existence 
in freedom was twice as brutal. Dostoevskii contends that the one generic 
punishment cannot be tailored to take into account the circumstances of each 
case, and that in this respect the system fails. Indeed, given the numerous moral 
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dangers in priso~ ready to dehumanise a convict at every turn, one may even 
infer that the system may be positively harmful. Dostoevskii admits that the 
problem may be insoluble, but, he stresses, 'qTO xapaKTep, TO II BapllaUIUI' 
(IV, 43). 
It is ironic that in a place where every effort was made to treat all men the 
same, to reduce them all to the lowest common denominator and to quell all 
rebellious self-assertio~ Dostoevskii found that the infinite variety within human 
nature manifested itself all the more strongly. Towards the end of Zapiski iz 
mertvogo doma he brings himself up short for offending the individual integrity 
of his fellow inmates by attempting to impose his own system upon them. In the 
short passage that follows, one can discern in essence the philosophy that was to 
underpin all his later moral and social ideas: 
Bnpo~eM, BOT R Tenepb CHJlIOCb no,nBeCTH BeCb Haw OCTpor noon 
pa3pR,lJ;bI; HO B03MO)l(HO JIH :no? ,lleHcTBHTeJIbHOCTb 6eCKoHe~HO 
pa3Hoo6pa3Ha cpaBHHTeJIbHO co BeeMH, ,lJ;a)l(e H caMblMH XHTpeHWHMH, 
BbIBo,naMH OTBJIe~eHHOH MbICJIH H He TepUHT pe3KHX H KpynHblx 
pa3Jll1~eHMH. )leHcTBIITeJIbHOCTb CTpeMMTCR K pa3,lJ;po6JIeHMIO. )l(H3Hb 
CBOR oco6eHHaR 6b1JIa M y Hac, XOTb KaKaR-HH6y,nb, ,lJ;a BCe )l(e 6b1JIa II 
He O,lJ;Ha O$MUllaJIbHaR, a BHyTpeHHRSI, CBOSI co6CTBeHHaSi )l(1I3Hb. (IV, 
197.) 
Here we find respect for the individual by not categorising him; 
acknowledgement of the limitations of abstract theories and systems; 
appreciation of the diversification of real life; and fmally, insistence on the 
importance of the individual's own inner life. All of these principles inform to a 
greater or lesser degree his post-Siberian fiction and journalism. 
However, there is a negative side to the diversification of reality that 
Dostoevskii also experienced in priso~ although he does not analyse it in the 
manner of the above passage in Zapiski ;z mertvogo doma. Nevertheless it is 
reasonable to conclude that his later consideration of this negative side has its 
roots in Siberia. The notion in question is that diversity may also be 
fragrnentatio~ atomisation. Dostoevskii was rejected and pilloried for being 
different from his fellow convicts, and though he was never alone for a minute in 
priso~ he would never be more isolated. The external imposition of convict 
status was no unifier, and there seemed to be no inner common ground between 
him and the majority of the prisoners, that might create a bond between them. 
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Indeed, the impersonal prison system was not responsible for any kind of 
comradeship amongst the inmates. Dostoevskii often remarks in Zapiski iz 
mertvogo doma that the convicts only tolerated each other's existence, and 
seemed to get along in an atmosphere of contained irritability. Instead it was their 
own moral codes of justice and solidarity that enabled them to forge any 
relationships at all. Prison proved to Dostoevskii that just as artificially 
constructed systems that attempted to level society could not account for each 
individual manifestation of humanity, so unmitigated diversity and self-assertion 
would drive men apart. One might argue that he had first-hand experience of the 
failings of the kind of Kushite society described by Khomiakov. Thus, like 
Khomiakov, he reached the same conclusions. Only freely given, mutual 
Christian love and forgiveness would unite men. The Marei revelation had taught 
him not to judge the convicts; it had shown him what the common people mean 
when they call crime a misfortune and criminals 'unfortunates'. The misfortune 
lay in the suffering resulting from degrading the image of Christ in oneself; 
Dostoevskii learned to have compassion for this suffering. In addition, his own 
overwhelming desire to love and seek forgiveness just before his mock execution 
indicated to him that he was also a sinner in need of the same compassion, and 
that all sinners are equal in the eyes of God, a truth that the convicts glimpsed in 
the Easter service. He witnessed the beneficial effect of respect and trust in the 
convicts by the prison doctors and the commander G-v. If these grim, hardened 
characters were given the opportunity to express themselves in their own way, in 
an atmosphere of mutual trust and dignity, away from the rigidity of the prison 
regime, how might they have flowered! I believe that this is what Dostoevskii 
has in mind when he writes: 
11 CKOJIbKO B 3THX CTeHax norpe6eHo HanpacHo MOJIO.LJ.OCTH, CKOJIbKO 
BeJIHKHX CHJI norH6JIo 3)leCb )lapoM! Be,llh Ha,110 Y)K Bee cKa3aTh: Be)lh 
3TOT HapO)l He06hIKHOBeHHhIH 6hlJl HapO.LJ.. Be)lh 3TO, MO)KeT 6hITh, H 
eCTb eaMhIH )lapOBHThIH, caMhIH CHJIbHhIH HapO,ll H3 Bcero HapO)la 
Hamero. Ho norH6JIH .LJ.apOM MorylIHe CHJIbI, norH6JIH HeHopManbHO, 
He3aKOHHO, 6e3B03BpaTHo. A KTO BHHoBaT? (IV, 231.) 
Although he does not reply to his question, the answer is that all are to blame. All 
are to blame for creating a house of the dead, anywhere that the sacred image of 
humanity has to struggle to survive: criminals, prison officials, free men, gentry, 
peasantry. Surely here is the seed of Dostoevskii's future teaching that each is 
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responsible for aIL and the real beginning of his new view of life that was to take 
him so close to the Moscow Slavophiles. 
It would be a mistake to assume that Dostoevskii left prison with a fully 
formed new set of beliefs. He still had to serve a term as a soldier and start the 
long process of catching up with developments in literary, political and 
intellectual circles. It would not be until the 1860s that he would be allowed to 
resume journalistic activities and try out his gradually forming ideas in debates 
with new opponents. It must also be remembered that the views expressed in 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma were formulated with five years of hindsight. But this 
is not to deny the fundamental significance of the prison years as the time in 
which Dostoevskii was cured of the 'infection' of Western-influenced radical 
socialist thought. It was a time in which every doubt he had felt about 
progressive Westernism was confirmed, and his old attachment to traditional 
Orthodoxy reasserted itself in response to his quest for humanitarian solutions for 
society. The lessons he learned in Siberia prepared the ground for his later 
development of philosophies strikingly similar to Slavophilism. And, most 
importantly of aIL in prison he established the basis for his faith in the narod as 
Russia's hopes for the future. David McDuff refers to Dostoevskii's political 
crime as a crime against the Russian people, and the writing of Zapiski iz 
mertvogo doma as his atonement.31 It is indeed likely that as each of the 
convictions that had led to Dostoevskii's involvement with Speshnev were 
overturned, he appreciated the meaning of his crime for the people and was 
prompted to formulate a new opinion of them. Having paid his debt, Dostoevskii 
now had to learn to build a new life around his nascent beliefs. 
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1.4: Vremia. Epokha and pochvennichestvo. 
Dostoevskii was allowed to return to European Russia in 1859. His older 
brother Mikhail had for some time been planning to start a literary journal, and 
once the enthusiastic Fedor had obtained permission to recommence journalistic 
activities, the new publication, Vremia, was announced and subscriptions invited 
in late 1860. The main editorial board consisted of the Dostoevskii brothers, with 
the more practical Mikhail chiefly responsible for business concerns, and the 
critics Nikolai Strakhov and Apollon Grigor'ev. Between the four of them, they 
devised and promoted through Vremia a new ideology that became known as 
pochvennichestvo. The name derives from pochva or 'soil'; the movement was 
intended as a middle way between Slavophilism and Westernism, based on the 
need to reconcile the common people and the gentry by the return of the 
intelligentsia to their 'native soil'. By this, the adherents to the movement, or 
pochvenniki, meant not simply abandoning Western learning in favour of home-
grown traditions, but recognising that each could inform the other in order to 
enable Russia to contribute positively to universal development in her own 
unique way. In his adherence to pochvennichestvo, Dostoevskii had the chance to 
express the ideas he had developed in Siberia and to situate them in the 
intellectual debates of the time, in which the Slavophiles and Westernisers still 
played a significant, though less prominent, role. In doing so, he also found the 
opportunity to learn more about his opponents and to begin to familiarise himself 
with the works of Slavophiles past and present. Thus his work on the journals 
shows a definite assignation of importance to those themes he had in common 
with Khomiakov and Kireevskii, namely the role of the Russian people, 
oppositions between Russian and Western culture and religion, and the 
significance of voluntary organic unity. 
It is fair to say that Grigor'ev was the key figure in pochvennichestvo. He 
had for some years been working on ideas similar to those being born in 
Dostoevskii in Siberia, and he had remained stubbornly independent from the 
fiercely divided Slavophiles and Westernisers, although Frank contends that he 
found far less to quarrel over with the former than with the latter and advocated a 
more open deference for Slavophilism in Vremia.32 In addition, whilst the 
question of influence is frequently difficult to determine, it is probable that in 
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Grigor'ev Dostoevskii found a like-minded partner for dialogue, which enabled 
him to refine and consolidate his new ideas. Several aspects of Dostoevskii's 
post-Siberian thought echo or build upon ideas held by Grigor'ev; in turn, the 
latter's work shows striking similarities with early Slavophile thought, despite 
his refusal to be partisan. Frank also suggests other reasons why Dostoevskii 
would have been drawn to Grigor'ev. Firstly, as a heavy drinker and frequent 
visitor to the debtor's prison, he was an example of that breadth of Russian 
nature that enabled lofty spiritual aspirations to coexist with a sordid, disordered 
lifestyle. Dostoevskii was later to depict such a 'broad' Russian nature in Drnitrii 
Karamazov, and it has been suggested that Grigor'ev served as one of the 
prototypes for this character.33 Secondly, Grigor'ev had interpreted Pushkin as 
being the first writer to depict the struggle between Western-influenced 
'predatory' types and natural Russian 'meek' types, and Dostoevskii would have 
appreciated his analysis of 'meek' types as the true carriers of Russian moral and 
social values.34 By a brief discussion of his views I intend to show those points of 
Slavophilism taken up by Dostoevskii, and the areas in which Grigor'ev and the 
pochvenniki depart from Slavophile ideology. 3S 
The main theme that runs through all of Grigor'ev's thought, that became 
the central tenet of pochvennichestvo and that had arisen from the same roots as 
Slavophilism, is organic unity. Vladimir Viktorovich writes that Grigor'ev 
examined through the field of aesthetics those ideas considered by Khorniakov in 
the field of theology and by Kireevskii in the field ofphilosophy,36 so his thought 
is informed by an aesthetic view of life and often focuses on the relationship of 
art to life. He insisted on the organic unity of art and literature with Russia's 
moral, social and political life and valued the artist as the representative of the 
whole of Russia's inner life, a view that was in keeping with his independent 
stance and his aim to reconcile the fragmented intelligentsia with its native soil. 
'TIpoH3Be.neHHJI HCKYCCTBa CBJl3aHLI TeM He MeHee opraHHlfecKH C )KH3HHIO 
TBOPUOB HX, H nocpe.nCTBoM :lToro C )KH3HHIO :moxH', he wrote.37 Vremia, 
too, was very much concerned with the role of literature, and Dostoevskii's 
attitude to the place of art in society at the time of his involvement with 
pochvennichestvo will be examined in detail in a later chapter. Grigor'ev's 
preoccupation with organic unity derives from a reaction against the rationalism 
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of Enlightenment philosophy that informed Westernism. He was critical of its 
abstract theories drawn from rigid scientific laws, which could not account for 
the diversity of real life. But, unlike the Slavophiles, he also rejected 
Romanticism for its nostalgia for the past and its failure to appreciate the present. 
However, he acknowledged one positive element in Romanticism; this was 
'historical feeling', by which, according to Dowler, he meant 'sensitivity to the 
organic unity of thought and life and recognition of the individuality and moral 
independence of every nation. ,38 Grigor'ev writes that as the reaction that 
motivated Romanticism, historical feeling '06HapYJlmJIOCb KaK 60JIb OT 
npHKocHoBemul xHpyprHqCCKOrO HHCTpYMeHTa K )l(HBOMY Teny. [ ... ] 
IfCTOpHqeCKOe )l(e qYBCTBO np06ynHJIOCh [ ... ] BCJIenCTBHe Toro, qTO 
KOCHYJIHCb )l(HBbIX MeCT HO)l(OM TeopHH,.39 In this extract one is struck by the 
same emphasis on the motif of the living organism and the same aversion to pure 
science as found in the works ofKhomiakov and Kireevskii. 
For Grigor'ev, the source of organic unity was faith in the ideal beauty of 
Christ, a belief that Dostoevskii had also reached during his exile. We have seen 
how the latter's prison experiences led him to see the image of Christ in man as 
the basis for brotherhood. Shortly after his release, Dostoevskii wrote to his 
benefactress Fonvizina with an early formulation of his notion of precisely the 
beauty of Christ as the stimulus for mutual love: 
If, O.1lHaKO )l(e, 60r nOCblJIaeT MHe HHorna MHHyTLI, B KOTopbIe SI 
cOBepweHHo cnOKoeH; B JTH MHHyThI SI mo6mo H HaXO)l(y, qTO .1lpyrHMH 
mo6HM, H B TaKHe-TO MHHyTbI SI CJIO)l(HJI B ce6e CHMBOJI Bepbl, B 
KOTOPOM BCe )lJISi Meml SlCHO H CBSITO. 3TOT CHMBOJI OqeUb npOCT, BOT 
OH: BepHTb, qTO HeT HHqerO npeKpaCHee, rny6)1(e, CHMnaTHqHee, 
pa3YMHee, MY)l(CCTBeHHee H COBepweHHee XpHCTa, H He TOJIbKO HeT, HO 
C peBHHBolO mo60BblO rOBoplO ce6e, qTO H He MO)l(eT 6LITb. (XVIII/i, 
176.) 
Grigor'ev's similar beliefs gave rise to criticisms of people or organisations who 
had lost sight of the unifying power of Christ's beauty, and in particular he 
attacked those targets that Khomiakov and Kireevskii had focused on: the Roman 
Catholic Church and the official bodies of the Orthodox Church. According to 
Grigor'ev, these institutions could only produce artificial cohesion by externally 
imposed forces, a view that echoed the Slavophile leaders: 
Bce JTO pa3pernaeTcSl ymuAumapHolO YTonHeIO llJIOTCKOro 
6JIarononyQHSI HJIH nyrneBHoro pa6cTBa H KHTaHcKHM 3aCToeM non 
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fHeToM 6HeUmeZO e.z::UiHCTBa, 3a OTCYCTBHeM e)J.HHCTBa BHYTpeHHero, T. 
e. XpHCTa, T. e. H)J.earra, T. e. Mephl, KpacoThl, B ICOTOPOH O)J.HOH 
3aKJIlOQaeTCSI HCTHHa H ICOTOPOH O)J.HOH BXO)J.HT HCTHHa B .n;yrny 
QeJIOBelCa.40 
However, he pointed to what he called 'humble Orthodoxy', or the innate 
religious spirit of the common people, as containing true inner brotherhood.41 
This is a concept not unlike Khomiakov's notion of sobornost'. Grigor'ev's 
appeal to this 'humble Orthodoxy' is particularly interesting when we consider 
Dostoevskii's reliance on the small figure of the Russian Orthodox monk as the 
source of redemption. One may also find a correlation between Grigor'ev's 
criticism of Catholicism and the fact that it was while they collaborated on 
Vremia that Dostoevskii too began to display anti-Catholic views. At this stage, 
however, the importance of Orthodoxy was not uppermost either for Dostoevskii 
or for pochvennichestvo, which is the reason for the relatively small space 
dedicated to the subject in the journals of the Dostoevskii brothers, as Dowler 
explains: 
[The pochvenniki] regarded the Orthodox faith as only one manifestation of 
Russia's distinctiveness. The vagueness of this account proved in the future to 
be unsatisfactory to the pochvenniki. [ ... ] Dostoevsky, too, was soon to fmd in 
the Orthodox religion the clue to Russian originality. In Vremia, however, the 
religious motif remained suppressed.42 
Vremia was launched in 1861 and very soon attracted a respectable 
number of subscribers, thus demonstrating that there was a demand for a 
moderate journal with a fresh argument. The editors made much of the selling 
point that the reading public was bored with the old squabbles between the 
Slavophiles and the Westernisers, and they advertised their publication as 
showing the way to reconciling the two factions, as well as healing the rift 
between intelligentsia and narod. The timing of the publication was also to their 
advantage, as it came in the same year as the long-awaited and much-discussed 
Emancipation of the Serfs. Optimism was therefore high, and the 'peasant 
question' was on everyone's minds. Vremia began by situating itself in the 
debate over the significance of the reforms of Peter the Great. The position the 
editors took was conciliatory, emphasising the inappropriate nature of the 
reforms for the common people, but also acknowledging the necessity of those 
reforms. The Call for Subscriptions published ahead of the journal in 1860 
described how the form of Peter's reforms was against the soul and the strivings 
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of the people, and thus they chose to make their own way in the dark (XVIII, 36). 
By contrast, for the educated classes the refonns did not tum them into 
Europeans, but showed Russia her potential and revealed to her the need to find 
her own national principle to contribute to humanity (XVIII, 36-37). In this 
announcement, confirmed by Strakhov as authored by Dostoevskii, 43 the 
pochvenniki even took the unique step of arguing that although the time for the 
division between the gentry and the people was now past and a new era must 
begin, this division had been both necessary and a sign of Russia's unique 
qualities,: '[ ... ] cnoc06HoCTb OTpelIIHTbCB Ha BpeMB OT nOlfBbI, 'IT06 
Tpe3Bee H 6ecnpHcTpacTHee B3fnBHYTb Ha ce6B, eCTb YJKe caMa no ce6e 
npH3HaK BenH'IaiilIIeii oco6eHHocTH' (XVIII, 37). This bold statement stands 
out against Dostoevskii's later proclamations on the subject of Peter's refonns as 
being strikingly positive, for in the years to come, although he never went so far 
as to suggest that there were no benefits to the gentry from the refonns. 
Dostoevskii did not again assert that the resulting split through Russian society 
had any worthwhile outcomes. The possibility of pandering to the censor may be 
dismissed, for Dostoevskii was more likely by nature to err on the side of 
outspokenness than obsequiousness. It seems more probable that he too was 
buoyed up by the mood of hope and optimism preceding the Emancipation edict, 
and that as this mood gradually ebbed in the subsequent years, so did 
Dostoevskii's generous attitude towards Peter's refonns. 
Despite its claim to be a journal of reconciliation, Vremia devoted many 
pages to criticising the arguments of the Slavophiles and Westemisers, and its 
first year of publication saw more censure of the former than the latter. This bias 
was in part due to the fact that Dostoevskii, who had the largest share of the input 
into the journal, had not read the works of the early Slavophiles and based his 
opinion on the content of the contemporary Slavophile journal Den', as I have 
already discussed in my Introductory Chapter. In addition, Dowler suggests that 
Mikhail Dostoevskii had more sympathies with the liberal journals and that his 
influence counterbalanced the more conservative leanings of Grigor'ev and 
Strakhov in editorial decisions.44 However, I disagree with V. S. Nechaeva, 
whose argument that 't:{ocToeBcKHii COBceM He .llBycMblcneHHO coe,nHHBn, 
.llaJIee, CBoe HanpaBJIeHHe C 3ana.llHHKaMH',4S rather oversimplifies the 
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complex nature of his tendency, as my analysis will show. In the eleventh issue 
of Vremia Dostoevskii published an article entirely devoted to attacking the 
tendency of Den'. Entitled 'Poslednie literaturnye iavleniia: gazeta Den", the 
article denounces Slavophilism for being moribund, blinkered and negative. 
Dostoevskii begins by expressing agreement with the recently deceased 
Konstantin Aksakov on the worth of the peasant obshchina, conceding that his 
understanding of it as set down in one of his last, unfInished articles, was better 
than that of any Westerniser (XIX, 59).46 But this acknowledgement of common 
ground is overshadowed by the list of faults he fInds with the Slavophiles. He 
writes: 
[ ... ] 3ana,lJ.HHKH He XOTeJIH no-cpaKHpCKH 3aTKHYTb rJIa3 H ymeH nepe.1l 
HeKoTopLIMH HenOHjlTHLIMH .D.JIjI HIIX jlBJIeHHjlMII; OHII He XOTeJIII 
OCTaBIITb IIX 6e3 pa3pemeHlljI H 60 limo 6bl IlU cmaAO OTHeCTIICb K HHM 
BpaiK,lJ.e6HO, KaK .neJIaJIH CJIaBjlHocpHJILI; [ ... ] 3ana,lJ.HlflleCTBo nepelliJIO 
6bI CBOIO qepTy H COBeCTJIIIBO OTKa3aJIOCb 6b1 OT CBOHX omH60K. OHO H 
nepelliJIO ee HaKOHeu H 06paTHJIOCb K peaAU3MY, TOr.1la KaK 
CJIaBjlHocpHJIbCTBO .no CHX nop eme CTOHT Ha CMYTHOM H 
Heonpe,lJ.eJIeHHOM H,lJ.eaJIe CBoeM, COCTOSlmeM, B cYUl1lOcmu, H3 
HeKOTopLIX y,lJ.alJHblX H3yqeHHH CTapHHHoro Hamero 6b1Ta [ ... ]. (XIX, 
60.) 
He is particularly frustrated with the attitude of the same Konstantin Aksakov 
towards Russian literature, which the latter saw as being false, over-
Europeanised and hostile to its own native principles. As a writer, Dostoevskii 
could not help but feel indignant at this accusation. He justifIes his profession 
with the argument that literature is motivated by a spirit of ruthless self-criticism, 
standing as much against extreme Westernism as do the Slavophiles themselves 
(XIX, 60), and that the European influence in Russian literature has been given a 
national perspective: 
,na, [ ... ] eBponeiicKoe BJIHjlHHe CHJIbHO OT03BaJIOCb B C03.1laHHSlX HaweR 
JIHTepaTypLI, OTpaiKaeTCjI H .no CHX nop. Ho pa3Be Mbl pa6cKII 
Bocnp"HHMaJIH HX, pa3Be He nepeiKHBaJIH HX iKH3HeHHblM npoueCCOM, 
pa3Be He Bblpa60TblBaJIH CBoero pYCCKoro B3rm,lJ.a na 3TH HH03eMHble 
jlBJIenHjI [ ... ]? (XIX, 62.) 
'Poslednie literaturnye iavleniia' provides us with as it were a snapshot of 
Dostoevskii's interaction with Slavophilism: he was becoming aware of 
correspondences between his ideas and those aspects of the movement that have 
been enumerated in the preceding chapter, but at that time the points on which he 
took issue with the Slavophiles outnumbered these correspondences, thanks to 
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his as yet limited acquaintance with their works. Frank further elaborates on the 
issue with the comment that, like many of his contemporaries, Oostoevskii had 
absorbed certain ideas fundamental to Slavophilism as self-evident truths; for 
example both Herzen and Chemyshevskii accepted the notion, first put forward 
by the Slavophiles, that the principle behind the peasant commune was morally 
superior to Western individualism. 47 
In its first year of publication, Vremia gained the reputation for being a 
relatively progressive publication. The reasons for this included, as we have seen, 
Oostoevskii's open frustration with what he viewed as the narrow-mindedness of 
Den', and the brothers' temperance of the more pro-Slavophile tendencies of 
Strakhov and Grigor'ev. It is also true, as Frank remarks, that the majority of 
public opinion at that time was hostile to the Slavophile movement, and this may 
explain the brothers' caution in their initial editorial policy.48 Offord concurs, 
noting that Oostoevskii may have felt obliged to tread carefully with the younger 
generation when referring to the 'authorities of Sovremennik' so as not to alienate 
his readers. He points out that there was 'a measure of genuine respect' for the 
likes of Chemyshevskii and Oobroliubov in the early years of Vremia.49 
However, during the course of 1862, certain articles indicated that the editors 
were experiencing a growing sympathy with Slavophile principles, although a 
measure of criticism was still directed towards the contemporary representatives 
of that camp. The most important of these articles is 'Ova lageria teoretikov'. It 
is a remarkable piece, in that, perhaps more clearly than any other Vremia article 
authored by Dostoevskii, it tackles head on the issue of the deficiencies of the 
main ideological movements within the Russian intelligentsia, and attempts to 
offer something of an alternative. It also shows how Dostoevskii was beginning 
to formulate the idea-feelings inspired by ka/orga into a set of beliefs, although it 
should be noted that at this time these beliefs were still in development and were 
yet to have the input of many key events of the writer's life. 
Written in the wake of the 1861 Emancipation of the Serfs, 'Ova lageria 
teoretikov' stands in contrast to Dostoevskii's pre-Siberian journalism with 
regard to his attitude towards the Russian people. In this article he indicates right 
from the outset that because of the Emancipation edict alone, there is a need to 
consider the part the narod has played and will play in the life of Russia. In 
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addition to this, he brings to bear on the matter his knowledge gained in Siberia 
of the relations between the educated classes and the common people, in order to 
expose the weaknesses in the arguments of the Slavophiles and the Westernisers. 
He begins by stating that the question of the people is directly linked to the future 
of Russia, and shows that the connection is organic by speaking of the people 
and the vitality of society in the same phrase: 
Borrpoc 0 Hapo,lJ.e B HaCTOSlmee BpeMSI eCTb Borrpoc 0 JKM3HM [00']: eCTb 
JIM y Hac B HacTOSlmee BpeMSl 3eMCTBO KaK 3JIeMeHT, OTJIWlHbIH OT 
CJTYJKMJIbIX COCJIOBMH, eCTb JIM eme B HeM Terrepb xaKaSl-HM6Y,lJ.b JKM3Hb, 
MOJKeT JIM OHO 06HOBMTb Hallie He60raToe JKM3HeHHOCTbl0 05meCTBO? 
(XX, 5.) 
Dostoevskii concedes in 'Dva lageria teoretikov' that both Westernisers 
and Slavophiles recognise the existence of a gulf between the educated classes 
and the narod, which must be bridged. Outlining the arguments of each camp, he 
examines their different attitudes to healing the rift and highlights the 
inadequacies therein. He portrays the Westernisers as seeking to raise the 
common people to their leve~ seeing the people as the needy party and the 
intelligentsia as a repository of progress and enlightenment. But in Dostoevskii's 
view, the situation is the reverse: it is the educated classes who are in need, 
whilst the people have their own reserves of strength. He refers to the common 
belief - one that he himself once held - that the narod is stupid and so steeped in 
routine as to function virtually like machines, citing Uspenskii and Pisemskii, 
two writers for the progressive journal Sovremennik, as propagating this view, 
and calls it slander. He sees this belief as expressing in a contemporary form the 
old antagonism felt by the boyar aristocracy for the zems/vo (XX, 8). Here the 
reader can feel the resonance of Dostoevskii's Siberian experience in his 
assertion that the people will not appreciate any attempt by the gentry to make 
magnanimous gestures to them, as he writes: 
[00'] Hapo,lJ. He rrO.D.OH.D.eT K HaM rrpeJK.D.e, HeJKeJIM Mbl y6aBMM y ce5Sl 
OJIMMrrMHCxoro BeJIMqMSI, rrpeJK,lJ.e qeM caMH rrO.D.a,nHM eMY He Ha CJIOBaX, 
a Ha .D.eJIe pyxy. Be,nb HapO,lJ.-TO He c03HaeT B Hac HYJK.D.bl: OH 6yoem 
KpenOK u 6e3 Hac ... OH He HCqaXHeT, KaK qaXHeM Mbl, He qYBCTBYSl rro,n 
CBOMMM HoraMM TOqXM orropbl, He HMeSl 3a CBOHMH rrneqaMM MaCCbl 
HapO.D.a. (XX, 8.) 
On the other hand, Dostoevskii praises the Slavophiles for having raised 
awareness of the positive attributes of peasant society and for having recognised 
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the value of the obshchina. Den', he writes, has a deep and honest thirst for the 
truth, supports the free and independent development of Russian life and upholds 
Russian interests on issues that are as flesh and blood to society, so much that he 
finds that Den' plays an invaluable part in literary debate (XX, 9). High praise 
indeed from Dostoevskii, especially when compared to his comments from just 
the year before. But he still finds points of disagreement with the Slavophiles, 
criticising the arguments that stem from such noble motives. In their zeal to 
emphasise the worth of the traditional peasant way of life, he asserts, they are 
unjust towards the educated classes and write off all aspects of post-Petrine 
civilisation as false. In order to refute their claims, Dostoevskii points to the 
flowering of Russian literature from Pushkin onwards and its ability to absorb the 
best of European learning as well as to turn a critical eye on the flaws in Russian 
society (XX, 10). 
True to Vremia's claim to hold the middle ground, Dostoevskii 
acknowledges that a part of the truth is to be found in each camp. In a passage 
that sets out the position of the pochvenniki on the reforms of Peter the Great, he 
argues that those reforms were a genuine response to the increasing need felt by 
all Russians for intellectual development and spiritual renewal. He pays homage 
to the pre-Petrine period idealised by the Slavophiles for its emphasis on spiritual 
life, but cautions that renewal cannot come from dreams of nostalgia. By 
contrast, according to Dostoevskii, the reforms sprang from Peter's correct 
apprehension of his native people's needs, and so were truly Russian in nature 
and quite necessary. However, Peter's despotic will caused him to try to 
reconstruct the whole of society in his lifetime. In opening a window on the 
West, says Dostoevskii, the reforms allowed Russians to take from Europe not 
only beneficial education but ideas and structures not appropriate to Russia. The 
narod, seeing no advantage to them in the reforms, turned their back on them. 
thus proving that in their implementation they were anti-Russian, as Dostoevskii 
explains: 
n03TOMY neTpa MOJKHO Ha3BaTL Hap0,llHLlM SlBJIeHHeM HaCTOJILKO, 
HaCKOJILKO OH BLlpaJKaJI B ce6e CTpeMJIeHHC HapO,lla 06HOBHTLCSI, ,llaTL 
60JIee npocTopy JKH3HH - HO TOJILKO ,ll0 CI{X nop OH I{ 6L1n HapO,lleH ... 
BLlpaJKaSlCL rOtIHeR, o,llHa uoeJl TIerpa 6L1JIa HapO,llHa. Ho TIerp KaK 
cpaKr 6L1n B BLlcIlleR CreneHI{ aHrI{HapO.lleH ... Bo-nepBLlx, OH H3MeHI{n 
Hap0.llHoMY .llYxy B .llecnOrl{3Me CBOI{X pe<p0pMaropcKHx npl{eMOB, 
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c,neJIaB ,neJIO rrpeo6pa30BaHIUl He .n:eJIOM Bcero Hapo.n:a, a .n:eJIOM C60ezo 
TOJIbKO rrpOH3BOJIa. [ ... ] Hapo.n: H OTpeKCSl OT CBOHX .n:06pOJKeJIaTeJIeii-
pe<popMaTopOB [ ... ] rrOTOMY, liTO TaKoii rrpe06pa30BaTeJIbHbIii rrpHeM 
6bIJI .n:an:eKO He B ero .n:yxe. (XX, 15.) 
Thus Dostoevskii shows that the price paid for the benefits of Peter's 
refonns was an ever-increasing rift between the educated classes and the people, 
a rift that had become so large that the intelligentsia did not know how to bridge 
it, as typified by the squabbling of the Westemisers and the Slavophiles. 
Dostoevskii's solution is based on the deep appreciation for the peasant classes 
that he learned in Siberia. He underlines the native principle of voluntary unity in 
the peasant commune, the innate wisdom shown by the people in their response 
to the Emancipation edict, and their ability to recognise and judge their own 
faults. These, he writes, are proof that the narod has something to offer and is 
capable of growth (XX, 21). Also interesting is Dostoevskii's contention that the 
Rasko! demonstrates the Russian people's ability to create their own indigenous 
cultural fonns in preference to accepting changes imposed by the authorities 
(XX, 20-21). Here he shows that his fervent faith in Christ does not preclude him 
from departing from official church teaching; on the contrary, this comment, in 
my interpretation, indicates that Dostoevskii preferred to look to the people as 
the true authority on Orthodoxy and that he sympathised with Grigor'ev's 
concept of 'humble Orthodoxy' as outlined above. 
To contrast with his portrayal of the people, Dostoevskii depicts the 
gentry as running out of fresh energy because, thanks to their separation from 
their native soil, their range of activity is too limited to take Russia far. He lays 
the blame on the upper stratum of society for the poor regard the peasantry has of 
it; it is because of the gentry's former lack of concern with the peasantry and 
because of its dubious moral standing that the people do not understand them 
(XX, 17). Therefore, Dostoevskii proposes three necessary courses of action. 
Firstly, literacy must be disseminated among the common people as a means to 
their moral and spiritual self-improvement. Secondly, the system of estate 
borders, which prevents the free movement of the peasantry, must be abolished. 
Thirdly, the gentry must also be prepared to undergo moral reform and learn to 
respect the peasant in a manner that transcends abstract theories (XX, 20). He 
concludes: 'HeyJKeJIH MbI HaCTOJ1bKO 3aAoxHYJIHCb, HaCTOJIbKO 3aMepJIH, 
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It is very interesting that Dostoevskii should make this observation as 
much with regard to the Slavophiles as to the Westernisers, because the former 
thinkers themselves showed a dislike for theories and formulas, as I have shown 
in my Introductory Chapter. Whether or not Dostoevskii was aware of this aspect 
to their thought at this stage cannot be made certain, but in his interpretation the 
Slavophiles become hypocrites. By contrast, Dostoevskii appears to have taken 
on one idea that is fundamental to Slavophilism and has followed it with more 
consistency than he sees in that movement. In other words, he seems to be a 
'better' Slavophile than the Slavophiles themselves. Of course, it must be 
reiterated that during the early days of Vremia Dostoevskii was still in the initial 
stages of his direct acquaintance with the works of Khomiakov, Kireevskii and 
the other key figures of Slavophilism. In his portrayal of them as rigidly rejecting 
all post-Petrine society he is undoubtedly unjust, as the early Slavophiles, as I 
mentioned in my Introductory Chapter, were more moderate and recognised the 
benefits of Western knowledge. Nevertheless, Dostoevskii's great talent for 
polemicising with his opponents lay in his ability to test their arguments by 
taking them to extremes and by exposing their inherent contradictions. Whilst 
showing that a Romantic aversion to abstract theories and rigid formulas is 
inconsistent with a denial that anything positive resulted from the Petrine 
reforms, Dostoevskii himself demonstrates an attachment to freely developed 
organic models. This attachment informs both his critique of the reforms of Peter 
the Great and his choice of proposals for the reconciliation of the divided 
sections of Russian society. Instead of calling for sweeping changes or major 
societal reconstruction according to prescribed exemplars, with the exception of 
estate reform, he opts for measures that allow natural change and encourage the 
native Russian way of life to flourish. Such tactics would appeal more to the 
narod because, as he writes, 'OH cnHlIIKoM MHpomo6HB H mo6HT 
.u06HBaTbcR CBOHX ueneH nYTeM MHpa, nOCTeneHHO' (XX, IS). The 
promotion of literacy as a means to self-improvement for the peasant classes, and 
moral development for the gentry, are gradual solutions that begin from within 
the individual with a common aim in mind, and the benefit to society will appear 
as part of its natural growth. 
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'ITO HeT Ha.lleJK.llhI Ha Halle OJKHBJleHHe? Ho eCJlM B Hac 3aMepJla JKH3Hb, 
TO OHa HeCOMHeHHO eCTb B HeTpOHYTOH eme HapO.llHOH nOllBe... :no 
CBRToe Halle y6e)KJleHHe' (XX, 22). 
In Oostoevskii's summation of the problem facing Russian society, of the 
pitfalls in the arguments of the Slavophile and Westerniser movements, and in 
his proffered solutions, it is possible to discern several points that indicate his 
increasing awareness of common ground with the Slavophiles and his growing 
admiration for them Of particular interest for the purposes of this study are the 
role he accords to the narod in renewing Russia and the peasant commune, for 
these matters are central to Slavophilism In his esteem for the people he sides 
with the Slavophiles, and implies as much by his parting criticism of the 
Westemisers in 'Ova lageria teoretikov': 'MbI npH3HaeM B HapO.lle MHoro 
He.llOCTaTKOB, HO HHKOr.lla He COrJlaCHMCR c O.llHHM JlarepeM TeopeTMKOB, 
'ITO HapO.ll HenpOXO.llHMO rJlyn, HHlIero lie C.lleJlaJI B TblCJllIY JleT CBoeH 
JKM3HH' (XX, 22). He also shows a partial agreement with the Slavophiles on the 
question of the disruptive and anti-Russian implementation of Peter the Great's 
reforms, although he puts more emphasis on their benefits than can be found in 
the works of Khomiakov or Kireevskii. But there is one other issue highlighted 
by Oostoevskii in this article that demonstrates his closeness to Slavophilism at 
this point, and that is his aversion to theory. The very title brings the issue to the 
forefront, and he confronts it in the opening pages. He calls the matter of the 
relation of the gentry to the people a 'JKH3HeHHbIH Bonpoc' that cannot be 
solved by a theory. In this way he makes a contrast between what he sees to be 
an organic part of Russian life and the artificiality of the reactions of the main 
groups of the intelligentsia. Theories, he says, are all very well provided they do 
not try to offer a formula for life. But Dostoevskii believes the Slavophiles and 
Westemisers to be judging reality by their own preconceived formulas, and 
therefore neither camp can perceive facts objectively: 
3ana.llHHKH, COCTaBHB ce6e TeopHIo 3ana.llHoeBpOneHcKoH 
06melleJlOBellCCKoH JKH3HH H BCTpCTJlCb C BOBce HenOXOJKeH Ha Hee 
PYCCKOH JKH3HblO, 3apaHee OCY.llHJlH :ny JKH3Hb. CJlaBSlHo<pHJlhI, npHHJlB 
3a HOPMY cTaphIH MOCKOBCKHH H.lleaJIbllHK, mO:>ICe 3apa3 OCY.llHJlH B 
PYCCKOH JKH3HM BCe, 'ITO He YKJla.llhIBaJIOCb B HX y3KYIO paM Ky. (XX, 5-
6.) 
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In the summer of 1862 Dostoevskii had a new, important experience that 
had a further shaping effect on his developing views of life: he went abroad for 
the first time. The official reason for his trip was to consult foreign doctors about 
his epilepsy, although Kjetsaa suggests that this was likely a convenient pretext 
for obtaining a visa, judging by his packed schedule. so Dostoevskii had for a long 
time wanted to see Europe for himself and visit the origins of those writers he 
admired from his early youth. He was away for three months and took in the 
major cities of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, France and England. On his 
return, he wrote an account of his impressions from his travels, and the result was 
published in Vremia's first issue of 1863. Entitled Zimnie zamelki 0 letnikh 
vpechatleniiakh, it is a work that is in my opinion of crucial importance in 
Dostoevskii's oeuvre. It foreshadows the arguments of Zapiski iz podpol'ia and 
marks a significant degree of crystallisation in the author's views on Russia and 
the West; it echoes Slavophilism in its concern with themes of organic unity as 
opposed to artificial union or fragmentation. 
Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh is a subjective, ironic, 
provocative work, in which the author puts forward a persuasive case for the 
corruption underlying Western European culture. To distance himself from the 
'guide-book' style of travel writing, he concentrates on observing people, rather 
than places, and so Zimnie zametki becomes a moral, rather than a social, 
indictment. Dostoevskii's impressions were undoubtedly coloured by his own 
prejudices about the West, but nevertheless they show a clear insight into the 
sources of the malaise which he felt Europe was producing in Russia.s1 Zimnie 
zametki is a highly complex work that does not easily submit to a straightforward 
interpretation of it as Dostoevskii's own beliefs. He writes in the popular style of 
the feuilleton, interwoven with imaginary dialogues, biting irony reflecting as 
much on himself as on his objects of scrutiny, and statements deliberately 
designed to undermine the authority of his discourse. The reader must recognise 
that this style is designed with awareness of a readership in mind, and 
Dostoevskii's artistic rendition of his material demands cautious analysis. 
Nevertheless, when taken in the context of his letters of that time, it is possible to 
follow those arguments that reflect his personal opinions,S2 
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Dostoevskii acknowledges the legacy of the Petrine period early on in 
Zimnie zametki: 'Be,nb BCe, peUIIUeJIhHO noqnl BCe, qTO eCTb B Hac 
pa3BHTHR, HayKH, HCKYCCTBa, rpa:>K,naHCTBeHHOCTH, qeJIOBeqHOCTH, BCe, BCe 
Be,nb :no oTTy,na, H3 TOH :>Ke CTpaHbl CBRTLIX qy,nec!' (V, 51). However, his 
comment is double-edged, since his reference to Europe as 'the land of holy 
wonders' is highly ironic; Dostoevskii is quoting from the poem Mechta by 
Khomiakov, who used this phrase in a lament for the West, which he saw as a 
dying civilisation to be replaced by the East. The poem was an expression of his 
view that Kushitism had run its course in Europe, and that the West could only 
be revived by the Iranian East (in particular Russia). Dostoevskii's use of irony 
exemplifies the paradoxical attitude that many Russians held towards the West as 
a result of the veneration of its culture. The awe felt for European thought and 
society went hand in hand with a sense of inferiority, which in turn engendered 
bitterness, displayed in Dostoevskii's own account of his suppressed rage at the 
seemingly arrogant pride of the Germans in their newly built Cologne bridge. 
Dostoevskii's indignation aroused by his European hosts was inflamed by 
his entrenched xenophobia, which is manifest in Zimnie zamelki. Any study of 
his attitudes to European society must take account of this fact. Admittedly, 
Dostoevskii himself openly acknowledges the bias of his opinions, but he is not 
above, for example, dismissing the German race in one sweeping statement: 
'[ ... ] nOCKopee yJDf3HyJI B )J.pe3,neH, nHTaR fny60qaiimee y6e:>K,neHHe B 
)lyme, 1{TO K HeMUY Ha)lO oco6eHHo npHBLIKaTL H qTO C HenpHBLlqKH ero 
BeCbMa Tpy,nHO BLIHOCHTb B 60JIbllIHX Maccax.'(V, 47) Whether xenophobia 
was characteristic of educated Russians at the time is not a subject for this study, 
but it is worth recognising the extent to which Dostoevskii's mind could remain 
closed to non-Russians. Malcolm Jones discusses Dostoevskii's attitude to his 
hosts in his article on the writer's travels in Europe, and remarks how during 
Dostoevskii's later four-year-Iong stay in Europe he remained isolated from the 
cultural scene, made no friends either among the Russian emigres or among his 
hosts, and with the exception of French, did not become proficient in any 
European languages. Jones argues that Dostoevskii needed to keep himself 
distant from European culture in order to back his 'whole ideology about Russia 
and Europe': 
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It was important, in order that the ideology should be sustained, for 
Dostoyevsky to have first-hand evidence to convince him that he was right, to 
shut out evidence that he might be mistaken, and to keep at bay what a mind 
of his intelligence must have known: that life, and European civilisation, were 
a good deal more complex than he was prepared to allow ... All in all, there is 
irrefutable evidence that Dostoyevsky wanted to preserve a distance between 
himself and European life, and the fact that he did so for four years during 
which it swept and whirled around him is some evidence of a strong 
emotional need. Although he probably learned less about Russian peasant 
mentality in Siberia than he would have liked to think, he probably learnt a 
great deal more than he did about European mentality in his four years 
abroad.s3 
The main theme of the third chapter, entitled 'Completely Superfluous', 
is the impact of European civilisation and culture on Russia. Dostoevskii 
deliberately undermines the very ideas that he intends to highlight, prefacing 
them with the instruction, 'He ,nYMaHTe, 'ITO SI cTaHY ,noKa3LIBaTL .. .'(V, 61), 
and thereby stressing them the more with inverted irony. For this so-called 
superfluous chapter is the kernel of the work, in which he criticises the hypocrisy 
of Russia's attempted adoption of Western civilisation. In this chapter 
Dostoevskii attempts to answer the question that he puts himself: 'HaCKOJILKO 
MLI UHBHJUI30BaJIHCL, H CKonLKO HMeHHO Hac C'IeTOM ,no CHX nop 
OTUHBHnH30BaJIOCL ?'(V, 55) His central line of attack is that one powdered wig 
does not a civilised man make; the adoption of European styles of dress has done 
nothing to prevent the traditional Russian practices of wife-beating and 
oppression of the peasantry. Indeed, he argues that the apparent barbarities of 
both Russian gentry and peasantry, performed out of ignorance and simplicity of 
the soul, are no worse than the arrogance and hypocrisy of those who try to 
emulate Western Europeans. As an example he contrasts the peasant practice of 
showing a bride's bloodstained wedding-night garment to her parents, with that 
of inserting padding into the dresses of high-society ladies, in order to flatter 
their figures. He claims that in forsaking their Russian heritage and adopting a 
European culture, the Russians have simply exchanged one set of prejudices and 
abominations for another, and he derides those who call traditional Russian 
behaviour uncivilised: 
Be,nL CMeIllHa, CMeIllHa YMopHTenLHO 3Ta Bepa B HenorpeIllHMOCTL H B 
npaBO TaKoro 06nHtleHHSI. Bepa 3TO HJIH npOCTO Kypa)l( Ha,n Hapo,nOM, 
HnH, HaKOHeu, HepaccY)I(,naIOIUee, pa6cKoe npeKJIOHeHHe HMenHO nepe,n 
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eBporreHCKRMR <popMaMR URBRJllI3aURR; TaK Be,n;b :no eme CMeWHee. (V, 
61.) 
Echoes of Khomiakov's idealistic image of the Russian peasant 
obshchina can be heard here, in the view that the Russian people live in 
simplicity according to age-old customs. Indeed, the third chapter of Zimnie 
zametki shows remarkable similarity to certain passages from Khomiakov's letter 
to the Serbs, written in 1860, which intended to warn the country against 
Western influences, although, as I have already indicated, it is difficult to 
determine whether Dostoevskii had actually read it at this stage. Both 
Dostoevskii and Khomiakov have noticed the flaw in the ahistoricist premise that 
it is possible to transplant ideas and ways of life between historical or cultural 
circumstances as if they were absolutes. Khomiakov resumed the essence of the 
problem of Russia's Europeanisation when he wrote: 
Ho TO, 'ITO B O,n;HOM CTPOHHO R JIa,n;Ho (rrOTOMY 'ITO COrJIaCHO C ero 
cymecTBOM), ,n;eJIaeTCR Ha'laJIOM HeCTpoHHOCTR R pa3JIa,n;RUbI, Kor,n;a 
OHO npRBRTo B ,n;pyrOMY, KOToporo cymecTBo OCHOBaHO Ha RHOM 
3aKOHe. HRKTO He MO)l(eT rreTb 'IY)l(RM rOJIOCOM HJIH KpaCHBO XO,n;RTb 
'IY)l(OIO noxo,n;KOIO. ,54 
Khomiakov went on to give as an example the adoption of Western styles 
of dress. The Europeanisation of the gentry has had several negative effects, 
according to Dostoevskii. The common people look on the gentry as foreigners, 
and all understanding between them has been lost. As a result, the gentry have 
become divorced from their native origins, from the soil and the people, and are 
losing their national identity. Dostoevskii writes in self-mockery, 
[ ... ] KaK CBbICOKa pelliaeM BonpOCbI, .na eme KaKHe BonpOCbI-TO: nO'lBbI 
HeT, Hapo,n;a HeT, HaUROHaJIbHOCTb - ::no TOJIbKO H3BeCTHaR CHCTCMa 
no.naTeH, ,n;ywa - tabula rasa, BOmH'IeK, H3 KOToporo MO)l(HO CeH'IaC iKe 
BblJlenHTb HaCTORmero 'IeJIOBeKa, 06me'leJIOBeKa BceMRpnoro, 
rOMYHKYJIa [ ... ]. (V, 59.) 
The gentlefolk with this outlook develop into 'superfluous men' of the type 
frequently portrayed in literature of the early 1800s; Dostoevskii cites 
Griboedov's Chatskii as an example of the rootless gentleman whose 
dissatisfaction with Russia sends him to the West. Dostoevskii observes the 
restlessness and anxiety of the educated classes, who seem to be seeking 
something and who may turn to Western Europe, but he maintains that for these 
Chatskiis the solution does not lie there. However, as if it were a digression, he 
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cuts short this line of thought and closes the chapter. Here one can see the 
outlines of ideas which Dostoevskii would later build upon: there is a hint of his 
sympathy with the pochvennichestvo movement; more obvious are themes 
developed in Zapiski iz podpo['ia, his following work, such as the influence from 
Europe of rationalism and mathematics, the reduction of individuals to the raw 
material from which a perfect state could be built (reminiscent of Khomiakov's 
theory of the structure of Kushite states), and a desperate yearning for something 
unknown which reason alone fails to satisfy. 
Dostoevskii could almost be offering a reply to Petr Chaadaev's first 
Philosophical Letter here, blaming the fragmentary influence of the West for the 
aimless restlessness of the Russian upper classes, in contrast to Chaadaev's view 
that Russia's isolation from the West is to blame. Dostoevskii's comments show 
scorn for the Western emphasis on rationalism. which Chaadaev so admired. 
Whereas the latter argued that Russia's salvation lay in uniting itself with 
Western Europe and undergoing the same religious and cultural developments as 
it, Dostoevskii is more in line with Khomiakov: he stresses that it is no use 
turning to Europe for help. ss Just as Khomiakov saw rationalism as breaking the 
sobornost' of Russian society, so Dostoevskii shows how assuming a European 
way of life has split the classes and cut off the gentry from what it means to be 
Russian. 
Having criticised the Europeanisation of Russia, Dostoevskii now turns 
his attention to Europe itsel£ His observations centre on London and Paris. 
London appeared to him as a city of stark contrasts, lacking the overriding sense 
of order and decorum present in Paris. In the chapter entitled 'Baal', Dostoevskii 
gives an apocalyptic description of London as epitomising the consequences of 
capitalism and individual isolation. He sees industry and scientific progress as 
being virtually deified, particularly at the second World Exhibition, which 
seemed to him to be frighteningly arrogant in its glorification of man's 
achievements. Kireevskii, too, felt that industry was playing too central a role in 
the life of mankind. He wrote: 
[npOMbllllJIeHHoCTb] B Haille BpeMi: COe,lJ,HHi:eT H pa3,lJ,eJUleT mO,lJ,eR; oHa 
onpe,lJ,eJUleT OTeqeCTBO, oHa 0603HaQaeT COCJlOBHi:, OHa JleJKHT B 
OCHOBaHHH rOCY,lJ,apcTBeHHbIX YC1'pOHCTB, OHa ,lJ,BHJKeT HapO,lJ,aMH, ona 
06'bi:BJUleT BORHY, 3aKJIlOQaeT MHP, H3Meni:eT npaBbI, .naeT 
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HarrpaBJIeHHe HaYKaM, xapaKTep - 06pa30BaHHOCTH; eit rrOKJIOHRIOTCR, 
eit CTPOgT xpaMLI, OHa ,neitcTBHTeJILHOe 60)KeCTBO, B KOTopoe BepRT 
HeJIHueMepHO H KOTOPOMY rrOBHHYIOTCR. neCKophICTHag ,neRTeJIhHOCTh 
c,neJIaJIaCh HeBepOgTHOIO [ ... ].56 
Dostoevskii compares this pagan idolatry to the worship of the Old 
Testament god Baal, the god of material wealth, who failed to show mercy to its 
followers despite their desperate human sacrifices. At the World Exhibition,. 
housed in the Crystal Palace, Dostoevskii finds it hard to resist the feeling that 
through science, man has achieved Paradise on Earth. In the following passage 
one can see one of the first instances of Dostoevskii's use of apocalyptic imagery 
to express the nature of Western Europe, which features particularly in Idiot and 
Besy: 
[ ... J Bhl lJYBcTByeTe, lJTO TyT lJTO-TO OKOHlJaTeJIhHOe COBepWHJIOCh, 
COBepWHJIOCh H 3aKOHlJHJIOCh. 3TO KaKaR-TO 6H6JIeikKag KapTHHa, lJTO-
TO 0 BaBHJIOHe, KaKoe-TO rrpOpOlJeCTBO H3 ArroKaJIHrrCHca, B OlJHIO 
COBepwalOmeeCR. BLI lJYBCTByeTe, lJTO MHoro Ha,no BeKOBelJHOrO 
,nyxOBHoro OTrropa H OTpHuaHHR, lJT06 He rro.n.n;aThCR, He rro,nlJHHHThCg 
BrrelJaTJIeHHIO, He rrOKJIOHHThCg $aKTY H He 060rOTBopHTh BaaJIa, TO 
eCTb He npHHRTb cymeCTBYlOmero 3a CBOit H,neaJI ... (V, 70.) 
The cost, however, of this terrible achievement is to the masses, who in 
London appear as a herd of dispensable automatons, desperately trying to seek 
some kind of unity, even in an anthill-like society. Dostoevskii describes them as 
hungry souls, groping around in the underground darkness for something to unite 
them, who tum in their hundreds to drink, debauchery or religious sects like the 
Mormons or the Shakers, in order to escape their despair and fmd oblivion. This 
is one of Dostoevskii's bleakest descriptive passages, filled with haunting images 
of a suffering populace and a society that does not care, so long as progress 
continues, and interspersed with glimpses of tragic beauty and innocence, such as 
the beautiful woman in the casino or the battered child begging in the 
Haymarket. London presents exactly the scenario that Dostoevskii's next 
creation, the Underground Man, was to dread: here we find the images of the 
anthill, the dark underground and a supposedly perfect society of quasi-humans 
created from the rationalism of science. In addition to this, Dostoevskii uses 
London to portray one of the fundamental principles that he felt were responsible 
for corruption and suffering in Western societies: the insistence upon individual 
self-interest which renders impossible the creation of a true brotherhood. This, he 
argues, is the reason for the plight of London's masses: 'A Me)K,ny TCM Ii TyT 
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Ta :>Ke ynopHall, rnyxall II Y:>Ke 3aCTapeJIall 60Pb6a, 60Pb6a Ha CMepTb 
Bce06me3arra.ll.HOrO JllftlHoro HallaJIa C He06xo.ll.IIMOCTblO XOTb KaK-HII6Y.ll.b 
Y:>KIITbClI BMeCTe, XOTb KaK-HII6Y.ll.b COCTaBIITb 06mllHY II YCTPOIlTbC$I B 
O.ll.HOM MypaBeHHIIKe'(V, 69). This is a central Slavophile idea, and one which 
is evident in the thought of Khomiakov; there are elements here of his call for the 
subordination of reason to the mutual love of the Church, in order to have the 
true brotherhood of sobornost'. 
Ward, examining Dostoevskii's works as a whole, sees another side to the 
prevention of true brotherhood in English society: 
The conflict between the Whigs and the Tories is conducted on the basis of a 
fundamental consensus which actually excludes a large part of the English 
people from genuine membership in English society. According to 
Dostoyevsky, the solid English unity is, in fact, a unity of the upper-class 
minority inspired by a fear of the new social phenomenon which English 
industry had engendered - the proletariat [ ... ] In Dostoyevsky's view, England 
was actually made up of two different peoples. The parliamentary and legal 
institutions had become the instruments by which the lower class was 
prevented from discovering an exit out of the "subterranean darkness.,,57 
Evidence of this idea is shown in Zimnie zamelki when Dostoevskii writes of 
London's working class: '11 BbI lIYBCTByeTe, rJI$I.ll.lI Ha Bcex :lTliX napHeB 
o6mecTBa, liTO eme .ll.OJIrO He c6Y.ll.eTCll }J.JI1I HHX npopOlfeCTBo, lfTO eme 
.ll.OJIro He .ll.a.ll.YT 11M naJIbMOBbIX BeTBeH H 6eJIblx O.ll.e:>K.ll. II liTO .ll.onro eme 
6Y.ll.YT OHH B3b1BaTb K npeCTony BceBbIWHero: «.ll.OKone, rOCnO.ll.H»'(V, 71). 
In Zimnie zametki one finds one of the fIrst instances of Dostoevskii's 
preoccupation with the theme of Western Christian denominations, as he makes 
mention of the moral ills he associates with them. In London he found fault with 
the works of the spiritual authorities of all denominations. His account of a 
black-clad woman distributing leaflets proclaiming Christ's resurrection among 
the poor leads him to condemn Roman Catholics for their persistent propaganda, 
accusing them of luring the poor into their faith with the bait of material 
comforts: food and fuel. (In fact, it has been argued that the woman Dostoevskii 
took for Catholic was more likely an early Salvation Army volunteer.58) This is 
the sort of activity which Khomiakov would have seen as demonstrating the lack 
of sobornost' in the Roman Church; people were brought into the Church with 
bribes instead of coming freely, inspired by mutual love. Indeed, the promise of 
bread as the unifying principle in the Roman Church is one of the themes of 'The 
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Legend of the Grand Inquisitor'. Later in Zimnie zametki Dostoevskii writes of 
Roman Catholic material greed, in an account of a court case against some 
monks over a legacy of land; the association with legal procedures again reminds 
one of Khomiakov's negative comments on the state-like nature of Catholicism. 
Dostoevskii appears to take Khomiakov's view here. 
The Anglicans do not escape Dostoevskii's criticism either; according to 
him they have no time for the poor, since the latter can contribute nothing to the 
Church, while Anglican bishops are corrupted by wealth and calm their 
consciences by turning their attention to overseas missionary work. Indeed, in his 
Dnevnik pisatelia for March 1876, Dostoevskii accused the English of turning to 
Anglicanism for utilitarian reasons, and called this religion 'a church of atheists' 
which worshipped humanity instead of God (XXII, 97). Khomiakov also 
believed Protestantism to be in error, but through no fault of their own, having 
inherited the error from the deliberate secession of the Roman Catholics. He was 
particularly sympathetic towards the Anglicans, whom he felt were closer to 
Orthodoxy; in 1847 he wrote to William Palmer, an Oxford don with leanings 
towards Orthodoxy, that he saw indications of a community of spiritual life in 
England, thanks to the solemn, traditional forms of worship in the Anglican 
Church.59 Dostoevskii like Khomiakov was of the opinion that Protestantism was 
a by-product of the Roman schism. 
In the remainder of Zimnie zamelki, Dostoevskii goes on to develop his 
themes of individual isolation, the evils of capitalism and the lack of true 
brotherhood, and now his focus is on Paris. For him, Paris represents the 
supremacy of the bourgeoisie in society. Unlike London, Paris emits a sense of 
decorum and orderliness. Dostoevskii calls it with great irony, 'caMhIH 
HpaBcTBeHHbIH H caMhIH ~06po.n;eTeJIbHhIH ropo~ Ha BeeM 3eMHOM 
mape'(V, 68), but as his account goes on to show, it is far from this. The 
superficial air of virtue, claims Dostoevskii, comes from the bourgeois's refusal 
to accept that corruption exists in Paris, because there society is supposed to have 
achieved Paradise on Earth and the bourgeois is meant to be completely satisfied 
with the regime that he has created. However, Parisian society is in fact riddled 
with sham and hypocrisy. Just as in London industry and progress are 
worshipped, here materialism and personal gain are held up as the only moral 
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pursuits. Whereas stealing because of one's poverty is punished, extortion 
masquerading as business is condoned, since it is considered proper to make 
one's fortune. What is more, the materialist ethic has an effect on the bourgeois 
nature: 'JIaKeHcTBo Bbe,l1;aeTCR B HaTYPY 6yp)l(}'a BCe 60JIee If 60JIee If BCe 
60JIee If 60JIee C'lIfTaeTCR ,l1;06p0,l1;eTeJIhIO' (V, 82). Meanwhile, in the 
theatres, melodramas are played out to convince the bourgeois of his marital 
fidelity, his lack of avarice and his love of true morals. Even in the French 
parliament the pretence continues; the speeches for the deputies of the opposition 
are lauded for their eloquence, but have no real effect on politics, and so the 
renowned French democracy is a deception. One should remember that 
Dostoevskii viewed the French parliament from the perspective of a citizen of an 
autocracy and Frank remarks that his opinions of the French system would be 
well received at home: 
Such ridicule of the parliamentary system as nothing but a school of rhetoric 
was calculated to appeal to a wide gamut of readers: those progressives who 
would appreciate the exposure of the sham democracy of the Second Empire, 
but also those Russians who preferred an unabashed and benevolent autocracy 
- one capable of abolishing serfdom with the stroke of a pen - to h~critical 
and class-biased constitutions and the windy futility of party debate.6 
So it would appear that the bourgeoisie rules Parisian society, but 
Dostoevskii's keen eye perceives a hidden fear, a certain uneasiness in the 
bourgeois. It is possible, he suggests, that the bourgeois is afraid of losing 
everything: '[ ... ] Bcero 60IfTCR, IfMeHHO nOTOMY, liTO Bcero ,l1;OCTlfr. Kor,l1;a 
Bcero ,l1;OCTlfraeWh, TRIKeJIO CTaHOBIfTCSI 8ee nOTepSlTb' (V, 82). However, in 
Zimnie zametki Dostoevskii does not propose a reason why the bourgeois might 
lose everything. One must turn to Ward's study for a suggestion found in 
Dostoevskii's other works. He writes: 
The increasing fragmentation being brought about by liberal nationalism in 
practice was exacerbated by the apparent emptiness of the promise of world-
wide community contained in the dynamic economic activity of the 
bourgeoisie. To Dostoyevsky it was increasingly apparent, by the latter part of 
the nineteenth century, that the West's commercial and industrial activity 
entailed, instead, a divisive economic imperialism which could very easily 
plunge the world into conflicts of immense magnitude "for the sake of some 
. ial khan' t t .. 61 tTlV stoc -exc ge meres s.... . 
Ward sees in Dostoevskii's later writings, particularly in Dnevnik 
pisatelia and the Pushkin Speech, the fear that bourgeois society, through its 
-
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insistence on self-interest and its lack of true brotherhood, could destroy itself in 
rivalry, violence and even war. Moreover, according to Ward, Dostoevskii could 
see increasing dissatisfaction in the lower classes, who as in London were 
effectively excluded from satisfying their needs in the capitalist order.62 Ward 
has touched upon one of the key issues of Zimnie zametki, namely fragmentation 
as a result of rationalist, materialist, utilitarian thinking. There is no spiritual 
principle to unite society in Europe; instead classes are divided and every man is 
for himseI£ so that there is always the fear that people will turn on each other, as 
Dostoevskii mentioned with regard to London. Clearly Dostoevskii is looking 
with the eyes of a Slavophile, seeing that an overemphasis on rationalism has 
destroyed the principles of sobornost' and obshchinnost'. 
Dostoevskii now continues his analysis of Parisian society, expressing 
ideas that are more and more Slavophile in content. He indicates the true source 
of the bourgeois' malaise: lack of true brotherhood. He begins by attacking the 
French socialist slogan 'liberte, egalite, fraternile'. lIe soon dismisses liberty and 
equality, as these are not possible for the lower classes in a capitalist society. 
Then he turns to brotherhood. But this is also unachievable, because brotherhood 
is alien to the nature of the Western bourgeois: 'A B npHpO.1le $paHUY3cKOH, 
.1la H Bo06me 3ana.1lHOH, [6paTcBa] B HaJIH'JHOCTH He OKa3aJIOCL, a 
OKa3aJIOCL JIH'JHoe, OC061H1Ka, YCHneHHoro 
caMocoxpaHeHHB, caMOnpOMLlIIIJIeHHJI, caMOOnpe.1leneHHJI B CBoeM 
c06CTBeHHOM R [ ... ]' (V, 79).63 Just as in London the masses desperately 
sought unity, so the French socialist desperately tries to create a true 
brotherhood, and to placate the innate bourgeois self-interest he offers the 
enticement of personal advantage in return for the subordination of the individual 
to the collective. However, to create a brotherhood on such terms would have 
dreadful consequences. From his experiences in Siberia Dostoevskii knew how 
precious a man's individual freedom is to him; he knew that to be asked to 
surrender even a tiny drop of one's freedom, even in return for personal gain, is 
anathema to mankind. This is how he describes the response to the offer of the 
socialist: 
EMY BCe KaJKeTCJl C.1lYPY, qTO 3TO oCTpor H qTO caMoMY no ce6e ny'Jllle, 
nOToMY - nOnHaJi BOJISI. Ii Be.llb Ha Bone 61.101 ero, pa60TLI eMY He 
7S 
.naIOT, yMHpaeT OH C rOJIo.ny H BOJIH Y Hero HeT HHKaKOH, TaK HeT JKe, 
Bce-TaKH KaJKeTCSI 'ly.naKY, 'ITO CBOSI BOJISI ny'lIlle. (V, 81.) 
Here we see once more a precursor to Zapiski iz podpo!'ia; this 'strange chap' is 
just like the Underground Man in his insistence on his individual freedom, 
though it bring him nothing but misery. Dostoevskii concludes by asserting that 
socialism is possible anywhere but France. It is my opinion that by this he means 
not that socialism does not exist in France, but that it is contradicted by the 
bourgeois mentality and cannot succeed in fulfilling its slogan of 'Uberle, egalile, 
Ira/emile. ' 
At this point it is useful to turn for a moment to Dostoevskii's Dnevnik 
pisatelia for January 1877 for a more detailed discussion of the themes being 
examined in Zimnie zamelki. Here Dostoevskii talks about the link between 
socialism and Catholicism, with reference to France. He suggests that socialism 
is but an atheist form of Catholicism, which has supplanted the religion as its 
rationalist principles took over and destroyed faith. His ideas are remarkably 
similar to those ofKhomiakov, as the following passage shows: 
CaMhIH TenepeIllHHH COUHaJIH3M <ppaHUY3cKHH, - nO-BHAHMOMY, 
rOpSl'lHH H POKOBOH npOTeCT npOTHB HAeH KaTOJIH'leCKOH Bcex 
H3MY'leHHbIX H 3a.n;YIlleHHhIx elO JIIo.n;eH H HaUHH, JKeJIalOmHX BO 'ITO 6h1 
TO HH CTaJIO JKHTb H npo.n;OJDKaTb JKHTb YJKe 6e3 KaTOJIH'leCTBa H 6e3 
60roB ero, - caMhlH 3TOT npOTeCT [ ... ] eCTb He 'ITO HHoe, KaK JIHIllb 
BepHeHIllee H HeYKJIOHHOe npOAOJIJKeHHe KaTOJIH'leCKOH HAeH, caMoe 
nOJIHOe H OKOH'laTeJIbHOe 3aBeprneHHe ee, pOKoBoe ee nocne.nCTBHe, 
Bblpa60TaBIlleecSi BeKaMH. 1160 COUHaJIH3M <ppaHUY3cKHH ecTb He 'ITO 
HHoe, KaK lIaCUAbcm6eHlIOe e.lUUleHHe 'lenOBe'leCTBa - H.n;eSl, eme OT 
.npeBHero PHMa H.nymaSi H nOTOM Bceueno B KaTOJIH'leCTBe 
coxpaHHBIlIaSiCSI. (XXV, 7.) 
In the light of this statement, written some fourteen years after Zimnie zametki, it 
is possible to see the influence of Roman Catholicism in the Parisian society that 
Dostoevskii is describing, although he does not draw such parallels here. Just like 
Khomiakov, he refers to the externally enforced unity of Catholicism and 
socialism, a unity without freedom, and that is why in Zimnie zamelki he says 
that the socialist slogan cannot truly be achieved. Finally Dostoevskii offers as an 
alternative solution that which the Slavophiles and Khomiakov upheld as the 
ideal towards which all societies should aspire: obshchinnosl'. He has painted a 
bleak picture indeed for Western Europeans, who do not contain in them the 
natural impulse to true brotherhood. This is to be found instead in members of 
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the traditional Russian peasant commune (Dostoevskii does not spell this out, but 
it may be accepted that this is what he implies). True brotherhood can only come 
about from the Christian ethic of love and self-sacrifice, from the voluntary 
submission of the individual to the collective without expecting anything in 
return. The collective then acknowledges this self-sacrifice by committing itself 
to the welfare of the individua~ so that the unit and the whole come together in 
free unity. This, says Dostoevskii, in fact gives a higher, more developed degree 
of individuality and freedom than is known in the West: 
TIoHMHTe MeHR: CaMOBOJIbHOe, COBepllIeHHO C03HaTeJIbHOe H HHKeM He 
npHHyJK~eHHOe CaMOnOJKepTBOBaHHe Bcero ce6R B nOJIb3Y Bcex eCTb, 
nO-MoeMY, npH3HaK BblCOtfaHllIerO pa3BHTHR JIHqHOCTH, BbICOqaHllIerO 
ee MorymecTBa, BbIC01{aHllIerO caMo06JIa~aHHR, BbICOqaHllIeH cB060~bl 
c06CTBeHHoH BOJIH. (V, 79.) 
Such a Christian ethic is the unknown factor that the masses in London seek 
without knowing it, that the Underground Man seeks, and that the bourgeois feels 
is missing in his life, causing his uneasiness. It is the only solution to avoid the 
chaos of a society populated by Underground Men, and its lack is the primary 
fault in Western European society. 
It can therefore be seen that Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh is a 
key work in Dostoevskii's creations, where he displays sympathies with 
Slavophile ideas as expounded by Khomiakov and Kireevskii. Here he rehearses 
many of the most important themes of his novels, such as the dangers of 
rationalism and utilitarianism as expressed in Prestuplenie i nakazanie; we 
encounter the seeds of the dystopias conceived by Shigalev in Besy and Ivan 
Karamazov in Brat'ia Karamazovy and we are given an explicit argument for the 
Christian principle of self-sacrifice as taught by Father Zosima in the same novel. 
The concepts of unity, fragmentation, Isel'nost' and sobornosl' are all important 
in this work and underlie those more specific themes to be found in later works. 
Dostoevskii's fascination with Europe was to continue all his life and influenced 
his subsequent works; he would return the theme of Europe many times for 
comparisons, evidence for his theories and confirmation of his fears. 
For the last few months of 1862 and the beginning of 1863, Vremia 
continued to enjoy success, and Dostoevskii was very busy writing critical 
articles mostly concerning literature and editorial remarks to preface 
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contributions from other authors. But in May 1863 disaster struck and the journal 
was closed down for what was seen as a rather vague and lukewarm response, 
written by Strakhov, to the establishment's bloody suppression of the Polish 
uprising. Shortly afterwards Dostoevskii returned to Europe for another period of 
three months' travelling, again partly to consult with epilepsy specialists, but also 
to indulge his two newfound passions, gambling and chasing after Polina 
Suslova. When he returned to Russia in the autumn, he was obliged to take up 
residence in Moscow to care for his dying wife, and this duty hampered his 
efforts to help Mikhail, himself burdened with the death of a child, to resurrect 
their journal. Eventually, permission was granted for a new journal, named 
Epokha, but due to the legal delays and the various family pressures on both 
brothers, it was only advertised early in 1864, by which time most of the reading 
public had decided on subscriptions elsewhere. To further confound matters, 
publication was delayed and the first issue was not released until April. Epokha 
did not flourish in the way its predecessor had, and 1864 saw the deaths of 
Mikhail Dostoevskii, Apollon Grigor'ev and Fedor's wife. The grief stricken 
Dostoevskii struggled almost single-handed to keep Epokha afloat, and published 
Zapiski iz podpo/'ia there, but it was not a financial success, and Strakhov's role 
in restricting it to a less controversial pro-establishment tendency meant that it 
lost Vremia's advantage of originality. It folded in early 1865. It is therefore not 
surprising. given the interruptions and distractions to Dostoevskii's journalistic 
activity, that his notebooks and letters from this time offer a more fruitful field 
for exploration, than his contributions to Vremia and Epokha. Thus it is to these 
sources that I now turn my attention. 
As I have already mentioned. 1863 was the year in which Dostoevskii set 
himself to becoming more familiar with the works of the Slavophiles, and he 
wrote from abroad to his brother and to Strakhov that he had discovered 
something new in their writings. He was nonetheless guarded in his praise of 
them to Strakhov, and expressed a certain distaste for what he saw as an 
aristocratic complacency in their solutions to society's problems (XXVIII/ii, 53). 
From what we have already learned of his reactions to Den', one may interpret 
this remark to mean that he still saw the Slavophiles' veneration of pre-Petrine 
Muscovy as a hankering after the old days of the boyar aristocracy. The most 
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prevalent themes of his notebooks and letters of 1863, however, are the condition 
of Europe and the importance of Roman Catholicism in determining that 
condition. That Dostoevskii should be concerned with these questions is by no 
means surprising, given the recent Polish uprising and his own trip to Europe, 
and it is interesting that his approach to these issues, at a time when he was 
making a point of reading the Slavophiles, should echo their ideas in so many 
respects. 
In June 1863 Dostoevskii wrote to Turgenev and explained to him 
Vremia's intended take on the Polish uprising. In this letter he states with 
frankness that the tendency of his journal is 'pyccKoe H ,l{aiKe aHTH3ana,l{HOe' 
and that he had hoped that this well-known fact would have set Strakhov's article 
in the proper context (XXVIII/ii, 34). He goes on to elucidate the contents of this 
article, misunderstood as it was for certain clumsy phrases and allusions, for 
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which he accepts responsibility. The article, he claims, was intended to 
emphasise that the rift with Poland was exacerbated by their greater degree of 
Europeanisation, which gave the Poles grounds to believe themselves superior to 
Russians. However, it was not meant to imply that Russia was in actual fact 
inferior to Poland, and this interpretation should have been avoided by 
Strakhov's assertion that 'nOJIhCKaJl XBaJIeHaJl llHBHJIH3aUHJI HOCHJIa H HOCHT 
CMepTh B CBoeM cep,l{ue' (XXVIII/i~ 34). The offending article was not, as we 
know, written by Dostoevskii, and yet in this letter he defends it not only as part 
of his journa~ but as if he is in complete accord with Strakhov's ideas. We can 
perceive this by his astonishment that anyone should have thought that Vremia 
might side with Poland and express anything but a completely patriotic stance. 
Why then was Dostoevskii not more careful as an editor and require that his 
journal's response to the matter be couched in more conservative terms? One 
must assume that he was perceptive enough to recognise the deficiencies of 
Strakhov's article before he allowed it to be published. Kjetsaa's angle on this 
problem is that as an editor Dostoevskii had to tread a narrow line between 
showing condemnation for the Poles and maintaining Vremia's reputation as a 
moderately progressive publication that offered an alternative to the likes of the 
staunchly conservative Russkii vestnik.64 Another thing to consider is the prime 
concerns of Vremia. As I have already shown, Dostoevskii and his colleagues 
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chose to focus on moral aspects of society as a force for change, rather than 
political measures. According to Dostoevskii, Strakhov's article addresses the 
Polish question in moral terms, highlighting the spiritual bankruptcy and inherent 
decay of a society that has chosen to follow the European model, in contrast, 
naturally, with Russia. Such a stance is consonant with Vremia's general tone 
and indeed with Dostoevskii's current ideas generally, as shall be seen from his 
notebooks for 1863 to 1865. 
Dostoevskii's notebooks for these years display an increased interest in 
the questions of Russia's relation to Europe, socialism, and the differences 
between Eastern and Western Christianity. What is more, on several occasions he 
mentions 'the Slavophiles' in relation to these matters, and occasionally he refers 
to Khomiakov, thereby suggesting that he is making links with things he has 
recently read. There is also a note about a planned article entitled 'Nashi 
napravleniia. Zapadniki. Slavianofily i realisty', after which he rehearses to 
himself the Slavophiles' anti-European ideas and their insistence upon an 
indigenous Russian principle that is inherently right (XX, 181). The Polish 
uprising seems to set him thinking about Roman Catholicism, and he writes that 
the rebellion is down to the underlying principles behind this religion and 
Orthodoxy: 
nOJIbCKag BOHHa eCTb BOHHa .D.ByX xpHcTHaHcTB - 3TO lIalJaAO 6Y.D.ymeH 
BOHHLI npaBOCJIaBHg C KaTOJIHqecTBOM, .D.pyrHMH CJIOBaMH 
CJIaBgHCKOrO reHHg C eBponeHcKoH UHBHJIH3aUHeH. liTaK, pa3BHTHe y 
Hac H pa3BHTHe He OIPHUHaJIbHOe (no rOJIJIaH.D.CKOH nporpaMMe), a 
HapO.D.Hoe. (XX, 170.) 
The phrasing of this comment indicates that Dostoevskii's approach to this 
subject was very similar to that of Khomiakov and Kireevskii. His remark draws 
a contrast between Slavic native genius - an organic, natural characteristic - and 
European 'official' civilisation, implying that the latter is contrived according to 
a formula. Further on, in what again appears to be a plan for an article, 
Dostoevskii reflects that the institution of the Papacy has had a profound effect 
on the development of Western culture, and that it is responsible for the 
Reformation, Rousseau's thought, the French Revolution and socialism (XX, 
190). The reason for this, he decides, is that the Catholic Church has constructed 
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itself according to logical principles, resulting in the temporal power of the Pope, 
and he cites Khomiakov in connection with his remark: 
COBepllIeHHaR JIOrlfqHOCTb B nocTpOHICe If,ll,elf: qTO eCJIIf nana BJIa,ll,hIICa 
,lI,YXOBHbIH If eCJIlf u;epICoBb cOBMemaeT B ce6e OTBeTLI Ha Bee If ICmoqlf 
6Y,ll,ymero, TO RCHO, CTaJIO 6LITL, qTO ICOMY JK If nO,ll,qHHeHLI ,lI,OJIJKHLI 
6LITL Bce, lCalC He nane (JIOrHCTHlCa B xapalCTepe PHMCICOH nOCTpoHICIf. 
XOMRICOB). (XX, 190.) 
At the same time, Dostoevskii foresees the eventual downfall of the Papacy, a 
subject that was to occupy him greatly in the pages of Dnevnik pisalelia, and the 
alliance of the Catholic Church with its offspring, the socialists. But he marks 
with a nola bene the fact that socialism and Christianity are fundamentally 
incompatible, and again he mentions Khomiakov (XX, 189-90). It is clear from 
Dostoevskii's other notes that by this statement he means that as Catholicism has 
spawned socialism, with which Christianity is incompatible, the Catholic Church 
itself is not consonant with Christianity. He states that the Pope has no faith and 
that people serve the Catholic Church out of superstition (XX, 189). Elsewhere 
he emphasises the coercive nature of socialism, in terms that are reminiscent of 
Khomiakov's distinction between Iranian and Kushite systems: 
COUHaJIlfCThI XOTBT nepepO,ll,lfTb qeJIOBeKa, oC606ooumb ero, 
npe,ll,CTaBHTL ero 6e3 60ra H 6e3 ceMeHCTBa. OHH 3aKJIlOqalOT, qTO, 
H3MeHHB HaCHJILHO 3KOHOMlfqecICHH 6LIT ero, ueJIIf ,lI,OCTHrnYT. Ho 
qeJIOBelC H3MeHlfTCR He OT 6Heumux nplfqlfH, a He HHaqe KalC OT 
nepeMeHLI IIpa6cm6eHlWU. (XX, 171.) 
Dostoevskii then develops his ideas on the fundamental differences 
between true Christianity and socialism in a plan for an article entitled 
'Sotsializm i khristianstvo'. This passage is remarkable for its closeness to the 
writings of Khomiakov on the peasant obshchina. Dostoevskii begins with the 
assertion: '8 COl..\HaJIH3Me - Jl)"IHHOqKIf, B xplfcTHaHcTBe KpaHHee pa3BHTHe 
JIlfqHOCTH H c06cTBeHHoH BOJIH' (XX, 191). This one phrase constitutes the 
essence of the whole passage, and it is followed by Dostoevskii's reasonings that 
lead him to this stance. To start with, he contends that during the time of the 
ancient patriarchal obshchina, people lived in a spontaneous state of 
communality. This state, however, has been destroyed by civilisation, which he 
styles the furthest development of the individual consciousness. This results in 
the loss of faith in God and the denial of spontaneous communal laws, and 
therefore, civilisation is a painful state. But it is only a transitory state because 
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Christ came to show mankind the ideal to strive for, which will put an end to the 
pain and longing (XX, 192). In Dostoevskii's visualisation, the ideal proven by 
Christ is to return to the spontaneous communal life, not because one is 
compelled to, but because one instinctively knows that to do so is good. He 
muses: 
qeJIOBeK B03Bpa~aeTcSl B Macey, B HenOCpe)lCTBeHHYIO jl(U3Hh, 
CJIe)lOBaTeJIbHO, B eCTeCTBeHHoe COCTOSlHue, HO KaK? He aBTopUTeTHO, 
a, HanpOTUB, B BhICIIIeii CTeneHU CaMOBOJIbHO U C03HaTeJIhHO. RCHo, 
'ITO 3TO BhICIIIee CaMOBOJIHe eCTh B TO jl(e BpeMSI BblCIIIee OTpe'leHUe OT 
cBoeii BOJIU. B TOM MOSI BOJISI, '1To6 He UMeTh BOJIU, u60 U)lean 
npeKpaceH. 
B '1eM U)lean? 
J];OCTurHYTh nOJIHoro MorymecTBa C03HaHUSI H pa3BHTUSI, BnOJlHe 
C03HaTh CBoe Jl - U OT)laTh 3TO 8Ce CaMOBOJIhHO OAR 8cex. (XX, 192.) 
Socialism is different, Dostoevskii argues, because it cannot understand 
the voluntary renunciation of the self for all, without any motive of self-interest. 
The socialists, he writes, can see no further than gratifYing their bellies and will 
only renounce their ego for materialist reasons. They will even try to persuade 
their adherents that absolute obligation to the antheap is for their own good. In 
this way Dostoevskii highlights the contrast between the voluntary, selfless 
submission for the sake of the whole in Christianity, and the enforced submission 
to the whole supposedly for one's own sake in socialism. He concludes, with an 
uncharacteristic appeal to mathematical logic, that Christianity will prevail as a 
model for life: 
llaTpUapXa.JIbHOCTh 6b1JIO COCTOSiHue nepBo6b1THoe. UUBUJlH3auUSI -
cpe,nHee, nepexo,nHoe. XpuCTHaHcTBo - TpeTbSl H n OCJIe,nH SUI CTeneHb 
'1eJIOBeKa, HO TYT KOH'IaeTCSI pa3BuTue, ,nOCTuraeTCSI H,ncan, 
CJIe)lOBaTeJIhHO, yjl( no O)lHOH JlOrUKe, no O,lJ.HOMY JIHIIIh TO MY, 'ITO B 
npHpO,lJ.e Bee MaTeMaTH'ICCKH BCPHO, CJIC,lJ.OBaTeJIhHO, H TyT He MOjl(eT 
6hITh UPOHUU U HaCMelllKH, - ecTb 6YOYUlaR JlCU3Hb. (XX, 194.) 
What are we to understand by this declaration of the ultimate triumph of 
Christianity (by which Dostoevskii means, of course, Christianity of the Eastern 
variety)? Is Dostoevskii implying that civilisation will fall away and that the 
Kingdom of God will be built on Earth? For the answer to this question we must 
turn to another passage in his notebooks for this period, where he formulates on a 
more personal level his concept of the ideal of self-renunciation as proclaimed by 
Christ. Written on 16th April 1864, the passage in question contains 
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Dostoevskii's spiritual search for answers following the death of his wife only 
the day before. This extraordinary document, written as it was in a state of deep 
pain and expressive of a need to make sense out of a personal tragedy, is as 
effective a credo as can be found in all of Dostoevskii's writings, in that it is 
entirely private, written with no identifiable reader in mind and therefore free 
from deliberate artistic shaping. It builds upon the notion of Christ as the 
beautiful ideal as expressed in the letter to Mme Fonvizina (XXVIIII~ 177) and 
considers man's relation to that ideal. Starting from the agonising question 
'YBlfJKYCL JIH C MarneR?', Dostoevskii, as if acknowledging the shortcomings 
of his marriage, then states that man cannot fulfil Christ's commandment to love 
one's neighbour as oneself: because the ego stands in the way (XX, 172). This 
recognition of the power of the ego is consistent with what Dostoevskii learned 
from the struggles of the Siberian convicts to assert in however futile a way their 
individuality. It was also a subject uppermost in his mind, for he had just fmished 
writing the first part of Zapiski iz podpo/'ia. Only Christ was able to love another 
as himself, writes Dostoevskii, but Christ was an eternal ideal, and man must 
therefore strive towards this idea~ which consists of the voluntary total 
annihilation of the ego for the sake of all others. This, he insists, is the highest 
development and the greatest use of the ego, and all history is simply the struggle 
toward the realisation of the ideal of Christ (XX, 172). 
However, Dostoevskii reasons to himself: if the ideal of Christ is man's 
ultimate goal, were he to achieve this goal in this lifetime, he would have no 
further reason to live and develop. This must mean that human earthly life is no 
more than a transitional phase, after which must follow another life: 
lIo ,llOCTHraTb TaKOH BeJIHKOH ueJIH, no MoeMY paccY)K,lJ.eHHIO, 
coBeprneHHo 6eCCMLICJIeHHO, ecJIH npH ,lJ.OCTH)KeHHH ueJIH BCe yracaeT H 
HCQe3aeT, TO eCTL eCJIH He 6Y,lJ.eT )KH3HH y QeJIOBeKa H no ,lJ.OCTH)KeHHH 
ueJIH. CJIe.nCTBeHHO, ecTb 6Y,lJ.ymaSl, paHCKaSi )KH3HL. (XX. 173.) 
Here one fmds the answer to my earlier question. and it is in the context of this 
passage that we must understand Dostoevskii's contention of the ultimate 
triumph of Christianity: it will be, but in this life man must struggle with his ego 
in the effort to sacrifice it for the whole, until the next life when the return to the 
spontaneous brotherhood will be achieved. 
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Dostoevskii then goes on to debate a variety of problems, including the 
existence of suffering in this life, the nature of the afterlife and man's state in this 
heavenly existence. Frank has devoted great attention to the examination of these 
notes,65 so for the purposes of this study it is sufficient to focus on those points 
that stand out with regard to the Slavophile concepts of voluntary unity, organic 
wholeness and aversion to artificial structures. I have already shown how in these 
notes and in 'Sotsializm i khristianstvo', Dostoevskii's prime concerns are the 
kind of voluntary, mutual self-renunciation for the sake of the other as found in 
the traditional peasant commune, and the incarnate ideal of such self-
renunciation in Christ. In addition, in his reflections on his wife's death, 
Dostoevskii pays great attention to the notion of synthesis, which in my opinion 
has resonances in the Slavophile concept of Ise!'nosl'. Whilst considering the 
nature of God and paradise, he proposes a defInition of man's life that 
demonstrates his belief that the goal of humanity is spontaneous unity: 'lJeJIOBeK 
no BeJIHKOMY pe3YJIbTaTY HayKH, H,n;eT OT MHOrOpa3JIHlfHSI K CHHTe3Y, OT 
<l>aKToB K 0606meHHlo HX H n03HaHHIO. A HaTYpa 60ra .npyraSi. 3TO 
nOJIHbIH CHHTe3 Bcero 6b1THSI, caMopaccMaTpHBalOIUHH ce6sr B 
MHOrOpa3JIHIfHH, B AHaJIH3e' (XX, 174). Frank interprets this statement to be 
an echo of the Kantian distinction between analytic and synthetic understanding. 
He writes that analytic understanding depends on the data gathered by the senses, 
while synthetic understanding represents a godly intellect that does not absorb 
outside data but creates the objects of its knowledge.66 This interpretation 
suggests that Dostoevskii views man as moving from analysis toward synthesis 
until he reaches the ultimate synthesis of paradise in the next life. Later notes 
support such a suggestion, where Dostoevskii writes, with regard to man's nature 
in the afterlife, '3TO CJIHTHe nOJIHOrO fI, TO ecTb 3HaHHSI H cHHTe3a co 8ceM' 
(XX, 174), and again, 'Ho iKHBoe, He YMepllIee .naiKe .no caMoro 
,Il0CTHiKeHHSI H oTpa3HBllIeecSi B OKOHtfaTeJIbHOM H,n;eaJIe - ,n;OJIiKHO OiKHTb 
B iKH3Hb OKOHtfaTeJIbHYIO, CHHTeTHlfecKYIO, 6ecKoHelfHYlO' (XX, 174). 
Dostoevskii's emphasis on synthesis as a positive ideal toward which 
man should strive is strikingly similar to Kireevskii's notion of Isel'nosl'. As [ 
outlined in my Introductory Chapter, Kireevskii denied the Western idea that 
reason and faith contradicted each other, and asserted that it was wrong to 
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compartmentalise the human cognitive faculties. Instead, he argued that reason 
should serve as the path to finding true faith, which operated on a higher level of 
consciousness, and only a synthesis of all man's powers of understanding could 
lead to the truth. Dostoevskii's ideas mirror Kireevskii's arguments, but in his 
formulation they reach further than the human mind and operate on the level of 
earthly and heavenly existence. One might be surprised by Dostoevskii's 
frequent reference here and in 'Sotsializm i khristianstvo' to laws of nature and 
to nauka (both 'science' and 'learning' in Russian), given his distaste for 
formulas and reliance on scientific proofs. However, if we examine the Masha 
notes in the light of Kireevskii's philosophy of Isel'nosl', it is clear that these 
avenues of understanding are by no means discarded out of hand, but have their 
role to play in leading man beyond their confines both to greater mental and 
spiritual harmony and to eternal happiness in the next life. As Dostoevskii 
himself acknowledged, he was a 'child of his century' (XXVIII/~ 176), and was 
not about to reject knowledge that had originated in the rational West. Indeed, 
this may explain why his consideration of the nature of God and the afterlife is 
not couched in the traditional terms of Orthodox dogma, but has more in 
common with philosophy and science. What he did firmly believe, and here he is 
of the same mind as Kireevskii, was that to depend entirely on rationalist 
principles without seeking the wider, spiritual picture, meant decay, and so he 
concludes his fascinating reflections: 
YqCHI1C MaTep"aJIICTOB - BCe06mall KOCHOCTL H MexaHH3M BemeCToa, 
3HaqHT cMepTL. YqeHHe HCTHHHOH 4>HJIOC04>HH - YlmqTOJICeHl1c 
KOCHOCTH, TO eCTL MhICJIh, TO eCTL UCHTp 11 CHHTC3 BCCJIeHHOH H 
HapYilCHOH 4>OPMLI ee - oemeCToa, TO eeTL 60f, TO eeTL JKH3Hb 
6eCKOHeQHall. (XX, 175.) 
The early 1860s were a very profitable time for Dostoevskii, 
ideologically speaking, as well as in terms of productivity and reputation. Having 
engendered his new ideas about the narod, the relation of the individual to the 
community and the importance of voluntary moral reform in the harsh conditions 
of Siberian prison and exile, he used his journalistic activities to develop these 
ideas. He learned ways to express his ideas from dialogue with like-minded 
thinkers such as Grigor'ev and Strakhov. He entered into polemics with both 
Slavophiles and Westernisers and through these debates he found his own 
position. His arguments with his contemporary Slavophiles spurred him to 
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understand the founding leaders of the movement and to consider points of 
correspondence with them. It was during this time that Dostoevskii's engagement 
with Slavophilism really came into its own. If Siberia was his ideological 
puberty, then the time of Vremia and Epokha was his growth towards maturity. 
The second half of the decade proved to be a more tempestuous time. 
Remarriage, financial hardship, sojourn abroad all added their input into the 
development of his beliefs. At this time he also wrote some of his greatest 
fiction. But he did not return to non-fictional writing until, back in Russia, he 
took up the editorship of Grazhdanin and began his monthly column Dnevnik 
pisatelia. The fiction will be examined in the next chapter, so it is to the Dnevnik 
that I now turn my attention. 
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1.5: Dnevnik pisatelia and the Pushkin Speech. 
Dostoevskii began his Dnevnik pisatelia in 1873, as a column in Prince 
Meshcherskii's conservative journal Grazhdanin. Due to Dostoevskii's struggle 
with the burden of editorial work for the journal and his disagreement with the 
owner's reactionary views, he gave up editing Grazhdanin, and after a break of 
three years, he resumed his Dnevnik as an independent monthly publication from 
1876 to 1877. III health and the writing of Bra/'ia Karamazovy caused 
publication to be suspended again, and finally he brought out a single issue in 
1880 and one in 1881. Dnevnik pisatelia is a fascinating work that Dostoevskii 
would have undoubtedly continued had he lived beyond 1881; despite its 
interruptions for years at a time, the style, tone and subject matter are remarkably 
consistent, suggesting that the author intended that it should be possible to read it 
as a single work. Gary Saul Morson has argued convincingly in favour of this 
approach to the work,67 and his arguments together with an examination of the 
Dnevnik as an integral whole will be the subject of a later chapter. The Dnevnik 
combines feuilleton-style comment in a confiding tone, fiction, embedded texts 
from real or imaginary adversaries, literary criticism and even open didacticism. 
With the exception of Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh, it differs from 
the articles of Vremia and Epokha because of this overall avoidance of one 
category of genre. For this reason, the task of drawing out statements that may be 
believed to be consonant with Dostoevskii's own views is more complicated than 
with the journals of the 1860s. The nature of such problems will be addressed in 
a later chapter; for the time being, it is sufficient to continue by focusing on those 
parts of the Dnevnik that are the least generically problematic and by leaving 
aside the fiction. With substantiation from letters and notebooks, I believe it is 
possible to gain from the Dnevnik an idea of what were Dostoevskii's views on 
the subjects he dealt with therein. 
Dnevnik pisatelia might be best described as a study in Russianness. In 
this work, Dostoevskii was able to share with his readers his passion for all that 
moved, shaped and threatened Russian society. The Dnevnik is fixed firmly in 
the here and now, drawing on events reported in the newspapers, remarking on 
foreign affairs, contemplating religious and ethical matters, as broad in its scope 
as it is intimate in its attention to ordinary individuals. Here Dostoevskii puts 
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everyday people of all ranks at the heart of his project. Anything that might 
affect the unity, moral standing or destiny of Russia and her people comes under 
his watchful eye. He gives ample space to his favourite themes of the narod as a 
repository of moral and spiritual values, unity and its absence in all levels of 
society, Russia's relationship to Europe and the importance of Orthodoxy. 
Dostoevskii's tone is one of assured independence from any ideological 
movement; he was by now one of the most prominent figures on the literary 
landscape and did not need to create his own position in the ideological 
spectrum, as he did in the previous decade with pochvennichestvo. However, 
there is much less of the optimism that pervades the pages of Vremia on the 
subject of uniting the noble classes with the common people. Here, instead of 
confident proposals, there are denunciations of the forces fragmenting Russian 
society and continued, insistent appeals to the value of the narod. We also fmd 
concern for the meaning for Russia of contemporary events in Western Europe 
and the Balkans and a growing sense of the advent of a new world order. In all 
these issues, Dostoevskii focuses on those aspects that by now I have established 
as having Slavophile resonances: wholeness of spirit and society, voluntary 
brotherhood, organic unity and moral improvement as a means of social change. 
Given that Dnevnik pisatelia spans the last nine years of Dostoevskii's 
life, albeit with interruptions for two or three years at a time, it is fair to wonder 
how much the writer's beliefs developed during this time. Is there, for example, a 
great difference in thought between the 1873 Dnevnik and the 1881 Dnevnik? 
The answer, to a certain extent, strangely, is no: compare for instance the 
passages on the hidden, innate truths of the narod in issues three and five of 
1873 (XXI. 17, 38) and in chapter one, part four of 1881 (XXVII, 18-19). One 
finds that the underlying idea of all the passages is almost identical. It is 
therefore possible when studying the central notions of the Dnevnik largely to 
disregard the chronology. However, it would be a mistake to assume that 
Dostoevskii's views were by this stage completely stagnant. Both in his fiction of 
this time and in the Dnevnik he continuously honed and refined his ideas, 
developing them in depth and detail, but without making any significant 
advances or departures in direction. 
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It is possible to determine several aspects of the Dnevnik which can be 
described as Slavophile. The most obvious of these is what Gary Saul Morson 
calls 'the moral sin of dissociation. ,68 Dissociation, in Russian obosoblenie, is a 
term Dostoevskii uses to describe the fragmentation of a society or an individual. 
It stands in opposition to the Slavophile concepts of Ise!'nost' and sobornost'. 
Morson is right to call it a 'moral sin', for the Slavophiles did not separate 
notions of morality from those of societal structure or human cognition. The 
Dnevnik repeatedly expresses views on the beginnings of the disintegration of 
Russian society, of the isolation of the intelligentsia from the people, of the 
entrenched atomisation of Western society, of an upsurge in suicides, and of the 
longing in people to find something new to give shape to their lives. In both 
Russia and the West this meant an increasing interest in sects and spiritualism or 
a reliance on science to provide all the answers. Dostoevskii believed that the 
cause of the dissociation in Russia and her people was the influence of Western 
Europe through Enlightenment ideas imported after the reforms of Peter the 
Great; it was not, he argued, a natural Russian characteristic to give way to 
disintegration: 
,na, Ha BH~ TaM, nOiKarryH, eme xyiKe Hamero; pa3Be TOJIbKO 
HCTOpHl.feCKaSl npHI.fHHHOCTb 060c06JIeHHH BH~Hee; HO TeM, nOiKarryH, 
TaM H 6e30Tpa~Hee. I1MeHHo B TOM, liTO Y Hac Tpy~Hee Bcero 
~o6paTbcSl ~O KaKoH-HH6y~b TOJIKOBOH npHI.fHHbI H BbICJIe~HTb Bce 
KOHUbI HamHX nopBaHHblX HHTeH, - HMeHHO B 3TOM H 3aKJIIOl.faeTCSI MSI 
Hac KaK 6bI HeKOTopoe YTellIeHHe: pa36epYT no~ KOHeu, liTO paCTpaTa 
CHJI He3peJIaSl H HH C l.feM Heco06pa3HaSl, HanOJIOBHHY HCKYCCTBeUHaSl H 
BbI3BaHHaSl [ ... ]. (XXII, 84.) 
In other words, he believed that the history of the West was different from that of 
Russia, in that its dissociation was a result of the historical process. Russia's 
history, on the other hand, was characterised by something else. Speaking of 
Russia's potential role in Europe, he writes: 
[ ... ] H He OTBbIKJIH JIb MbI ~aBHO OT BCSlKOH MbICJIH 0 TOM, B lIeM 
3aKJIIOI.faeTCSI Hallie HaCTOSllUee «o6oc06neHHe» KaK HaUHH H B l.feM 
HaCTOSlllJ,ag Hama pOJIb B EBpone? MbI He TOJIbKO He nOHHMaeM Tenepb 
no~o6HblX BellJ,eH, HO H BonpOCOB TaKHX He ~onycKaeM, H cnyllIaTb 06 
HHX CI.fHTaeM 3a rnynocTb H 3a OTCTaJIOCTb Hamy. 11 eCJIH 
~eHCTBHTeJIbHO EBpona nOCTYllHTCg K HaM 3a TeM, lIT06 MbI BCTaBaJIH 
H llIJIH cnacaTb ee l'Ordre, TO, MOiKeT 6b1Tb, Tor~a-TO JIHIIIb B nepBblH 
pa3 MbI H nOHMeM, ace B~pyr pa30M, ~o KaKOH CTeneHH MbI BCe BpeMSI 
He nOXOiKH 6bIJIH Ha EBpony, HecMoTpSl Ha Bee ~ByxcOTJIeTHee )KeJIaHHe 
H Mel.fTbI HamH CTaTb EBponoH [ ... ]. (XXII, 91.) 
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In this passage, echoing Slavophile thought, Dostoevskii signals that Russia held 
something unique, something which since the Enlightenment had been regarded 
as an obstruction to progress or as a dissociation from Europe, but which was in 
danger of being lost through the actual disintegrating effect of Europeanisation. 
In a notebook entry from 1876-77, he jots down a few words that capture the 
essence of his concern: 'j(yxo6Hoe eOuHeuue. TIpaBocnaBHe. B3aMeH 
MaTeph5lnhHOrO e,lJ;HHeHH5I, eHnoR KaTonWleCTBa, pHMcKoro e,lJ;H HeHH 51 , 
(XXIV, 214). 
That which was unique to Russia, that which Dostoevskii feared would be 
lost, is another thematic characteristic of Dnevnik pisatelia and one of the central 
tenets of Slavophilism: sobornost'. The result of a Westernised intelligentsia was 
a divided Russia and hence its unique innate spirit of brotherhood and mutuality, 
which had grown naturally since Russia's beginnings, was under threat. 
Increasing incidences of individualism and profiteering meant that people were 
ceasing to love their neighbour and were instead acting towards each other in a 
proprietary or coercive manner. Viacheslav Ivanov has noted this concern of 
Dostoevskii's, that to objectify the Other is to violate a moral and religious 
principle, which Ivanov designates 'proniknovenie' or spiritual penetration:69 this 
principle may also be called sobornost', which requires mutual love and the 
voluntary submission of one's will to the whole.70 Only in the common people 
did Dostoevskii see Russia's original and unique ethic of brotherhood. He gives a 
touching example of his personal experience with such brotherhood in the issue 
for April 1876. One Easter during his childhood, he recalls, his father's estate 
bailiff arrived unexpectedly, to announce that the estate had been badly damaged 
in a fire. Never a wealthy family, the Dostoevskiis were struck with panic at this 
terrible news. But then the children's nurse approached them. She had not drawn 
her salary from the family for several years, claiming she did not need it and 
preferring to have it invested with a moneylender for her retirement. Humbly, 
and in a completely spontaneous gesture of love, she offered the family her 
savings (XXII, 112). However, this episode is offset by the previous month's 
discussion of sobornosl"s antithesis, obosoblenie, where Dostoevskii laments the 
disintegration of the intelligentsia into rootless, disconnected fragments. lIe 
writes: 
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[ ... ] Halle pYCCKoe HHTeJIJrnreHTHOe 06ruecTBo Bcero 60nee HanOMHHaeT 
C06010 TOT ));peBHHH nyqOK npYTbeB, KOTOPblH TonbKo H KpenoK, nOKa 
npyTMI CBH3aHbI BMeCTe, HO qyrb Jrnillb paCToprHyTa CBH3h, TO BeCh 
nyqOK pa3neTHTCH Ha MHO)l(eCTBO cna6hIX 6b1JIHHOK, KOTophle pa3HeceT 
nepBhIH BeTep. (XXII, 83.) 
Here Dostoevskii shows that he conceives of society in purely organic terms, for 
like a living organism, he sees it to be greater than the sum of its parts. Without 
the living force of natural brotherhood, in Dostoevskii's view, society becomes 
impotent and necrotic. 
Again and again in the Dnevnik Dostoevskii praises the people for their 
simple goodheartedness, their fear of God in spite of their sins, and their 
aspirations to a noble ideal in spite of their flaws. Several times he writes that the 
Russian people bear the image of Christ, and that without disregarding their 
many deficiencies, they could provide an example for the educated classes. In the 
issue for January 1876, he discusses drunkenness, brutality and ignorance among 
the peasantry, but the following month he demonstrates that such a view of the 
common people by no means precludes his ability to see Russia's saving grace in 
them. Abnost echoing his 1847 statement on the people, he begins, 'JI BOT, 
HanpHMep, HanHCaJI B HHBapcKoM HOMepe «~HeBHHKa», 'ITO HapO)); Haw 
rpy6 H HeBe)l(eCTBeH, npe));aH MpaKy H pa3BpaTy, «BapBap, )I());yruHH 
CBeTa»' (XXII, 42). But then he explains, 
B PYCCKOM qenOBeKe H3 npOCTOHapO));bH HY)I(HO YMeTb OTBneKaTb 
KpacOTY ero OT HaHOCHoro BapBapcTBa. [ .•. ] TIOBTOPSIlO: cy.nHTe 
PYCCKHK Hapo.ll He no TeM Mep30CTSlM, KOTopLIe 011 TaK qaCTO ));enaeT, a 
no TeM BenHKHM H CBSlThlM BeruaM, no KOTOPhIM OH H B caMoK 
Mep30cTH cBoeH nOCTOSlHHO B03,llh1XaeT. (XXII, 43.) 
According to Dostoevskii. the great things for which the people yearn stem from 
the image of Christ preserved within them, of which they are unconsciously 
aware. In the third issue of 1873, he asserts that in the common people there lie 
ideas, fused with the heart, that are unexpressed but strongly felt, and that the 
whole energy of the people's life goes into striving to bring these concealed ideas 
to light (XXI, 17). He builds on this theme in the fifth issue of this year, 
contending that in spite of their lack of religious education, the people 
'unconsciously' know Christ, from carrying his image in their hearts and passing 
it down from generation to generation (XXI, 38). In these arguments we may 
identify strong elements of Slavophile thought; the emphasis on unformulated 
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ideas 'felt' in the heart but not intellectualised is especially reminiscent of 
Kireevskii's notion of tsel'nost' dukha, and also has resonances in the Hesychast 
tradition of Orthodoxy, which arose from the concept of prayer with the heart (to 
be examined in the next chapter). 
Dostoevskii calls this unformulated repository of knowledge and 
Christian love the truth of the narod, and it is this truth that the educated classes 
need from the peasantry: ':no MhI ,n;omKHhl npeKJIOHHThCH nepe.n; Hapo.n;oM H 
JK.n;aTb OT Hero Bcero, H MblCJIH H 06pa3a; npeKJIOHHTbCH npe.n; npaB.n;oH 
Hapo.n;HoH H npH3HaTb ee 3a npaB.n;y [ ... ]' (XXII, 45). However, he does not 
deny that the intelligentsia must share its education with the people, and stresses 
that the latter must accept this too (XXII, 45). In this way he reconciles his pre-
Siberian belief that the educated classes should lead the people out of barbarous 
ignorance with his later views; here he clearly shows that for the divide to be 
bridged, each side must accept the positive qualities of the other. In my view, 
these comments of Dostoevskii's demonstrate that he assimilated many of his 
early ideas into his later ones, thus displaying a constantly evolving world view, 
rather than a change of direction. Therefore, even in his thought processes, 
Dostoevskii shows a predisposition towards synthesis and organic growth, which 
are characteristics of Slavophile philosophy. 
The people's striving towards a noble ideal, the ideal of Christ carried 
within them, was their moral ethic. Dostoevskii calls this moral ethic 'JIHQ}{Oe 
caMocoBeplIIeHCTBoBaHHe B nyxe xpHCTHaHcKoH JIl06BH' (XXVI, 161). In the 
Dnevnik he argues that such personal improvement is the only way to improve 
society, and that it can only be done little by little, through each person's 
microscopic efforts. It is clear that here he is continuing to maintain the stance he 
held on the reconciliation of the gentry and the peasantry in the pages of Vremia 
in the 1860s. His emphasis is still on moral rather than socio-political change. 
Dostoevskii believed that the influence of science and Western Enlightenment 
ideas was encouraging the educated classes to apply an abstract theory to moral 
and social issues, to take the tenth step without taking the preceding nine steps, 
or in other words to ignore the established Russian heritage and to create their 
own cultural forms. In the Dnevnik he does not deny the benefits of science and 
industry learned from the West, and he devotes a significant part of the issue for 
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April 1876 to defending the necessity and positive outcomes of the reforms of 
Peter the Great (XXII, 110-11). Later, in the 1880 issue, he distinguishes 
between material enlightenment, in other words sciences and trades, and spiritual 
enlightenment, saying that Russia is grateful to the West for providing the 
former, but that she does not need a foreign source of the latter (XXVI, 150). But 
to rely on rational theories and generalisations would be to emphasise one aspect 
of the human condition above others, and this would violate both individual and 
societal tsel'nost', ending in dissociation. Reliance on theories, in Dostoevskii's 
opinion, also tended towards a determinist view of life, of a life regulated by 
external, coercive constructs which denied the freedom to be responsible for 
oneself and for all. In his notebook for 1875-1876, Dostoevskii states more 
clearly than anywhere else at this time his distaste for rational theories founded 
only on science, and the terms he uses are strikingly similar to those that recur 
throughout the works of Khomiakov: 
3HaeT JUI HaYKa HaTYPY lfeJIOBeKa. [ ... ] 3aKoH pa3YMlloH 
lIeo6xoduMocmu eCTb nepBee BcefO YHHlfTO)KeHHe JIHlfHOCTH [ ... ]. 
XpHcTHaHcTBo )Ke, HanpOTHB, HaH60JIee npOB03fJIalliaCT c6ofioi)y 
JIHlfHOCTH. He cTecHHeT HHKaKHM MaTeMaTH'lecKHM 3aKOHOM. BCPYH, 
ecJIH XOlfeWb, cepdlleM. (XXIV, 170-71; italics added.) 
In particular in the Dnevnik Dostoevskii considers the nature of crime and 
how it should be understood. He paid great attention to the celebrated court cases 
ofhis day, especially those concerning child abuse, and in his work he speaks out 
against the utilitarian theory that all crime is simply a result of a materially 
unsatisfying environment. This concern was not new for Dostoevskii; we have 
already seen how it affected his depiction of the convicts in Zapiski iz mertvogo 
doma, and he gave the idea its most thorough development in Prestuplenie ; 
nalcazanie. His insistence that each criminal case should be addressed according 
to its individual circumstances becomes most apparent in his discussion of the 
Kornilova case. Kornilova was a young peasant woman, pregnant, who threw her 
stepdaughter out of a fourth floor window, to protest against her husband's 
persistent unfavourable comparison of her with his fIrst wife. The child was not 
harmed, and Kornilova immediately turned herself in. Having previously 
protested at the acquittal of Kroneberg, another child abuser, on the grounds of 
poor environment, Dostoevskii now riles against Kornilova's sentence, arguing 
that in this case, there was a mitigating circumstance, the psychological effect of 
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which diminished her personal responsibility: her pregnancy. As he compares his 
different reactions to two basically similar crimes, he contends that to apply 
blanket theories without considering individual peculiarities is a force of 
dissociation: 
[ ... ] HanpOTlIB, KaK 6L1 B03BelUaeTcSl, ,lla elUe CY,llOM )Ke, 'ITO cOBceM, 
,lleCKaTL, H HeT npecTYillleHHSI, 'ITO npecTYillleHHe, BH,llHTe JIH, eCTL 
TOJILKO 60JIe3HL, npoHcXO,llSlmaSl OT HeHOpMaJILHOrO COCTOSlHHSI 
06lUeCTBa, - MLICJIL ,ll0 reHHaJILHOCTH BepHaSl 6 UllblX '1aCTHLIX 
npHMeHeHHSlX H B H3BeCTHLIX pa3pSl,llax SlBJIeHHH, HO COBeplIJeHHO 
OlIJH60lfHaSl B npHMeHeHHH K ueJIOMY H 06meMY, H60 TyT ecTL 
HeKOTopaSl 'lepTa, KOTOPYIO HeB03MO)KHO nepecTynHTL, HHa'le 
npHlIIJlOCL 6L1 COBepllIeHHO 06e3JIHlfHTL '1eJIOBeKa, OTHSITL y Hero 
BCSlKYIO caMoCTL H )KH3HL, npHpaBHSlTL ero K nYllIHHKe, 3aBHCSllUeH OT 
nepBoro BeTpa [ ... ]. (XXIII, 137-38.) 
In this passage Dostoevskii again uses the image of a piece of chaff or fluff 
whose fate is determined by the external impersonal force of the wind, in order to 
show both the fragmentary and determinist nature of the application of abstract 
theories to people, without accounting for their individuality. His approach of 
personal moral reform, on the contrary, does allow consideration of individual 
particularities, thus encompassing both the freedom of personal responsibility 
and any special mitigating circumstances, as in the Kornilova case. Therefore it 
proves itself to be an ethic with Slavophile overtones. 
The nineteenth century was an era of change and reorganisation in 
Western Europe, both politically and ideologically. The successive revolutions in 
France, the Napoleonic Wars, the declining influence of the Church and the 
upsurge of positivism, the struggles undergone in most countries between 
monarchical, dictatorial and republican forms of government - all these had 
repercussions which were felt in the Russian Empire as much as in the West. The 
1870s marked the beginning of a new epoch in European history, as J. Marriott 
comments: 'The characteristic work of the nineteenth century was by then 
accomplished. Europe was at last exhaustively parcelled out into a large number 
of independent, self-conscious, self-contained nation-states'. 71 At this time 
Dostoevskii was preoccupied with the role of the Roman Catholic Church in 
Europe's political powerplays, and at the same time with the ideological and 
political motives behind Russia's increasing involvement in the Balkan States. 
He saw on the one hand his mother country gearing itself towards an ultimate 
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expression of Russianness and Orthodoxy, to shine like a guiding light for the 
rest of Europe; on the other hand he interpreted the shifting alliances of France, 
Germany, England and Austria as the rousing of a sinister force to challenge that 
guiding light. 
In the March 1876 issue of the Dnevnik, Dostoevskii expressed his 
concerns about the stability of France. His interpretation of French society was 
much the same as it had been in his Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh, 
and in his view French society was fragmented, presenting only an illusion of 
wholeness to its people and the rest of Europe. He saw a dominant bourgeoisie 
which had ousted the aristocracy only to take its place, and an unsatisfied 
proletariat who in turn were a potential threat to the bourgeoisie. He believed that 
none of the socio-political ideas circulating in France, from Bonapartism to 
utopian socialism, would satisfy the needs of the whole country and unite it. 
Utopian socialism was one movement which attempted to offer a solution for the 
whole of society, but it was based entirely on scientific reasoning, and for 
Dostoevskii that meant it would never be able to account for all of human nature. 
Here we can see that, as in Zimnie zametki, Dostoevskii's views continue to 
incline towards the teachings of the Slavophiles Khorniakov and Kireevskii in 
their concern for the true unity of society and in the recognition of the limitations 
of science. 
Alongside the comments about France, Dostoevskii placed in the March 
1876 Dnevnik some remarks about the Roman Catholic Church. In particular he 
was concerned with the loss of support for the Church amongst Europe's ruling 
classes, as exemplified in Italy and Germany. The health of Pius IX was faltering 
and in him Dostoevskii saw embodied a dying Catholicism. In his interpretation 
the proclamation of Papal Infallibility was the ultimate expression of the third 
temptation of the Devil, issued at the time when the Church was most vulnerable. 
It represented the Catholic Church's renunciation of Christ in favour of worldly 
dominion, which had begun with the Pope's temporal power over the Papal 
States and which was a reformulation of the ambitions of pagan Rome. We have 
already seen how as early as 1864 Dostoevskii was making notes on the same 
theme; it clearly was never far from his mind, for he wrote to Strakhov from 
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Dresden about the Papacy's renunciation of Christ and impending downfall 
(XXIXI~ 214). Now he was able to give these ideas his full attention. He wrote: 
11 BOT, B caMoe noCne,lJ,Hee MrHOBemle, ICor,lJ,a OTHHMaJIH OT Hero 
nocne,lJ,HlOIO ,lJ,eCBTHHY ero 3eMHoro Bna.u.eHHB, Bna.u.hIICa ICaTOnH1leCTBa, 
BR,lJ,B CMepTb CBOIO, B.u.pyr BOCCTaeT H H3peICaeT BCIO npaB,lJ,y 0 ce6e 
BceMY MHpy: «[ ... ] 3HaHTe iKe, liTO B Bcer,lJ,a CIIHTaJI ce6B Bna,lJ,hIICOH 
Bcero MHpa II Bcex uapeH 3eMHhIX, H He ,lJ,YXOBHblM TOJIbICO, a 3eMHhIM 
[ ... ]; II BOT SI BceMHpHO 06'LSlBJISlIO lTO Tenepb B .u.orMaTe MoeH 
HenorpelllHMOCTH». (XXII, 88-89.) 
But Dostoevskii was convinced that Roman Catholicism would refuse to go 
quietly, and that in order to gain a new lease of life, and indeed to realise the 
temporal possibilities of Papal Infallibility, the Church would seek an alliance 
with the discontented masses, beginning in France where the proletariat longed 
for a binding idea to unify society. Writing prophetically, Dostoevskii envisaged 
the Church exhorting the people to force all levels of society into a brotherhood 
with the cry of 'fraternite ou la mort' and promising them forgiveness of sins on 
the grounds of poverty, if only they looked to the Pope as their earthly leader. 
The alliance of these unexpected partners would prove to be a force capable of 
overturning Western Europe's recently acquired stability: 
CnOBa 3TH JIbCTHBble, HO 6e3 COMHeHH51 .u.eMOC npRMeT npe,lJ,J10iKeURe: 
OH pa3rn51,lJ,RT B HeOiKR,lJ,aHHOM COI03HHKe 06'Le,lJ,RHSlI0W.YIO BenHKYIO 
CHny, Ha BCe COrJIaWalOw.yIOCSI II 1IIi'leMY He Mewalow.Ylo [ ... ]. TYT iKe 
B,lJ,pyr H TOIlKa npHnOiKeHHSI CHJIhI rOTOBa, II pblllar .naIOT B pyKH, CTOHT 
JIIIWb HaJIellb BceH MaCCOH H nOBepHYTb. (XXII,90.) 
The idea that the Pope might head an alliance of Catholicism and socialism was 
not new in Dostoevskii's thought. He had already uttered it through the mouth of 
the character Petr Stepanovich Verkhovenskii in the novel Besy (X, 323). Here, 
however, he made the view his own, and stated categorically that he believed this 
conspiracy would come to pass (XXII, 90). 
By 1877, Dostoevskii was still concerned with the idea of a Papal 
conspiracy with the socialists to gain world hegemony, and insisted in his 
Dnevnik that the idea should be taken seriously. In the January issue he 
developed his theme and began to explain how socialism should be compatible 
with Roman Catholicism, expressing the ideas that, as we have seen, he worked 
out in his notebook for 1864, and how it would be in France that this alliance 
would first be forged. He argued that France was the nation which had always 
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most adhered to the Catholic idea, and by this he meant the worldly power of the 
Pope, not Christianity. France was also the country which had tried numerous 
experiments with forms of socialism; in an echo of Khomiakov, Dostoevskii 
asserted that this was because the socialist formula for the organisation of society 
was a product of the Catholic idea: '1160 COUHaJIH3M <PpaHUY3CICHH eCTb He 
'ITO IIHoe, lCalC HaCUJlbCm6eHlIOe e,lUIHeHHe 'IeJIOBe'lecTBa - H.neR, eme OT 
.npeBHero PHMa H.nymaR H nOToM BCeueJIO B KaTOJIH'IeCTBe 
coxpaHllBlIIaRCR' (XXV, 7). His message becomes even clearer in the Dnevnik 
for May and June of the same year. Here he declared that both socialism and 
Roman Catholicism had world supremacy as their goal; the socialists would 
accept even the most despotic banner under which to advance their cause, while 
the Pope would offer the socialists unity in return for the chance for temporal 
power (XXV, 160). Bruce Ward offers further clarification of what Dostoevskii 
believed the Church had to offer socialism: 
[Dostoevskii] thought that the eventual triumph of socialism could be 
consolidated only if it were able to provide a moral enticement of sufficient 
strength to appease the protest of individuality which may not want to 
sacrifice itself for the common good. In Dostoyevsky's view, the chief source 
in the West of such a moral enticement remains the Church. Roman 
Catholicism has traditionally been the most effective bearer of the morality of 
individual self-renunciation - precisely the sort of morality which a future 
socialist order will need. 72 
Ward's comment requires a little clarification. Dostoevskii did not see in 
Catholicism the kind of voluntary self-renunciation for the sake of others that he 
saw in the obshchina; it was instead an enforced self-renunciation on the grounds 
of self-interest. Ward's argument for socialism's need for a moral enticement can 
be substantiated by reference again to Zimnie zametki 0 lelnikh vpechatleniiakh, 
in which Dostoevskii showed that the flaw which prevented the realisation of the 
socialist formula lay in the refusal of a 'queer fellow' to renounce his individual 
freedom for the benefits promised by the socialist (V, 81). The character of the 
'queer fellow' is further developed in Zapiski iz podpol'ia, the protagonist of 
which longs for some idea to provide him with an alternative to his underground 
protest. 
Western Europe and the possibility of a Papal conspiracy were not the 
only things which concerned Dostoevskii in his Dnevni/c. His attention focussed 
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as much on the East as on the West, and he saw in Russia's involvement in the 
Balkan Crisis a new hope for Europe as a whole. (Russia entered the war with 
Turkey in April 1877.) In the June 1876 issue, well aware that England and other 
countries feared Russian intervention, he wrote in favour of Russia entering the 
war and fervently denied that his motherland's interest was purely acquisitional. 
It seems doubtful that a man of Dostoevskii's intelligence and perception might 
take such an apparently naive view of his country, given that only two decades 
previously Russia had displayed her expansionist hopes in the Crimean War. 
More likely, he chose to interpret events in a way that lent credence to his 
theories of Russia's future role in the world. It is in his writings on the Eastern 
Question that Dostoevskii's messianism is most patently expressed. In the June 
1876 issue, he stated that Orthodoxy was the only religion that still preserved the 
true image of Christ, and that Russia as the largest Orthodox nation was the 
guardian of that truth. Moreover he believed that the future of Orthodoxy, led by 
Russia, was in the universal service of humanity, inspired by a brotherly love for 
all nations which would bring them into a harmonious unity: 
[ ... ] a TyT oeucm8umeAbHo 6y.n.eT HelfTO oc060e H lIeCJIbIXaHHOe; 3TO 
6y.n.eT He O.n.HO JIHlllb nOJIHTHlfeCKoe e.n.HHeHHe H Y)IC COBCCM He .n.ml 
nOJIHTHlfCCKoro 3aXBaTa H HaCHJIHSI, - KaK H npe.n.CTaBHTb He MOJlCeT 
HHalfe EBpona; H He BO HMSI JIHIllb ToprallleCTBa, JIHlfHbIX BbIro.n. H 
BelfHbIX H BCe Tex )ICe 060roTBopeHHbIX nopoKoB, no.n. BH.n.OM 
O$HUHaJIbHOrO xpHCTHaHCTBa, KOTOPOMY Ha .n.eJIe HHKTO, KpOMe ~epHU, 
He BepHT. HCT, 3TO 6y.n.eT HaCToSlmee B03.n.BHJlCeHHe XPHCTOBOH 
HCTHHbI, coxpaHSllOmeHCSI Ha BOCToKe, HaCTOSlmee HOBoe B03,nBHJlCelme 
KpCCTa XpHCTOBa II OKOHlfaTeJIbHOe CJIOBO npaBOCJIaBHSI, BO rJIaBe 
KOToporo .n.aBHO YJICe CTOHT POCCHSI. 3TO 6y,neT HMeHHO c06na3H nml 
Beex CHJIbHbIX MHpa cero II TOPJICCCTBOBaBlllHX B Mllpe ,llOcenc, BCer,lla 
CMOTpeBllllIX Ha Bee no.n.06HbIe «OJICH,llaHIISI» C npC3peHHeM II 
HaCMelllKOIO II .n.aJlCe He nOHHMalOlUHX, qTO MOJICHO cepbe3HO BepHTb B 
6paTCTBO nlO,ueH, BO BcenpHMHpeHHe Hapo,nOB, B COl03, OCHOBallHbIH Ha 
HalfaJIaX BCCCJIYJlCellHSI lfeJIOBelfeCTBY, H, HaKOHeu, lIa caMoe 06nOBneHHe 
JIlo,neH Ha HCTHHHbIX HaqaJIaX XPHCTOBbIX. (XXIII,50.) 
Dostoevskii's preoccupation with Russia's destiny may seem to some to 
contravene the Slavophile ethic of freedom and voluntary unity, as one could 
mistake elements of determinism in it. Morson asserts that the apocalyptic 
overtones in the passages on the resolution of the Eastern Question and Russia's 
part in it run counter to the spirit of open-ended time and gradual improvement 
through personal effort.') I would disagree; one only needs to see Dostoevskii's 
messianism in Slavophile terms to find that it is integral with the rest of the 
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Dnevnik. As I have already said, it was fundamental to Slavophilism to believe 
that Russia would one day come into her own and regenerate the West. This is 
indeed a belief in a goal-directed purpose, but one which is free and organic, 
which will come about because of the natural growth of a society rooted in 
wholeness of spirit and voluntary brotherhood. Therefore, it is not a determinist 
outlook, because the Slavophiles understood determinism as involuntary 
submission to abstract laws and theories. For the Slavophiles and for 
Dostoevskii, Russia's mission was of a different order from the growth of the 
Western powers hitherto, because they had achieved their position through strife, 
externally imposed coalitions, self-interest and the loss of true freedom. It is 
important to note that Dostoevskii himself recognised that the fulfilment of 
Russia's destiny would not instantly bring about a perfect world society, since 
Europe would not understand Russia's 'new word' for a long time (XXV, 198); 
although he often referred to Russia's mission as a 'denouement', he saw it not 
as the conclusion of history but as a new beginning, from which people might 
learn to improve themselves through the ethic of sobornos/~ 
To understand how Dostoevskii arrived at his view of the universal role 
of Orthodoxy, it is useful to look elsewhere in the Dnevnik for the strands of 
thought which, entwined, constitute his national messianism. In January 1877, 
whilst asserting the existence of three opposing ideas in Europe - the Catholic, 
the Protestant and the Slavic ideas - Dostoevskii argued that every great nation 
of the world believes that it is destined to save the world and stand at the head of 
a harmonious unity of all nations. This, he wrote, was the driving force behind 
socialism in France, behind the freedom of enquiry represented by Protestant 
Germany, and behind Russian intervention in the Eastern Question (XXV, 17). 
However, the pages of the Dnevnik reveal that Dostoevskii believed that only one 
of the three ideas truly had the potential to create a new world brotherhood, - and 
this was of course the Slavic idea. Dostoevskii was not a complete idealist; he 
knew that there was much to be done in his country before it could accomplish 
its mission. One thing was most important: Russia needed to stop trying to 
emulate Europe and become truly Russian, and the oruy way to achieve that was 
for the gentry to be reunited with the People. Only then would Russia be able to 
enter into the universal service ofhurnanity: 
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CTaTL PYCCKMM 3HalfMT rrepeCTaTL rrpe3HpaTL HapO.ll CBOn. 11 KaK 
TOJILKO eBporreeu yBM.llMT, lfTO MLI Halfa.rm YBa:>KaTL Hapo.ll Haw M 
HaUHOHaJILHOCTL Hamy, TaK TOTlfac :>Ke HalfHeT M OH Hac YBa:>KaTL. 11 
.llenCTBMTeJILHO: lfeM CMJILHee M caMOCTO~TeJILHee pa3BMJIMCL 6LI MLI B 
HaUHOHaJILHOM .llyxe HaweM, TeM CHJILHee M 6JIH:>Ke OT03BaJIHCL 6LI 
eBporrenCKOn .llywe M, rrOpO.llHHBllIMCL C HeIO, CTaJIH 6LI TOTliac en 
rrOH~THee. [ ... ] )J,a M caMM MbI rrOHMeM TOr.lla, lfTO MHO roe M3 Toro, lfTO 
MLI rrpe3Hpa.rm B HapO.lle HaweM, eCTL He TLMa, a HMeHHO CBeT, He 
rnyrrocTL, a MMeHHO yM, a rrOH~B :no, MhI HerrpeMeHHO rrpOM3HeceM B 
EBporre TaKoe CJIOBO, KOToporo TaM eme He CJILIXaJIM. (XXV, 23.) 
The principle of nationality, then, was of great importance to Dostoevskii, and he 
found that the Balkan Crisis inspired in Russia feelings of nationality, unity and 
patriotism (XXV, 136). Nationality was a theme which had arisen before in his 
novels, particularly in the nationalist Shatov in Besy, and in contrast, in the 
liberal Versilov in Podrostok, who avowed that a Russian could not be of service 
to mankind unless he renounced his Russianness in favour of a universal 
Europeanness. It was precisely the movement of the Russian gentry towards a 
blurred obshchechelovek (who could be a Frenchman in France, a German in 
Germany thanks to his adoption of Western habits), that Dostoevskii abhorred 
and that he knew the People could not comprehend. This he clearly stated in 
Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh. 
However, nationality by itself was not enough to promulgate the Slavic 
idea and bring Russia to the fulfilment of her mission. It was not only a feeling 
for fellow Slavs which Dostoevskii saw in Russia's desire to fight against 
Turkey, but an empathy with fellow Orthodox Christians (XXV, 73). The frrst 
practical application, as Dostoevskii saw it, of Russia's mission to serve and 
unite humanity must be to liberate the Slavs in the Balkans and unite them under 
a banner of Orthodoxy. For Dostoevskii, religion and nationality were 
inextricably linked. In a single Dnevnik issue for 1880, an issue which he called 
his profession de foi, he explained how the morality which constituted the basis 
of a religion became the starting point for the nationality of a people: 
ilPH HallaJIe BC~Koro HapO.lla, BC}lKOn HaUHOHaJILHOCTM H.lle}l 
HpaBCTBeHHa~ Bcer.lla rrpe.llwecTBOBaJIa 3apO:>K.lleHHIO HaUMOHaJILHOCTM, 
u60 olla :>ICe U c030aeaAa ee. I1cXO.llMJIa :>Ke :na IIpaBcTBeHHa}l H.lleSl 
Bcer.lla M3 M.lleH MMCTMtlecKHX, li3 y6e:>K.lleHHn, lfTO '1eJIOBeK BelleH, 'ITO 
OH He npOCToe 3eMHoe JKHBOTHOe, a CBSl3aH C .llpyrHMH MMpaMH H C 
Be'lHOCThIO. 3TH y6eJK.lleHHSI <P0PMYJIHPOBaJIHCL BCer.lla H Be3.lle B 
peJIHrHIO, B HcnOBe,naHHe HOBOn H,neH, H Bcer.na, KaK TOJIhKO 
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HallHHaJIaCb HOBall peJll{rHSI, TalC TOTtIaC iKe H C03)l.aBaJIaCb rpaiK)l.aHCICH 
HOBall HaUHOHaJIbHOCTb. (XXVI, 165.) 
This passage contains the solution to the hopeless position of Shatov, the 
nationalist from Besy. It demonstrates how, in Dostoevskii's opinion, religion is 
what determines the nationality of a people, and not vice versa. Shatov was the 
mouthpiece for many of Dostoevskii's own beliefs, and professed like his creator 
that salvation for the world would come from Orthodox Russia; however, his 
argument fell short of a convincing messianism because he lacked complete faith 
in God, and was open to Stavrogin's accusation that he had reduced God to a 
simple attribute of nationality. The passage also gives a further indication of why 
Dostoevskii had become so averse to the insistence of the educated classes on 
Western philosophies and customs at the expense of Russian ones; his view of 
the development of national ideologies is essentially a historicist approach, as 
Leatherbarrow explains: '[The Westernizers'] prescription of Western remedies 
for what they perceived as Russia's ills betrayed the fatal ahistoricism of the 
Westernizing position, the belief that universal principles could supplant those 
that had emerged organically from a nation's unique historical and cultural 
evolution,.74 
The profession de fo; also stands as Dostoevskii's final word in a 
dialogue with Nikolai Danilevskii that had spanned more than ten years. 
Dostoevskii had known Danilevskii from the 1840s in St. Petersburg, where he 
had encountered him on occasion in the Petrashevskii salon. The latter had 
followed an ideological journey not dissimilar to that of Dostoevskii's, 
eventually renouncing his original left-wing progressive beliefs and coming 
round to a more conservative nationalist view. He caught Dostoevskii's attention 
again in late 1868 when he began serialising his long treatise on the future 
glorious role of Russia in Europe, called Rossiia i Evropa. in the broadly 
Slavophile journal Zaria. Dostoevskii remarked to Maikov in a letter from 
Florence, 'R npHnOMHHaJI, ICaICoR :no 6b1JI OTlIaSIHHbIR $YPbepHcT. 11 BOT 
H3 $ypbepHCTa 06paTHTbClI IC POCCHH, CTaTb onBTb PYCCICHM H B03Jl106HTb 
CBOIO nOllBY H cymHoCTb!' (XXVIlI/ii, 328). He was bound to feel sympathetic 
towards a man who had embraced his native soil after a period of Westernism, 
and he followed Danilevskii's articles with great interest, writing to Strakhovof 
his eagerness to receive each new issue of Zaria as soon as it could be sent 
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abroad to him. The main thrust of Danilevskii's argument was that the Slavic 
peoples should take advantage of their common ethnic origins and unite in the 
pursuit of national goals, turning away from Europeanism. This aim was to be 
best achieved by the seizure of Constantinople, which would resolve the Eastern 
Question and set Russia at the head of a united federation of Slavic nations. 
Dostoevskii was enthusiastic at first, but already by March 1869, he was 
beginning to feel that Danilevskii's arguments did not have the same foundation 
as his own hopes for Russia. He wrote to Strakhov: 
CTaTLSI )l(e ,[(aHHJIeBCKOro [ ... ] ,no Toro COBnana C MOHMH 
c06cTBeHHbIMH BblBo,naMH H y6e)l(,neHHjlMH, "ITO $I ,na)l(e H3YMJIjlIOCb, Ha 
HHbIX CTpaHHuax, CXO,nCTBY BbIBO,nOB [ ... ]. TIOTOMY eme )l(a)l(,ny "IHTaTb 
3TY CTaTbIO, "ITO COMHeBaIOCb HecKOJIbKO, H co CTpaxoM, 06 
OKOH'IaTeJIbHOM BblBo,ne; $I BCe eme He YBepeH, "ITO ,[(aHHJIeBCKHM 
YKa)l(eT B nO/l1Iou CU/le oKoIlllaTeJIbHYIO CYW.HOCTL pYCCKoro npH3BaHHjI, 
KOTOpaji COCTOHT B pa306JIa'leHHH nepe,n MHpOM pYCCKoro XpHCTa, 
MHpy HeBe,noMoro H KOToporo Hallano 3aKJIl0"laeTCjI B HaweM po,nnoM 
npaBOCJIaBHH. TIo-MoeMY, B nOM BCjI cymHocTb Hawero 6y,nymero 
UHBHJIH3aTopcTBa H BocKpeWeHHjI XOTjI 6LI BceM EBponLI H BCSI 
cymnocTb Hawero Mory"lerO 6y,nymero 6b1THSI. (XXIx/i, 30.) 
Dostoevskii's fears proved to be well founded, because Danilevskii followed a 
similar argument to the one Dostoevskii gave to Shatov; he put his emphasis on 
nationality, rather than on Orthodoxy. 
The argument with Danilevskii made its way both implicitly and 
explicitly into the pages of Dnevnik pisatelia, usually whenever Dostoevskii 
made reference to the possible fate of Constantinople in the resolution of the 
Balkan crisis. In the issue for November 1877, he set out his reasons for 
disagreeing with Danilevskii's point of view on Constantinople and reasserted 
his belief in the importance of Orthodoxy as the determining factor of 
Russianness. Disputing Danilevskii's notion of a Constantinople governed jointly 
by a federation of Slavic states, Dostoevskii argues that Russia alone must 
govern the city. Her authority to do this, in his view, is her capacity for 
universality, her ability to assimilate all nationalities into a natural, organic 
brotherhood. D. V. Grishin offers a clarification of this notion: 
no MHeHHIO ,[(ocToeBcKoro, PYCCKHU 'IeJIOBeK He HMeJI TOU 
yrJIOBaTOCTH H 3aMKHYTOCTH, KOTOPOU OTJIHllanCSI 3ana,nHblU "IeJIOBeK. 
PyCCKHH MO)l(eT nOHSlTb Bce, OH CO"lyocTByeT BCeMy "IeJIOBellecKOMY BHe 
pa3JIH'IHSI HaUHOHaJIbHOCTH, KpOBH H nOIlBbI. [ .•. ] Oil BbI,nBHHYJI 
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3aMeqaTeJII,HYIO H,nelO «e,nHHeHHSI BCeqeJlOBeqeCKOrO» KaK 
e,nHHCTBeHHYIO B03MO:>KHOCTL pa3peWeHHg MHPOBLIX npOTHBOpeqHii.7S 
Dostoevskii draws the distinction between the existing Muslim rule of the city, 
which he describes as an oppressive force that allows no freedom, and the self-
sacrificing role of Russia in protecting the interests of her Eastern brethren. The 
key characteristic that would allow Russia to achieve this mission without the use 
of coercively imposed dominion, is of course Orthodoxy, as he explains: 
AnoKa HOBOii e,nHHHTeJII,HOii JllliI HHX CHJloii II 6y,neT POCCIISl, IIMeHHO 
TeM OTqaCTH, qTO TBep,no CTaHeT B KOHCTaHTHHOnOJle. OHa cnaceT IIX 
,npyr OT ,npyra H HMeHHO 6y,neT CTOSITL Ha CTpa:>Ke IIX CB060,nLI. Oua 
6y,neT CTOSITL Ha CTpa:>Ke Bcero BOCToKa H rpSl,nymero nopSl,nKa ero. Ii 
HaKoHeu, OHa :>Ke II JlHWL OHa o,nHa cnoc06Ha no,nHSlTL Ha BocToKe 
3HaMg HOBOii H,nell II 06'hSlCHHTL BceMY BOCTOqHOMY MHpy ero HOBoe 
Ha3HaqeHHe. [ ... ] YTpaqeHHhlii 06pa3 XpHCTa COXpaHHJlCSI BO BceM 
CBeTe qHCTOTLI cBoeii B npaBOCJlaBHH. C BOCTOKa H npOHeCeTCg HOBoe 
CJlOBO MHpy HaBCTpeqy rpSl,nymeMY COUHaJIH3My, KOTopoe, MO:>KeT, 
BHOBL cnaceT eBponeiicKoe qeJlOBeqeCTBO. (XXVI, 85.) 
To anyone, including Danilevskii, who believed that Russia's interests in the 
Balkans were purely expansionist, Dostoevskii gives the reply that Orthodoxy is 
the distinguishing element that would make Russia's government of 
Constantinople the foundation for a free unified society, from which Christ's 
message of self-renunciation and love would be proclaimed. It would appear that 
he envisaged the establishment of a perfect Iranian society that would triumph 
over the Kushite forces of Western Europe and Muslim Turkey, reflecting 
Khomiakov's ideas of world history. 
So Russianness, or nationality born of Orthodoxy, was at the forefront of 
Dostoevskii's Slavic idea. The unity which this idea was destined to bring first to 
the Balkans and then to the whole of Europe and the world, was according to him 
quite different from the unity proposed by the unholy alliance of Roman 
Catholicism and its bastard offspring socialism. Unity was inherent in the Slavic 
idea, stemming from the mutual love that had developed organically through the 
Orthodox faith; because it was based on the moral ideas which engendered 
nationality, it was spiritual unity above all, and would be a natural part of the 
Russianness Dostoevskii advocated through the return of the uprooted gentry to 
the People. Conversely, the Catholic idea sought to impose an external, political 
unity on society with the exhortation 'fratemite ou 1a mort'; as Dostoevskii put it 
in Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh, it was trying to make jugged hare 
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without first having the hare (V, 81). In the Dnevnik of May and June 1877 he set 
out the opposition between the two ideas: 
TaKHM 06pa30M, B BOCTOlfHOM H,neaJIe - CHalfaJIa ,nyxoBHoe e,nlmeHHe 
lfeJIOBelfeCTBa BO XpHcTe, a nOTOM Y)K, B CHJI)' 3Toro ,nyxoBHoro 
coe,nHHeHHSI Bcex BO XpHcTe, H HeCOMHeHHO BLITeKalOlUee 1f3 Hero 
npaBHJILHOe rocy,napCTBeHHoe If COUHaJILHOe e,nHHeHHe, Tor,na KaK no 
PHMCKOMY TOJIKOBaHlflO Ha060poT: CHalfaJIa 3apYlfHTLCSl npolfHLIM 
rocy,napcTBeHHLIM e,nlfHeHHeM B BH,ne BceMHpHOH MOHapXHH, a nOTOM 
Y)K, nO)KaJI)'H, If ,nyxoBHoe e,nlfHeHHe noon HalfaJIOM nanLI, KaK BJIa,nLIKIf 
Mlfpa cero. (XXV, 152.) 
Of the remaining idea of the three, the Protestant idea, Dostoevskii had 
much less to say. This may primarily be because he, like Khomiakov, considered 
Protestantism as well as socialism, to be an unfortunate consequence of Roman 
Catholicism, and not a positive, new idea in its own right. Just as he saw France 
as the main representative of the Catholic idea, so he saw Germany as the nation 
which most corresponded to the spirit of Protestantism. According to 
Dostoevskii, Protestantism had its origins in the resistance of the ancient 
Germanic tribes to the hegemony of the Roman Empire; this was translated over 
time into a protest for freedom of enquiry against Roman Catholic domination, 
and thence into the birth of Lutheranism. Since the Protestant idea was born of 
rejection, Dostoevskii speculated that it could not exist on its own without the 
object of its rejection and would immediately deteriorate into atheism (XXV, 8). 
Dostoevskii's allegory in January 1877 of the smashing of a vessel which 
contained a precious liquid showed how he believed that Protestant freedom of 
enquiry led to fragmentation into sects; elsewhere he had cause to comment on 
Anglicanism, calling it 'a church of atheists' (XXII, 97). However, his main 
concern with the Protestant idea was the immediate role that Germany, as its 
main representative, would play in the 'last battle' between the Catholic idea and 
the Slavic idea. 
For indeed Dostoevskii foresaw a terrible conflict between the ideas 
behind which were aligned East and West, and he attached an almost apocalyptic 
significance to his prophecy. He interpreted the events in Europe as a sign that 
this struggle was about to begin. Firstly, he recognised that Catholicism, 
particularly in its militant, ultramontane incarnation, was a divisive force in 
Bismarck's hard-won united Germany, and time and again he wrote of Bismarck 
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as one of the few people who might truly appreciate the potential danger of 
Roman Catholicism in its death throes, allied with a France resentful after the 
Franco-Prussian War: 
TIolleMY HMeHHO [IiHcMapK] TaK B03HeHaBH.LleJI KaTOJIHUH3M, nOlleMY OH 
TaK rHaJI H npeCJIe.LlOBaJI BCe, liTO HCXO.LlHJIO H3 PHMa (TO eCTb OT 
nanbl), - BOT YJKe CTOJIbKO JIeT? [ ... ] He KaTOJIHlIeCKYIO Bepy OH rHaJI, a 
pHMcKoe HallaJIO :nOH BepbI. [ ... ] Ho .LleJIO B TOM, liTO reHHaJIbIlblH 
nOJIllTHK CYMe.ll oueHHTb, MOJKeT 6b1Tb e.LlHHblH B MHpe H3 nOJIHTHKOB, 
KaK CHJIbHO eme pHMcKoe HaqaJIO caMO B ce6e H Cpe.LlH BparoB 
repMaHHH H KaKHM CTpalIIHblM ueMeHTOM MOJKeT 0110 nocnyJKHTb B 
6y,[(ymeM,[(JUI coe,[(HHeHHSI Bcex 3THX BparOB BOe.LlHHO. (XXV, 157.) 
It was hardly surprising, then, that Dostoevskii should devote so much of his 
May and June 1877 issue of the Dnevnik to the three rival ideas, when in May of 
that year, the President of France, Marshal MacMahon, dismissed the mostly 
republican Chamber of Deputies and replaced it with a new one composed of 
monarchists and clericals. The press at the time speculated that MacMahon was 
acting under pressure from the Vatican, via the ultramontanists, and I taly too 
feared that the new French government might threaten its newfound unity. 
MacMahon also had the support of the French army and the Jesuits, and there 
was concern across Europe that he might stage a coup d'etat at the French 
parliamentary elections set for the autumn.76 In addition to this was the failing 
health of Pius IX, which made the election of a new pope seem likely in the near 
future. As the year drew on, Dostoevskii wrote with increasing urgency about the 
conflict, which would begin in France: he predicted that France would want a 
war of revenge with Germany, that German unity would be threatened, and that 
Russia, whose mission had begun to be realised in the Eastern Question, would 
rise up and confront the Catholic idea in a war involving the whole of Europe, a 
war destined to usher in a new era of rebirth for Europe with Russia and 
Orthodoxy at its head. His Dnevnik issue for September 1877 is, in my view, 
where his messianism reaches its apogee, and contains a concise account of aU 
his arguments tracing the development of his prophecies. Here he concluded: 
3) TOJIbKO liTO 60H HallHeTCSl, KaK TOTlIac JKe H 06paTHTCSl B 
BceeBponeHcKHH. BOCTOllHblH Bonpoc B BOCTOllHbIH 60H, CHJIOIO cy,[(e6, 
COJIbeTCSI TOJKe C BceeBponeHcKHM 60eM. [ ... ] Ho caMaSl cymecTDeHuaSl H 
BaJKHaSl 'faCTb nOH nOCJIe'[(HeH H POKOBOH 60Pb6b1 6Y.LleT COCTOSlTb, C 
O.LlHOH CTOPOHbI, B TOM, liTO elO pa3peWHTcSl TblCSIlIeJIeTIIHH Bonpoc 
pHMCKoro KaTOJIHlIeCTBa H liTO, BOJIeIO npOBH'[(eHHSI, Ha ero MeCTO 
CTaIleT B03pOJIC,[(eHHoe DOCTOllHoe xpHCTHanCTBO. TaKHM 06pa30M, HaUl 
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pyccndi BOCTOqHLIH BOnpOC pa3,lJ,BHHeTCSl B MHPOBOH H BCeJIeHCKHii. C 
Qpe3BLIQaiiHLIM npe,lJ,Ha3HaQeHHLIM 3HaQeHHeM, XOTSl 6LI H 
COBepIllHJIOCL 3TO npe,lJ,Ha3HaQeHHe H nepe.Il CJIenLIMH fJIa3aMH. He 
npH3HalOlllHMH ero, ,lJ,0 nocJIe,lJ,Heii MHHyrLI cnoc06HLIMH He BH,lJ,erb 
SlBHoro H He ypa3YMerL CMLICJIa npe,lJ,Ha3HaQeHHoro. HaKOHeu -
4) (11 nYCTb 3TO Ha30Byr caMLIM ra,lJ,areJILHLIM H <l>aHTacHPleCKHM H3 
Bcex npe.IlpeKaHHii MOHX, COrJIaCeH 3apaHe.) JI YBepeH, 'ITO 60ii 
OKOHQHTCSl B nOJIb3Y BocToKa, B nOJIb3Y BOCrO'lHOrO COI03a [ ... ]. 
(XXVI,22-23.) 
Dostoevskii returned to the same themes in November 1877 and 
reiterated his urgent predictions of a terrible struggle involving all of Europe in 
which Russia would accomplish her mission. But the end of the year came and 
the pressing political problems in Europe began to subside. The French elections 
returned a republican majority to the Chamber of Deputies in spite of 
MacMahon's threats. Pius IX died in February 1878 and a new pope was elcctcd 
straight away; Leo XIII was less irascible than his predecessor and relations 
between the Vatican and Germany improved under him. The following month a 
victorious Russia dictated to Turkey the Treaty of San Stephano, and a shaky 
peace returned to the Balkans for the rest of Dostoevskii's life. During his last 
four years he was able to publish only two more Dnevnik issues: one in August 
1880 after his celebrated Pushkin Speech, and one, just before his death, in 
January 1881. He was still very much concerned with the need to develop true 
Russianness through a return to the People, and with Russia's Christian mission; 
he wrote to General Radetskii in 1878 that a great Slavic flame was rising, and 
that Orthodoxy would bring a light from the East to Europe (XXX, i, 20). 
However, his ideas were no longer so urgently applied to contemporary political 
life. Nevertheless, although he moved away from these themes in the Dnevnik 
pisatelia, he wove them into the Legend of the Grand Inquisitor and into the 
teachings of Father Zosima in Bral'ia Karamazovy, thus showing that the issues 
of Roman Catholicism and salvation from Russian Orthodoxy continued to be of 
paramount importance to him. However, it is in the Dnevnik that he expressed 
himself on these issues most plainly. 
The Pushkin Speech deserves some special attention because in just a few 
pages it condenses all the most salient points of the whole Dnevnik pisalelia that, 
as I have demonstrated, reflect the main concerns of Slavophile thought. At the 
same time, indeed, in my opinion it acts as a resume of all those ideas that I have 
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traced right through Dostoevskii's non-fiction, from the first glimmerings in 
Peterburskaia letopis', through the fertile experience of Siberia to the ideology of 
pochvennichestvo and reaching maturity in the Dnevnik. This shows that 
Dostoevskii's thought followed a path of organic evolution, in which the roots 
remain visible even when the newest shoots are far from the point of origin. 
Synthesis and organic unity as Dostoevskii's modus operandi is an important 
question in the subject of his engagement with Slavophilism, and it will be dealt 
with in a later chapter. For the moment, it remains appropriate to study the 
culmination of the themes that echo Slavophilism in the speech. Published under 
the title 'Pushkin (Ocherk)" it forms the centre of the single issue for 1880, 
accompanied by an explanatory preface and a polemic with the critic Gradovskii 
regarding his response to the speech. Dostoevskii's preface at once facilitates the 
scholar's work by providing the author's own synopsis of the key points made in 
the speech. He lists these as follows: that Pushkin was the first to appreciate the 
significance of the detachment of the gentry from the native soil and to realise 
that the solution lay in the Russian people; that he was also the first to depict the 
positive Russian type, rooted in the soil and living in the spirit of the narod; that 
he represented Russia's characteristic of universality, the capacity to understand 
the nature of other nations that made Russia the bringer of universal brotherhood; 
that this moral characteristic was what Russia had to offer the rest of Europe and 
that it was part of the people's innate desire for universality. Dostoevskii also 
contends that his speech was intended to demonstrate the possibility of 
reconciliation between the Slavophiles and the Westernisers, thus indicating a 
resurgence of one of his aims for pochvennichestvo. However, he expresses 
misgivings that despite the acclaim he received from all sides, the Westemisers 
will not really accept the idea that Russia's capacity for universal brotherhood, 
contained in the people, is enough for her to proclaim a 'new word' to Europe. In 
his trademark style of reporting the hypothetical argument of his opponents, he 
writes: 
MbI )I(e YTBep)I(,naeM, qTO BMemaTb H HOCHTb B ce6e CH.ny mo6SImero H 
Bcee,nHHSImero ,nyxa MO)l(HO H npH TenepcuIHeH 3KOHOMH'leCKOH HHmeTe 
HameH [ ... ]. «A, - CKa)l(YT, MO)l(eT 6hITb, 3ana,nHHKH [ ... ], - B Hapo,ne 
PYCCKOM, TaK KaK Y)I( npHllIJlO BpeMSI BhlCKa3aTbCSI BnomIe oTKpoBeHHo, 
MbI nO-npe)l(HeMY BH,lJ,HM JIHmb KOCHYIO Maccy, Y KOTopOH HaM HeqeMY 
yqHTbCSI, TOPM03SImylO, HanpOTHB, pa3BHTHe POCCHH K nporpeCCHBHoMY 
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nyqrneMY, II KOTOPYIO BCIO Ha~o nepeC03~aTb II nepe~eJIaTb [ ... ]. 
(XXVI, 132, 134.) 
In the speech itself: Dostoevskii presents his case for the refutation of the 
Westernisers' imagined argument, using reference to Pushkin's creations as 
illustrations of the points he makes. He indicates Aleko and Onegin as 'homeless 
Russian wanderers', lacking roots in their native soil and detached from the well 
of homegrown values resident in the people. Once again we fmd a recurrence of 
his favourite metaphor for the individual reduced to a meaningless fragment and 
controlled by the blind, external force of fate: 'OH nOKa Bcero TOJIbKO 
OTopBaHHa$l, HOC$lma$lc$l no B03~yXy 6b1JIHHKa' (XXVI, 138). Pushkin's 
stories show these dissociated Russian types chasing after a variety of novel 
ideas in order to satisfy their longing for order and direction: in Aleko's case it is 
the gypsy lifestyle, or as Dostoevskii points out it could equally be European 
science or socialism. In contrast to these types he picks out Tat'iana, who, he 
notes, had a simple upbringing in the provinces with a beloved peasant nurse and 
who has the moral advantage of an unshakeable foundation of native beliefs. For 
Dostoevskii, Evgenii Onegin is a perfect example of how true, native Russian 
wisdom morally surpasses 'civilising' Europeanism, and its superiority is 
demonstrated by Tat'iana's final rejection of Onegin. He interprets her act as a 
recognition of Onegin's spiritual sterility, since Pushkin's character fails to see 
that beneath the veneer of high society etiquette, Tat'iana is still the same simple 
country girl he initially rejected, and instead is attracted only by what he believes 
to be a Europeanised social butterfly. At the same time, Dostoevskii shows that 
Tat'iana's moral fibre lies in her refusal to seek her own happiness at the expense 
of that of her husband, and that in doing so she not only aflirms the worth of the 
native Russian way, but also invalidates utilitarian arguments for the 
reorganisation of society. For she will not allow the foundation of any edifice 
that disregards the suffering of even just one individual for the sake of the good 
of the majority; on the other hand her own voluntary self-sacrifice for the sake of 
all is the model for achieving a unified community. Thus Tat'iana fmds peace and 
consolation in her childhood memories, which taught her: 
He B BeIUax :na npaB~a, He BHe Te6H H He 3a MOpeM r~e-11H6y~b. a 
npe)l(~e Bcero B TBoeM c06CTBeHHoM Tpy~e Ha~ C060IO. n06e~Hrnb 
ce6H, YCMHPHlIIb ce6H - H CTaHellib cB060.neH KaK HHKor.na H He 
Bo06pa)l(aJI ce6e, H HaqHellib BeJIHKOe .neno, H .npyrHx CBo6o.nHhIMH 
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c,neJIaeIIIb, H Y3PHIIIb ClfaCTbe, H60 HanOJIHHTCR )KH3Hb TBOR, H 
nOHMeIIIb HaKOHeu Hapo,n CBOR H CBRTYIO npaB,ny ero. (XXVI, 139.) 
Dostoevskii then moves on from specific works by Pushkin, and 
considers the artist as a phenomenon representing Russia. He sees him as a 
model of tse['nost', comparing him to a complete, integrated organism whose 
origins come from within itself, not from external sources (XXVI, 145). Again, 
we fmd Dostoevskii using organic terminology in a similar manner to 
Khomiakov and Kireevskii. In Pushkin's ability to portray non-Russian 
characters with a greater veracity than any other writer (in Dostoevskii's 
opinion), he sees a reflection of the Russian people's capacity for universal 
brotherhood because of their ability to accept that which is 'other' without 
objectifying it. As we have already seen, Dostoevskii believed that this capacity 
was the determining national characteristic of the Russian spirit. Thus he also 
posits Pushkin as a model of sobornost', combining the most essential elements 
of Slavophile philosophy. But then one encounters what I believe to be the only 
problematic assertion of the speech. Dostoevskii begins to discuss the Petrine 
reforms, and appears to argue for the first time that the narod accepted these 
reforms, albeit unconsciously, in the spirit of furthering Russia's mission of 
bringing universal brotherhood to the West: 
TaK TOlfHO H PYCCKHR Hapo,n He H3 o,nHoro TonLKo YTHnHTapH3Ma 
npHHRn pe$opMY, a HeCOMHeHHO Y)Ke omYTHB CBOHM npe,nQYBcTBHeM 
nOlfTH TOTlfac )Ke HeKoTOpyIO ,nanbHeHIIIyIO, HccpaBHeHHo 60nee 
BbICIIIyIO uenL, lfeM 6nH)KaRIIIHR YTHnHTapH3M, - omYTHB :ny uenL, 
onRTb-TaKH, KOHellHo, nOBTopBIO :no, 6eCC03HaTenLIIO, 110, o.!J.naKo )Ke, 
H Henocpe,nCTBeHHo H BnOJIHe )KH3HeHHO. (XXVI, 147.) 
Is Dostoevskii here refuting his long consistent contention that the cost of the 
Petrine reform was the division between the educated classes and the peasantry? 
In order to answer this question, we must first of all remember that Dostoevskii 
brought his artistic talent to bear on everything that he wrote for a readership, 
and in doing so was wont to emphasise different elements of a belief of his to 
serve the overall artistic effect of a particular work. Secondly. this remark may 
be best understood in the light of his statements in 'Dva lageria teoretikov', 
written nearly twenty years earlier. There. it may be remembered. he wrote that 
the content of Peter's reforms was Russian in spirit, but anti-Russian in form, and 
that it was the form of the reforms to which the people took exception (XX, 15). 
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This assertion, therefore, does not preclude him from arguing that the people 
unconsciously accepted the reforms in spirit, when his aim is to show the 
manifestation of Russia's striving for universal brotherhood in all strata of 
society. As the speech concludes, Dostoevskii demonstrates that there is hope for 
unity between the dissociated gentry and the common people, despite all the 
fears and dangers he has outlined throughout Dnevnik pisatelia. This hope lies 
precisely in the fact that for him, Peter's reforms and the Westernism movement 
were motivated by the same Russian trait of aspiring to global unity as has 
always existed in the narod, although their methods were misguided. Thus he 
proclaims that the Slavophile-Westerniser debate may be resolved and that 
Russia's moral resource may act as a 'new word' for humanity: 
Ii BnOCJIe.n:CTBHH, 11 BeplO B :no, MI.I, TO eCTI., KonelfHO, He MhI, a 
6y.n:ymHe rpSl.n:ymHe pYCCKHe JIIO.[(H nOHMYT YJlCe Bce .[(0 e.n:HlIoro, lfTO 
CTaTh HaCT01lmHM PYCCKHM H 6y.n:eT HMellHo 3I1alfHTI.: CTpeMHTI.C1I 
BHeCTH npHMHpeHHe B eBponeHCKHe npOTHoopelfHSI YJlCe OKOnlfaTeJII.IlO, 
YKa3aTh HCXO.[( eoponeHCKoH TOCKe B cooeH PYCCKOH .o.ywe, 
BcelfeJIOBelfHOH: H ocecoeAHHSlIOmeH: oMeCTHTh B lIee C 6paTCIC0lo 
JIl060BHIO ocex HaWHX 6paTheB, a 0 KOHue KOHUOB. MOJICeT 6WTI., H 
H3pelfI. OKOHlfaTeJIhHOe CJIOBO BeJIHKOH, 06meH rapMOHHH, 6paTCKoro 
OKOHlfaTeJII.HOrO COrJIaCHSI Bcex nJIeMeH no XpHCTOOY eOaUreJII.CKOMY 
3aKoHY! (XXVI, 148.) 
The response of the critic Gradovskii to the Pushkin Speech forced 
Dostoevskii to consider the statements he had made in it and reassert them. In 
doing so, I believe that he himself may have realised how well the speech sums 
up the essence of his thought, for at the end of his polemical reply, he otTers an 
interpretation of the chapter as a creed according to which he will continue to 
publish Dnevnik pisatelia: 
Ho, nOOTOp1l10, Bawa CTaTI.1l nOCJIYJICHJIa TOJIhKO npe,lJ.JIOrOM: Mile 
XOTeJIOCh Koe-lfTO Boo6me obIcKa3aTI.. R HaMepeu C 6y.[(ymero ro.[(a 
«)lHeBHHK nHCaTeJI1I» B0306HOBHTh. TaK BOT :nOT TenepeWllHH HOMep 
«)lueBHHKa» nycTh nOCJIYJlCHT MOHM profession de foi Ha 6y.[(ymee. 
«np06UhIM», TaK CKa3aTh, HOMepoM. (XXVI, 174.) 
Of course, Dostoevskii only succeeded in publishing one more issue before his 
death, but his so-called 'profession de foi' stands as such, in that, in the same 
manner as the Pushkin Speech, it addresses the central concerns of the Dnevnik 
in a most condensed fashion. In this chapter, Dostoevskii begins with the 
question of enlightenment from the West, reiterating that whilst it was necessary 
and desirable to accept scientific and economic instruction from Europe, Russia 
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has never needed moral or spiritual enlightenment, thanks to the true image of 
Christ preserved in the narod. He acknowledges once again the countless 
shortcomings of the common people, but continues to emphasise their value in 
having the capacity to unite not only Russian society but all humanity. He then 
contrasts the essential purity of the people with the corruption and dissociation of 
the educated classes who have misused Western enlightenment and turned their 
back on their native heritage in the name of progress. Next he argues the case for 
individual moral refonn according to the spirit of Christianity, and shows how 
this is the only route to creating a freely unified brotherhood, whereas broad 
social refonns with no moral basis create only atomisation and the need for 
coercive union. This argument leads him to demonstrate that the morally 
unifying idea of Orthodoxy is Russia's detennining trait, which stands in contrast 
with the secular cohesion imposed externally by the Roman Catholic Church in 
the West. Finally he repeats his belief that Russia is capable of pronouncing a 
new word of universal brotherhood, and justifies the passionate tone of his 
speech for its ability to awaken hope in his audience. There is nothing new here, 
but in a few pages, Dostoevskii reinforces his Pushkin Speech and revisits with 
increased certainty, because responding to criticism, his favourite themes of 
obosoblenie, tsel'nost' and sobornost' both in Russia and in Europe. Thus the 
whole issue for 1880, with its preface, speech and afterword, provides the most 
complete statement of Dostoevskii's interpretation of the central concerns of 
Slavophilism, and as such may be considered to be the pinnacle of his ideological 
expression in his non-fiction. 
It now remains to ask: if Dostoevskii infused Dnevnik pisalelia with key 
Slavophile concerns, how did he now view the Slavophile movement and his 
own ideological position with regard to it? The Dnevnik contains several 
references to Slavophilism and Westernism, some more favourable than others, 
as well as mentions of leading figures of both movements. What is most 
noticeable about the Dnevnik is that its overall tone is one of confident 
impartiality. In Vremia it is clear that Dostoevskii needed to demonstrate the 
stance of his journal and pochvennichestvo vis a vis Slavophilism and 
Westernism; the later publication needs no such definition, assured as it was by 
Dostoevskii's name, and he moves towards or away from these movements as it 
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suits his purposes. One must also bear in mind that by the mid-1870s, 
Slavophilism and Westernism were no longer so clearly defmed, their main 
protagonists having now died, and Pan-Slavism, Populism and radical nihilism 
were among those ideologies in ascendency. Dostoevskii's letters from this time 
give the impression that privately, he regarded himself now as a Slavophile: in a 
letter to his wife from Moscow during the preparations for the Pushkin 
celebrations, he refers to Ivan Aksakov as being 'from our side', and says 
cryptically that even Katkov, 'qeJIOBeK BOBce He CJIaBSlHO(imJI', was exhorting 
him to stay and speak (XXXI~ 169). It may of course be that by 1880, 
Dostoevskii had gained a reputation as a Slavophile, despite no clear declaration 
of allegiance, and that it is this reputation, rather than his actual sympathies, to 
which he alludes here. Certainly, in the Dnevnik, he wrote about individual 
Slavophiles with great respect, including an obituary for Iurii Samarin in the 
issue for March 1876, and describing Konstantin Aksakov as 'lIcJa6BCUHofO " 
,lJ.opororo BceM PYCCK"M nOKoHHoro' (XXII, 42). 
There are a few places in Dnevnik pisatelia where Dostoevskii returns to 
the subject of the division in the intelligentsia between Slavophiles and 
Westernisers. In these passages he is much more detached than in, for example, 
'Dva lageria teoretikov' and does not analyse the arguments of each movement 
in as much detail. However, he is still concerned with the reconciliation of the 
parties, and focuses on the points they have in common. In the issue for February 
1876, he remarks that they could have been reconciled on the question of the role 
of the common people in Russian society, but that they interpret the matter 
differently: 
H BOT, CJIaBRHO<pHJIhI " Jana,llHHKH B,lJ.pyr CXO,lJ.SlTCSI B O,llHOH H TOH :>Ke 
MbICJIH, 'ITO Tenepb HyiKHO Bcero O:>KH.u.aTb OT napo.u.a, 'ITO 011 BCTan, 
H,lleT H 'ITO OH, H TOJIbKO OH O,llHH, CKa)l(CT Y Hac nOCJIe,lJ.Hee CJIOBO. Ha 
:nOM, Ka3aJIOCb 6bI, CJIaBSlHo$HJIaM H Jana,llHHKaM MOiKHO 6blJIO H 
npHMHpHTbCSl; HO cnyqHJIOCb He TalC: CJIaBSlHo$HJIbI BepSlT B Hapo,lJ., 
nOTOMY 'ITO ,lJ.OnYCKaIOT B HeM CBO" C06CTBCHHblC, CMY CBOHCTBCHHble 
HaqaJIa, a 3ana,llHHKH COfJIamalOTcSl BepHTb B Hapo,lJ. e,llHHCTBeHHo no,ll 
TeM YCJIOBHeM, qT06bI y Hero He 6b1JIO HHKaKHX CB0I1X co6cTBeHHblx 
HaqaJI. (XXII, 40.) 
As I have already shown, he returned to the problem of the Westernisers' notion 
of the people in the Pushkin Speech and indicated that it was an area for concern. 
In his reply to Gradovskii, he acknowledges the work of Pushkin and the 
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Slavophiles in uncovenng and publicising the true nature of the narod, 
mentioning Khomiakov, Samarin and Aksakov (XXVI, 156). But before then, in 
the issue for June 1876, he subjects Westernism to an intense scrutiny and finds 
there the essence of the common ground with the Slavophiles. He sees in 
Westernism a fundamental paradox, expressed in the fact that those members of 
the intelligentsia who embraced European ideals, frequently adhered to the most 
radical movements that aimed to destroy existing European societal structures. 
Dostoevskii argues that in their adoption of European radicalism, the 
Westernisers are unwittingly displaying their innate Russianness and their desire 
to defend the native Russian spirit by doing away with harmful institutions. lie 
gives Belinskii as an example, claiming that for all his passionate attachment to 
European socialism, he was the most ardent defender of the Russian cause. The 
paradox, he writes, lies in the Westernisers' misinterpretation of Russia: 
TYT BhIIlIJIa O)J,Ha BeJlHKag 01lIH6Ka C o6eHx CTOPOH, H npe:llC)J,e BcefO Ta, 
liTO Bce 3TH TOf)J,allIHHe 3ana)J,HHKH POCCHIO CMellIaJIH C EBponoH, 
npHHgJlH 3a EBpony cephe3HO H - OTpHu,ag EBpony H nOpg)J,OK ee, 
)J,YMaJIH, liTO TO :lICe caMoe OTpHu,aHHe MO:llCHO npHJlO:llCHTh H K POCCHH, 
TOf)J,a KaK POCCHg BOBce 6hIJia He EBpona, a TOJIhKO XO)J,HJIa B 
eBponeHcKoM MyH)J,Hpe. (XXIII, 40-41.) 
This love for Russia that motivates Westernism, however unconsciously, is what 
Dostoevskii highlights as the source of a potential reconciliation with 
Slavophilism. For this reason in the Pushkin Speech he presents the other side of 
the coin, that a real Russian loves Europe as much as her homeland, because of 
the Russian capacity for universality, and proclaims that the division between 
Slavophiles and Westemisers is no more than a misunderstanding (XXVI, 147). 
Nevertheless, as we have seen, he was unable to shake off the doubt that the 
Westemisers' view of the people would prevent a reconciliation. 
The possibility that Dostoevskii had gained a reputation as a member of 
the Slavophile movement is strengthened by a letter he wrote to Katkov in 1866. 
The letter was written in response to the repressive stance of Katkov's journal 
Moskovskie vedomosti following an attempt on the life of the Tsar by a young 
Russian student, and in it Dostoevskii affirms: 'OTKpoBenHo fOBOPIO, liTO $I 
6hlJl H, Ka:llCeTCg, HaBcer)J,a OCTanYCh no y6e:llC)J,eHHgM HaCTOgllJ,HM 
CJlaBgHo<pHJlOM, KpoMe KpowellHhIX pa3HOfJIaCHH' (XXVIlI/i~ 154). This 
statement requires a careful approach for several reasons, and must not be taken 
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at face value. Firstly, as Frank demonstrates, Dostoevskii is using the label 
'Slavophile' for a particular purpose in an argument with Katkov where he 
makes his point with as much diplomacy and obliqueness as possible, In the 
context of his argument he is intending to show that to be a Slavophile means to 
trust that the Russian people are in essence loya~ God-fearing subjects of their 
Tsar, and that repression is not the ideal position to adopt in the wake of the 
assassination attempt." Secondly, one should not overlook the 'slight 
disagreements' that he professes to have with Slavophilism; it should be clear 
from my arguments in this chapter where these disagreements lie. Finally, it may 
be possible to draw from the qualifier 'nastoiashchii' a certain inference: that 
Dostoevskii had his own very particular idea of what it meant to be a Slavophile. 
For a description of this particular ide~ it is necessary to turn to a section in the 
issue for July and August 1877 of Dnevnik pisatelia. 
In this issue, the reader comes closest to an idea of Dostoevskii's own 
perception of his ideological position. The section is entitled 'Priznaniia 
slavianofila', surely an ironic title designed to mock any opponents (and 
readers!) who would dismissively put a label on his views. Dostoevskii admits 
that there are elements of Slavophile thought in his convictions; nevertheless, he 
was aware that to many intellectuals, Slavophilism meant reactionary extremism, 
or was akin to Pan-Slavism. Here, he takes the opportunity to emphasise that his 
beliefs are centred around a moral and spiritual ideal, not simply a desire to 
return to the past or deny progress, nor a nationalism aiming to further the social 
and economic power of Russia. He aligns himself with those who believe in 
Russia's destiny to establish a spiritual brotherhood based on the pure model of 
Christianity preserved in the Russian people, and that, he writes, is the kind of 
Slavophilism to which he belongs (XXV, 195). Inunediately, then, he anticipates 
the response of his opponents that such a proclamation is the expression of 
religious mania and crazy dreams, and he assumes the appellation 'Slavophile-
dreamer' with irony. But to Dostoevskii it is precisely because his beliefs, in 
contrast to those of Westernisers, arise from an idea-feeling rather than from 
facts or economic developments, that they are all the more precious: 
HHICor,na BhI, rocno,na, HaIllH eBponeHUhI H 3ana,nHHICH, CTOJIb He 
JIl06HJIH EBpony, CKOJIbKO MbI, Me'lTaTeJIH-CJIaBslHocl>HJIhI [.,.]! HeT, 
HaM ,nopora :na CTpaHa - 6y,nymaH MHpHaH no6e.na BemiKOrO 
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Xpl:ICTl:laHCKOro .nyxa, COXpaHI:IBllIerOCSI Ha BOCTOKe... 11 B OnaCeHI:IH 
CTOJIKHYTbCSI C HeIO B TeKymeH BOHHe, MbI Bcero 60nee 60I:lMCSI, liTO 
EBpona He nOHMeT Hac [ ... ]. EH Ha,110 <i>aKToB menepb nOHjlTHbIX, 
nOHjlTHbIX Ha ee menepeumuu B3fJISl,ll. (XXV, 198.) 
For Dostoevskii, it appears that to be a Slavophile in the truest sense means to 
uphold the Russian idea, founded on Orthodoxy, and to assert one's Russianness, 
as he explained later in the Pushkin Speech, by loving Europe with a spiritually 
motivated love that expresses the innate Russian desire for universal 
brotherhood. One may substantiate this interpretation with an entry in his 
notebook for 1875-1876. Here, he stresses the importance of the religious and 
folk elements in Slavophilism, and indicates not only his degree of closeness to 
the movement, but also how long he has been interested in similar concerns: 
R npl:IHa,nne)l(Y liaCTHIO He CTOJIbKO K y6e)l(,lleHHSlM cnaBSlHo$unLCKUM, 
BepHee, K npaBocnaBHbIM, TO eCTb K y6e)l(.neHI:ISlM KpeCTbSlHCKI:IM, TO 
eCTb K XpI:ICTl:laHCKUM. R He pa3.1l.emnO I:IX Bnomie - I:IX npe.ll.paccy.nKOB 
H HeBe)l(eCTBa He JII06JIIO, HO m06mo cep.ll.ue I:IX I{ BCe TO, liTO OHI{ 
JII06j1T. Eme B KaTopre. (XXIV, 107.) 
These remarks, together with those above from the Dnevnik, situate with regard 
to the intellectual debates of the time the ideology that Dostoevskii had fashioned 
for himself, and which is so well encapsulated in the Pushkin Speech. Dnevnik 
pisatelia, then, not only furnishes the reader with a comprehensive exposition of 
his beliefs, but also their position on the ideological spectrum of nineteenth-
century Russian thought. 
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Chapter Two: The Dramatisation in Dostoevskii's Fiction of Themes Found 
in Slavophile Thought. 
2.1: Introduction. 
There is a famous passage m the notebooks to Podrostok where 
Dostoevskii rails against his critics and defends the rationale for his works and 
his method, proclaiming that his glory is in depicting the Underground, the true 
life of the Russian majority. In this passage he also gives the impression that 
there is a connection between his motives and the underlying concerns of 
Slavophilism; he picks out the aspects of Russian life that preoccupy him most, 
and relates them to his position in the ideological spectrum of the intelligentsia. 
The text, although familiar, is worth revisiting in the context of the arguments of 
this study: 
<l>aKTbI. TIPOXO)1.jlT MHMO. He 3aMelfalOT. Hem ?paJICoau, H HUKTO He 
XOlfeT nOHaTY)KHTbCR H 3aCTaBHTb ce6j1 )1.YMaTb H 3aMelfaTb. R He Mor 
OTopBaTbCjI, H Bce KpHKH KPHTHKOB, 'ITO JI H306pa)Ka10 lIeHaCTOjllllYIO 
)KH3Hb, He pa3y6e)1.HJIH MeHjI. HeT OC1108allUU HaweMY 06111eCTBY, He 
BbI)KHTO npaBHJI, nOTOMY 'ITO H iKH3HH He 6bIJIO. KOJIOCCaJIbllOC 
nOTpjlCCHHe, - H BCe npepblBaeTCjl, na)1.aeT, OTpHQaeTCjI, KaK 6bI H He 
CYllleCTBOBaJIO. 11 He BHeWHe JlHWb, KaK Ha 3ana)1.e, a BUYTpeHHO, 
HpaBcTBeHHO. [ ... ] 113 3TorO-TO (rpaiK)1.aHCKoro) lfYBCTBa R ncpe)1.aJICjI 
6bIJIO K CJIaBjlHO<!>HJIaM, )1.YMaji BOCKpecHTb MelfTbI )1.eTCTBa (lfHTaJI 
KapaM3HHa, 06pa3b1 CeprHR, THXOHa). [ ... ] KaK repou, nalfHHaji C 
CHJIbBHO H repoJi Hawero BpeMeHU )1.0 KHjl3j1 liOJIKOHCKOro H fleBUHa, 
CYTb TOJIbKO npe,llCTaBHTCJIH' MeJIKOrO caMoJIJo6ujI [ ... ]. TIpulfuHa 
nO)1.nOJIbR - YHHlfTO)KeHHe Bepbl B 06lllHe npaBHJIa. «Hem IIU'le?o 
C6RmO?O». He)1.0KOHlfeHHblc mOJlH (BCJIe)1.CTBHe TIcTPOBCKOH pC<}>OPMbl 
8oo6U/e) BpO)1.C wt:Jlce1tepa 8 « Hecax». (XVI, 329-30.) 
It is my belief that in this passage Dostoevskii provides a resume of the main 
themes of his work and ties them into a particular ideological viewpoint, that of 
Slavophilism. He focuses on the rootlessness of Russian society, the lack of a 
moral connection to his country and the individualism that has taken hold of the 
educated classes, so that morally, they are no longer Russians. He cites the lack 
of moral ideals, whose destruction began with the Petrine reforms, as the reason 
for the existence of the Underground and of fragmented individuals. In other 
words, he posits obosoblenie, or a lack of unity, as his prime concern. By 
contrast, he points to his own reverence for his Russian heritage, as exemplified 
by Karamzin and the Orthodox Holy Fathers, and implies that this awareness of 
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history has prompted his preoccupation with his country's troubles. Thus he 
makes the statement that out of 'civic' feeling he nearly joined the Slavophiles. 
There is much to be inferred from this statement. Firstly, it is clear from 
the context of the passage that for Dostoevskii, to have a 'civic' feeling for one's 
country is to be concerned with it in the moral, rather than in the political or 
social, sense. There are no 'citizens', he argues, because all are obsessed with 
petty egoism and have lost reverence for everything that has given Russia her 
Russianness. However, Dostoevskii's own moral-civic sentiment led him 
towards the Slavophiles - but he has refrained from joining them. Why is this? In 
my opinion, Dostoevskii is indicating here that he recognises those aspects of 
Slavophile ideology that are morally similar to the themes that drive and inform 
his own work. At the same time, he is acknowledging the problems associated 
with a particular ideological label, just as he does later in 'Priznaniia 
slavianotila'. Both here and in the latter article, as I have shown in the previous 
chapter, Dostoevskii attests to his own interpretation of Slavophilism, which 
focuses on the moral and spiritual, on the Russian folk heritage and on the 
essence of Orthodoxy. What is important about the passage from the Podrostok 
notes, in my view, is that here he establishes this interpretation of Slavophilism 
as the fundamental rationale of his entire oeuvre, with particular emphasis on his 
fiction. 
In the previous chapter I identified and examined several themes and 
ideas that are of primary importance to Dostoevskii's non-fiction, and showed 
how they correspond to the central concerns of Slavophile thought. These themes 
- organic wholeness, voluntary unity, freedom and brotherhood, and their 
antitheses - are developed relatively straightforwardly in the non-fiction, and, the 
artistic bent of Dostoevskii's journalism notwithstanding, they are rarely hidden 
and usually provide the subject for a polemical discourse. The same themes are 
also discernible in his fiction, where they function as part of the dramatic 
structure. Dostoevskii's characters are frequently obsessed by ideas, I and in these 
cases the action of the novel or novella is driven by the way in which the idea 
affects or motivates the character. Thus Dostoevskii challenges the validity of the 
ideas as characters come into conflict with each other. It should be noted, 
nevertheless, that Dostoevskii does not compromise the integrity of his 
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characters in order to serve the expression of an idea, and this practice often 
complicates the process of tracing his treatment of certain ideologies, as in the 
case of the multilayered motives for Raskol'nikov's crime. 
The majority of Dostoevskii's post-Siberian fiction is underpinned by the 
opposition between the same categories as are found in his non-fiction. Just as in 
his non-fiction, Dostoevskii is primarily concerned with the dissociation of 
educated Russians from their native soil and thus with the lack in these people of 
any moral idea that offers unity with their fellow Russians, with their heritage 
and with their land. The dramatic structure of his fiction functions according to 
the interaction of those who lack such a unifying idea with those who possess it. 
Therefore it is possible to examine his fiction in tenns of two opposing 
categories that arise from the beliefs and actions of the characters and the circles 
in which they move. They may be termed the Kushite category and the Iranian 
category, because the absence or presence of a unifying moral idea fonns the 
basis of and perpetuates the governing principles of Khorniakov's Kushite and 
Iranian societies. The essential principles of the Kushite category, as with 
Khomiakov's Kushite society, are coercion, necessity, and fragmentation or 
obosoblenie. The great atheists of Dostoevskii's novels belong to this category, 
as well as characters who have taken on board a variety of ideas derived from 
European Enlightenment thought. Theoretical or fantastic societies are 
showcased in the fiction as the result of logical development to the extreme of 
the ideologies proposed by Kushite characters, and these societies are 
foreshadowed by Dostoevskii's depiction of Kushite elements in the 
contemporary setting he gives to his fiction. By contrast, the Iranian category is 
determined fundamentally by freedom in unity and organic wholeness, or 
sobornost' and tsel'nost~ Into this category fall the proponents of the Christian 
faith, the meek characters and those rooted in the Russian traditions of the narod. 
In addition, ideal societies are given credibility by the depiction of working 
examples of the Iranian principle in the setting of the novels. 
In this chapter I have endeavoured to select the most appropriate 
examples from Dostoevskii's fiction to illustrate my argument, concentrating for 
the most part on the post-Siberian works, for it is after this time that the themes I 
am examining are most prominent. Whilst these themes recur broadly throughout 
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Dostoevskii's oeuvre, constraints of time and space have dictated that some 
works receive little or no attention, and I have preferred to concentrate on the 
better known novels and short stories. 
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2.2: The condition of rootlessness: the Kushite category. 
'He.n.ocTaToK 06meii, PYKOBO.!lJlmeii H.!leH, 3aTpoHYBllleii Bee 
06pa30BaHHSI H Bce pa3BHTHSI [ ... ]. IIoTepSlHa :na CBSl3h, :na 
PYKoBo.!lJlmaJl HHTh, 3TO liTO-TO, liTO Bcex y.n.epJKHBaJIO' (XVI, 68). So 
writes Dostoevskii in his notebooks for Podrostok, apropos of the egoism and 
lack of faith among the younger generation, elucidating the central theme of his 
novel. It is a theme that may as well apply to the majority of his post-Siberian 
fiction, and it illustrates that he was deeply concerned for the future of the 
educated classes. This concern is expressed in his novels by the portrayal of 
individuals who latch on to some other pernicious idea to replace that which has 
been lost, and by demonstration of the effects of these new ideas on their lives. 
Thus a whole host of different but frequently interrelated ideas obsess his 
disaffected heroes. The cultural effects of Peter the Great's reforms have cut 
them off from the rich moral-spiritual heritage of their native soil, and the more 
they court the prestige of European philosophy, the wider becomes the gulf 
between them and the common Russian people. That this is the case Dostoevskii 
has argued powerfully in his non-fiction; in his fiction he dramatises the 
consequences. The ideas that so consume and damage his heroes originate in 
Europe, which, in Zimnie zamelki he has depicted as corrupt and dying. But 
because these ideas are transplanted into an alien environment, because they have 
not grown up as part of the development of Russian culture, they become 
'HeKoTophIM cTpaHHhIM «He.llOKOH'IeHHbIM» H.n.eJlM, KOTopbIe HOCJlTCSI B 
B03.n.yxe' (XXVIII/ii, 136). By this very phrase Dostoevskii underlines the 
unhealthiness, rootlessness and ill-thought out nature of the ideas to which the 
equally spiritually unhealthy and rootless intelligentsia tum for something to live 
by. However, such ideas cannot provide the same path to true integration with 
one's fellow men, as can the organic, living values that have grown naturally 
from the beginnings of Russian society. Instead they are divisive, as Geoffrey 
Kabat has noted: 
Ideas, as they are held by Petersburg man, no longer serve the purpose of 
communication but rather intensify the individual's isolation by giving him 
the illusion of completeness [ ... ]. Dostoevsky reveals the origin of these ideas 
and exposes them as substitutes for "living life". 2 
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The European economic ethic of capitalism is one of the many ideas 
seized upon by the educated classes. The practice of amassing money takes on a 
special significance in Dostoevskii's oeuvre: as Frank points out, Dostoevskii's 
Russian characters do not revere it as a mere material commodity, a means of 
exchange, as do his European characters.3 Instead they view it as a means to 
power and self-determination. The contrast between Western and Russian 
capitalists is most clearly delineated in the novella Igrok. The French characters 
de Grieux and Mademoiselle Blanche not only gamble so as to increase their 
wealth, but associate with the Russian General only in the hopes that he will soon 
receive a large inheritance. When the source of the inheritance, Babushka, 
refuses to die and fritters away her fortune at the roulette table, they lose interest 
in the General. The central Russian character, Alekse~ perceives the moral 
vacuum in the materialistic motivations of the Europeans and delivers a 
blistering satirical denunciation of them. He begins with a statement that directly 
echoes a pronouncement from Zimnie zametki, that's KaTeXH3HC 
.no6po.neTeJIeH H .nOCTOHHCTB UHBHJIH30BaHHoro 3ana,llHoro 'feJIOBeKa 
BOllIJIa HCTOpHqeCKH H qyTb JIH He B BR,lle rnaBHoro nYUKTa cnoco6HOCTb 
npHo6peTeHHg KanHTaJIOB' (V, 225).4 He then continues by describing a typical 
German household in which the potential of the children is sacrificed to the 
service of the accumulation of the father's fortune. Such a practice is undertaken 
willingly by each member of the family, who accept it as honest virtue that a 
daughter should go without a dowry, or that a younger son must join the army, or 
that the elder son marries only when he is wealthy enough, even if by then he and 
his bride are past their prime. Aleksei's satire throughout has resonances in 
Zimnie zametki, especially in the latter work's final chapter depicting the themes 
of Parisian melodramas; his 'touching' detail of the rustling chestnut trees and 
the stork on the roof bring to mind the babbling of the Parisian fountains that 
Dostoevskii connects with the bourgeois's sense of self-satisfaction. These 
images of outward orderliness and domesticity represent for the author a gloss 
concealing inner sterility. 
Aleksei himself at first does not gamble, unless it is to place a bet on 
Polina's behalf. But his behaviour is soon affected by the humiliation continually 
inflicted upon him by the General and his retinue, in whose household he is 
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engaged as tutor. He begins to gamble with the aim of winning a considerable 
sum, so as to appear a more impressive suitor in the eyes of Polina, already 
courted by the mercenary de Grieux and the sympathetic but still stolidly dull 
English businessman, Mr. Astley. In this respect Aleksei resembles Arkadii 
Dolgorukii, the hero of Podrostok. Arkadii's secret 'Idea', by which he plans to 
live his life, is to amass a fortune through a combination of miserly living, 
calculated buying and selling, and gambling. The possession of this fortune 
would, he believes, erase the insult of his illegitimacy and accord him a self-
image of which to be proud. He does not even plan to spend or flaunt his 
millions, but to go about in rags, enjoying the secret knowledge of his actual 
position. This intention demonstrates that the money itself is not the goal, but 
rather the power, status and pride he imagines it would bring. Both these 
characters, together with the pawnbroker protagonist of the short story 
'Krotkaia', and Gania Ivolgin of Idiot, in fact see the acquisition of money as a 
way of defining themselves and of avenging themselves on a society that has 
become too preoccupied with material and social status. Such characters have 
featured in Dostoevskii's fiction since his early creation Gospodin Prokharchin, 
published in 1846. Prokharchin is so crushed and downtrodden an individual that 
his only means of self-determination is a secret hoard of vast wealth, the 
awareness of which gives him a shred of strength to defend himself from the 
upbraiding of the clique of lodgers who exclude him.' In the post-Siberian 
fiction, however, the emphasis shifts to an overweening offended vanity as the 
basis for avarice. Cut off from the wellspring of Russian folk wisdom, the 
money-seeking characters have no innate faith in themselves as Russians and 
reinvent a persona founded on pride. When Aleksei finishes his attack on 
German materialism, he proclaims: 'MHe ,neHLrH HY)I(HLI ,llJUI MeH)) caMoro, a 
$I He c,{HTaIO Bcero ce6H '{eM-TO He06xo,llHMLIM H npH,llaTO'lHLIM K 
KanHTarry' (V, 226). It is indeed as an accessory to himself, for his identity, that 
he needs capital. He is the inverse of that which he has just denounced. Each of 
these men then devises a distorted morality based on his artificial self-image. For 
Alekse~ wealth is the entrance to an equal and therefore virtuous marriage; for 
Arkadii, virtue is to be found in the strength of character needed for the 
conscious concealment of wealth. Gania expects even more from money: the 
fortune he is to contract from a marriage of convenience to Nastas'ia Filippovna 
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is to stand in for the personality and strength of character he has always lacked. 
Vanity drives his lust for money, for he cannot bear to be thought of as 
insignificant. For the pawnbroker, money allows him the possibility of lofty 
magnanimity towards others. His daydream of the future sums up the attitude of 
all four: 
BhI OTBeprJIH MeHg, BhI, JIlO.ll.H TO eCTI., BhI npOrHaJIH MeHSI C 
npe3pHTeJIbHbIM MOJI1JaHHeM. Ha MOH CTpaCTHhlH nophlB K BaM BhI 
OTBeTHJIH MHe 06H.ll.oH Ha BCIO MOIO JKH3HI.. Tenepi. g, CTaJIO 6h1TI., 
BnpaBe 6I.m orpa.ll.HTI.CSl OT Bac cTeHOH, c06paTI. 3TH TpH.ll.uaTI. TI.ICg1J 
py6JIeH H OKOH1JHTI. JKH3HI. r.ll.e-HH6y.ll.I. B KphlMY, Ha IOJKHOM 6epery, B 
ropax H BHHorpa.ll.HHKaX, B CBoeM HMeHHH, KynnellHoM Ha 3TH 
TpH.ll.UaTI. ThlCSl1J, a rJIaBHOe, B.ll.aJIH OT Bcex Bac, HO 6e3 3JI06h1 Ha Bac, 
C H.ll.eaJIOM B .ll.YIlle, c mo6HMOH y cep.ll.ua JKeHmHIlOH, c CCMI.eH, eCJIH 
60r nOIllJIeT, H - nOMOrag OKpeCTHhlM nocenSiHaM. (XXIV, 16.) 
The acquisition of money, especially through gambling, allows Aleksei 
and Arkadii an additional way of determining themselves; it gives them the 
opportunity to challenge fate. One of the symptoms of the state of dissociation is 
the tendency to fatalism, and to believe both in fate, a blind, immutable force 
capable of crushing the weak, against which individuals are powerless, and in 
chance, a meaningless, arbitrary force whose vagaries control men's lives. Such a 
perception is typical of life by the Kushite principle, expressive of coercion and 
necessity. It stands in contrast to the attitude of those who live by the Iranian 
principle, such as Father Zosima and Makar Dolgorukii, who voluntarily and 
joyfully submit to the will of God and who are empowered by doing so. In 
gambling, Aleksei and Arkadii see the chance to challenge and perhaps cheat 
fate. Only by doing this do they believe they can assert their wounded 
personalities. Substantial wins do not satisfy them; indeed they are simply 
spurred on to take ever greater risks with their money, intoxicated with the thrill 
of the situation. Arkadii resolutely denies in his notes that this is the reason for 
his play (XIII, 229), but argues that cool reasoning and calculation will enable 
him to be the master of fate. His behaviour contradicts him, however, when a 
successful day at the tables awakens in him the desire to act outrageously in the 
face of the other players' disapproval and say, 'ua Bee nnJollY!' (XXIII, 229). 
Alekse~ too, is overcome by the excitement of the game and plays recklessly, 
suddenly fearless when luck goes his way and it appears to him that he has truly 
controlled chance. His attitude to the game is reminiscent of the Underground 
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Man's vain rebellion against the determinist principles of utilitarianism: 'BO MHe 
p0,lumOCh KaKoe-TO CTpaHHoe omymemle, KaKoH-TO BhI30B cY)lh6e, KaKoe-
TO JlCeJIamfe )laTh eH meJI1l0K, BhICTaBHTh eH jl3b1K' (Y, 224). His actions and 
those of Arkadii also find a parallel in the behaviour of the convicts described in 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, who suddenly go on a spree of drunkenness or 
violence, simply to assert their crushed personalities in the face of the 
meaningless, inexorable force of penal servitude. Naturally, Aleksei and 
Arkadii's bravado does not last, nor does it in the end bring them anything but 
more humiliation. Indeed the struggle against fate or chance only serves to 
reinforce the impression of their unconquerability, and they become the victims 
of their own misconceptions. 
Thus, the fruits of the sterile seed of material wealth are isolation, 
cynicism and despair. Arkadii shuns his family whilst in pursuit of his 'Idea', 
convinced that independence and a radical break with all society is necessary for 
its implementation. I lis gambling loses him friends as well as money as he 
quarrels with Prince Sergei. Aleksei is blind to the fact that Potina loves him 
regardless of his social status and that she is insulted that he should believe 
wealth would distinguish him in her eyes. Gripped by the lust for the power he 
feels at the roulette table, he becomes insensible of anyone else's needs but his 
own. After taking advantage of Polina, who is hysterical after an insult from de 
Grieux, he runs away to Paris with Mademoiselle Blanche for a life of 
debauchery. Frank's analysis is that this act is also motivated by the drive to take 
risks and dare to challenge fate.6 Aleksei ends up eventually alone, having to take 
jobs as a manservant, embittered, defensive, and dependent on the false sense of 
glory provided by a win to mitigate for a time his growing self-loathing: 
ECJUI 6 OHH 3HaJIH, .no KaKoA CTeneHH jI caM nOHHMalO BCJO 
OMep3HTeJIhHOCTh TenepeWHero Moero COCTOSlHHSI, TO, KOHellHO, yJIC He 
nOBepHYJICjI 6hl y HHX jl3b1K ylfHTh MeHSI. [ ... ] TYT )lCJIO B TOM, lfTO -
O)lHH 060POT KOJICCa H Bee H3MCHjlCTCSI. H 3TH JlCe caMhIe MOPaJIHCTbI 
nepBbIe (jI B 3TOM YBepeH) npHJJ.yT C )lPYJICecKHMH mYTKaMH 
n03JJ.paBJIjlTb MeHjI. H He 6Y)lYT OT MeHSI Bce TaK OTBOpa'lHBaTbCjI, KaK 
Tenepb. Jla HallJIeBaTb Ha HHX Ha BceX! (V, 311.) 
The pawnbroker, too, finds no consolation in his dream of a Crimean villa after 
his wife, the 'Krotkaia' of the title, commits suicide, driven away by his self-
centred calculations and his pride. He also is left alone with his despair, his futile 
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protests against fate that he arrived too late to stop her, and his inability to 
perceive any possibility of communion with other men: 'Jho.lul Ha 3eMJIe O~HH 
- BOT 6e~a! [ ... ] Bee MepTBO, H BCIO~y MepTBeUhI' (XXIV, 35). Gania 
Ivolgin's self-invented identity dissolves the minute it is put under strain. When 
Nastas'ia Filippovna throws a hundred thousand rubles into the fire for him to 
pluck out, he is riven by the struggle between his vanity and his avarice, and he 
collapses, thereafter left to playa much less significant role in the novel. which 
serves to emphasise the failure of his plan to stand out. In this way Dostoevskii 
demonstrates that the Kushite way results in obosoblenie, the dissociation of 
individuals from society and the fragmentation of personality. Only Arkadii 
Dolgorukii succeeds in seeing beyond the narrow confmes of his 'Idea', thanks 
to the love and support of his family. Although the novel concludes with his 
hesitation over whether to go to university or pursue a completely new but 
undescribed version of his 'Idea', the reader has every reason to hope that he will 
follow the sound advice of Tat'iana Pavlovna and Nikolai Semenovich and 
choose the broad path of education. 
Closely related to the notion of capitalism is the theory of self-interest. I 
do not call it enlightened self-interest, as its proponents referred to it, because 
Dostoevskii shows in his fiction that there is little of true enlightenment in it. The 
theory was given its Russian form by Nikolai Chemyshevski~ who advocated 
that although human beings primarily desire the satisfaction of their own 
interests, reason would enlighten mankind that it is more 'useful' to identify 
personal interests with those of the majority. This so-called 'enlightened' self-
interest formed part of Chemyshevskii's utilitarian ethic, which proposed that 
thought and will in man were subject to the laws of physical science. From this 
basis he argued that crime results from a poor environment, and that only that 
which is useful is good.7 It is well known that Dostoevskii strongly disagreed 
with Chemyshevskii's views, and engaged in a polemic with him that shaped 
both his fiction and non-fiction for many years. This polemic reached its height 
in the works Zapiski iz podpol'ia and Prestuplenie i nakazanie. The character 
Luzhin in the latter novel adheres to the theory of self-interest, and in the novel 
he functions as a mirror that reflects back to Raskol'nikov the ugly consequences 
of his beliefs. Seen from the perspective of Slavophile thought, Chemyshevskian 
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self-interest and utilitarianism deny the existence of a spiritual element in man's 
nature. Kireevskii roundly condemned the dominance of rationalism over other 
forms of cognition, which had given rise to rational egoism, in his 1839 article 
'V otvet A. S. KhomiakoVU,. 8 Limiting man to a product of physics, chemistry 
and biology has the effect of negating spontaneous emotional responses such as 
compassion, and of making man more in the image of the mute, fleshly Kushites, 
who concern themselves with the body and all that is external, as envisaged by 
Khomiakov. This is the approach taken by Dostoevskii in his portrayal of 
Luzhin, a man devoid offellow-feeling and entirely self-serving. 
Luzhin expresses his ideology as follows: 
Ecmf MHe, HanpHMep, AO CHX nop rOBOpHJIH: «B03J1106H», H $I 
B03JII06JISlJI, TO 'ITO H3 Toro BhIXOAHJIO? [ ... J BhIXO.ll.HJIO TO, 'ITO $I pBan 
ICaq>TaH nOnOJIaM, .ll.eJIHJICSI C 6JIHJKHHM, H 06a MhI OCTaOaJIHCh 
HanOJIOBHHY rOJIhI [ ... ]. HaYKa JKe rOBopHT: B03JIJ06H, npcJKAe Bcex, 
O,lJ,HOrO ce6S1, H60 BeC Ha CBeTe Ha JIH'IHOM HHTepece OCHODaHO. [ ... ] 
CTaJIO 6hITh, npH06peTaSi e,lJ,HHCTBCHHO H HCICJIIO'lHTeJIhHO ce6e. $I 
HMeHHO TeM caMhIM npH06peTalO ICaK 6hI H DceM H Be,lJ,y IC TOMY, 
lfT06hI 6JIHJKHHH nonylfHJI HeCICOJIhKO 60JIee poaHoro ICacl>TaHa H YJKe lie 
OT lfaCTHhIX, eAHHH'IHhIX me,lJ,pOT, a BCJIe,lJ,CTDHC Bcc06mcro 
npeycneSlHHSI. (VI, 116.) 
He indeed lives by the utilitarian maxim 'love thyself, for his motivcs are 
governed by a desire for self-aggrandisement, sought in the engagement to the 
noble-hearted Dunia and in his despicable scheme to discredit Sonia. His 
pompous, inflated manner and contemptuous treatmcnt of Raskol'nikov's mothcr 
and sister, as well as Sonia, instantly raise Raskol'nikov's hacklcs. But thc latter 
is unaware of the suppression of his own spontaneous compassionate instincts, 
resulting from his own adoption of the utilitarian ethic. Throughout the novel, 
whenever he finds himself responding with sympathy to the plight of another, he 
immediately checks himself or curses his action. For example. his instinctive 
response to the sight of a teenage girl, who has clearly been the victim of some 
kind of abuse and who is being pursued by an elderly lecher, is to call a 
policeman and offer money for her safe return home. But almost straight 
afterwards, he regrets his kindness and questions its 'usefulness', reasoning to 
himself: 
3TO, rOBopSlT, TalC H CJIeAyeT. TaICoH npoueHT, rOBopSiT AOJIJKell 
yXO,lJ,HTh ICa)l(,lJ,hIH ro.ll... ICY,lJ,a-TO... IC 'IepTY, .ll.OJIJKHO 6hITh, lfT06 
OCTaJIhHhIX OCBeJKaTh H HM He MellJaTb. npoueHT! CJIaBHhIe, npaBO, y 
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HHX 3TH CJlOOe'lKH: OHH TaKHe ycnoKOHTeJIbHble, HaY'lHble. CKa3aHo: 
npou;eHT, CTaJIO 6blTb, II TpeOOiICHTbCR He'lero. (VI, 43.) 
As he stifles his compassion, his perception of the girl as a human being changes 
to that of a number, an impersonal percentage. Stripping her of her humanity, he 
denies the image of God in her and damages it in himself as he excises his 
spontaneous love for his neighbour. The ultimate conclusion of his self-deception 
with utilitarianism is of course the double murder. He himself identifies murder, 
the literal destruction of humanity, as the direct consequence of the figurative 
destruction of humanity inherent in Luzhin's argument: 'A ,nooe,nHTe ,no 
nOCJle.nCTOHH, 'ITO Obi .naoe'la nponooe,noOaJIH, II OhlH,neT, 'ITO mo,neH 
MOJICHO pe3aTb' (VI, 118). However, he fails consciously to associate this 
conclusion with his own actions. 
Dostoevskii's rootless characters have no connection with their spiritual 
heritage, and thus are prone to disregard moral responses traditionally associated 
with the heart, such as compassion or Christian charity, which is motivated by 
respect for the image of God in the other. Instead they place their faith in the 
mind, in science and rationalism, and attempt to construct their own moral 
systems based on logical argument. But when rationalism supersedes or 
dominates the impulses of the heart, disorder and fragmentation result. The 
Ridiculous Man, the protagonist of the short story 'Son smeshnogo chcloveka', 
drives himself to the brink of suicide through his slavery to rationalism. He is a 
self-confessed 'coopeMeHHoMY PYCCICOMY nporpeccHcTy H mycHoMY 
neTep6ypJICu;y' (XXV, 113), in other words a man contaminated by Western 
principles. His life has been dominated by rational enquiry, which could not offer 
him more than a limited view of his existence as absurd, hence his conclusion 
that he is a ridiculous man: 'TalC 'ITO JtJHI MelUl BC~ MOR YHHBepcHTeTcICaSi 
HaYICa KaIC 6bl )lJl~ Toro TOJlbICO H cymecTBOBaJIa no,n ICoHel.\, 'IT06bl 
,nOKa3bloaTb II 06'b~CH~Tb MHe, [ ... ] 'ITO SI cMelllou' (XXV, 104). The 
awareness of his absurdity cuts him off from his fellow men and invites their 
ridicule. His pursuit of rationalism leads him to suicide. But the inclination to 
suicide is interrupted by a little girl, destitute and begging in terror for his help. 
Despite a moment of pity for her, he brushes her aside, and on his return home, 
surprised at the flicker of an emotion not dominated by rationalism, he puts off 
his suicide in order to analyse the reason for his suppression of compassion. His 
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logical mind causes him to argue to himself that in spite of his natural impulse to 
help the child, he deliberately refused to do so in order to be consistent; if life is 
so absurd that nothing matters to him and he is about to end his life, why should 
he be concerned with another? His subsequent dream, which begins with his 
shooting himself in the heart, rather than in the head as he had planned, indicates 
the beginning of an awareness that rationalism destroys the traditional centre of 
moral-spiritual values. 
Versilov is another character whose dependence on his own mind almost 
results in self-destruction. He has the same obsession with self-interest as 
Luzhin, although by far more subtly expressed: the sentiment of the bald 
statement of the notebooks, 'XOqy )KHTb B CBOIO 3aJ].HHUY' (XVI, 43), has been 
softened into an underlying attitude by the ftnal version. In the notebooks 
Dostoevskii takes him through many incarnations, envisioning him committing a 
variety of nefarious deeds, but the closer he comes to the fInal version of 
Versilov, the more the character is associated with ideas rather than actions. 
Edward Wasiolek asserts that Dostoevskii's intention is to show that Versilov 
may well adhere to some just ideas, but that in the fInal analysis, the worth of the 
idea itself is immaterial if the attraction to it stems from the mind and not the 
heart: 
It may seem strange for Dostoevsky to give Versilov some of his precious 
ideas, but here - at least in germ - and in the fInal version, Dostoevsky shows 
us how '"truths" can become "errors" in the words of Versilov. Versilov often 
has the right ideas, but always the wrong movement of his heart, or no 
movement at all (italics added).9 
As an educated man, Versilov's governing ideology is to look to his own mind 
and will for moral guidance, and so he follows the path already trodden by 
Western culture and society, as identified by Kireevskii and Kho miako v: he 
attempts to devise a faith based on reason. This is demonstrated by his dream of 
the Golden Age, in which he arrives at Christ from a starting point of a religion 
of humanity (XIII, 378-79), and by his insistence to Arkadii on the impossibility, 
and therefore the necessity, ofloving one's neighbour: 
)lpyr MOH, JIl06HTb JIloJ].eH TaK, KaK OHH CCTb, He003MO)KHO. H OJ].HaKO 
)Ke, J].OJDKHO. H nOToMY ,neJlait HM ,no6po, CKpenJl C60U IIY6cm6a, 
3a)KHMaH HOC H 3aKpblBaH rJla3a (nOCJleJ].Hee Heo6xo,nHMO). [ ... ] TYT 
KaKaH-TO omH6Ka B CJIOBaX c caMoro Haqa.na, H «J1I060Bb K 
qeJlOOeqeCTBY» Ha.n.o nOHHMaTb JlHmb K TOMY qeJIOBeqeCTBY, KOTopoe 
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ThI iKe caM Ii C03.llaJI B .llyrne cBoei{ (.llpynfMH CJIOBaMH, ce6Jl caMOC'O 
c030aA U K ce6e caMOAfY A10606b) [ ••• ]. (XIII, 174-75, italics added.) 
From these examples of his ideology, it can be seen that not only is it an abstract, 
theoretical ideology - for it is not based on an interaction with real people - but 
its rational foundation destroys the voluntary aspect of Christian love, suppresses 
the heart-centred emotional response, and returns the emphasis to the self. 
However, Versilov is tormented by his spontaneous and largely irrational 
love for Katerina Nikolaevna. He therefore becomes a man whose actions are 
diametrically opposed to his beliefs. Although his love is sexual, rather than 
charitable, he still struggles against it, tries to rationalise his own and Katerina's 
behaviour. As Wasiolek comments: 'One way or another she too must be brought 
under his command: either by loving him and acknowledging his perfections, or 
by being unworthy of his love. She must be the best of women - if she loves him 
- or the worst of women, if she does not.' 10 At the same time he mostly 
disregards the charitable love he feels towards Sonia and his family. 
Consequently his personality splinters and he becomes divided against himself, 
hence the appearance of the so-called 'double' Versilov, by which he and his 
family explain his turmoil. Mochulsky makes the interesting but surely 
misguided assertion that 'Versilov's personality [ ... ] is organically collective', 
explaining in a note that by this phrase he means sohornyi; II my arguments, 
however, demonstrate that there is no sohornost' or (sef'nosl' in Versilov. The 
only path for him out of such fragmentation is self-destruction. and so he tries to 
shoot himself. Once again, Dostoevskii depiets with eonvincing power the sterile 
flower of rationalism, self-interest and suppression of the heart. 
Those of Dostoevskii's characters who commit themselves to a life 
organised around rational or scientific principles frequently fmd themselves, 
sometimes much to their own surprise, as is the case with Shigalev, devising a 
system for the categorisation and control of mankind, in order to create the 
perfect society. Raskol'nikov has his Superman theory, Kirillov believes in the 
age of the man-god, Shigalev despairingly advocates unlimited despotism and 
Ivan Karamazov invents the world of the Grand Inquisitor. All of their systems 
have in common logical argument and rationalism as a basis for one's attitude 
towards one's fellow men. Since the individual features of these systems have 
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been thoroughly examined throughout the critical literature, I wish to focus on 
the fact that they are systems, to consider what constitutes a system and how the 
nature of system may affect the individual. 
In Dostoevskii's oeuvre, system has negative associations. It seeks to 
create order and to regulate life, ostensibly for man's benefit, according to the 
dictates of reason. It is formulaic and is designed so that all of mankind has a 
place in it, with no exceptions. It is man-made, and therefore artificial, and rather 
than having developed naturally and spontaneously, it needs to be imposed from 
without, usually by force. Thus it is a formal order, not an organic order. It is, in 
other words, Dostoevskii's own version of Kushitism. Under such a system, the 
individua~ whom it is intended to benefit, must be stripped of his essential 
humanity so as to be part of the order; this requires either the removal of his free 
wi14 or the denial of his compassion, or sometimes both. Needless to say, there is 
no room for Christian principles, for the image of God in man is not recognised. 
All of the aforementioned systems share these characteristics. In Dostoevskii's 
novels, the characters who dream up such systems may incur disaster as they try 
to implement them, or they may simply be driven to despair by their own beliefs, 
unable to break out of their circle of logic. However, there is one novella in 
which the author depicts with frightening veracity how the individual may be 
tortured and crippled by life under a man-made system. That is Zapiskl iz 
podpol'ia. Sometimes referred to as a prologue to Dostoevskii's mature fiction, I 
would argue that it is rather an exposition in concentrated form of the motif that 
is an essential part of the dynamic of later novels. Many comprehensive studies 
and interpretations of this work exist, including Frank's thorough analysis in the 
third volume of his Dostoevskii series, and so I do not consider it necessary to 
offer here a complete reading of this highly complex novella. Instead I shall 
attend only to those aspects of Zapiski iz podpol'ia that portray the Underground 
Man's struggle against the system depicted in the work, while wishing to 
emphasise that my examination leaves untouched many of its vital elements. 
The Underground Man is, like the Ridiculous Man, a lifelong inhabitant 
of 8t. Petersburg, which in Dostoevskii's language means that he is a follower of 
progressive ideas. To live in Petersburg is to live in 'caMoM OTBnelfeHHOM H 
YMbIwneHHoM ropo,ne Ha BeeM 3eMHOM wape' (V, 101); thus the city is 
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designated the ortgm of abstract ideologies and 'intentional' or artificially 
constructed systems. The system to which the Underground Man is subject is 
governed by the principles of scientific determinism and self-interest, as 
propagated by Chernyshevskii at that time. Although the system does not exist as 
a socio-political structure, it has arisen on the level of an ideology whose logic 
the Underground Man finds irrefutable. As an educated ~ brought up on 
European enlightenment principles, he is completely detached from his Russian 
heritage and has no defence against the influence of such ideas. His Petersburg 
mind tells him that it is true that all human actions can be categorised or codified 
by the laws of science, and that this will enable man to act only in his own best 
interest. However, although his human nature cannot accept such a 'truth', he is 
not equipped to fmd an adequate answer to it. 
The ideological system that traps the Underground Man renders his 
every action invalid. The determinist 'laws of nature,' which are supposedly the 
reason for everything he does, eliminate any need for compassion or altruism, for 
these are spontaneous, voluntary responses to another human being. Also denied 
are any grounds for taking offence, because the offender's actions too are 
governed by determinist laws. The Underground Man therefore consciously and 
deliberately suppresses any impulse that is not egoistic, despite a natural 
tendency to respond amiably to friendly gestures: 
[ ••• ] B cymHocTH HHKor,na He Mor c,nenaTbCSI 3nblM. R nOMHIlYTIIO 
C03HaBaJI B ce6e MHoro-npeMHoro caMhlX npOTHBonono)KHblX TOMY 
3neMeHTOB. jI lfYBCTBOBa.J1, lfTO OHH TaK H KHllIaT BO MHC, 3TH 
npOTHBonono)KHhle 3neMellThI. jI 3HaJI, lfTO OHH BCIO ~H3Hb BO MHe 
KHlllenH H H3 MellSi BOH HapyiKy npoCHnHCh, 110 SI HX IIC nYCKa.J1, HC 
nYCKaJI, HapOlfHO He nycKaJI HapyiKy. (V, 100.) 
His deliberate egoism is visible in his encounters - not quite interactions - with 
his colleagues and his old schoolmates. His egoism has from an early age been 
exacerbated by a consciousness of intellectual superiority and greater moral 
awareness, by which he can justifY his aloofness and dcspotism. In his dreams of 
glory, which strongly resemble those of Arkadii Dolgorukii and the pawnbroker 
in 'Krotkaia', he admits that love for another is unnecessary: 
Ho CKonbKO J1I06BH, rocno,nH, CKonbKO J1I06BH nepeiKHBaJI SI, 6blBano, B 
:)THX MelfTax MOHX, B 3THX «cnaceHMIX BO Bee npeKpaCHOC H BhlcOlCoe»: 
XOTh H li>aIlTaCTH'ICCKOH J1I06BH, XOTh H HHKor,na HH K lfeMY 
lfcnOBClfCCKOMY lIa ,nenc He npHJIaraBlllCHCSI, HO ,no Toro 6blJIO ee 
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MHoro, :nOR JIl06BH, 'ITO nOTOM, Ha ,D,eJIe, ylK H nOTpe6HOCTH ,D,aiKe He 
omyIIlaJIOCb ee npHJIaraTb: H3JIHllIHSUI 6 ylK no POCKOllib 6hIJIa. (V, 
133.) 
His attempts at relationships with other people do not allow for free two-way 
exchanges: all his actions, including the preposterous bumping duel with the 
officer in the street, are designed to make the other respond to him, whether by 
provoking the other with magnanimity or humiliation. Friendship for him is a 
question of tyranny; with his colleagues he engages in pointless disputes and 
with his old schoolmates he foists his obviously unwanted company on their 
festivities. Finally, his egoism culminates in his deliberate cruelty to Liza, the 
prostitute who offers him compassion. 
Human emotional responses are not the only casualty of the 
Chemyshevskian system: free will is also rationalised away by those pitiless 
scientific laws. Just as the Underground Man begins to protest that independent 
volition is dearer to man than his own best interests, he is brought up again.'it the 
stone wall of science: '51 TOJIbKO 'ITO XOTeJI 6blJIO npOKpH'IaTb, 'ITO XOTCUbC 
Be,D,b '1epT 3HaeT OT '1ero JaBHCHT H 'ITO 3TO, nOlKaJIyit, H CJIaBa 60ry, .lla 
BCnOMHHJI npo HaYKY-TO H ... ocencSI' (V, 114). He knows that the system is 
directing mankind towards the tabulation of wants and desircs so that they will 
coincide with man's best interests, and that this is ',D,CilCTBHTenbHo 
MaTeMaTHKa' (V, 115). All he can do is vainly bang his head against the stone 
wall and persist in what he knows is an irrational and degrading revolt: to act out 
of spite, or in other words, for no reason at all. A rebellion against a system of 
necessity, and thus born out of that system, will never transcend necessity. llis 
heightened awareness of the intricacies of the system paralyse him; it is because 
he understands the implications of its laws so well that he is imprisoned in the 
Underground: 
8e.llb npJlMoit, 3aKoHHbIH, nenOCpeJlCTBelUlblH nJlO.ll C03HaHHSI - 3TO 
HHCPUHSI, TO eeTb c03HaTeJlbHOe cnoiKa-PYKH-CH,D,eHbe. [ ... ] nOBTOpSlIO, 
YCHJIeHHO nOBTOpJlIO: ace Henocpe.llCTBeHHhIe JIlO.llH H .lleSlTeJlH nOTOMY 
H .lleJlTeJIbHhI, 'ITO OHH Tynhl H OrpaHH'IeHhI. (V, 108.) 
But even as he spitefully cries that two times two make five, he concedes that the 
inertia of the Underground, his only solution, is no solution (V, 121). As Robert 
Louis Jackson demonstrates in his comparison of the treatment of reason in 
Zapiski iz podpo!'ia and Zapiski iz merlvogo doma, 'Reason has become 
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irrational; it not only has ceased to serve the individual as a guide, but - as an 
incarnation of seemingly ineluctable order - threatens to annihilate the 
individual. To which the individual responds with ... convulsions.' 12 The nullity 
of free will and all emotional responses, whether love or hate, kindness or 
resentment, means that the Underground Man is not any kind of man: he longs to 
be able to say something about himself, even something negative, for example 
that he is lazy. But his despairing adherence to the system and denial of the 
validity of natural human responses has stripped him of his humanity. lie is not 
any kind of man, he is an organ stop, or a piano key, doomed to click in time to 
the workings of the system. The novella is Dostoevskii's grim testimony to the 
dehumanising effect of the system. 
At this point it is fitting to examine the short story 'Krotkaia' in more 
detail, as a contrast to Zapiski iz podpo/'ia. The pawnbroker protagonist shares 
many traits with the Underground Man, particularly his sense of indignant hurt 
pride and his egoistic approach to relationships. He also lives according to a 
systell\ but one of his own intentional creation. The story can be interpreted as a 
study of the consequences of Western principles governing the pawnbroker's 
life and his relationship with the meek girl. It is striking that the pawnbroker 
exhibits many of the characteristics mentioned by Kireevskii as pertaining to 
Western society, these characteristics being the weakness of family ties and an 
emphasis on materialism. \3 The pawnbroker's life is organised entirely according 
to self-interest and the acquisition of material wealth. He is a solitary character 
wholl\ he claims, nobody has ever liked. The reader learns almost nothing of his 
background; there is mention of a married sister and a godmother, but only in 
relation to how he acquired or lost money, so any family he might have had 
functions for him only as a means to a material end. Like many of Dostoevskii's 
dissociated, Westernised characters, such as Svidrigailov for instance, he 
imagines the final solution to his problems to lie outside of Russia, somewhere in 
the West - in his case in Boulogne. He is also given to the kind of smugness 
which Kireevskii states is a Western trait, in contrast to the Russian's natural 
humility. Kireevskii wrote: '3ana.nHLIH, rORopH Ro06111e. nOqnf Dcer.na 
.nO DOJIeH CROHM HpaBcTBeHHLIM COCTOHHHeM; nOlfTH lCa)l(.nLIH 83 
EDponCHUCD Dccr.na rOTOD, c rop.nocTblO y.napHSI cc6H no cep.nuy, 
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rOBopHTb ce6e H .llpyrHM, 'ITO COBeCTb ero BnOJIHe cnOKOHlla [ ... ].,14 The 
pawnbroker's frequent justifications for his behaviour, his efforts to command 
respect and awe from his wife, and his indignation that she might not love him, 
are evidence of this kind of self-satisfaction. 
The pawnbroker's Western traits make him a man living in dissociation, 
cut off from his fellow men and motivated by selfIsh drives. Therefore his 
relationship with the meek girl is also one of dissociation. He can only relate to 
her as something he can possess: he thinks of her as his own; he claims he needs 
a friend but only one whom he can fashion according to his own selfIsh design. 
Every one of his actions towards her is calculated to have a certain effect, to bend 
her to his will or to coerce her into loving him; should he fail, his next action is 
intended as revenge. This cycle of battle, victory and injury is like a due~ as both 
Jackson and R. N. Poddubnaia have noted,15 and he forces her to fIght with him 
by rebutting every attempt of hers to relate to him with love and selflessness. 
Their duel also is a reflection of Kireevskii's view of the development of 
European society as arising out of conflict, hatred and oppression. The 
pawnbroker is like the nobleman who, as Kireevskii wrote, 'cTpcMHJlaCb 
C.lleJlaTbCSI caMa BepXOBHbIM 3aKOHOM CBOHX OTHOlllCHHH K .npyrHM" whose 
heart was 'co BCex CTOPOH 3all(HllleHHOe :>KeJle30M H rOpJlOCTbIO' and who 
formulated rules to govern his external relations with other noblemen;16 he thinks 
up a system for dealing with his young wife and sticks to it. When his attempts to 
rei1)r her fail, he can only conceive of their relationship as continuing in the 
reverse of his system, with him as her object, her lapdog. When things go wrong 
for him, he demonstrates his dissociation by blaming blind chance, an immutable 
external force, rather than recognising his part in the mutuality of relationships, 
of which the moral universe is composed. Both the pawnbroker and his 
precursor, the Underground Man, base their personal interactions on the 
powerplay between tyranny and slavery. Such relationships depend on the 
domination of one individual will over another, and the antagonism of the duel is 
the process whereby the domination is decided, as with the Underground Man's 
bumping duel with the officer. The Underground Man's analysis of his own 
attitude to relationships aptly deseribes the pawnbroker'S marriage to the meek 
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gir~ and demonstrates the egoism that underlies the motivations of a Kushite and 
degrades the obraz of the other: 
libIJi Y MeHSI pa3 KaK-TO H .apyr. Ho SI YiKe 6LIJI .aecnOT B .ayrne; SI XOTeJl 
HeorpaHlflfeHHO BJlaCTBOBaTL Ha.a ero .ayrnoH; SI XOTeJl BCeJlHTL B Hero 
npe3peHHe K OKpYiKaBrneH ero cpe.ae; SI nOTpe60BaJI OT Hero 
BLICOKOMepHoro II OKOH'faTeJILHOrO pa3pLIBa C :noH cpe.aoH. j{ HcnyraJI 
ero MoeH CTpaCTHOH .apYiK60H; g ,nOBO.llllJI ero ,no ene3, ,no cy,nopor; OH 
6LIJI HaHBHaSl II OT.llalOmaSlcg ,nyma; HO Kor,na on OT,naJICSI Mile BecL, SI 
TOT'faC iKe B03HeHaBH,neJl ero II OTTOJIKHYJI OT ce6S1, - TOtIHO on II 
HYiKeH 6LIJI MHe TOJILKO .llJISI O.ll.epiKaHHSI Ha,n HHM n06e.ll.bI, .llJISI O.ll.HOro 
ero nO.ll.'fHHeHHSI. (V, 140.) 
However, the meek girl escapes the system into which the pawnbroker 
tries to force her. She is not of the Western kind; her life is not governed by 
materialism, as she needs money and work so that she may help to support her 
family. She does not create systems or justuy her actions with rational argument, 
and therefore her husband cannot make himself understood; he notes with 
contempt, 'TYT npSlMOJIHlle~hlocTL, He3HaHHe iKH3HH, 10Hble ,ncrneBble 
y6eiK,neHHSI, CJIenOTa KypHHaSl «npcKpacHbIx cep,ncu»' (XXIV, 16). In fact 
her simplicity, her convictions and her awareness of 'beautiful hcarts' are not 
immature, cheap or blind, but show her personal Isel'nosl'. She retains the 
wholeness of her image, in spite of the pawnbroker's attcmpts to possess it, and 
notwithstanding the desperate actions to which he drives her. lIer pawning of the 
icon to him symbolises her initial voluntary submission of herself, of her obraz, 
to him. But she does not find sobornosl', because the action is not reciprocated; 
the love and the voluntary renunciation of the self are not mutual. For a short 
period of time she manages to transcend his system, and expresses her freedom 
by forgetting his presence and singing. Her anguished cry, 'A JI 0YMaAa. limo 
6bl MeltJl ocmaoume maK' (XXIV, 28), is an expression of her pain of being 
forced into a new system, not a reproach for his neglect, as he interprets it. So 
when her husband insists that the roles of tyrant and victim be reversed. her only 
way out is to throw herself from the window, clutching the icon she pawned. thus 
symbolising the escape of her image from his objectification. 
The pawnbroker is left trying to comprehend what has happened. He 
cannot assimilate her death into his rational, self-centred interpretation of their 
relationship. He evades his responsibility for her suicide by blaming blind chance 
that he did not return home in time to stop her. The story is his attempt to make 
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sense of their marriage and her death, but his dissociatio~ his reliance on reason 
and analysis lead him to a distortion of the truth. Dostoevskii's preface to the 
story is intriguing, because the author suggests that the pawnbroker really does 
achieve an understanding of the events: 'Mano-noMany OH ,neHCTBHTeJIhHO 
YJlCHJlem ce6e ,neJIO H c06HpaeT «MhICJIH B TO'lKY». PHon BhI3BaHHhIX HM 
BocnoMHHaHHH HeOTpa3HMo npHBo,nHT ero HaKoHeu K npa60e [ ... ].I1CTHHa 
OTKpbIBaeTcH Hec'laCTHoMY .llOBOJIbHO SlCHO H onpe.lleJIHTeJIhIlO, no 
KpaHHeH Mepe ,ll.JUI Hero caMoro' (XXIV, 5). However, this is clearly ironic, 
because Dostoevskii's italics suggest a particular significance to the process of 
'making clear', and a deeper meaning of 'truth'. Also, the full force of the phrase 
'no KpaHHeH Mepe .llJlH Hero caMoro' is not apparent until the end of the story. 
The so-called truth to which the pawnbroker's Western mind leads him is not 
real truth; all he is able to discover is the lifeless despair of his dissociatio~ and a 
vague recollection of sobornost' means nothing to him: 'o'lUlH TOJIbKO JIlO.llH, a 
KpyroM Hnx MOJI'IaHne - BOT 3eMJIH! «JIJO.llH, JIl06HTe .llpyr .llpyra» - KTO 
:no CKa3aJI? '1eH 3TO 3aBeT?' (XXIV, 35). 
In other later creations, Dostoevskii explored in greater depth many 0 f the 
characteristics that he had studied closely for the first time in the Underground 
Man. This character's protest on behalf of his individual will, and his pride, are 
found particularly in Raskol'nikov, Kirillov and Stavrogin. These three characters 
have in common the fact that they all try to direct their lives according to the 
assertion of their will. This desire is based on pride, as Wasiolek writes with 
regard to Versilov: 'But for Dostoevskii the effort of will is the work of pride. 
What looks like self-sacrifice and self-command are really self-indulgence and 
self-satisfaction.,17 . The self-will and pride of Versilov is much more subtly 
expressed than in Raskol'nikov, Kirillov and Stavrogin; however, all these 
characters arrive at their ideology of self-will because, as educated nobleme~ 
they do not have the support of traditional Russian values. Without the heritage 
of instinctive sobornost', which has instead been replaced by European principles 
based on egoism, they look to the self as a starting point for a code of morality, 
and this practice leads to pride. Pride then gives rise to a breakdown in normal 
relations with other people, and the characters become isolated fragments who 
cannot interact on a socia~ moral or spiritual level. The Western cult of 
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rationalism encourages the perception of others as objects or numbers, and pride 
demands that these objects be controlled or possessed. Hence Versilov must 
shape Katerina Nikolaevna according to his own design, just as the Underground 
Man tries to do in his attempts at friendship and as the pawnbroker does in his 
marriage to the meek girl As I mentioned in my previous chapter, Viacheslav 
Ivanov noted that in Dostoevskii's opinion, to objectify the Other is to violate a 
moral and religious principle: 18 I have shown that this principle is sobornost', or 
mutual love and voluntary self-abnegation. 
Raskol'nikov is afflicted with the same consciousness of his own superior 
intelligence and perception as the Underground Man. Like his fictional 
predecessor, he remains aloof from his fellow students and does not make friends 
easily. He sees the moral disorder around him and his sensitive disposition is 
outraged and offended. As he shies away from the chaos of Petersburg's poorer 
quarters and shuts himself up in his coffm-like room, the new, 'strange, 
unfinished ideas' of Western origin take a hold in his mind. In this stifling, 
irritable and isolated atmosphere, he draws up his theory of the Napoleonic 
superman, permitted to step across conventional moral boundaries in pursuit of 
glory, whilst the ordinary masses are compelled to live within the restrictions of 
these boundaries. His theoretical view of society smacks of Kushitism: it is based 
on a distinct hierarchy where the masses are obliged to follow external laws, 
rather than voluntarily regulate their behaviour for the sake of others. Ilis thcory 
is contaminated by Chernyshevskian utilitarianism, which encourages him to 
view acts, and then people, in terms of their usefulness to society. Raskol'nikov's 
theory and his resulting double murder stem from and exacerbate his 
overweening pride. This pride is expressed in a contempt for all who surround 
him, whic~ together with his acceptance of rationalism, frustrates his 
spontaneous compassionate impulses. He despises Alcna for her dishonourable 
profession, her miserly behaviour and her cruel treatment of Lizaveta; he is ready 
to despise his sister if she marries Luzhin; he sneers at the efforts of the police to 
trap him into confessing. He wants to help the girl who has been seduced, but 
then pours scorn on the feebleness of the necessary 'percentage' that must go to 
rack and ruin; he leaves some money at the Marmeladovs'. but scolds himself for 
a gesture that in economic terms is a useless drop in the ocean. When everything 
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around him in the stinking heat of the Petersburg summer appears degraded and 
defonned, his arrogant desperation not to be part of the masses combines with his 
outrage at their existence. 
Thus Raskol'nikov's supennan theory combines with utilitarianism and 
he conceives of a crime that will not only prove him to be above the conventions 
that regulate the masses, but by ridding the world of a 'useless' individual and 
providing him with wealth (a means of doing good deeds), it will also give him 
the resources to 'correct' the dysfunctional society he despises so much. There 
are grounds for believing that Raskol'nikov's moments of compassion are 
connected to his pride and his contempt for people around him; the notebooks to 
Prestuplenie ; nakazanie frequently repeat the exclamation: 'KaK ra.llKH mO.llH!' 
(VII, 82). This is followed on one occasion by the phrase: 'HeT! CrpecTH HX B 
pyKH H nOTOM ,lleJIaTb HM .ll06po. A TyT: rHHyTb KaK rHH,llbl B HX rJIa'lax H 
B036Y)IC.llaTb TOJIbKO HaCMeWKH' (VII, 83). Wasiolek comments that 
Raskol'nikov feels compassion when people are groaning in their weakness 
before him and that he committed his crime not to help them, but to 'tower above 
them.,19 The notebooks also make much of his 'satanic' or 'diabolical' pride. 
Thus he murders, as a test of his wil~ to prove to himself that, like God, he can 
grant or dispose of life at will, whether or not he then choose to use his power to 
help or damn society, as he eventually confesses to Sonia (VI, 322). His pride 
stays with him to the very last, and even his horror at his crime stems at least in 
part from the conceit that to kill a wretched money lender is not a grandiose 
enough test of his will (VI, 319). 
However, Raskol'nikov's pride, his Kushite conception of society and the 
suppression of his compassion - in other words, the very principles that motivate 
his actions - work directly against him. As is the case with all of Dostoevskii's 
self-willed heroes, his theory contains the seeds of its own disproof and of his 
downfall. Instead of opening up to him the possibility of participation in modem 
society, whether as an intellectual embracing scientific rationalism, or as a 
Napoleon, or even as one of the louse-like masses, Raskol'nikov's ideas cut him 
off from all of humanity. He cannot bear the company of his friends and family, 
he wanders, wraith-like, through the streets of St. Petersburg contemplating 
suicide (the ultimate act of self-isolation) and even his fellow criminals in Siberia 
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shun him. Society does not function in the way that European enlightenment has 
led him to believe, and until he accepts this fact and learns the precious Russian 
way, he cannot be a member of the human brotherhood. Pride and rationalism 
objectify the Other, thus denying the image of God in him and removing the 
principle of equality. But the process is reciprocal: if all men are not brothers in 
Christ, then they are meaningless, disconnected atoms, fated to destroy each 
other and themselves, as Raskol'nikov's dream of the microbes demonstrates. 
Zosima in Brat'ia Karamazovy teaches that each is responsible for all and that all 
life is interconnected; pride and the assertion of self-will disrupt the mutuality of 
relationships and break the link of sobornost'. If he cannot learn to renounce the 
seJ4 Raskol'nikov must follow the path of Svidrigailov, that is to test the will 
with ever more base actions, until only the final test of suicide remains. 
In Besy, the characters of Stavrogin and Kirillov display the qualities of 
pride and self-will extrapolated to a more intense degree than in Raskol'nikov. 
Nancy Anderson identifIes the difference between Stavrogin and Raskol'nikov as 
follows: 
In his turn to crime as a means of demonstrating his superiority to anything 
which might constrain his will, Stavrogin is reminiscent of Raskolnikov in 
Crime and Punishment; but there is a crucial difference. RaskoInikov's crime 
reflects a distorted morality: he repeatedly describes the predatory old 
pawnbroker who was his victim as unworthy of pity, and argues that his 
action not only caused no harm to humanity, but was perhaps even a benefit. 
Stavrogin's crime reflects a tota~ conscious rejection of morality: he has 
chosen the victim who most deserves pity [Matresha], and chosen her for that 
reason; he is trying to kill the very sentiment of pity within himself.2o 
Stavrogin's deliberate rejection of morality is evidence of the total rootlessness 
of the Russian educated classes that Dostoevskii depicts so strikingly in this 
novel. Here the reader finds a whole menagerie of dissociated characters, whose 
life-long experience of obosoblenie leaves them groping in all directions for a 
point of anchorage. Besy is Dostoevskii's portrait of nihilism: not simply of the 
political movement, but of nihilism as he understood it, in moral and spiritual 
terms.21 He saw nihilism as the convulsions of the gentry whose lack of roots in 
the Russian soil was producing only sterility and eventual death. This went 
beyond the advocacy of radical, destructive revolution as proposed by Nechaev 
arid Dostoevskii's own Petr Verkhovenskii; nihilism as an 'idea-feeling' was 
present in the self-willed rejection of morality of the Stavrogins, in the logical 
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atheism of the Kirillovs and in the hapless nationalism of the Shatovs. He wrote 
to Maikov in March 1870: 'TIpo HHrHJUl3M rOBopHTb lIellero. TIO,llOJIC,llHTe, 
nOKa COBceM neperHHeT :nOT BepxHHii CJIoii, oTopBaBwHiicSi OT nOllBbI 
POCCHH' (XXIXI~ 119). This remark clearly contains the essence of 
Dostoevskii's thinking behind the inspired choice of the miracle of the Gadarene 
swine as the novel's epigraph and Stepan Trofimovich's commentary on it (he 
made plain the connection in another letter to Maikov later that year (XXIXI~ 
145). The total immersion of the youth of the educated classes in principles 
derived from obosoblenie can only result in self-destruction. 
Besy is the novel where the characters are furthest from the saving powers 
of the Russian heritage, and the vast distance is illustrated in the starkest 
expressions of pride, self-will, unbelief and despair. Stavrogin is a character 
whose detachment from the spiritual current of human existence is so complete 
that Dostoevskii depicts him as having barely any life at all: thus his mother 
catches a glimpse of an apparent corpse in place of her sleeping son. llis pride 
lies in his certainty of the mastery of his will; he believes he can tum it to any 
purpose, or choose not to employ it at all. This attribute, one might think, should 
furnish him with unlimited strength; instead, Stavrogin is utterly impotent, 
paying the price of complete indifference for unchecked freedom. His self-
constructed persona is hollow, for it lacks the moral centre of a spiritual heritage, 
and in the end it can only collapse in on itself. His suicide note to Dasha attests to 
this vacuum: '060 BCCM MOJICHO cnopHTb 6ccKonellHo, HO Hl MeHSI 
BbIJIHJIOCb O.llHO oTpHuaHHe, 6e3 BCSlKoro BCJIHKOJlYWHSI H 6e30 BCSlICOii 
CHJIbI. Aa)((e OTpHuaHHSI He BbIJIHJIOCb' (X, 514). The notebooks for the novel 
reinforce Dostoevskii's emphasis on Stavrogin's total indulgence of the self, and 
show how he links it to the state of being uprooted from the Russian soil. The 
following passage at the same time stresses Stavrogin's persistent refusal to 
adhere to any set of beliefs or standards at all, and so presents the reader with an 
encapsulation of his negation of negation, bankruptcy and rootlessness: 
OH CBbICOKa H YMeCT 6bITb caM no ce6e, T. C. YKJIOHHThCSI H OT 6ap, H 
OT 3ana,llHHKOB, H OT HHrHJIHCTOO [ ... ] Of{ OT,lleJIbIOaeTCSI MbICJIbIO, liTO 
lie IIQxo{)um ua{)ofillocmu fiblmb PYCCKUM, 110 Kor,lla eMY JlOKa3blBalOT 
HeJIenOCTb Toro, liTO Of{ CKa3aJI, 011 YICJIOHJleTCSI B (~pa3y - liTO on caM 
no ce6e. [ ... ] MbICJIb )((e aOTopa: BbICTaBHTb lIeJIOBeKa, KOTOPbIii 
C03HaJI, liTO eMY He,lJ.OCTaeT nOllBbI. (XI, 134-35.) 
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Pride and self-will therefore become in Stavrogin more than the unwitting 
disruption of sobornost' as they are in Raskol'nikov: they represent a deliberate 
rejection both of morality and of nationality. For Dostoevski4 the two concepts 
are inextricably linked. This notion will be explored in due course; but fIrst, let 
us turn to the other character who embodies pride and self-will in Besy: Kirillov. 
Kirillov's conceit is to save all mankind through the exertion of his will. 
In this he is more akin to Raskol'nikov: he has conceived a distorted morality, 
whilst living in solitary conditions, signillcantly, in America. Dostoevskii has 
boldly endowed him with many ideas similar to those preached by Zosima, in 
particular that mankind could ftnd happiness through the understanding that life 
could be paradise, if only one were to want it. Shatov's comment on Kirillov is in 
this respect remarkably accurate: 'EcJlll 6 Bld Morml OTlCa3aTbCSI OT BaW"" 
YIKaCHbIX <l>aHTa3Jdi U 6pOCUTb Baw aTeHCTWfeCICHH 6pe.l1. ... 0, KaKOH 61.1 
Bbl 6bIJUI qeJlOBeK, KUPUJlJIOB!' (X, 436). For, as with Versilov, although 
several of Kirillov's ideas may in themselves be worthy, his approach to them 
from the starting point of the self and his denial of God corrupt and invalidate the 
ideas. Kirillov's main belief is that the concept of God has arisen purely as a 
result of man's fear of death; but man should be master of his own fate, and thus, 
god-like. Kirillov intends to perform the ultimate self-willed act, suicide, and 
thereby destroy the fear of death and usher in the age of the man-god for the rest 
of humanity. His plan is ostensibly altruistic; however, it is subverted into a 
satanie pride by his desire to control his own existence and prove himself a god. 
Timothy Ware notes that in Orthodox theology, salvation is spoken of as 
deification: 'God became man that man might become god. ,22 Kirillov denies the 
first part of this equation and tries to become divine of his own will. It is possible 
to read between the lines of his argument and see the rampant egoism behind the 
alleged self-sacrifice; when Petr suggests to him that he kill someone else as a 
demonstration of his will, he declines, not out of love for others, but because it 
requires a greater effort of will to kill oneself. Therefore we may not call him 
'truly good', as does Frank,23 because so many of Dostoevskii's characters amply 
demonstrate that any morality based on the self is always fatally flawed. 
Kirillov is a true child of Kushitism, a man in whom most traces of 
spirituality, apart from a love for children and sticky green leaves. has died out. 
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For good reason does the narrato~ of Besy remark on his black eyes '6e3 6JIecKY' 
(X, 75), dark windows on a soul that is barely there. Kirillov's insistence on the 
self logically derives from a determinist outlook on life that conceives of death as 
an inunutable, coercive force, and of life according to God's will as a state of 
slavery. He can only consider absolute tyranny - if God exists - or boundless 
freedom - if He does not. The concepts of sobornosl', of freedom found in the 
joyful submission to Christ's laws, and of the mutuality and interconnectedness 
of relationships thanks to the image of God in every man, are alien to him: 
- EcJIH 60r eeTb, TO BCjI BOJIjI ero, H H3 BOJIH ero H He MOry. ECJIH HeT, 
TO BCH BOJIH MOH, H jI 06j13aH 3aHBHTb CBOeBOJIHe. 
- CBOeBOJIHe? A nO'ieMY 06j13aHbl? 
- nOTOMY 'ITO BCjI BOJIjI CTaJIa MOH. (X, 470.) 
As if he had seen that fateful Holbein painting that so disturbs Ippolit in Idiot, he 
refutes Christ's triumph over death and thereby His transcendent nature, all the 
while lamenting the loss of the greatest man ever to have existed, for he does not 
believe that the necessity of death can be spiritually overcome. Instead, his 
advocacy of suicide as an act of self-will intends the physical, rather than 
spiritua~ transformation of man. His feverish tirade to Petr is worth quoting at 
length: 
CJlyrnaH 60JIbrnYlo H.D.eIO: 6b1JI Ha 3eMJIe OJlHH Jlellb, H B CpeJlHHe 
3eMJIH CTOjlJIH TpH KpeCTa. OJlHH Ha KpecTe .D.O Toro BepOBaJI, 'ITO 
CKa3aJI .llpyrOMY: «DY.D.ernb cerOJlHH co MHOIO B palO». KOIllJHJICSI .nellb, 
06a nOMepJIH, nownH H He HawnH IfH paH, IIH BocKpeceHHH. He 
OnpaB.D.blBaJIOCb CKa3aHHoe. CJlYllIan: nOT '1eJlOBeK 6b1Jl BWCUmn Ha 
Been 3eMJle, COCTaBJIHJI TO, .D.JIjI '1ero en lKHTb. [ ... ] A eCJlH TaK, ceJlH 
3aKOHbl npHpo.nw He nOlKaJIeJlH H 3moi'o, .D.alKC 'fy JlO CBoe lKC He 
nOlKaJIeJIH, a 3aCTaBHJIH H E20 lKHTb CpeJlH Jl)KH H YMepeTb 3a JIO)Kb, 
TO, CTaJIO 6WTb, BCH nJIalfeTa ecTb JIOlKb H CTOHT lIa Jl)KH " rnynon 
HaCMelliKe. (X, 471 .) 
What Kirillov has not spotted, however, is the ironic veracity of his 
denunciation. The adoption of a Kushite attitude to existence, that is, a belief in 
necessity, coercion, determinism, does indeed turn life into a meaningless lie, 
and a lie cannot beget truth. Kirillov will never extract a rational solution to his 
despair from such a stance. A deliberately willed suicide will not conquer the 
fear of physical death, as his own increasing anguish before the act proves, nor 
will it elevate man to god-like status. Rather, Kirillov descends into a bestial 
state in a grim fulfilment of the narrator's quip about the progression of humanity 
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from the annihilation of God to the gorilla. What is more, he is blind to the 
senselessness of the existence his ideology of self-will proposes. He argues that 
if death holds no fear and man is in control of his own fate, then it makes no 
difference whether to live or not to live and all is good, from the spider crawling 
on the wall to the man who rapes the child (X, 93, 189). But he cannot see that 
there is no meaning in his endlessly parroted 'BCe paBHO, Bee XOPOIllO': if 'it is 
all the same', then good has no meaning, and if it is all the same to live or to die, 
then there is no true freedom. For Stavrogin's dark destiny proves that unchecked 
freedom will eventually self-destruct, and Kirillov, Stavrogin's ideological 
offspring, is, in his own words, obliged to kill himself. 
Shatov is another of Stavrogin's ideological offspring, and through his 
desperate proclamations Dostoevskii raises the issue of the relationship between 
morality and nationality. In the finished novel, Shatov tells Stavrogin about the 
ideas that have grown in him since a conversation they had two years previously; 
these ideas centre round the importance of religion in detennining nationality, 
and of the God-bearing nature of the Russian people. In the notebooks for the 
nove~ in contrast, we fInd longer, more comprehensive discussions between the 
Stavrogin prototype, the Prince, and Shatov. When Stavrogin's meeting with 
Shatov in the chapter 'Night' is read in conjunction with these passages in the 
notebooks, it becomes possible to consider the draft material as the conversation 
that in the finished version is relegated to two years before the time of the 
narrative. The notes present the Prince uttering statements about the importance 
of Orthodoxy and the damage to standards of morality in the absence of faith. 
His pronouncements closely parallel ideas expressed in Dostoevskii's journal 
articles, both earlier and later, as well as in earlier notebooks, and arc likely to 
have close similarities with the author's own views. However, they arc couched 
in such tenns as to expose the seed of doubt upon which Shatov's fmal views 
founder. 
The passages in the notebooks that devote most space to the 
conversations between the Prince and Shatov arc preceded by the heading 
'06lUHH fJIaBHbIH WIaH pOMaHa (okOH'IaTeJIbHo), (XI, 144). Thereafter the 
issues of Christ, Orthodoxy and Russia are rehearsed at length, so it is clear that 
Dostoevskii attached great importance to the dramatisation of this theme in Besy. 
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The Prince raises the question of how a nation may attain a firm self-assurance, 
as possessed by Germany. He compares Germany, whose guiding idea, he says, 
is the accumulation of capita~ with Russia, which appears to have no certainty of 
foundation. His words show the significance Dostoevskii attributes to an 
unbroken heritage: 
A :na caMoYBepeHHoCTb MOfJIa JIHWb 06pa30BaTbcSl B HapO.lle BeKaMH, 
H He HHatIe KaK C TBep.llbIM YCToeM H C TBep.llOH HeYKJIOHHOIO BCPOIO B 
CHJIY CBOIO - tITO H eCTb caMaSl CYlll.HOCTb naUHOHaJIbHOCTH. Y Hac 
:nOfO HH'JefO HeT. [ ... J BeR pe<ilopMa Hawa, C neTpa lIatfHHaSl, 
COCTOSlJIa JIHWb B TOM, tITO 011 B3RJI KaMeHb, nJIOTHO JIC)KaOlIJHH, H 
YXHTPHJICR ero nOCTaBHTb lIa KOHtIHK YfJIa. (XI, 156.) 
However, a little later, the Prince then demonstrates that Russia does have her 
own guiding idea, and in a passage that anticipates Dnevnik pisatelia, he 
prophesies the triumph of this idea and its messianic role in Europe. Thc idea is 
of course Orthodoxy; in a series of slightly disjointed statements, he links 
Orthodoxy and the peasantry, and indicates that the dissociated gentry have 
betrayed Russia's idea. The tone of this passage has clear parallels with 
Slavophile thought, focussing on the natural brotherhood of traditional peasant 
life: 
3TO lie npaBO aHfJIOCaKCOHua, He .neMOKpaTHSI H ~OpMaJIbllOe 
paBeHCTBo $paIlUY30B (pOMaHcKoro MHpa). 3TO eCTCCTBeHHoe 
6paTCTBO. l..{apb BO fJIaBe [ ... J. l..{apb .nnR lIapO.lla eCTb BOnJIOlUellHC 
oywu ero, .nyxa. [ •.. J POCCHSI eCTb JIHlllb OJIHUCTBOpellHC .nYlllH 
npaBOCJIaBHSI (pa6 H CBo60.llb24). XpHcTHaHCTBO. B lie it )KHByT 
KpeCTbRlle. [ ... J O.nHa JIHWb nOCJ1e.llIUIR nO.lltIHlICHHOCTL Enpone, 
llHBHJIH3allHH, nOCJIe,llHee npoKJIRTHe pe4>OPMbI neTponoit [ .•. J Eopona 
H BOH,IleT CBOHM JKHBbIM pytIbeM B lIalllY CTPYIO, a MCPTBOIO \faCTHIO 
CBoelO, 06petIeHIIOlO lIa CMepTb, nocny)KHT HalllHM JTHorpa<i>HtICCKHM 
MaTepHaJIOM. MbI HcceM MHpy e,llHHCTBeHHO, \fTO MbI MO)KeM ,IlaTb, a 
BMecTe C TeM e.nHHCTBeHHO IIY)KHoe: npaBOCJIaBHC, npaBoe H CJIaBlIOe 
Be'lHOe HcnoBe,llaHHe XpHcTa H nOJIHOe 06HOBJICHHe HpaBCTBeHHoe ero 
HMelleM. (XI, 167-68.) 
This passage also brings out the notion that Orthodoxy is the force that 
determines the national character of Russia. 
The Prince then considers the consequences of unbelief and asks whether 
it is possible to have morality without faith in Christ. Here we fmd him bringing 
to life what must surely be questions that plagued Dostoevskii himself, as he 
hinted in his famous letter to Mme. Fonvizina (XXVIII/~ 176). The author has 
styled the Prince as a child of his century, and the role of science as a counter 
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force to Christianity comes to the fore in his discourse. lIe explores the 
possibility that rational enlightenment may conflict with faith, offering 'opposite 
proofs', and whether Christianity can sustain its function as a source of morality 
when approached from an 'enlightened' point of view: 
MOJKHO JIIf BepOBaTb, 6MB UIfBIfJIIf30BaHHbIM, T. e. eBponcHucM? - T. e. 
BepOBaTb 6e3YCJIOBHO B 60JKCCTBCHHOCTb CLIHa 60JKHSI MHcyca XpHCTa? 
(H60 BCSI Bepa TOJIbKO B 3TOM H COCTOHT). NB lIa :lTOT Bonpoc 
UHBHJIlf3aUHSI OTBeqaCT <l>aKTaMH, 'ITO neT, HeJIb3S1 (PeHaH), H TeM, 'ITO 
06mCCTBO He y,nepJKaJIO lfHCToro nOHHMaHHSI XpHCTa (KaTOJIHqeCTBO -
aHTHxpHCT, 6ny,nHHua, a JII0TepaHcTBO - MOJIOKaHCTBO). Ec.nH TaK, TO 
MOJKHO JIH cymecTBoBaTb 06mCCTBY 6e3 BepM (HaYKoH, HanpHMep, -
repueH). lIpaBcTBeHHbIe OCHOBaHHSI ,naIOTcSl OTKpOBeHHeM. 
YHHqTOJKbTe B Bepc O,nHO lfTO-HH6y,nb - If npaBCTBeUHoe OCHOBaHHe 
xpHCTHaHCTBa pYXHeT BCe, H60 BCe CBSl3aHO. MTaK, B03MOJKHa JIH 
,npyraSi HaYlfHaSi HpaBcTBeHHoCTb? (XI, 178.) 
This passage is striking in its emphasis on issues that were of prime concern to 
Khomiakov and Kireevskii. It refers to the clash of cultures between secular, 
enlightened European life and the age-old tradition of Orthodoxy in Russia; it 
condemns Western interpretations of Christianity; it indicates the limitations of a 
rational approach to Christianity by using the word 'facts' and mentioning 
Renan, who hailed Christ as an exemplary human being but not as God incarnate. 
Particularly interesting is the stress on the organic nature of faith, that it cannot 
be broken down into constituent parts without destroying it completely. 
It is fruitful to pause here and consider in greater detail the Prince's 
concern for the ability of the enlightened to have faith, in conjunction with 
Dostoevskii's letter to Fonvizina. A. Boyce Gibson makes the perceptive 
observation that in the aforementioned letter, with regard to the choice between 
Christ and the truth, Dostoevskii uses the term 'istina' throughout, 'a word 
technically specified to denote theoretical truth'. In contrast with 'isrina' Gibson 
places 'pravda', whose meaning includes the concept of righteousness, and he 
points to Khomiakov, significantly, as well as N. K. Mikhailovskii, as having 
written on this interpretation of the term 'pravda'. 25 Whether Dostoevskii 
consciously selected the term 'istina' over 'pravda' or not cannot be defmitively 
established, but it is clear that 'istina', being to do with rationalism, may exclude 
the idea of Christ. On the other hand, truth as righteousness encompasses and 
even transcends merely theoretical truth, and this is surely consonant with the 
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idea of Christ. Similarly, the Prince has the mind of a Westernised intellectual, 
and appears to be making the same distinction between the truth furnished by 
rational enlightenment and faith in God. But when truth is righteousness, or, to 
use the term with which I began this discussion, when truth is morality, the 
dilemma between faith and enlightenment melts away. By dramatising this 
dilemma through the character of the Prince, Dostoevskii is in my opinion doing 
two things. Firstly, he is demonstrating how an attitude in which faith and reason 
are diametrically opposed makes it possible to exclude faith. Secondly, it is 
reasonable to suppose that in these rough notes he revisited his own past state of 
mind in an attempt to exercise a more recently developed ability to reconcile 
faith and reason.26 From this supposition, it is to be inferred that the letter to 
Fonvizina represents a stage in a journey of spiritual development. For these 
notebooks shed as much light on the letter as vice versa: what, therefore, must we 
make of this famous statement of faith, if that indeed is what it is? To begin with, 
we must emphasise the validity of the first part of his profession, that his faith in 
Christ is borne out of a God-given sense of mutual love: '11 o,nHaKO JKe, 60r 
nOChIJIaeT MHe HHor,na MHHYThI, B KOTophle S cOBeprneHHo cnOKoeH; B 3TH 
MHHYThI S mo6mo H HaXOJKY, 'ITO ,npyrHMH mo6HM, H B TaKHe-TO MHHYThI 
S CJIOJKHJI B ce6e CHMBOJI BephI, B KOTOPOM BCe AIlS MeHS SCHO H CBSTO' 
(XXVIII/i, 176). This criterion alone, if viewed from the perspective outlined by 
Zosima in Brat'ia Karamazovy, is enough to confirm the truth of Dostoevskii's 
faith. Next, we must remember, as Gibson rightly does, that the problem of 
Christ and the truth is put hypothetically;27 Dostoevskii is flagging his awareness 
of the opposition between faith and reason, and indicating that should he be 
called upon to choose between them, he would rather choose faith. Whereas in 
the notebooks for Besy, the Prince's discourse is an exposition of the process of 
that choice, a choice that in my opinion Dostoevskii himself refrained from 
decisively making. By making the Prince consider the two alleged options and 
choose one of them, Dostoevskii is indicating that the apparent necessity of such 
a choice is problematic. The way in which it is problematic will be discussed 
below. 
Having raised the question of the possibility of a secular code of morality, 
the Prince explores the hypothetical consequences of such a code in practice. His 
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argument is that if science (by which the reader must understand: dependence 
solely on reason) falls short of expectations and does not organise society to have 
sufficient food and living space, then science will also condone the culling of 
humans. Thus he concludes that Christianity is the only acceptable source of 
morality: 
TIo-MoeMY, o,n;Ha HayKa, ,noxo,n;jf ,no paBHo,nyUIHjf K MJIa,n;eHI.~aM, 
OMepTBIiT II O,n;IflIHT lJ:eJIOBelJ:eCTBO, a nOTOMY JIYlJ:lIle JKelJ:b, lJ:eM 
YMllpaTb. C ,n;pyroH CTOPOHbI, jf TBep,n;o BepylO, lJ:TO xpHCTllaHCTBO 
cnaCJIO 6b1 lJ:eJIOBelJ:eCTBO. [ ... ] B xpllcTllaHcTBe ,n;a)J{e II He.n;ocTaTOK 
nllIIUI II TOllJIliBa 6bIJI 6bI cnaceH (MOJKHO He YMepmBJUlTb MJIa.n;eHI~eB, 
HO caMOMY BblMlipaTb .n;ml 6paTa Moero). (XI, 182.) 
Here the Prince points to the fundamental selflessness of Christianity, of the 
importance of voluntary self-sacrifice for the good of others. This attribute is 
contrasted with the egoism and scope for tyranny of any system of ethics based 
on reason alone. In this extract, as well as in the notebook pages surrounding it, 
the Prince also demonstrates how rational enlightenment without faith in Christ 
may give rise to radical nihilism: faced with a flawed, limited, and thus 
worthless, existence outside of Christ, man may choose another alternative, that 
is to bum or destroy all now. In this way, through the mouthpiece of the Prince, 
Dostoevskii examines the issue of faith and unbelief, together with the manner in 
which different secular attitudes in nineteenth-century Russian society are 
connected. 
Taking the position of the Prince at face value, one might be forgiven for 
thinking that he represents a positive standpoint, carrying ideas that are dear to 
Dostoevskii and close to the author's own views. However, in the finished novel, 
Stavrogin is an empty husk, incapable of believing or propagating anything but 
decay. Yet even though Dostoevskii endowed his prototype with great insight 
and allowed him to explore the author's most beloved ideological territory, the 
cracks that eventually lead to Stavrogin and Shatov's demise are present in the 
Prince at the earliest stages. The Prince's discourse is continually undermined by 
references, sometimes directly following his words about Orthodoxy, to his 
impending suicide. Indeed, it is at the very stage in planning Besy, where 
Dostoevskii began to probe more deeply into the possibility of the Prince as a 
character in search of, or proclaiming, faith, that the idea of his suicide first 
makes its appearance.28 What is more, it is evident that the Prince's faith is not 
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true; he frequently ends or begins his discussions about belief with the question, 
'Is it possible for a civilised man to believe?' By constantly challenging the 
ability for enlightenment and faith to coexist, he casts doubt upon the surety of 
his own alleged faith and gives it the air of elaborately constructed sophistry, 
rather than a conviction that comes straight from the heart. In the same way, the 
character that becomes Versilov in the notebooks to Podrostok on many 
occasions utters true-sounding statements about the Christian faith, but 
Dostoevskii's intention right from the start is to portray him committing an act 
that discredits his proclamations, namely the iconoclasm. This intention is clearly 
stated in the notebooks, followed by Arkadii's analysis of his father's condition: 
Be,Z:\b He npHTBopRncR JKe OH, 1C0r,Z:\a YCUJlewlO XpHcTa npoIIOBe~OBaJI, 
HanpOTHB, HaHBblCIIIHM 06pa30M HClCpeHHo. CaM ce6R YBepRJI, liTO 
eepum. CaMoMY ce6e ,Z:\0ICa3hlBaJI, liTO eCTb eepa, C lfynoBHmeM 
COMHeHHH CBOHX 60POJICR, naBHJI ero, HO TOT HalCoHeu If COJKPaJI ero 
(lfynoBHlue). (XVI, 33.) 
Here we reach the nub of the matter that Dostoevskii subjects to the 
closest scrutiny in Besy and also to a considerable extent in Podrostok: natural. or 
organic, faith, versus intellectualised faith. Wasiolek concurs: '[ ... ] Versilov is 
neither a hypocrite nor a believer. The situation is more subtle, for Versilov is 
both sincere and an unbeliever. He wants to believe but he cannot. He thinks like 
a believer, acts like one, but does not feel like one. His is a forced faith, and as 
such not faith at all. ,29 In the finished version of Besy, Shatov, who has seized his 
idea of Orthodoxy from a sterile, external source, the same source that spawned 
Kirillov's nihilist atheism, can only conceive of God as an attribute of national 
identity, despite his protestations to the contrary: 'Eor ecTb CHHTeTHlIeclCaR 
JIHlfHOCTb Bcero Hapona, B3RToro C HallaJIa ero H no 1C0Hu;a' (X, 198). He 
cries: 'R ... R 6y,Z:\y BepoBaTb B 60ra' (X, 201), with, the reader senses, as much 
despair as defiance at his final inability to be convinced by his own perfectly 
legitimate argument. It fails him precisely because it is an argument, designed to 
convince, rather than an innate spiritual state that transcends proof and disproof. 
The dissociation of the educated classes from the people is the reason 
Dostoevskii posits for the existence of a quasi-faith adhered to by many of the 
intelligentsia. In the notebooks, when the Prince counters that Shatov in fact does 
not believe, the latter is able to pinpoint the reason for his own and his 
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interlocutor's inability to have true faith: '3TO OTToro, 1{TO OTOPBaJICSI OT 
Hapo.n;a!' (XI, 180). This is not to say that the author is therefore answering the 
Prince's question about the possibility of faith in the negative; for elsewhere, as I 
have shown in my previous chapter, Dostoevskii clearly professes a conviction 
that a reconciliation between the estranged strata of society is possible, and that 
this can be done without the rejection of West em knowledge. Nevertheless, Besy 
puts forward the notion that the rootless gentry is cut off from the natural 
wellspring of Orthodox tradition preserved in the life of the people, and that 
while they remain so detached, they cannot find in themselves a spontaneous, 
organic faith that does not elicit questioning and is as natural as breathing. 
Shatov expresses this thesis in the notebooks: 'EcJIH 6 BhI 6blJlH 
J].eHcTBHTeJThHO PYCCKHH, TO He 3aMe1{aSl 6hI BepOBaJIH, npoCTo C'iHTaJIH 
6hI .n;a:>Ke 6e3 paCCY:>KJ].eHHH, 1{TO HHa'le H He MO:>KeT 6blTb, 6e3 
3aHOC1{HBOCTH H C CMHpeHHeM, KaK BCSlKHH PYCCKHH' (XI, 132). 
By emphasising the need for faith to be spontaneous and organic, 
Dostoevskii would seem to be upholding principles of Slavophile thought. 
However, it is on this very issue that he directs criticism against the movement, 
and not only against Slavophilism contemporary with him, but also against the 
classical Slavophiles, and notably Kireevskii. Several references are made in the 
notebooks to 'Kireevskii and the icon'. This is Dostoevskii's shorthand for an 
artificially constructed faith, or in other words for a faith that is not connected to 
the living source of Orthodoxy, the common people. The phrase refers to an 
incident related to Herzen, and recounted in the latter's memoirs, involving 
Kireevskii's contemplation of and response to an icon. According to Herzen, 
Kireevskii considered first the 'childlike faith' of the elderly and infirm peasant 
worshippers praying on their knees, and then began himself to see the hidden 
miraculous power of the icon and to fall on his knees before it.30 In Dostoevskii's 
opinion, Kireevskii's reaction did not show evidence of true faith. Eberhard 
MUller's analysis of the same incident expresses what Dostoevskii must have 
felt: 
The difference between Kireevsky's attitude and the piety of the simple 
people whom he described is clear at once: they pray naIvely to a wonder-
working image of the Mother of God, which derives its power from itself, that 
is, from the real, present Mother of God, according to the orthodox teaching 
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on icons. For Kireevsky, however, above all an outside observer, she comes 
alive only through an inverse intellectual auxiliary construction: the icon itself 
has no inherent reality; it draws its power, its meaning, only from the prayers 
of the simple believers.31 
Hence he implies that Slavophilism as an ideology is as subject to obosoblenie as 
Westernism, for all its worthy arguments. In the novel, Shatov declares himself a 
Slavophile because he is unable to be a true Russian, due to his separation from 
the people (X, 436). This suggests that Dostoevskii interpreted Slavophilism as a 
posture of Russianness, an intellectually mediated Russianness, which would be 
unnecessary if the intelligentsia had its roots in the same rich cultural humus as 
the narod. In the notebooks, he interweaves this critique of the movement with 
the Prince and Shatov's debates about the nature of belief: thereby further 
undermining the Prince's virtuous proclamations with such an association: 
illaTOB 06'LSICHSIeT pa3HHUY, CJIaBSIHo<i>HJIbI - 6apcKaSI 3aTeSI, UKOlla 
(KHpeeBcKHii). HHKOr.lla OHH He MoryT BepHTh HenOCpe.llCTBeHHO. 
- CJIaBSIHo<i>HJI .llYMaeT BblexaTb TOJIbKO CBOHCTBaMH pyccKoro HapO.lla, 
HO 6e3 npaBOCJIaBHSI He Bble.lleIIIb, HHKaKHe CBOHCTBa HHqerO He 
c.lleJIaIOT, eCJIH MHp nOTepSIeT Bepy. (XI, 186.) 
It is almost as if Dostoevskii is trying to be more 'slavophile' than the 
Slavophiles themselves, that is, a more stringent defender of genuine 
Russianness, in his strict interpretation of their beliefs. Whether the charge he 
levels against them in Besy is justified or not is a matter beyond the scope of the 
present study; nevertheless, that he should find fault on a fundamental level with 
the very premise for the movement's existence, should not deter the Dostoevskii 
scholar from using resonances with Slavophilism as a means of shedding light on 
the author's works. 
Thus far, I have examined the way in which a lack of roots in the soil and 
an espousal of the Western values of rationalism and egoism prevent the organic 
growth of innate, spontaneous faith and discredit the self-made Christianity of 
the likes ofVersilov and Shatov. However, Dostoevskii's oeuvre shows how the 
same conditions also spawn a different kind of unbeliever: the rebel who smarts 
at the apparent injustice of God's world, as depicted in Ivan Karamazov and 
Ippolit Terent'ev. Many studies have been written on the ideology ofIvan and his 
Grand Inquisitor in Brat'ia Karamazovy; I shall not rehearse the minutiae of his 
argument, but shall endeavour to pick out those aspects of it that have a 
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significance in relation to Slavophile thought. Ivan is another child of his 
century, a 'civilised' man who, like Stavrogin and his prototype, has toyed with 
several theses in his quest to solve what is surely also his riddle: is it possible for 
the civilised man to have faith? He has considered an argument essentially akin 
to Kirillov's, with an admixture of Versilov's dream of the Golden Age, that if 
belief in immortality were extinguished, men would become gods and would 
love each other without need of a reward. Such is the theme of his early article, 
'The Geological Upheaval', as ironically parroted back to him by his devil-
hallucination. Another, contrasting idea of Ivan's, thrown back at him by Miusov 
after a salon debate, is that without belief in immortality, love would dry up and 
self-interest would rule. He has experimented with two formulas for the ordering 
of society, one as expressed in another early article on ecclesiastical courts, and 
the other, of course in 'The Legend of the Grand Inquisitor'. These searchings 
for logica~ formulaic order are the product of Ivan's self-confessed Euclidean 
mind, a mind, in other words, that is dependent on logic and rationalism and that 
is a result of his so-called enlightenment. 
Much has been made of whether Ivan is an atheist and if so, of what kind. 
One of the most perceptive analyses is that of Stewart Sutherland, who writes: 
The God whom Ivan accepts is a finite God, he is the god who is the invention 
of a Euclidean mind, and of whom one can only think and talk in 
anthropomorphic terms. The setting for such a conception, the context which 
indicates what can be said of such a god, is the speculations of the Russian 
boys passing the time of day over a pint of beer. As such it is a setting in 
which the language of belief is quite detached from the life of the believer. It 
is in this sense that Ivan is quite happy to accept God: Why not, for what 
hangs on it-r2 
Also useful is Gibson's assertion that Ivan is 'not an atheist, but an anti-theist. He 
does not deny God, he defies him. ,33 There is truth in both these statements; 
certainly, Ivan's mental torture derives in some part from the fact that he cannot 
conceive of God in the same way that Alesha and Zosirna do, and that this leads 
to his feeling of outrage at 'God's world' and rebellion against it. Elsewhere he 
more categorically states that there is no God at all (XIV, 123), and he has 
explored the hypothetical consequences of the non-existence of God in 'The 
Geological Upheaval'. That he has entertained the notion of no God, as well as a 
God of some kind, albeit different from the God believed in by Alesha, is a result 
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of his Euclidean mind attempting to make sense of an existence that it can only 
partially apprehend. What Zosirna tells Ivan of his article on the ecclesiastical 
courts may well be true of all his formulations: 'nOKa C OTqaSlHlU1 II BbI 
3a6aBJllIeTeCL - II iKypHa.JILHbIMIi CTaTMIMII, II CBeTCKIiMIi cnopaMII, caMIi 
He BepySl cBoeii .nllaJIeKTIIKe II C 60JILIO cep.nua YCMexaSlcL eii npo ce6S1' 
(XIV, 65). Denied access to the joy of true faith, Ivan has trouble believing his 
own arguments and vainly tries out a variety of ideological postures. A Euclidean 
mind is a Kushite mind, capable of recognising only the principle of necessity, 
seeking order in externally imposed structures and dissecting problems into 
constituent arguments that cannot stand up alone. Each of Ivan's attempts to 
explain the world to himself exposes the limitations of the mind of the Russian 
man educated in Western models of thought. This is not to say that Ivan is 
reduced to a one-dimensional caricature, in which his rational mind is focused on 
and exaggerated; he is a fully rounded character and has more heart and passion 
than Stavrogin, Svidrigailov and even the highly committed Kirillov. But his lust 
for life, his strong sense of moral outrage and thirst for justice, much as they 
drive his striving for an answer, are in the final analysis equally provoked and 
frustrated by his finite intellectual capabilities. 
'The Geological Upheaval' and the 'salon' argument34 repeated by 
Miusov both begin from the premise that it would be in mankind's interest to do 
away with belief in God and immortality. From this point the two theses diverge. 
I van's devil reminds him that he wrote that a world without God is intended to 
make men unite, in order to make the best of a single earthly life, and that as they 
conquered existence through their will and intellect, men would love each other 
by virtue of the brevity of life. Miusov, however, picks out ofIvan's salon party 
piece that he believes it is impossible to love one's neighbour, and that if any 
such love exists, it is purely out of hope for eternal reward. With the prospect of 
heavenly reward eliminated, life would operate on the basis of self-interest, and 
the notions of crime and immorality would become meaningless. Both the devil 
and Miusov are mocking Ivan in their recollection of his ideas and by doing so 
they discredit them; the devil can see through the proposition that mankind 
would unite in love without God to the same essential conclusion of the salon 
argument: 'Ho TaK KaK, BBH.ny 3aKOpeHeJIoii rnyrrocTH qeJIOBeqecKoH, :no, 
ISS 
nO:>Karryii, eme 11 B TbICHlIY JIeT He YCTPOHTCH, TO BCHKOMY, C03HaIomeMY 
Y:>Ke H Tenepb HCTHHY, n03BOJIHTeJIbHO YCTPOHTbCH COBepweHHO KaK eMY 
yro.n;HO, Ha HOBhlX Hallanax. B 3TOM CMbICJIe eMY «BCe n03BOJIeHO»' (XV, 
83-84). Miusov, too, scoffs at a system that effectively results in anarchy, or in 
other words, unchecked freedom. 
Ivan's article on the ecclesiastical courts is a formulation that appears 
much closer to some of Dostoevskii's own pronouncements on the future of the 
Orthodox Church in Dnevnik pisatelia. However, the reader must be wary of 
accepting it as valid, in the same way that the professed Christianity of Versilov 
and the Prince-Stavrogin are worthy ideas sown on sterile soil. Zosima and Paisii 
take up Ivan's refrain about the State dissolving into the Church, but in their 
capable hands it shines with the understanding of sobornost,.3S Ivan, by contrast, 
centres his argument not on universal brotherhood, but on retribution for the 
criminal: he calls for excommunication instead of civil punishment. But Zosima 
exposes the flaw in this argument. In his interpretation, excommunication as a 
method of enforcing the law is a divisive principle, whereas the Church as he 
sees it is the one institution that offers total integration for all, because it 
recognises that human fallibility is universal: 
rJIaBHOe :>Ke nOToMY YCTpaHHeTCH, liTO cy.n; uepKBH eCTb cy.n; 
e.n;HHCTBeHHO BMemalOmHH B ce6e HCTHHY H HH C KaKHM HHhlM cy.n;OM 
BCJIe.n;CTBHe cero cymecTBeHHO H HpaBcTBeHHo COlleTaTbCH .n;a:>Ke H B 
KOMnpoMHcc BpeMeHHbIH He MO:>KeT. [ ... ] Ho B TOM H .n;eJIO, liTO, KpOMe 
YCTaHOBJIeHHbIX Cy.n;OB, eCTb Y Hac, CBepx Toro, eme H UePKOBb, 
KOTopaH HHKor.n;a He TepSieT 06meHHH C npecTynHHKoM, KaK c MHJIblM H 
BCe eme .n;oporHM CbIHOM CBOHM [ ... ]. (XIV, 60-61.) 
Zosima's response makes it clear that a system that is able to cut off individuals 
with such finality, on the basis of sin, is a travesty of the idea of the Church; for 
he knows that each is responsible for all. Ivan's vision of the ecclesiastical courts 
is despotism masquerading as brotherhood. Gibson writes, 'The article throws 
light on the concept of sobornost' but it achieves the sense of togetherness at the 
expense of the sense of spontaneity.'36 To put it another way, it represents unity 
without freedom. 
Now we come to Ivan's admission of the acceptance of God, his rejection 
of God's world and his attempt to reorder it in 'The Legend of the Grand 
Inquisitor'. We must at this point recall Sutherland's remark (quoted above) and 
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reiterate that the God Ivan professes to accept is a God who may be debated and 
dissected by the rational minds of Russian boys over a pint of beer, a God devoid 
of much of his divinity and therefore more readily defied or disposed of. In the 
notebooks to Brat'ia Karamazovy Ivan adds another element to his acceptance of 
God, which is not explicit in the finished version, but may be drawn out of his 
discourse. He says: '3BKJIH.LJ:a reOMeTpml. A nOToMY npHMH 60ra, TeM 
60JIee qTO :no BeKOBeqHbIH cTapbIH 60JKeHbKa Hero He peIllHIllb. liTaK, 
nYCTb 60JKeHbKa. 3TO CTbI.LJ:Hee' (XV, 231). Ivan would appear to be 
expressing a preference for the Old Testament notion of God; but what has this to 
do with Euclidean geometry, and why is it more shameful? (Note also use of the 
diminutive for 'God': it expresses scorn and trivialisation.) The answer may be 
gleaned from the finished version, where he cries to his brother: 
0, no MoeMY, no JKaJIKOMY, 3eMHOMY 3BKJIH.LJ:OBCKOMY yMy MoeMY, SI 
3HalO JIHIllb TO, qTO CTpa.LJ:aHHe eCTb, qTO BHHOBHbIX HeT, qTO BCe O.LJ:HO 
H3 .LJ:pyroro BbIXO.LJ:HT npSlMO H npOCTO, qTO BCe TeqeT H 
ypaBHoBeIllHBaeTCSI, - HO Be.LJ:b 3TO JIHIllb 3BKJIH.LJ:OBCKaSl .LJ:Hqb, Be.LJ:b SI 
3HaIO )ICe 3TO, Be.LJ:b )lCHTb no Heit SI He Mory )ICe COrJIaCHTbcSI! (XIV, 222.) 
What this passage tells us is that the rational mind of a Westernised intellectual 
may accept the idea of a wrathful God who moves in mysterious ways, who 
giveth and taketh away, seemingly with little regard for virtue or vice, a God who 
delivers worthy servants into the hands of the devil, and whose followers demand 
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. In the world of this God, suffering 
exists and no one is to blame, and that is why it is more shameful, however 
rational and logical such a world may appear to Ivan. As Robert Louis Jackson 
points out, Ivan will not relinquish reason, yet his strong moral sense will not 
allow him to accept its consequences.37 The injection of rationalism into God's 
world drags along with it connotations of egoism and self-interest, with their 
associations of materialism and capitalism so derided through earlier 
Dostoevskian characters such as Luzhin. The notebooks have the Inquisitor say: 
'Eot! KaK Kynel/. 51 JII06mo qeJIOBeqecTBo 60JIbIlle me6Jl' (XV, 230). Even 
without such a bald assertion in the final version, Jacskon notes, Ivan's 
vocabulary is replete with references to buying and selling - the price of an 
admission ticket to eternal harmony is too high.38 God's world as Ivan conceives 
of it is not based on voluntary, mutual emptying out of the self, but on necessary 
expenditure for individual gain. 
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Horrified at the cruel vision presented to him by his Euclidean mind, Ivan 
sets his powers of reason and logic to the correction of the vision. 'The Legend 
of the Grand Inquisitor' is the outcome. In this prose poem, Dostoevskii's attack 
on the principle of necessity and all that characterises Khomiakov's Kushitism 
reaches its apogee. The Grand Inquisitor has taken up the mantle of pagan Rome 
and turned the Church into a regimented State where the majority readily buy 
material security and unanimity of worship with their freedom. The need to 
choose between good and evil has been removed, for all live according to the 
Grand Inquisitor's law, people no longer fight or persecute each other, and even 
sin has been incorporated into his scheme because it is permitted and the 
punishment is taken by the ruling elite. All has been thus arranged because the 
Inquisitor believes that the vast majority of mankind cannot rise to the challenge 
of true Christian life, and, feeling sorry for those who are not strong enough to 
save themselves, he relieves them of their burden of freedom. The people over 
whom the Grand Inquisitor rules are, according to his portrayal, a herd of limited 
beings, the very lumps of matter governed by the laws of physical science that 
Dostoevskii saw in Chernyshevskii's works, with all the characteristics described 
by Khomiakov in his analysis of Kushite cultures. Khomiakov, it may be 
remembered, identified veneration of the flesh as a Kushite attribute; this finds 
its equivalent in the satisfaction of material needs in the Grand Inquisitor'S 
system. The proliferation of obscure religious practices in Kushite cultures, taken 
by the people as mysterious talismans, is reflected in the 'Legend' by the 
Inquisitor's emphasis on miracle, mystery and authority in binding the masseS.39 
What is more, the Inquisitor's desire to build a new Tower of Babel recalls 
Khomiakov's assertion that the Kushite hierarchical states enslaved the masses 
for the purposes of building grandiose religious edifices: 
3TO BCe TO JKe nJIeMj[, JIeno CMbIKalOmeecj[ B focy.napcTBeHHble 
CPOpMbI, CTpOlOmee POCKOWHble JKHJIHma H 6e3MOJIBHO .nBHJKymee 
rpaHHTHbIMH MaccaMH B KaKOU-TO BOCTOpJKeHHOU 60Pb6e C 
BemecTBeHHolO npHp0.nolO. [ ... ] llaMSlTHHKH [ ... ] npe.ncTaBAAIOT 
xapaKTep peJIHfH03HblU. OHH C03.naHbI BOJIeIO Hapo,nHolO, HO OHH 
B03MOJKHbI TOJIbKO no,n BJIaCTblO JKpe'leCKoit KaCTbI, 
COCpe,nOTO'lHBaBilleit Hapo,nHylO cHny H ,naBaBweu eu l{enb H 
HanpaBneHHe, oCBj[Il.{eHHhIe peJIHfH03HOlO MblCJIbIO.40 
The Inquisitor'S attitude towards his subjects and his ordering of society 
demonstrate that his conception of man is limited to the non-spiritual. Not once 
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does he mention in his monologue the doctrine that man is made in the image of 
God, and his system indicates that he does not believe this doctrine. He claims to 
love mankind, but he envisages man without that image of God, hence his 
assessment that men are weak, rebellious, unable to follow the teaching of Christ, 
and not destined for an afterlife. Therefore his professed love turns out to be no 
more than condescending pity. Taking into account the evidence from 
Dostoevskii's other works as discussed above, it is clear that there is no room in 
Kushite society, that is, a society governed by necessity, coercion, rationalism 
and materialism, for the image of God in man: it is a society of bezobrazie, a 
world without obraz. Jackson, discussing Dmitrii Karamazov's assertion that 
man's nature is too broad, observes: 
Certainly here is one of Dostoevsky's most important insights: it is not the 
devil, but man himself who gives birth in the suffering of his moral 
immaturity to the idea of his own narrowing, his own self-limitation. The 
Grand Inquisitor is not a figment of Ivan's imagination; he is an integral part, 
an authentic manifestation, of man's moral consciousness in recoil against its 
d' d 41 own lSOr er. 
Ivan and the Inquisitor indeed narrow man to the point of denying the spiritual 
element in him, man's capacity to conquer himself and follow the teaching of 
Christ. Ivan's statement on God's creation of man actually stresses the 
limitations by which he believes man is bound: 'Ho BOT, O.lI.HaKO, 'ITO Ha,no 
OTMeTHTb: ecJIH 60r eCTb H eCJIH OH .lI.eHCTBHTeJIbHO C03.lI.aJI 3eMJIIO, TO, 
KaK HaM COBepweHHO H3BeCTHo, C03.lI.aJI OH ee no 3BKJIH.lI.OBOH feOMeTpHH, 
a yM qeJIOBe'leCKHH C nOHjlTHeM JIHWb 0 Tpex H3MepeHHSlX npocTpaHcTBa' 
(XIV, 214), It is the inability to see the image of God in man, the belief only in 
man's existence as a state of bezobrazie, that gives rise to Ivan's rebellion. 
Symptomatic of this stance is his conviction that it is impossible to love one's 
neighbour. He says to Alesha: 'llo-MoeMY, XpHcToBa mo60Bb K JIIO,njlM eCTb 
B CBoeM PO.lI.e HeB03MO)[(HOe Ha 3eMJIe 'Iy,no. llpaB.lI.a, OH 6bIJI 60r. Ho 
MbI-TO He 60fH' (XIV, 216), In a sense he is right: we are not quite gods. But 
Dostoevskii's oeuvre evinces a profound sense of the image of God in man, of 
the existence of an other-worldly part of us that presages the eternal harmony of 
paradise. Ivan's statement denies this aspect of man's nature as well. It has 
already been shown that there is an interrelationship between reason, compassion 
and the acceptance of man's obraz: reason interferes with the perception of obraz 
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and destroys compassion; alternatively reason rules out compassion and damages 
the image of God in oneself and the other. 
Closely connected to Ivan's inability to perceive obraz is another 
fundamental facet of his atheism that underpins his rebellion and his 'Legend'. It 
is possible to detect in his discourse the fact that he does not believe in the 
resurrection of Christ, in the possibility that Christ, whether he was divine or not, 
was able to conquer death. The notebooks support this supposition, for there the 
Inquisitor declares: 'Te, rrpeTeprreB KpeCT ero, He HaH,lJ;YT HJIllerO, qTO 6hIJlO 
o6emaHo, TOqHO TaK JKe KaK H OH caM He HarneJl HHqerO rrOCJle KpeCTa 
cBoero' (XV, 236). In the finished version there is no such blasphemous 
contention, but the figure of Christ in the 'Legend' points to the same conclusion. 
Just before he recounts the 'Legend', Ivan responds to Alesha's introduction of 
the question of Christ by acknowledging that he shed his blood - but he does not 
develop the matter by continuing to the resurrection. The role of Christ in the 
'Legend' is extremely problematic and open to many interpretations. However, it 
must be emphasised that he too is Ivan's creation, and this fact alone indicates 
the need for caution approaching him. In many respects he is Christ as the 
Christian would expect him: meek, silent, he heals the sick and raises the dead, 
and the people are drawn to him as to an icon. Even his reply to the Inquisitor 
seems appropriate; the silent kiss resonates with compassion and humility and 
demonstrates active love as a way of overcoming the human condition. 
Nevertheless, Ivan imagines that it is possible for the Grand Inquisitor to burn 
him, and does not include in his discourse intimations of what may follow the 
burning; this Christ is a new incarnation, but apparently one whose immortality 
the Inquisitor dares to challenge. By failing to consider the resurrection of Christ, 
and by denying the image of God in man, Ivan refutes the Orthodox principle 
that 'God became man that man might become god.' If Christ did not conquer 
death, humanity cannot be saved; if there is no image of God in man, mankind is 
forever doomed to be unworthy of salvation, for a vast gulf then exists between 
the Creator and his creation. Orthodox theology proposes that there exists 'a 
personal and organic union between God and man - God dwelling in us, and we 
in Him';42 this is the essence of sobornost' and tsel'nost'. Ivan's Euclidean mind 
cannot entertain these concepts. Death is the ultimate force of necessity in the 
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Inquisitor's world, and it is a determining parameter of Ivan's rebellion. His 
thirst for life is by his own admission a poignant emotion, because his argument 
expresses an implicit resignation to the finality of this life, in the way he posits 
despair as an opposition to his desire to live, in his reference to Europe as a 
graveyard, and throughout the 'Legend'. Without the resurrection, and without 
obraz, eternal harmony will, in Ivan's formulation, be permanently priced out of 
man's reac~ and death alone remains. 
However, this is not the end of it for Ivan. Refusing to rise above the 
limitations of his rational approach to life, he cannot partake in the unity of life 
with God and other worlds proclaimed by Zosima and experienced by Alesha. 
His personal Ise!'nosl' is shattered and that facet of himself that he insists on 
denying drives him to insanity through hallucinations of the devil. Ivan's devil is 
a manifestation of irrationality, which may be seen as a by-product that results 
when reason is separated from, rather than integrated into, man's powers of 
cognition. (Irrationality, it may be remembered, is the governing factor in the 
Underground Man's revolt against a life ordered by reason.) Ivan's devil is given 
to superstition and the partaking of old wives' remedies for ailments. He talks of 
flying through space in evening dress and mocks Ivan's logical approach to 
existence with his discussion of what would happen to an axe in space. However, 
though he may be a symptom of Ivan's mental illness, we must not underrate him 
as an authoritative voice on Ivan's condition. He represents an outburst of 
everything in Ivan that the latter has suppressed in himself for the sake of an 
order for existence based on the intellect. These suppressed characteristics are by 
no means Ivan's most vile and vulgar traits, as he insists (XV, 72). F. F. Seeley 
has convincingly demonstrated the devil's positive attributes, and points out that 
Ivan does not challenge the accuracy of his account of 'The Geological 
Upheaval,.43 Therefore, it is significant that the devil is the only one of Ivan's 
creations to mention the resurrection of Christ; but he contends that he cannot 
respond to it because of common sense: 
jI 6b1J1 npH TOM, Kor.n;a yMepwee Ha KpCCTe CJlOBO BOCXO.n;HJlO B He60, 
HeCjJ Ha nepcjJx CBOHX .n;ymy pacmlToro o.n;eCHYIO pa360HHHKa, jJ 
CJlhIWaJI pa.n;oCTHble B3BH3rH xepYBHMoB, nOlOlUHX H BonHlOlUHX: 
«OcaHHa» [ ... ] . H BOT, KJljJHYCb iKe BCCM, 'ITO CCTb CBJlTO, jJ XOTeJl 
npHMKHyTb K xOPY H KPHKHYTb co BceMH: «OcaHHa!» Y)Ke CJleTaJIO, YiKe 
PBaJIOCb H3 rpy.n;H... jJ Be.n;b, TbI 3HaeWb, O'leHb '1YBCTBHTeJIeH H 
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xy.n;oiKeCTBeHHo BocrrplUIMqllB. Ho 3.n;paBbIH CMbICJI - 0, caMoe 
HeCqaCTHOe CBOHCTBO MoeH npllpo.n;bI - y.n;epiKaJI MeHR 11 TYT B 
.n;OJIiKHbIX rpaHlII~ax, 11 R nporrycTIiJI MrHoBeHlle! (XV, 82.) 
The devil, as a facet ofIvan, speaks with irony of his sentimental reaction to the 
resurrection, thus indicating Ivan's scorn for such an idea, and, importantly, 
points to the constraint of reason as something unfortunate. It is indeed 
unfortunate for I van, for it leads to his mental and emotional disintegration. His 
experience with hallucinations recalls Svidrigailov, who tells Raskol'nikov he 
sees the ghosts of those he persecuted, and who kills himself after a night fraught 
with waking nightmares. Svidrigailov explains the visitation of ghosts as a 
symptom of illness, in which contact with other worlds becomes possible. But he 
understands good health to mean a life restricted to exclude the possibility of a 
spiritual element in man; such is the natural conclusion for a man who has placed 
all his trust in anatomy: '3.n;0POBbIH qeJIOBeK eCTb Hall60JIee 3eMHoH qeJIOBeK, 
a CTaJIO 6bITb, ,n;OJIiKeH iKIITb O,n;HOlO 3,ll;elIlHelO iKH3HbIO, ,n;ml rrOJIHOTbI H 
,n;nR rropR.n;Ka' (VI, 221). Dostoevskii is indicating, through the fate of I van and 
Svidrigailov, that the semblance of health and stability offered by an emphasis on 
all that is not spiritual, that is, the intellect and the flesh, is in fact the beginning 
of a sickness in which visions of other worlds are dismembered from the whole 
and become tormenting instead of joyful. As Bruce Ward comments, 
The knowledge of the eternal, accessible to human beings by virtue of the 
spiritual principle within them, is knowledge also of the "seeds" - that is the 
"essences", "ideas" or logoi - of everything which "lives and is alive" on 
earth. (It is noteworthy that Dostoyevsky thus denies to reason operating 
independently of the heart a genuine knowledge even of non-human nature.t4 
Consistently throughout Dostoevskii's works, the Kushite way leads to 
bezobrazie and obosoblenie. 
One precursor to Ivan's rebellion is the 'Necessary Explanation' read by 
Ippolit Terent'ev in Idiot. Ippolit shares Ivan's thirst for life in the face of despair 
and, significantly, his contempt for those who misuse their allotted time, 
demonstrating a blindness to obraz in others. He is equally defiant regarding the 
idea of eternal harmony and argues that it cannot compensate him for the 
impending untimely end to his life. In his eyes, the tinity of this life invalidates 
any good deeds one may have performed, and feeling mocked by inevitable 
death, he resolves to cheat it by taking control of his own fate and dying 
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according to his own terms. The centrepiece of his 'Explanation' is his reaction 
to the Holbein painting of Christ in the Tomb. It is the powerfully realistic 
portrayal of a corpse that convinces Ippolit of the invincibility of death and the 
impossibility of Christ's resurrection: 
TYT HeBOJlbHO npHXO,lUIT nOHSlTHe, 'ITO eCJlH TaK YJKaCHa CMepTb H TaK 
CHJlbHbI 3aKOHbI npHpO,lJ;bI, TO KaK JKe O,lJ;OJleTb HX? KaK O,lJ;OJleTb HX, 
KOf,lJ;a He n06e,lJ;HJI HX Tenepb ,lJ;aJKe TOT, KOTOPblH n06eJK,lJ;aJI H npHpO,lJ;y 
npH JKH3HH CBoeH, KOTOPOMY OHa nO,lJ;'IHHSlJIaCb, KOTOPbIH BOCKJIHKHYJI: 
«TaJIH<i>a KYMH», - H ,lJ;eBHua BCTMa, «JIa3apb, rpSl.lJ.H BOH», - H BbllIIeJl 
YMepIIIHH? (VIII, 339.) 
Ippolit is therefore also a fragmented character, riven by his inability to recognise 
the spiritual aspect of man's nature. As a result he too is visited by strange, 
supernatural apparitions, including a manifestation of Rogozhin, that earthbound 
man of the flesh. One of his hallucinations takes the form of a poisonous insect-
cum-reptile. This creature clearly represents death, which, significantly, has been 
deliberately sent for him. He dreams that a long dead pet dog, Norma, comes to 
his aid, catching the creature and biting it, but is mortally stung in doing so. 
Robert Hollander offers a useful interpretation of this nightmare. He writes: 
[ ... ] the reborn savior, while having the power to defeat its adversary, is at the 
same time mortally vulnerable to that adversary (Norma is, after all, dead in 
Jppolit's account of her). Ippolit's savior, like Holbein's Christ in the Tomb, is 
conquered by nature and death. [ ... ] Jppolit's version of a Redeemer is of a 
flawed and mortal one.4S 
In Ippolit's dreams and in his arguments nature triumphs over the forces of good 
that seek to transcend it. Nature here is a term used negatively, standing in 
contrast with the hymns to nature offered by Makar Dolgorukii, Zosirna and his 
brother Markel; in this context it represents the forces of Kushitism: necessity, 
coercion and absence of spirituality. Ippolit's encounter with nature is as a dark, 
savage, immutable force; after viewing the Holbein painting, he firstly likens it to 
an unfeeling machine. Here his experience is similar to that of the Underground 
Man, for whom the laws of nature are a mechanical force waiting to be tabulated. 
Later he has a vision of this force as a repulsive tarantula. His account of this 
vision is full of resonances regarding the dwelling of God in his creation, and 
elucidates the issue of tse!'nost': 
MOJKeT JIH MepeIUHTbcSI B 06pa3e TO, 'ITO He HMeeT 06pa3a? Ho MHe 
KaK 6Y,lJ;TO Ka3aJIOCb BpeMeHaMH, 'ITO SI BHJKY, B KaKOH-TO CTpaHHOH H 
HeB03MOJKHOH <i>opMe, :ny 6eCKOHe'lHYIO CHny, :no fJIyxoe, TeMHoe H 
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HeMoe cymecTBo. j{ nOMHIO, liTO KTO-TO 6Y.llTO 6LI nOBeJI MeHSI 3a 
PYKY, CO CBellKOR B pYKax, nOKa3aJI MHe KaKorO-TO orpOMHoro H 
OTBpaTHTeJIhHOrO TapaHTYJIa H CTaJI YBepSlTL MeHSI, liTO :no TO caMoe 
TeMHoe, rnyxoe H BCeCHJILHOe cymeCTBO, H CMeSlJICSI Ha.ll MOHM 
HerO.llOBaHHeM. (VIII, 340.) 
In these instances we find that nature has been bereft of its transcendental 
qualities; it no longer acts as an incarnation of the unity of all creation in God. 
Aghast at the naturalist realism in the depiction of the dead man in Holbein's 
work - only a man, for the Godhead is absent in this picture - Ippolit makes the 
connection between bezobrazie and spiritual death, which leaves mankind in 
thrall to the Kushite principle of necessity. 
The character of the Russian who has lost his roots in the soil dominates 
Dostoevskii's oeuvre. Such figures as Stavrogin and Versilov, two of the most 
detached of all his dissociated intelligenty, represent a type that Dostoevskii 
despised most of all, the pinnacle of rootlessness towards which all his rootless 
characters are growing: the obshchechelovek, or generic man. Dostoevskii was so 
attuned to the spiritual unhealthiness of rootlessness that he greatly feared the 
increasing loss of national identity within the educated classes, to the point of 
associating it with the Apocalypse. In his copy of the New Testament he wrote 
the word 'obshchechelovek' beside verse eleven of Revelation 17: '11 3Bepb, 
KOTOPbIR 6LIJI, H KOToporo HeT, eCTb OCMLIH, H H3 lIRCJIa Ce.llMH, H noH.lleT 
B norH6eJIh,.46 The verse he marked is striking. It speaks of an altered and 
paradoxical existence; John sees the beast, which was, and is not. So too, for 
Dostoevskii, does the uprooted gentleman lead a kind of existence that is not, 
detached as he is from the lifeblood of traditional Russian values. What is more, 
his fate is certain: he plays a role in the reign of Antichrist, and is heading toward 
destruction. Nothing could be more true of Stavrog~ whose symbolic 
significance as the Prince of Darkness has been made plain by many scholars, 
including Harriet Muravand Leatherbarrow.47 
The obshchechelovek is the wholly nondescript man, the man who lacks a 
proper place, a heritage, a nationality. He is the un-Russian Russian, a chimera 
composed of sterile Western ideas and fruitless attempts at self-definition. 
Stavrogin is exactly that, as I have already shown; empty to the point of being a 
moral vacuum, he speaks imperfect Russian, has gained Swiss nationality but 
cannot bring himself to live there, is both morally and ideologically lukewarm 
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and is thus condemned, as Tikhon reminds him by quoting Revelation 3, 14-17 
(XI, 11). Dostoevskii is very clear in the notebooks for the novel regarding the 
nullity of the obshchechelovek, denoting Stavrogin's prototype as follows: 
[ ... ] BOllPOC OCTaeTCSI MSI Hero - qTO iKe OH caM TaKoe? OTBeT MSI 
Hero: IlUlJrno. Y Hero MHoro YMa, qT06 c03HaTbcSI, qTO OH H B caMOM 
,n,eJIe He PYCCKHii. [ ... ] maTOB eMY ,lJ,oKa3bIBaeT, qTO OH H JII06HTb He 
MOJl(eT, 1l0TOMY qTO OH 06m;eqeJIOBeK, a clloc06HOCTbIO JII06HTb 
O,lJ,apeHbI TOJIbKO HaUHOHaJIbHbIe JIIO,lJ,H. (XI, 134, 135.) 
Stavrogin, the ultimate moral nihilist, is descended from an equal 
obshchechelovek, his spiritual father, Stepan Trofimovich Verkhovenskii. Stepan 
Trofimovich, that effete 'liberal idealist', for all his professed love of Russia, is 
as dissociated from it as the members of the younger generation in the novel. He 
has lived abroad for many years, a practice that in real life Dostoevskii abhorred; 
during his difficult travels around Europe, the writer shunned the company of 
those Russians who had voluntarily emigrated, despising them for their lack of 
patriotic loyalty. Stepan Trofimovich's speech is peppered with French phrases; 
he enjoys the status of an exile in his own land, and he has built his dubious 
academic career on specialising in the more obscure points of European and 
Asian history. He is a character whom Dostoevskii has endowed with certain 
right ideas; his oration on the need for beauty to inspire and transfigure man 
morally (X, 372-73), is in essence similar to the author's 1861 article 'Gospodin 
-boy i vopros ob iskusstve'. However, in his mouth the idea becomes high-
flown and ridiculous, because Stepan Trofimovich, having been a poseur all his 
life, does not speak with the weight of organic Russian sobornost' behind him. 
His ideas are discredited because they are postures, as detached and illusory as 
the 'half-baked ideas' that grip Raskol'nikov. Bakhtin formulates a similar idea 
regarding Stepan Trofimovich: 'OH ChIllJIeT OT,lJ,eJIbHblMH «HCTHHaMH» 
HMeHHO 1l0TOMY, qTO Y Hero HeT «BJIa.n.bllfecTBYIOm;eii H,neH», 
Ollpe.n.eJISIIOm;eit SI,lJ,pO ero JIHqHOCTH [ ... ].'48 He has dabbled with utopian 
socialism in order to appear progressive, not realising that the flirtation of the 
liberal men of the forties with such foreign ideological imports has shaken 
Russia's foundations. As the fissure between the strata of Russian society 
widens, the path is cleared for the likes of Petr Verkhovenskii. Stepan 
Trofimovich is aghast after reading Chemyshevskii's Chlo delat' when he sees 
how the fragmentation has grown: 
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- JI cOrJIaCeH, liTO OCHOBHaSI If,lJ,eSI BepHa, - rOBOpHJI OH MHe B 
JIRXOpa,lJ,Ke, - HO Be,lJ,b TeM YIICaCHee! Ta lICe HalIla H,lJ,eSI, IfMeHHO HalIla; 
MbI, MbI nepBble Haca,lJ,HJIR ee, B03paCTHJIR, npHrOTOBHJIR, - ,lJ,a H liTO 
6bI OHH MOfJIIf CKa3aTb caMH HOBoro, nOCJIe Hac! Ho, 601lCe, KaK BCe 
3TO BblpallCeHO, IfCKallCeHO, IfcKoBepKaHo! (X, 238.) 
The importance of Stepan Trofimovich's words lies in the fact that his 
generation's idea needed to be implanted (nasadi/i); it was never a natural fruit 
of Russian soil. Now its unhealthy tendrils are breaking rather than strengthening 
Russia's moral infrastructure. 
Versilov also represents the obshchechelovek, despite his own 
protestation in the notebooks that he cannot be one because there is no such 
thing. Here, in the same breath, he admits that he does not want to be a Russian 
(XVI, 420). Like Verkhovenskii, he has lived in Europe for many years and has a 
tendency to use French in his speech. He is associated with liberalism and the so-
called Geneva ideas, and is rumoured to be a Roman Catholic. What is most 
interesting about Versilov's obshchechelovek nature, however, is that it 
illustrates the way the obshchechelovek differs from the Russian capacity for 
universal reconciliation, put forward by Dostoevskii in the Pushkin Speech. 
Versilov appears to make claims towards having this capacity himself, asserting 
that in France he is a Frenchman, with a German he is a German. His 
interpretation of universality is as follows: 'O,lJ,HH JIHlIlb PYCCKHH, ,lJ,allCe B 
HalIle BpeMSI, TO eCTb rOpa3,lJ,0 elUe paHblIle, qeM 6Y,lJ,eT nO,lJ,Be,lJ,eH 
Bceo6IllHii If Tor, nonyqHJI YJKe cnoc06HOCTb CTaHOBHTbCSI HaH60JIee 
PYCCKHM IfMeHHO JIRlIlb TOr,lJ,a, KOr,lJ,a OH Half60JIee eBponeeu' (XIII, 377). 
This pronouncement is so close to certain parts of the Pushkin Speech that the 
reader must be cautious, bearing in mind nevertheless that rarely is anything 
what it seems with Versilov. The key is that Versilov advocates becoming 
European, in order to become Russian. He does not begin with Russianness. 
Dostoevskii clarifies the matter in his reply to Gradovskii after the Pushkin 
Speech. Here he refers to a brutal courier, but he may just as well have been 
describing his creation Versilov: '3TO 6b1JI XOTb If PYCCKHH, HO YlICe If 
«eBponeHCKlfH» PYCCKlfH, TOJIbKO HallaBlIlHit CBoit eBponeH3M He C 
npOCBemeHHB, a C pa3BpaTa, KaK H MHorHe, 1fpe3Bbl1faHHO MHorHe 
HaqlfHanH' (XXVI, 156). The Europeanisation, such as was begun by the 
reforms of Peter the Great, is not the way to universal reconciliation because it 
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denies the natural Russian characteristics, and thus it corrupts. Bruce Ward 
concurs: 'If the universalism of Russian liberals is not directed towards a positive 
new order, then it is merely a rationalization of disorder. ,49 True Russian 
universality is innately Russian, it is a national attribute, derived from the 
Christian principle of brotherhood, preserved in the narod. Dostoevskii contends 
that the religious foundation determines national traits and civic structures; this 
process of development must be preserved, and cannot be reversed without 
causing fragmentation: 'CnlJlo 6bITb, rpaiK,ll;aHCKHe HAeanbl BCer,ll;a npSlMo H 
OpraHHQeCKH CBSl3aHbI c H,ll;eanaMH HpaBCTBeHHblMH, a rJIaBHOe TO, 'ITO 
HecoMHeHHo H3 HHX TOJIhKO O,ll;HHX H BbIXO,ll;SlT. CaMU:>ICe no ce6e HHKOr,ll;a 
He SlBJISlIOTCSl [ ... ]' (XXVI, 166). Versilov may be striving for the same goal 
posited in the Pushkin Speech, but his starting point is wrong. Without the solid 
foundation of Russian sobornosf', his aspiration towards universality dissolves 
into a will-O'-the-wisp, flickering here and there, but ultimately illusory. He is 
obshchechelovek, whereas a genuine universally inclined Russian is vsechelovek, 
as Dostoevskii stresses in the Pushkin Speech: 'CTaTb HaCTOSlI.lUfM PYCCKHM, 
CTaTh BIIOJIHe PYCCKHM, MOiKeT 6b1Tb, H 3HaqHT TOJIbKO (B KOHQe KOHQOB, 
:no nO,ll;qepKHHTe) CTaTh 6paToM Bcex mOAeH, 6cellel106eKOM, eCJIH XOTHTe' 
(XXVI,147). 
The obshchechelovek, therefore, might also be called a Kushite; for he is 
unable to participate in mutual brotherhood. He is a meaningless fragment, 
devoid of roots in a moral and spiritual heritage, stripped of the image of God 
and thus enslaved by necessity. Dostoevskii feared the disintegration of his 
country into a herd of obshchechelovek beings, and he fought against it through 
the medium of his works. In [grok he depicted his vision of a kingdom of the 
obshchechelovek when he created Roulettenburg, the fictional location of the 
novella's action, and a fantastic Kushite society in its own right. Robert Louis 
Jackson's analysis of Roulettenburg perfectly sums up the essence of 
Dostoevskii's vision: 
As the fictitious name suggests, the city is nowhere or anywhere in Europe. 
The mixed French and German components of the name suggest the 
illegitimate and rootless character of the place. This is the land of Babel, a 
place without a national language or culture. The gambling salon - the heart 
of Roulettenburg - is situated, symbolically, in a railway station where people 
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are coming and going, where all is in continuous movement. Everything is in 
flux in this city: people, languages, currencies, values. so 
Dostoevskii foresaw St. Petersburg becoming like Roulettenburg. The home of 
progressive ideas, it was in his words, 'caMOM OTBJIeqeHHOM H YMblIlIJIeHHOM 
ropo,ne Ha BceM 3eMHOM lIIape' (V, 101). He continued his critique of 
Petersburg both in his fiction and his non-fiction, concluding in Dnevnik pisatelia 
in 1881: 
Ho TIeTep6ypr cOBceM He POCCHB. ,lJ;JIB orpOMHoro 60JIhlIIHHCTBa 
PyccKoro Hapo,na TIeTep6ypr HMeeT 3HaqeHHe JIHlIlh TeM, qTO B HeM ero 
uaph JI<HBeT. MeJK,ny TeM, H :lTO MhI 3HaeM, neTep6yprcKaB 
HHTeJIJIHreHUHB HalIIa, OT nOKOJIeHHB K nOKOJIeHHIO, BCe MeHee H MeHee 
Haql1HaeT nOHHMaTb POCCHIO, HMeHHO nOTOMY, qTO, 3aMKHYBIIIHCb OT 
Hee B CBoeM qYXOHCKOM 60JIOTe, BCe 60JIee H 60JIee H3MemieT CBOH 
B3rJIB,n Ha Hee, KOTOPblH y HHhIX CY3HJICB, HaKOHeu, ,no pa3MepOB 
MHKpOCKOnHqeCKHX, ,no pa3MepOB KaKoro-HH6y,nh KapJICpY3. [ ... ] 
TaHUYB H JIOma napKeTbI, c03,na1OTcB B TIeTep6ypre 6y,nymHe CbIHbI 
OTeqeCTBa, a «qepHopa6oqHe KPblCbl», KaK Ha3bIBaJI HX I1BaH 
ArreKcaH,npOBHq XnecTaKoB, H3yqaIOT OTeqeCTBO B KaHueJIBpHBX H, 
pa3YMeeTCB, qeMY-TO HayqalOTCB, HO He POCCHH, a COBceM HHOMy, 
no.n;qac OqeHh CTpaHHOMY. (XXVII, 15.) 
Peter the Great's pride and joy, his window on the West, does not look out onto 
Russia. It is for Dostoevskii the gateway to Khomiakov's Kush. It is the place 
where one day Shigalevshchina may be realised, that system of tyranny over the 
herd, unity without freedom, ruled from the Crystal Palace. Alternatively, it 
could shatter into thousands of conflicting factions that tear each other to pieces 
in an excess of self-interested individualism, as prophesied in Raskol'nikov's 
dream of the intelligent microbes. This is the result of the absence of a native 
unifying idea, of the condition of rootlessness and the domination of the Kushite 
principle. In Dnevnik pisatelia Dostoevskii described it as the Catholic Idea, or 
unlimited despotism, and the Protestant Idea, or unchecked freedom In his 
fiction it is embodied in the theories of Raskol'nikov and Ivan Karamazov, of 
Kirillov and the Underground Man. 
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2.3: Living in sobornost': the Iranian category. 
The reader of Dostoevskii may be forgiven for thinking that the fiction of 
this writer is overrun with sinister characters who presage a gloomy and perhaps 
fatal future for Russia, such is the number, strength and weight of the personages 
who lack roots in their native soil. However, Dostoevskii's talent enables the 
positive elements in his works to shine all the more brightly in spite of, indeed 
because of, the abundance of darkness around them. Characters such as Sonia 
Marmeladova, Tikhon, Makar Dolgorukii, Zosima and of course Alesha 
Karamazov may, with the exception of the latter, occupy fewer pages than the 
struggling rootless heroes of the novels, but they bring to the works a balance 
and an undeniable sense of hope belied by their technically minor status. Many 
critics have called into question the effectiveness of such positive characters in 
offering an alternative to the rule of tyranny and egoism; in particular, Zosima 
and his teaching have been criticised famously by Konstantin Leont'ev in 
Dostoevskii's own time, and by Sergei Hackel a century later.51 However, Eliseo 
Vivas comments that 'genuine goodness and saintliness are harmonious, 
unassertive and hence undramatic, dull, affairs. But this is not a comment on 
them or on Dostoevsky but on us, his readers. ,52 What is more, the effectiveness 
of meekness and gentleness in overcoming coercive artificial structures is 
prefigured in Khomiakov's scheme of Iranian and Kushite societies. Khomiakov 
emphasises the simplicity and peacefulness of the Iranian principle, as well as its 
apparent fragility and the ease with which it can be contaminated by Kushitism, 
but he stresses that the principles of brotherhood, communality and love 
eventually win out: 
I1paHcKoe yqeHHe, [ ... ] yqeHHe MHpa, JIl06BH [ ... J. Ero BnaCTb He 
CJIa6eeT, H B ero pYKax cy,n:h6a qeJIOBeqeCTBa. [ ... ] CHJIa BHellIH)I)I eCTh 
IIJIo,n: CHJIhI BHYTpeHHeH; [ ... J B MHOrOJIlo,n:CTBe llJIeMeHH 
(MaTeMaTHqeCKOM npeBOCXO,lJ.CTBe Ha,lJ. ,lJ.pyrHMH), )l(HBeT cBH,n:eTeJIhCTBO 
o ,n:yxe 6paTCTBa, 06lll.eHHJI H JIl06BH.S3 
In addition, it is my view that Dostoevskii gave us the key to 
understanding the power of these characters in the epigraph to his last and 
arguably greatest novel. Let us examine this epigraph from John 12, 24, in the 
context of the present study: 'Verily, verily, I say unto you, except a com of 
wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth 
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much fruit.' It is significantly an organic metaphor chosen by Dostoevskii for 
Brat'ia Karamazovy, stressing the importance of the natura~ and of growth from 
roots. A com of wheat is a simple thing; it is also extremely small, especially 
when one considers its ostensible value in comparison with all the might of man-
made technological civilisation, embodied in, say, a Crystal Palace. But it has the 
potential to bring forth much fruit, unlike its sterile and unchanging counterpart. 
In order to do this it must go through what some may regard as a failure: it must 
sacrifice its life and die. However, the words of Christ are quite clear. Life 
reaches its full potential only when the self is overcome; to guard the self is to 
remain isolated. Dostoevskii could not have chosen a better motto to illustrate the 
opposing poles of Kushitism and Iranianism, of obosoblenie and sobornost'. It 
may as well be the epigraph to his whole oeuvre. The qualities he emphasises for 
living in sobornost' are meekness, humility, self-effacement and voluntary 
submissiveness or self-sacrifice. He holds up these qualities as attributes of true 
Russianness that develop naturally from a rooted position in a heritage of 
traditional values. For Dostoevskii, rootedness does not preclude being educated 
or of noble birth; Tikhon, Zosima and Alesha are all of gentry stock and are well-
read, and even Sonia has read Lewes' Physiology (VI, 16). The connection with 
Russia's traditional heritage comes from emulating the qualities displayed best 
by the narod and from a belief in the Orthodox faith, instinctively preserved by 
the common people. 
Meekness, and the related but subtly different quality of humility - in 
Russian krotost' and smirenie - are characteristics present in the majority of 
Dostoevskii's positive figures. They are among the attributes he emphasises in 
his analysis of Pushkin's Tat'iana (XXVI, 143), whom, as I mentioned in my 
previous chapter, he posits as the ideal of true Russianness. They are also 
qualities that Dostoevskii associates with the narod, whom he viewed as the 
repository of moral and spiritual worth, as numerous passages from Dnevnik 
pisatelia testilY. For example, in a tacit nod to Grigor'ev's literary theory of meek 
and predatory types in Russian literature, he argues that the majority of positive 
characterisations in Russian literature have been developed thanks to inspiration 
from the people: 
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Ho 06paruycb .rryqIIIe X HaIIIeR mnepaType: BCe, qTO eCTb B HeR 
HCTHHHO rrpexpaCHoro, TO BCe B3BTO H3 HapO,lla, HaqHHaB C 
CMHpeHHoro, rrpOCTO,llYIIIHoro THrra EeJIICHHa, C03,llaHHOrO TIYIIIXHHbIM. 
[ ... ] Bce, qTO B 3THX THrrax rOHqapOBa H TypreHeBa BeXOBeqHOrO H 
rrpeKpaCHoro, - BCe :no OT Toro, qTO OHH B HHX conpHKOCHYJIHCb C 
HapO,llOM; 3TO conpHKOCHOBeHHe C HapO,llOM rrpH,llaJIO HM He06blqaRHble 
CHJIbI. OHH 3aHMCTBOBaJIH y Hero ero npOCTO,llyIIIHe, qHCTOTY, 
KPOTOCTb, IIIHpOXOCTb YMa H He3JI06He [ ... ]. (XXII, 43-44.) 
The importance of meekness and humility lies in the fact that they predispose a 
character to the ability to empty out the Self and look to the Other. Prince 
Myshkin is alleged to have said, 'cMHpeHHe eCTb CTpaIIIHaB CHJIa' (VIII, 329). 
However, these are words relayed by Ippolit during his 'Necessary Explanation'; 
in his interpretation, humility becomes a force for self-laceration, a double edged 
sword, a kind of inverted pride, better represented by the term 'humiliatedness', 
since it stems from the painful awareness of an insult. (A detailed treatment of 
Myshkin will be undertaken later in this chapter.) True humility or meekness is 
able to withstand offence without raising the hackles of injured pride - a reaction 
of the ego - because the meek person is able voluntarily to abnegate his ego. 
Sonia Marmeladova endures endless insults and humiliation as a prostitute, and 
is even more greatly insulted by Luzhin when he brands her a thief, but although 
her constitution is not strong enough to avoid an attack of hysterics, there is no 
seething resentment in her heart at his treatment. On the contrary, her consistent 
reaction to ill-treatment is to meet it with love and an acknowledgement of her 
own unworthiness, as her account of family life with Katerina I vanovna testifies: 
'A XOTb 6b! H 6HJIa, Tax qTO xc! Hy Tax qTO iK? Bb! HHllero, HHqerO He 
3HaeTe ... 3TO TaKaB HeCqaCTHaB, ax, xaKaB HeCqaCTHaB! [ . .,] A CKOJIbKO, 
CKOJIbKO pa3 B ee B CJIe3b1 BBO.llHJIa!' (VI, 243-44). In the same way, Makar 
DoJgorukii responds with gentleness and self-effacement when he falls after 
Liza's spiteful order to get up (XIII, 304). Prince Myshkin too, after Gania has 
struck him, is prepared to take a blow so long as another, Varia, is spared, and his 
reaction is to grieve for the shame Gania will feel afterwards: '0, KaK BM 
6Y,lleTe CTbI,llHTbCB CBoero nocTyrrKa!' (VIII, 99). 
In Besy, Tikhon's reply to constant offensive remarks from Stavrogin 
demonstrates the Christian import of humility: 'KpecTa TBoero, rOCrrO,llH, ,lla 
He rrOCTblJKYCB' (XI, 10). Just as Christ met his torturers with submissiveness 
and prayers for forgiveness for them, Tikhon strives to react to mental cruelty 
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with as much meekness, absence of judgement and indignation. To be ashamed 
of the Cross, that is, of being wounded and humiliated, is a reaction of the ego, 
and Tikhon prays for divine help in keeping his focus on the Other, that is, on 
Stavrogin. He struggles to maintain a voluntary submission to Stavrogin's 
hostility, in the effort to establish a relationship of sobornost', and there are a few 
instances in their conversation where he succeeds, albeit momentarily. For 
example, he asks Stavrogin if it would help him to imagine that a complete 
stranger had read his confession and forgiven him in his heart. This oblique 
suggestion, which avoids the offensive magnanimity of offering to forgive 
Stavrogin himself, coaxes Stavrogin into admitting he would like Tikhon's 
forgiveness. The bishop then continues to avoid setting himself above the 
penitent by asking for Stavrogin's forgiveness in return. The latter scoffs at 
Tikhon's humility, but all the same reiterates his need for forgiveness (XI, 25-
26). Here the reader sees a concrete enactment of Zosima's doctrine that each is 
responsible for all; Tikhon says that he is only able to offer forgiveness if he is 
humble enough to accept it himself, and indeed, such is the only situation in 
which a proud temperament like Stavrogin's will be able to accept forgiveness 
without feeling ashamed and humiliated, as Stavrogin hints: 
- [ ... ] CorpeIIIHB, Ka)f(.llbIH qeJIOBeK Y)f(e npOTHB Bcex corpeIIIHJI H 
Ka)f(.llbIH tfeJIOBeK XOTb qeM-HH6Y.llb B 'Iyx<OM rpexe BHHOBaT. rpexa 
e.llHHHtfHOrO HeT. j{ iKe rpeIIIHHK BeJIHKHH, 11, MO)f(eT 6bITb, 60JIee 
BaIIIero. 
- j{ BaM BCIO npaB.llY CKaiKY: SI iKeJIalO, lfT06bI BbI MeHSI npOCTHJIH, 
BMeCTe C BaMH .llpyroH, TpeTHH, HO BCe - Bce nycTb JIy'lwe HeHaBH.llSlT. 
Ho ,llJUI Toro iKeJIalO, QT06bI co CMupeHueM nepeHecTII ... (XI, 26, italics 
added.) 
Sonia has a similar effect on Raskol'nikov. Her awareness of guilt is striking to 
the reader, since it is apparent that she has turned to prostitution for the sake of 
her starving family. But as Gibson has noted, she does not shrink from the 
comparisons Raskol'nikov makes between his crime and her self-sacrifice;'4 she 
feels her part in the mutuality of responsibility for evil in the world, and this is 
the source of her meekness and humility. The fact that she does not set herself 
above anyone makes it easier for Raskol'nikov to come to her and confess his 
crime. Murav observes that Sonia's 'humble authority' stands in contrast to the 
official authority of Porfirii Petrovich, who tries his best to make Raskol'nikov 
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confess, but in whom the latter senses a degree of condescension: 'Porfirii urges 
Raskolnikov to confess by telling him that he will find peace thereby. 
Raskolnikov challenges him, asking him what sort of prophet he is and whether 
he utters this prophecy of , 'peace" from "on high'" (VI, 352).55 
The humility of such characters as Sonia and Tikhon should not be 
confused with the slavish self-abasement of other personages, like Lebedev in 
Idiot, for example: his repeated 'IiH30K, HH30K' expresses a delight in shame and 
a posture of false meekness. In particular, the contrast between true lowliness and 
false self-abasement that relies on the tyranny of another is played out in the final 
stages of the drama in 'Krotkaia'. Here the pawnbroker seeks to prolong his duel 
of domination and submission with his wife, the gentle girl referred to only by 
her defining characteristic, and he takes upon himself the role of abject slave, 
thus projecting on to her the role of tyrant. He begs to be ignored, to be her 
plaything, her lapdog; he heaps praise upon her, stressing her intelligence and 
moral superiority. She, however, is confused and upset by his behaviour. 
Dostoevskii's depiction of the scene exposes the flaws in the pawnbroker's 
posturing and reveals the damage it does to the meek girl, the significance of 
which her husband fails to understand: 
fJIaBHOe, BCe :lTO BpeMR, Bce nRTh ,Il.HeM, B HeM 6b1JIO 3aMernaTeJIhCTBO 
HJIIi CTbI,Il.. EORJIaCh TOJKe, O'leHh 60Rnach. [ ... ] Ho R He CMOTpeJI Ha ee 
CTpax, CHRno HOBoe! [ ... ] TYT SI, coypy-mo, lie COepJICQ8UlUCb, 
paCCKa3aJI, B KaKOM R 6hIJI BOCTopre, KOf,ll.a, CTOH TorAa 3a ,llsephlO, 
CJIYllIan ee noe,llHHOK, nOe,ll.HHOK HeBHHHOCTH C TOM TBaphlo, H KaK 
HaCnaJK,Il.anCR ee YMOM, 6neCKoM OCTpOyMHH H npH TaKOM ,Il.eTCKOM 
rrpOCTO,ll.YIIlHH. OHa KaK 6hI BCR B3,llporHyna, npOneneTaJIa 6b1no onRTh, 
'ITO Jl npeY6eJlUflU6aJO, HO B,Il.Pyr Bee nHnO ee OMpa'lHJIOCh, OHa 
3aKphIJIaCh pYKaMH H 3apbl,ll.ana... TYT yJK H Jl He 6bIOepJICQA: onRTh 
ynan nepe,ll. HelO, OnRTh CTaJI neJIOBaTh ee HorH, If OnRTh KOH'IHJIOCh 
nplfna,ll.KOM, TaK JKe KaK BO BTOpHHK. (XXIV, 29, 32, italics added.) 
The meek girl struggles to find the right response to her husband's melodramatic 
effusions, rightly noticing that he is exaggerating. He, conversely, cannot see the 
importance of his deliberate abdication of self-control or recognise that it does 
not bring her joy. His overblown adulation of her is inappropriate to her, because 
she is humble, and acknowledges her own sinfulness, embodied in her temptation 
to shoot him earlier in their marriage. When she attempts to establish a relation 
of mutual self-abnegation, shared responsibility and forgiveness, by owning up to 
her temptation, he replies with more exaggerated behaviour, kissing her 'KaK 
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6e3YMHbIH' (XXIV, 32). It is after this final failure to enter into sobornost' with 
him that she commits suicide. Edward Wasiolek correctly identifies the nature of 
true humility with regard to the individual's part in the organic unity of mutual 
responsibility; his words refer to Dostoevskii's view of the narod, but they apply 
perfectly to the meek characters Sonia, Tikhon and the meek girl: 
Their humility consists of acknowledging that their lives have a dimension 
deeper than the depth of their empirical acts, and in acknowledging that they 
silently acknowledge that their beings - and by implication the beings of 
others - are beyond their own judgement and the judgement of others. In short 
they are humble before the sacredness of being, theirs and others.56 
The fact that this comment about the Russian people should also apply so aptly to 
Dostoevskii's positive, meek characters, suggests that these characters possess 
the same spiritual connection to the traditional Russian heritage that Dostoevskii 
so valued in the common people. Finally, Dostoevskii underlines the importance 
he places on meekness and humility in the sermons of Father Zosima, who 
proclaims: 'lh Hapo~a cnaceHHe BbIH~eT, H3 BepbI H CMHpeHHj( ero' (XIV, 
286). 
I observed that the pawnbroker in 'Krotkaia' played at humility through a 
conscious loss of self-control; the quality of self-control is an important part of 
the positive make-up of Dostoevskii's rooted characters. Zosima is a master of 
self-contro~ as befits his role as a starets. Bra/'ia Karamazovy tells us that elders 
take disciples in order to help them achieve such a high level of self-conquest 
that they attain the absolute freedom that is freedom from self (XIV, 26); it is 
therefore to be inferred that the elders themselves have already reached this level 
of freedom to be able to pass on the discipline to others. Here we find the very 
foundations of sobornost': it is stressed that the disciple's submission to the 
elder's strict instruction is completely voluntary, and yet through such discipline 
of self true freedom is to be found. This is the freedom in the unity of voluntary 
selflessness described throughout the writing of Khomiakov on the Orthodox 
Church. 57 Zosima as a stare/s displays exemplary control of himself, never losing 
his composure in the face of the trials of coping with the troubled Karamazov 
family at a time when his health has all but deserted him. That this is an acquired 
discipline and not an innate characteristic in him we know from his tales from his 
youth, where the reader encounters a boisterous young man, free with his temper 
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and given to sensuality and drink. However, his self-control is to be distinguished 
from the rule of self-will followed by Stavrogin. Stavrogin's self-discipline is 
motivated by pride and selfishness: he practises it to prove and take glory in his 
strength, and he does not care who he hurts in the process - Maria Lebiadkina, 
Matresha, countless others, and in the end himself. By contrast, Zosima's self-
control is directed outwards, towards his fellow-men. A man who is always calm, 
meek and kind cannot offend anyone, and indeed can soothe a ruffled 
countenance; the suppression of any selfish impulse in him makes him utterly 
approachable. Zosima's self-control is also permeated with self-respect, which 
gives him a personal dignity that saves selflessness from becoming self-
abasement. He can give of himself without becoming a slave, as we see in 
chapter three of Book One, where as Sven Linner has noted, he moves from 
supplicant to supplicant with lightning rapidity, spending just enough time to 
console or enlighten, but not allowing anyone to stifle him with thanks or 
entreaties. 58 This characteristic is part of the way in which true meekness, 
humility and abnegation of the ego differ from the posturing of Lebedev and the 
slavishness of the pawnbroker, both of which stem from self-indulgence. The 
pawnbroker abdicates control of his emotions because he finds it intoxicating and 
perversely pleasurable. as well as in order to coerce his wife into a new system; 
this is evident from his frequent use of the word 'vostorg' to describe his 
emotions. 
The most remarkable example of Zosima's outwardly directed self-
control has been discussed by Linner; this is his bow to Dmitrii. Linner contrasts 
Zosima's acknowledgement of the great suffering in store for Dmitrii, with 
Tikhon's prophecy of Stavrogin's further crimes. and commends Zosima's 
control, silence and tact while Tikhon openly displays horror and nearly breaks 
down. He writes: 'Tixon and Zosima have in common the ability to see the plans 
their young visitors conceal within them and a feeling of horror at what they thus 
perceive. But only the starets retains his composure. Tixon loses his grip on 
himself [ ... ].'S9 Zosima's bow is a deliberate action, as the text affirms (XIV, 
69), whereas Tikhon cannot restrain the prophecy that bursts out of him like a 
spasm (XI, 30). The resulting difference between Drnitrii and Stavrogin is 
dramatic. Drnitrii's reaction - covering his face with his hands - is one of shame, 
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and significantly Zosirna stresses the humility behind his own gesture by begging 
forgiveness of all his guests, including Dmitrii. As the novel progresses, Dmitrii 
is brought to the brink of parricide, but holds himself back at the last minute, 
because 'CJIe3I,I JllI III,H, MaTI, JllI MOSI YMOJlllJIa 60ra, .11.yx JIH CBeTJIblH 
06JI06b13aJ1 MeHSI B TO MrHoBeHHe' (XIV, 425-26). Could the spiritual 
glimmer that shines in him for a moment be Zosirna's bow? It is never made 
explicit, but the fact remains that Dmitrii steps back from the threshold of crime, 
and finds the resources within himself to accept suffering. Stavrogin, on the other 
hand, is enraged by Tikhon's insight. He goes on to allow murder after murder to 
be committed in his name or because of his actions, until finally he kills himself. 
Linner cites Tikhon's lack of self-control as grounds for considering him a less 
morally excellent character than Zosima.60 
The ability voluntarily to empty out the ego allows Dostoevskii's positive 
rooted characters to love their neighbour more effectively. The love shown in 
particular by Sonia, Zosirna and Alesha stands in sharp contrast to the love for 
humanity professed by the likes of Kirillov, Versilov and Ivan Karamazov. The 
difference is that the Iranian characters love in a concrete, active way, whereas 
the Kushite personages love in the abstract. That love should be active and 
directed towards specific objects is a vital component of life in sobornost'. If we 
give love its ethical name, charity, it is possible to see how it fits into an 
organically unified approach to moral-spiritual life, as emphasised by 
Khomiakov. He discusses the relationship between true faith and active good 
works: 
KaK TeJIO 6e3.11.YWHoe He eCTb Y)I(e qeJIOBeK H lIenOBeKOM Ha3BaTbCSl He 
MOJKeT, HO TpynoM; TaK H Bepa, He TBOpSlmaSl .11.eJI, HCTHHHOH BepoH 
Ha3BaTbCSI He MOJKeT, HO JIOJKHOIO [ ... ] H60 Bepa HCTHHHaR eCTI, )lCHBaR, 
TBopSlmaSl .11.eJIa: oHa eCTI, Bepa BO XpHCTe H XPHCTOC B Bepe.61 
This excerpt shows how the above mentioned characters fail in their attitude to 
love, and how this attitude is related to the faith they claim to profess. Kirillov's 
drive to suicide is, according to his own argument, for love of mankind, who 
needs liberating from the fear of death. But his act is not one of love, but of 
despair and destruction. Versilov and Ivan Karamazov both find it difficult to 
love their neighbour as an individual, rather than as an abstract concept. In 
Versilov's case this is due to his artificia~ self-constructed faith; Ivan's faith in 
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God falls at the hurdle of the risen Christ. In general, as I have already shown. 
the characters who follow the Kushite principle cannot love actively, and thus 
truly, because they cannot see the image of God in their fellows. 
By contrast, Dostoevskii's characters with roots in the Russian spiritual 
heritage value individuals as they encounter the~ recognising their obraz 
regardless of their outward state and loving them in a positive and identifiable 
way. Sonia is a paragon of love; she is devoted to her drunken wastrel of a father 
and her crazed shrewish stepmother, and she falls for Raskol'nikov as she pours 
out her compassion onto the hostile, spiteful murderer. That she can love those 
whom society would likely reject is evidence of her faith in God and Christ, 
which is a truly unified faith imbued with tse/'nost'. She is able to focus on the 
good, on the image of God, in whomever she encounters, as her impassioned 
description of Katerina Ivanovna testifies (VI, 243-44); moreover, her outburst to 
Raskol'nikov, 'qTO BbI, liTO BbI :lTO Ha,lJ; C060R C,lJ;emuIH!' (VI, 316) 
demonstrates not only her compassion for his suffering, but her 
acknowledgement that he has damaged the obraz within him. Her love imitates 
the love of Christ, who associated with drunkards and prostitutes; it parallels the 
love of St. John the Merciful, who warmed a diseased beggar by embracing him 
and breathing into his festering mouth, as Ivan Karamazov recounted (XIV, 215). 
Most significantly, her love enacts the exhortation of Dostoevskii in Dnevnik 
pisatelia to love the narod for their lofty ideals, in spite of their superficial 
barbarism: 
B PYCCKOM lIeJIOBeKe 113 npocTOHapO,lJ;MI HylKHO YMeTb OTBJIeKaTb 
KpacoTy ero OT HaHOCHoro BapBapcTBa. [ ... ] nOBTOpSIIO: cY,lJ;IITe 
PYCCKHR Hapo,n: He no TeM Mep30CTSlM, KOTopbIe OIl TaK qaCTO .lI.eJIaeT, a 
no TeM BeJIIiKHM II CBSITbIM BemaM, no KOTOPbIM OIl H B caMOR 
Mep30CTH CBoeR nOCTOSllIlIO B03,lJ;blXaeT. (XXII, 43.) 
Alesha too loves actively and is able to love those who appear unlovable, like his 
odious father, of whom he says: 'Cep,n:ue y Bac nyqIIIe rOJIOBbI' (XIV, 124). 
Considering Alesha's compassion for all the troubled members of his family, the 
narrator describes his attitude as follows: 
[ ... ] xapaKTep mo6BH ero 6bIJI BCer,lJ;a ,lJ;eS1TeJIblIblR. JII061.fTb naCCHBHO 
OIl He Mor; B03J1I0611B, OH TOTliac JKe npIIHIIMaJICSI II nOMoraTb. A ,lJ;JUI 
:noro Ha,lJ;O 6b1JIO nOCTaBIITb ueJIb, Ha,lJ;O TBep,lJ;O 6b1JIO 3HaTb, liTO 
KaJK,lJ;OMY 113 IIHX XOPOIIIO II HYJKHO, a YTBep,lJ;IIBIIIIICb 0 oepHOCTIi ueJIII, 
eCTecToeHHo, KaJK,lJ;OMY 113 HHX II nOMOlib. (XIV, 170.) 
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The ability to perceive the image of God in even the apparently worst of 
people is bound up with true faith, because, as I have outlined above, it is part of 
an integrated belief that God dwells in man and man in God, that the conquest of 
death by Christ demonstrates the organic unity between God and his creation. 
Such a love also requires humility, for only by accepting one's own sinfulness 
can one love another in spite of their sinful state. In my previous chapter I 
examined Dostoevskii's notes made at the bier of his deceased first wife; here he 
begins with a statement that seems to prefigure Versilov and I van Karamazov: 
'B03JIlO6HTb lJeJIOBeKa, KaK caMOZO ce6fl, no 3anOBe.ll.M XPMcToBoH, -
HeB03MO)KHO. 3aKoH JIHlJHOCTM Ha 3eMJIe CBR3b1BaeT. Jl npemlTcTByeT. 
O.ll.HH XPMCTOC Mor' (XX, 172). However, he quickly asserts that man's eternal 
task is to struggle to realise the ideal of Christ by voluntarily annihilating the 
ego: '[ ... J BbICOlJaHllIee ynoTpe6JIeHHe, KOTopoe MO)KeT C.ll.eJIaTb lJeJIOBeK M3 
cBoeH JIHlJHOCTM, M3 nOJIHOTbI pa3BHTHH CBoero fl, - 3TO KaK 6b1 
YHMlJTO)KMTb 3TO fl, OT,ll;aTb ero ueJIHKOM BceM M Ka)K.ll.OMY 6e3pa3,ll;eJIbHO 
M 6e33aBeTHo' (XX, 172). How this is to be achieved is expressed in Zosima's 
exhortation, learned from his brother Markel, to recognise the mutuality of 
responsibility for evil, which requires loving humility. He says: 
TIpe,ll; MHOIO MbICJIbIO CTaHellib B He,ll;oYMeHMM, OC06CHHO flUOfl ?pex 
11100eU, H cnpOCHllIb ce6R: «B3RTb JIM CMJIoii aJIM CMHpeHHOIO 
JII060BblO?» Bcer,ll;a pelliaii: «B03bMY cMupeHHolO /110606&10». [ .•• J O,ll;1I0 
TyT cnaceHHe ce6e: B03bMM ce6R H coe/lau ce6Jl :>ICe om6emllUKOM 3a 
6eCb zpex .1lI00CKOU. (XIV, 289, 290, italics added.) 
Zosima's sermon stresses the relationship between the emptying out of the ego 
and the ability to love one's neighbour in spite of their sin. Sonia follows this 
doctrine to an extremely well-developed degree. She is aware of her contribution 
to humanity's state of sinfulness, and will not judge others who contribute too. 
But she does not just offer compassionate words to those she loves; her love for 
her family leads her to sacrifice her own innocence, and her love for 
Raskol'nikov takes her to Siberia with him. Indeed, her active love with its roots 
in her genuine faith finally begins to sway Raskol'nikov. Her example of active 
love eventually awakens love in him too, which, as Gibson comments, is the 
beginning of his journey to salvation: '[Raskol'nikov] does not envisage a 
Christian frame of reference and then love: he loves first, and it so changes his 
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own frame of reference that he asks himself whether he might possibly come to 
share Sonya's convictions. ,62 
In the teachings of Father Zosima we find further evidence of the organic 
link between active love and faith, when he advises Khokhlakova how to 
strengthen her belief in the afterlife. He says to her: 
TIocTapaiiTecb mo611Tb BallIllX 6mnKHllx ,neRTeJIbHO If HeycTaHHo. TIo 
Mepe Toro KaK 6y,neTe npeycneBaTb B JII06BIf, 6y.neTe y6eJK,naTbcR II B 
6bITIIII 60ra, II B 6eccMepTIIII ,nyllIII BalIIeH. ECJIII JKe ,noH.neTe ,no 
nOJIHOrO caMOOTBepJKeHIIR B JII06BII K 6JIIIJKHeMY, Tor,na yJK 
HeCOMHeHHO YBepyeTe, II HIIKaKoe COMHeHlle ,naJKe If He B03MOJKeT 
JaHTII B Barny ,nyrny. 3TO IIcnblTaHo, no TOqHO. (XIV, 52.) 
Here it can be seen that just as true faith gives rise to charitable deeds, so specific 
acts oflove engender faith and reinforce it. Ward explains: 
To penetrate to another's essence, to know that person as he is "in himself," it 
is necessary to somehow "become" that person; it is necessary to love him. 
Only reason informed by love can penetrate to the highest principle within a 
human being, can truly "know" him. And, for Dostoyevsky, to know a human 
being truly is to know him as claimed by God. Thus, while he eschews any 
attempt to ''prove'' the existence of God by rational argumentation, he does 
offer the ''proof' through love formulated by Father Zosima.63 
The fact that Zosima's emphasis on active love does not offer a proof of 
Christian doctrine underlines an idea that is fundamental to Bral'ia Karamazovy: 
the idea that Christianity is not a theory or a formula, but a practice, as many 
critics have noted, including Gibson and Linner.64 It is not something that can be 
argued, expounded or deconstructed; it can only be experienced or lived. For this 
reason, Zosima sends Alesha out into the world, to work and be useful. For the 
same reason, Tikhon advises Stavrogin to seek the guidance of an elder, but still 
to live in society. Whilst Dostoevskii is firm in his support for the tradition of 
startsy and Russian Orthodox monasteries, he is also clear that holy orders are 
not the path for the majority and that asceticism for its own sake is fruitless. The 
portrait of Father Ferapont emphasises this point. A rigorous ascetic who fasts, 
keeps a vow of silence and wears chains, Ferapont is depicted as unsympathetic, 
judgmental and bordering on insanity. In contrast to Zosima, who keeps a busy 
schedule of receiving visitors and blessing the public right into his last hours, 
Ferapont, full of vigorous good health, allows himself scarcely any company and 
is quite rude to those he does admit. He leaves his cell only to pour triumphant 
condemnation on those who believed Zosima's death would produce a miracle, 
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and his outburst contributes to Alesha's crisis of faith. Ferapont's brand of 
Christianity is, to be sure, a way of life, but it is centred on himself; it is insular 
and atomised, not at all conducive to brotherhood. Even his one public 
appearance at Zosima's funeral spreads only dissent and invites adulation for 
himself (XIV, 303-04). Zosima on the other hand unites those around him, just as 
Alesha tries to effectuate reconciliation between his brothers and their lovers. 
True active Christian love thus becomes zhivaia zhizn'; this is Dostoevskii's 
expression for the motivating force of sobornost'. He makes the most use of this 
phrase in Dnevnik pisatelia, where in the issue for September 1876 he writes: 
BHHKHHTe B npaBOCJIaBHe: :no BOBce He o,nHa TOJIbKO uepKoBHoCTb H 
06PSl.l1.HOCTb, :no ;JICU60e lly6cm6o, 06panfBlIIeeC}I y Hapo,na HaIIIero B 
O,nHY H3 Tex OCHOBHbIX Jl<HBblX CHJI, 6e3 KOTOPblX He Jl<HByT HaUHH. B 
PYCCKOM xpHCTHaHCTBe, nO-HacToSl~eMy, .l1.aJl<e H MHCTHUH3Ma HeT 
BOBce, B HeM O.l1.HO lleAo6eKoAlO6ue, O,nHH Xpucm06 o6paJ, - no KpaHHeH 
Mepe, 3TO rJIaBHoe. B EBpone .l1.aBHO YJl<e H no npaBy CMOTPSlT Ha 
KJIepHKaJIH3M H uepKOBHOCTb C onaceHHeM: TaM OHH, oco6eHHo B HHbIX 
MeCTax, MeIIIalOT TelJeHHIO Jl<HBOH Jl<H3HH, BCSlKOMY npeycneSlHHIO 
Jl<H3HH, H yJl< KOHelJHO, MeIIIalOT caMOH peJIHrHH. Ho noxoJl<e JIH HaIIIe 
muxoe, CMUpe1l1l0e npa60CAa6ue [ .•• ]? (XXIII, 130, italics added.) 
In this passage we find emphasised all the points I have mentioned with regard to 
Dostoevskii's rooted characters who live in sobornost': humility, meekness, 
active love and a sense of the image of Christ all combine into a force that is 
lived in the fullest sense of the word. Zhivaia zhizn' is totally alive and organic 
and it is the experience that Dostoevskii posited in answer to Ivan's rebellion. It 
is the only possible answer, because by focusing on practice rather than on 
theory, he transcends the boundaries of the self-contained fortress of logical 
argument. As Gibson asserts, 'Dostoevsky did not deny the conclusions of 
reason; he even accepted them (Alyosha did not dissent from Ivan's argument); 
but he found them to be relative in the context of Christian action. ,6.5 
There is a particularly Eastern colouring to Dostoevskii's conception of 
the Christian faith as a living life to be practised not learned. It taps into the 
tradition of Orthodoxy that rejected the kind of scholasticism followed by 
Western Christianity under the auspices of theologians like St. Augustine. Jones 
concurs that Dostoevskii's religious views 'are rooted not just in a Christian soil 
but in a specifically Russian Orthodox soi~ which [ ... ] is inimical to the 
predilection of Western Christianity for rational argumentation and for its 
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repeated attempts through the ages to accommodate theology to the prevailing 
secular culture. ,66 As I have already sho~ it was central to Slavophile thought 
to advocate the integration of reason into faith and to seek a more holistic 
apprehension of existence through all the cognitive faculties: this was 
Kireevskii's tsel'nost' dukha principle. Dostoevskii expresses his own virtually 
identical idea through his positioning of zhivaia zhizn' as a counter point to 
Ivan's intellectual dilemma. Linner has also made the connection between 
zhivaia zhizn' and tsel'nost' dukha as formulated by Kireevskii;67 he notes the 
emphasis on rational and supra-rational levels of understanding in an early 
mention of zhivaia zhizn' from Dostoevskii's notebooks of 1864, where the 
writer discusses the effects of atheism: '[ ... ] qeJIOBeK B 3TOM COCTOSlHHH 
1iYBcTByeT ce6SI: nJIOXO, TocKyeT, TepSI:eT HCTOlJHHK iKHBOH iKH3HH, He 3HaeT 
Henocpe)1.CTBeHHblX OI..UYmeHHH H BCe c03HaeT' (XX, 192). This note of 
Dostoevskii's could rather aptly describe Ivan Karamazov, whose insistence on 
his rational mind cuts him off from the living life he loves so much. Ivan loves 
life, but his doublespeak declaration of his love for life shows that he cannot love 
it regardless of logic, try as he might. His Euclidean mind cannot see the 
beautiful wholeness of zhivaia zhizn', and so his thirst for life is to spite the 
bezobrazie he sees instead: 
[ ... ] He BepYH Sl B iKH3HL, pa3YBepLCSl Sl B )1.0pOrOH ilCeHIUHHe, 
pa3YBepLCSI: B nOpSI:)1.Ke BemeH, y6eJlHCL ,nailCe, qTO BCe, HanpoTHB, 
6eCnOpSl)1.01iHLIH, npOKJISI:TLIH H, MOiKeT 6b1TL, 6ecoBcKHH xaoc, nopa3H 
MeHSI: XOTL Bee YiKaCLI lJeJIOBeqeCKOrO pa301iapOBaHHSI: - a SI: Bce-TaKH 
3aXOlJY ilCHTL [ ... ]. (XIV, 209.) 
Alesha, on the other hand, truly loves life regardless of logic. For hin\ a shift of 
emphasis away from a rational perception of life allows him to see coherence and 
sense in the world. He replies to Ivan, 'HenpeMeHHo TaK, nOJIl06HTb npeiK)1.e 
JIOrHKH, KaK TLI rOBopHllIL, HenpeMeHHO lJT06b1 npeiK)1.e JIOrHKH, H Tor,na 
TOJIbKO SI: H CMbICJI noHMY. BOT lJTO MHe )1.aBHO YiKe MepemHTCSI:' (XIV, 
210). The one brother is tom in two by a desperate thirst for a life that his 
rationalism tells him is corrupt and nonsensical; the other brother apprehends life 
through faith and love, and has a kind of instinctual feeling of meaning in life. 
Here is the difference between the Kushite and the Iranian principles as they 
affect individuals. 
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It has therefore been demonstrated that a faith practised through active 
love is a fundamental part of life in sobornost', but the precise nature of this faith 
needs to be explored in more detail. The question of denominational bias in 
Dostoevskii's religion as expressed in his fiction has occupied scholars since the 
writer's own time: whilst his denunciations of Western Christianity, his aversion 
to scholasticism and his emphasis on particularly Eastern motifs suggests an 
adherence to Orthodoxy, it has been noted on many occasions that the religious 
ethos of his novels is far from belonging to the Russian Orthodox mainstream. 
Hackel's well-known article speaks of 'evasion' of Orthodoxy proper and of 
'Christian cosmetics' applied to 'little more than nature mysticism,;68 Richard 
Peace has drawn attention to Dostoevskii's fascination for schismatic groups and 
asserts, 'The hint of heresy is never far away' .69 Even Jones's article 'The Death 
and Resurrection of Orthodoxy in the works of Dostoevskii', which in my 
opinion offers a more measured perspective, considers the religion portrayed in 
the writer's novels as a rejection of official Orthodoxy so as to allow the 
germination of a new Orthodoxy. It seems to me that whilst there is merit in all 
these perspectives, they do not provide an entirely satisfactory answer. At the 
same time, there is danger in trying to claim Dostoevskii wholeheartedly for the 
Orthodox Church as it was in his time. But if we examine his fiction by the 
criteria of the main motifs of Slavophile thought, as laid out in this study, a more 
comprehensive picture emerges. Khomiakov and Kireevskii had a certain vision 
of what true Orthodoxy meant, whether or not that vision corresponded to the 
position of the Church in their day. I shall attempt to show that Dostoevskii's 
attitude to Orthodoxy has much in common with their perspective. 
In my previous chapter I mentioned Apollon Grigor'ev's appeal to 
'humble' Orthodoxy, or the inner spirit of brotherhood in the Russian people. I 
find this to be the principal determinant of the religion expressed in 
Dostoevskii's fiction. His references to Orthodoxy are most usually in relation to 
the narod, who in his opinion have preserved the true ethos of Christianity. He 
also stressed the importance of the Raskol in the pages of Vremia, suggesting that 
it epitomised the people's preference for creating their own indigenous cultural 
forms rather than accepting changes imposed from above (XX, 20-21). The 
overall impression from fiction and non-fiction is that Dostoevskii would not 
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accept an organised religion that did not grant as much credence to the combined 
wishes of the people as to the decisions of ruling committees. Such a view of his 
attitude to religion suggests a belief in the importance of universal sobor or 
consensus; that Orthodoxy should not reside solely in the hands of a few 
educated theologians, and that within the unity of the Church there should be 
freedom. Khomiakov also held this view, declaring that the Church should 
represent 'H.lleIO e()UHcm6a 60 MHO:JICeCm6e' and that its unity was 'He HHoe 
'ITO, KaK COfJIaCHe JIH"IHbIX CBo6o.ll,.70 This view makes admissible the 
admixture of certain sectarian and even pagan elements such as kissing the earth 
and watering it with tears, elements noted by Peace to have origins in pre-
Christian forms of religion.71 Indeed, Peace concurs: 'Moreover, the old 
believers with their rejection of the state are actually nearer to the ideal Church 
envisaged by Zosima than is contemporary Russian Orthodoxy, under the 
watchful eye of the Procurator of the Holy Synod.,72 (The Procurator was a 
layman appointed by the Tsar.) The fact that pre-Christian traditions should 
survive in some form in Christianity is, from the Slavophile view, not necessarily 
a bad thing, and the reader of Dostoevskii should not automatically read heresy 
into his portrayal of Orthodoxy. Tat'iana Blagova remarks: 'XOMSIKOB 
cOBepmeHHo CnpaBe.llJIHBO 3aMe'laeT, 'ITO HOBaSi peJIHfHSI He MOrJIa 
nOJIHOCTbIO H3fJIa,IUiTb CJIe.llbI CTapbIX BepOBaHHH, KOTopble ell(e .llOJIfO 
npo.llOJDKaJIH 06YCJIOBJIHBaTb xapaKTep xpHCTHaHCKOH Bepbl.'73 What is 
important are the principles underlying the pagan characteristics absorbed into 
Christianity. As both Khomiakov and Kireevskii stressed, in the West the 
heritage of pagan Rome and its principles of rationalism and hierarchy distorted 
Catholicis~ whereas in ancient Russia Christianity took root in an environment 
already highly similar to the religion, embodying principles of brotherhood and 
mutual love. 74 
Nevertheless, caution must be exercised when examining Dostoevskii's 
interest in sects; when specific organised sects are mentioned, they are more 
often than not associated with characters in turmoil than with positive characters. 
Thus Rogozhin is connected with the Castrates through his father, a sympathiser, 
and the sinister looking house he lives in; Shatov and Kirillov, the two 
misbegotten progeny of Stavrogin's evil mind, live in the house of Filippov, the 
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leader of the Castrates and Flagellants. Smerdiakov is also described as looking 
like a Castrate. Conversely, suggestions of sectarianism and heresy in connection 
with Zosima must be treated carefully. Peace draws attention to Fedor 
Pavlovich's accusation of flagellation at the monastery, and notes that the name 
Zosima recalls a fifteenth century Metropolitan who practised heresy and lewd 
behaviour.75 However, Linner points out that Zosima was a common name 
among Russian Orthodox saints,76 and we must take note of what Gary Saul 
Morson has called 'the irony of origins' when considering the value of 
Karamazov's judgement of the monk.77 
Therefore, what we find in Dostoevskii is not so much a positive interest 
in well-defined extreme sects with their connotations of violence and distortion, 
although a respect for Old Believers is evident. Instead we see a leaning towards 
aspects of Orthodoxy that are out of the mainstream, but belong to ancient 
Orthodox tradition, thus remaining as close to the origins of Christianity - and 
hence to the source of rootedness - as possible. The aspects that appear most 
important to Dostoevskii are the institution of starchestvo; two interrelated 
theological concepts: Hesychasm and apophatic theology; and iurodstvo or holy 
foolishness. The role of the elder in monastic life is important in Brat'ia 
Karamazovy not just because of the character of Zosirna, but because it 
exemplifies a facet of Orthodoxy that may be regarded as questionable, but is 
extremely popular with the common people. The time taken by Dostoevskii to 
have his narrator give a few words of explanation about the institution shows that 
in the novel not just one elder, Zosirna, is significant, but the whole tradition. 
From this passage we learn that starchestvo is a tradition over a thousand years 
old, especially prevalent in the Orthodox east; that it may have existed in ancient 
Russia too but fell out of practice until it was revived by Paisii Velichkovskii 
towards the end of the eighteenth century. The narrator stresses that in spite of 
the suspicion of official Church bodies, 'cTapueB TOT'IaC JKe CTaJIH BLICOKO 
YBaJKaTL B Hap0,Lle' (XIV, 27), and that simple and aristocratic people alike 
sought advice and forgiveness in those few monasteries where the institution 
took hold. From what we know of Dostoevskii's opinion of the Russian folk, 
there is no greater endorsement for him than the approval of the narod. In 
addition the qualities of starchestvo that are picked out in the narrator's 
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explanation are the freedom to be found in voluntarily submitting oneself to the 
will of an elder and the special bond that develops between the elder and his 
disciples, of a kind recognised even by Church officials to transcend earthly 
authority (XIV, 26-27). In this way, the institution is held up as an instrument for 
creating sobornost', and it is referred to as 'opYAlie AIDI HpaBCTBeHHoro 
nepepO:lK,neHHR qenOBeKa OT pa6cTBa K cB060,ne H K HpaBcTBeHHoMY 
cOBepIIleHcTBoBaHlilO' (XIV, 27). Thus Zosima is portrayed as not only an 
exceptional man, but one who is part of a great spiritual tradition of special 
benefit to mankind, trusted by the Christ-bearing people of Russia. Dostoevskii's 
narrator is realistic enough to point out that even this worthy tradition is not 
infallible and remarks that a practice requiring such obedience is open to abuse. 
Thus the emphasis is that the motivation of the individuals involved is essential 
to make starchestvo work. This is consonant with all of Dostoevskii's moral 
philosophy; he will not accept that any system, however morally sound, is in 
itself a panacea for the human condition. 
The focus on starchestvo and the part it plays in the life of Russian 
monasteries provides a link between the works ofDostoevskii and the writings of 
the Slavophiles, in particular of Kireevskii. Kireevskii was also very interested in 
the function of the monasteries in Russian spiritual life and wrote of their 
importance in his essays 'V otvet A. S. Khomiakovu' and '0 kharaktere 
prosveshcheniia Evropy'. According to Blagova and Gleason, 78 he frequented 
Optina Pustyn, the monastery to which Dostoevskii made pilgrimages in his later 
life, and he was especially interested in the work of Paisii Velichkovskii, who 
himself had not resided there, but who had many disciples and followers there.79 
Kireevskii in fact published the first Slavonic version of the Life of 
Velichkovskii, in Moskvitianin in 1845.80 He was involved with a project to 
translate and publish the literature of Orthodox spirituality, alongside other 
contributors, one of whom was Apollon Grigor'ev, whose influence on 
Dostoevskii I have already discussed in my previous chapter.81 The editors of the 
Academy Edition of Dostoevskii's works suggest specific publications from 
Optina Pustyn, well known to the writer, from which he too would have become 
acquainted with the monk mentioned by name in Brat'ia Karamazovy (XV, 528). 
However, what is most significant about Kireevskii's and Dostoevskii's mutual 
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interest in Velichkovskii is that this monk: was involved in a revival of the 
tradition of Hesychasm, based at Optina Pustyn, and that their knowledge of his 
writings may account for the common strand of Hesychast principles in 
Slavophile thought and Dostoevskii's moral-spiritual views. 
Hesychasm is a traditional aspect of Orthodoxy which teaches that the 
nature of God cannot be apprehended by reason alone, but rather by inner 
contemplation and prayer with the heart, suggesting a need for faith rather than 
reason. Ware says this on the practice of prayer with the heart: 'But if he 
perseveres, praying continually with recollection, his intellect and his heart 
become united: [ ... ] It becomes something not merely said by the lips, not 
merely thought by the intellect, but offered spontaneously by the whole being of 
man [ ... ]. ' 82 This is very similar to Kireevskii's formulation of tsel'nost/ dukha: 
nepBoe YCJIOBMe AJUI TaKoro B03BLlweHHR pa3YMa 3aKJIIO'laeTCR B TOM, 
'IT06b1 OH CTpeMMJICR co6paTb B O)1;Hy He)1;eJIMMYIO ueJIhHOCTh Bee CBOM 
OT)1;eJIhHhIe CMJIhI, [ ... ] 'ITofihl nOCToRHHO MCKaJI B rnyfiHHe )1;yWH Toro 
BHYTpeHHero KOpHR pa3YMeHHR, r)1;e Bce OT)1;eJIhHbIe CMJIbI CJIHBalOTCB B 
O)1;HO }l(MBOe M ueJIhHOe 3peHMe YMa.83 
Such inner prayer enables a Hesychast to experience a transfiguration with divine 
light, akin to the transfiguration of Christ on Mount Tabor. This transfiguration 
acts as a revelation of divine truth, and the Hesychast becomes part of that truth 
as it is revealed to him. Hesychasm is an aspect of Orthodoxy which stands in 
direct opposition to the scholasticism of St. Augustine, which predominates in 
Western Christianity and which was one of the main objects of criticism of that 
creed by the Slavophiles. Per-Arne Bodin also mentions 'the concept of the 
deification of matter and, more generally, a weakening of the dichotomy between 
heaven and earth' as characteristics of the tradition.84 It should by now be quite 
clear why this tradition appealed to Kireevskii and why its attributes are the 
facets of Orthodoxy that Dostoevskii preferred to emphasise in his fiction. I have 
already discussed how characters who give precedence to the mind over the heart 
experience fragmentation, and how tse//nost/ dukha informs Slavophile thought 
and Dostoevskii's poetics. 
The inner discipline of Hesychasm is very similar to the self-discipline 
practised and advocated by Zosima. Appreciation of the Hesychast tradition 
helps the reader to understand the role of Zosima and elders in general within the 
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Churc~ and offers an answer to the criticism of Hackel that 'Zosima's 
recommended path to salvation [ ... ] concerns the individual rather than the 
group, the body or the Church' and that 'it is a path which does not necessarily 
demand a lifelong discipline on the part of those that tread it. ,8S The inner 
discipline of Hesychasm, which Zosima expresses as obedience, fasting and 
prayer (XIV, 285), is a discipline without walls, free from dogma and the 
prescriptions of official ritual, and therefore universally accessible, as possible 
for a layman as for a monk. What is more, as I noted earlier, the discipline 
involved in loving one's neighbour in spite of their faults fosters unity and 
brotherhood, creating a spiritual church that transcends the geographical 
restrictions of parish and diocese. Zosima himself encourages this interpretation 
of a life dedicated to God: 
KTO JKe H3 HHX cnoc06Hee B03HeCTH BeJIHKYIO MbICJIb H noihH eit 
CnyJKHTb - ye,lJ.HHeHHbIiI JIH 60ra'l HJIH ceil oC806o:JICoe1l1lblU OT 
THpaHcTBa BemeH If npHBbl'leK? HHoKa KOPSIT ero ye,lJ.HHeHHeM: 
«Ye,lJ.lfHHJICSI TbI, '1To6b1 ce6SI cnaCTH B MOHacThIpcKHX CTeHax, a 
6paTcKoe cJIYJKeHHe qeJIOBeqeCTBY 3a6bIJI». Ho nocMoTpHM eme, KTO 
60JIee 6paTomo6mo noycep,lJ.CTByeT? lf60 ye,lJ.HHeHHe He Y Hac, a y HHX, 
HO He BH,lJ.HT cero. [ ... ] TIpaBe,lJ.HHK OTXO,lJ.HT, a CBeT ero OCTaeTCSI. (XIV, 
285,292.) 
The elder could be said to have his own 'humble church', embodied in the people 
who come to him regularly for advice and comfort, and who grow in spiritual 
stature after heeding his words. This is very close to Khomiakov's description of 
the true Church: 'J],eHcTBHTeJIhHO, QepKoBb - He B 60JIee HJIH MeHee 
3Ha'ilfTeJIbHOM '1HCJIe BepYlOI.QHX, HO B ,lJ.YXOBHOit CBB3H UX 
06'he,lJ.HHHlOmeil' .86 In addition, there is a certain pragmatism to Hesychasm that 
also features in Zosima's way of life; there is a flexibility that David Prestel 
identifies as diacrisis or holy discernment of the needs of the spiritual son.87 An 
example is when Zosima advised a monk suffering from visions of evil spirits to 
take a medicine in addition to fasting and prayer; also he advises Alesha to leave 
the monastery, sensing that for his disciple God's purpose would be best fulfilled 
in the secular world. Thus what Hackel sees as a tendency towards laxity is, 
according to Hesychasm, a spiritual wisdom that allows individuality to flourish 
in harmony with the demands of a life in sobornost'. 
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The theme of transfiguration, the aim of the Hesychast prayer discipline, 
IS significant in Dostoevskii's portrayal of faith, most particularly in Bra/'ia 
Karamazovy. It demonstrates man's potential for becoming deified, of the 
connection between God and man and of the dwelling of God in man; thus it is a 
refutation of the Grand Inquisitor's belief that man is pitiful and unworthy of 
Christ's salvation. In the notebooks for the nove~ we find two references to 
transfiguration, among the preparatory notes for Zosima's sermons: '113MeHHTcSI 
WIOTb BaIIIa. (CBeT cl>aBopcKHH.) [ ... ] CBeT <i>aBopcKHH: OTKaJKeTCSI 
tfeJIOBeK OT nHTaHHSI, OT KpOBH - 3JIaKH' (XV, 245, 246). Here it is clear that 
Dostoevskii is acknowledging the unity of man's relationship with God and how 
he is different from the rest of creation thanks to the salvation of Christ. It should 
be noted that Dostoevskii was no expert on theology, despite an interest in 
theological works, and these statements in his notebooks should not be taken as 
an open adherence to Hesychasm as a theological tradition. Nevertheless they 
indicate that he absorbed those aspects of traditional theology that he found 
valuable, and built them into his works. In the finished version of the novel, these 
references of the light of Tabor do not appear. Hackel alleges that this omission 
causes the final version to lose 'an important gloss and validation. ,88 However, 
the essence of the transfiguration idea is present in Alesha's vision of the 
wedding feast at Cana, and in his subsequent resurgence of faith (XIV, 327-28). 
Alesha sees Zosima at the feast, albeit in his everyday clothes but showing signs 
of transfiguration: 'JIHUO BCe OTKpbIToe, rJIa3a ~HSIIOT'. The elder speaks 
quietly and joyfully of the celebration of eternal life, and points to the presence 
of Christ in his transfigured form, referring to Him as 'COJIHue HaIIIe [ ... ] 
CTpaIIIeH BeJIHtfHeM npe.n; HaMH, YJKaCeH BbICOTOIO cBoeIO'. (Bodin notes that 
Hesychast liturgy makes use of light metaphors for describing Christ, thus 
demonstrating the acceptability of what Hackel terms an 'effective absence' of 
Christ.89) The sight is so awe-inspiring that Alesha fears to look: only Zosima in 
his newly deified state can look freely. As the elder reassures him, Alesha begins 
to be transfigured himself, as the communion between heaven and earth takes 
place within him: 
q TO-TO zopello B Cep,LJ;I-le AJIeIIIH, tfTO-TO HarrOJIHHJIO ero B.n;pyr .n;o 
60JIH, CJIe3bI BocTopra PBaJIHCb H3 ,lJ;yIIIH ero [ ... ]. Ho C KaJK,lJ;bIM 
MrHOBeHHeM OH '1YBCTBOBaJI SIBHO H KaK 6bI oCSI3aTeJIbHO, KaK 'ITO-TO 
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TBep,llOe H He3bI6JIeMOe, KaK 3TOT CBO,ll He6eCHbIH, CXO,llHJIO B ,llyrny ero. 
(XIV, 327, 328, italics added.) 
Closely related to the concept of Hesychasm is apophatic theology, 
another facet of Orthodoxy with overtones of the themes found in Slavophile 
thought, and relevant to Dostoevskii's interpretation of faith. Jones describes it as 
follows: 
It is the tradition associated with Dionysius the Areopagite for whom God is 
essentially mysterious and unknowable. God may ultimately be approached 
only by the negative route, by defining all the things which he is not, and may 
be known not in his essence but, paradoxical though this may seem, through 
his energies, as the sun is known in its rays. It is thus a mistake to try to 
apprehend God through the categories of human understanding and reason, or 
through dogmatic formulations.90 
Once again in this aspect of Orthodoxy it is notable that man's intellect is 
perceived as deficient when it comes to a relationship with God. Therefore 
according to apophatic theology, we find that attempts to defme, describe or 
explain the idea of God are fruitless, because He is beyond all vocabulary and all 
understanding. This is not to make Him remote or inaccessible, because there are 
ways to knowing God that transcend rational understanding, as for example the 
revelation experienced during Hesychast prayer with the heart. It is into this 
category that Zosima's advice to Khokhlakova falls: she must become aware of 
her relationship with God by loving his image in her neighbours, and thereby 
acknowledging it in herself, not by seeking proof of the afterlife. Charges of 
avoiding talk of God have been levelled at Dostoevskii in the past. Hackel notes 
that Zosima proclaims love, joy, mutual forgiveness, and the Russian Christ, but 
very little about God, and that Alesha's resurgence of faith is in response to a 
Creator apprehended only through his works.91 However, according to the 
apophatic tradition, this is entirely appropriate. Gibson enlarges on the matter: 
We are expecting Dostoevsky to recognize God first, and to discern Christ as 
God afterwards. [ ... ] Dostoevsky's natural approach to God was through his 
manifestations; at the end of his life, through the joy and gladness of nature, 
but all through by way of Christ and his gospel. Like Peter, he saw Christ as 
man transfigured; with Peter he was one of those 'who by him do believe in 
God, who raised him up from the dead, and gave him glory' [ ... J. Ifhe carne 
to the Christian faith in this way [ ... ] he had some Christian precedent behind 
him. 92 
Many of Dostoevskii's characters remain inarticulate on the subject of 
God (I choose this term deliberately over Hackel's use of the negatively slanted 
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'evasion'). They prefer to say little or nothing rather than expound on a dearly 
held ideal. Sonia's speech is hesitant at the best of times, and she aptly lives with 
a family who suffer from speech impediments. She is barely able to fend off 
Raskol'nikov's challenge concerning God's goodness and existence, resorting to 
reproachful silence, then telling Raskol'nikov, 'MOJItfHTe! He crrpawHBaiiTe! 
BhI He cToHTe!' (VI, 248) when he asks what God does for her. She can answer 
no more than 'Bee .n.eJIaeT', and then her most coherent expression of faith is a 
reading from the Bible, which as such is not her own word. The Bible reading is 
the most she ever says at once. Significantly, her only forthright utterance is on 
the subject of action: failing to debate with Raskol'nikov on the reasons for his 
crime, she is suddenly as clear as crystal when it comes to what he should do 
about it (VI, 322). As a woman of few words, she is most effective as an icon; 
Raskol'nikov needs only to look at her face and consider her life to find the 
resolve to confess. Myshkin is a man who eschews explanations. When asked 
questions, he answers indirectly, professing ignorance, as in his response to 
Aglaia about beauty (VIII, 66), and often relating something else instead, usually 
a story, as in his reply to Rogozhin's question about faith (VIII, 182-84). Indeed, 
he has a greater effect on his audience with this tactic than when he holds forth in 
an uncharacteristically didactic way about the Roman Catholic Church, at his 
engagement party (VIII, 452-53). Even Alesha has no satisfactory answer to 
Ivan's discourse and is forced to agree with his brother on death for the 
nobleman who set his hounds on a child (XIV, 221). Dostoevskii knew 
instinctively that explicit argument, words and reasoning work only against God; 
hence his famous declaration to Pobedonostsev to portray his answer to Book 
Five not point by point but in an artistic picture (XXX/~ 122). This decision to 
use images rather than words, also evident notably in Dnevnik pisalelia, suggests 
that the writer had taken on board principles common to apophatic theology and 
Slavophile thought, namely a wariness towards plain exposition of argument and 
rational explanation, and a preference for revelation. 
The essence of apophatic theology, together with Dostoevskii's 
awareness of the power of the image in contrast to that of the verbal arguments, 
signals the necessity to consider the theme of silence. The avoidance of 
loquaciousness and discursive speech in rooted characters is one of many forms 
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of silence in Dostoevskii's novels, and these must be carefully distinguished so 
as to understand fully the strand of Slavophile thought in them. Characters such 
as Sonia, and the Ridiculous Man after his redemption, appear inarticulate 
because of an inability to find the right words. This does not signal ignorance, 
but rather an awareness of the difficulty of expressing what they hold as the 
ultimate truth in words. (This concept will be explored in more detail in the 
following chapter.) Sonia turns to reading the raising of Lazarus when she shies 
away from explaining her faith in her own words to Raskol'nikov, and even this 
indirect expression of her ideal is painful for her, causing her voice to falter: 
OH nOHjIJJ, 'ITO '1YBCTBa 3TH ,lleHCTBHTeJIhHO KaK 6hI cocTaBJUIJIH 
HaCTosllnylO H YJKe ,llaBHHIIIHlOlO, MOJKeT 6bITb, maimy ee [ ... ]. Ho B TO 
JKe BpeMSI OH Y3HaJI Teneph, H Y3HaJI HaBepHo, lfTO XOTh H TOCKOBaJIa 
OHa H 60SIJIaCh '1erO-TO YJKaCHO, npHHHMaSlCb Tenepb '1HTaTb, HO 'ITO 
BMeCTe C TeM eit MY'IHTeJIbHO caMoH XOTeJIOCb npO'leCTh, HeCMOTpSI Ha 
BClO TOCKY H Ha Bce onaceHHSI, H HMeHHo eMY, '1To6 OH CJIblllIaJI, H 
HenpeMeHHO menepb [ ... ]. (VI, 250.) 
Sonia's trouble with words is different from the lack of articulation that marks 
out other characters, from Stavrogin and Kirillov to the pawnbroker in Krotkaia. 
The first two characters are distinguished by their grammatically inaccurate and 
clumsy speech, which is a symptom of their lack of rootedness: they do not even 
have a full command of their mother tongue. The pawnbroker, conversely, 
chooses to maintain a silence with his young wife, even when she initiates free 
and easy conversation. Therefore when he reverses his system so as to become 
her slave, he finds he has lost the art of communication: 'lloroBopHM ... 
3HaeIIIh ... CKaJKH '1TO-HH6Y,llh!' (XXIV, 28). His silence is similar to Ivan 
Karamazov's tendency to be silent; it is a silence of conscious repression that 
gives rise to negative consequences. Jones has analysed Ivan's silence in detail, 
and argues that Ivan's outburst of rebellion to Alesha parallels the Grand 
Inquisitor's tirade to Christ: both have kept silent about the idea in their hearts, 
culminating in an outburst. Jones also draws a contrast between the repressive 
silence of Ivan and his Inquisitor, and the tranquil quietness of Alesha and Ivan's 
Christ; he calls the one molchanie and the other tishina.93 There is more to add to 
this useful analysis. When Ivan and his Inquisitor speak out, they do so in a 
torrent of words that formulate a rational argument, and the outburst originates 
from a self-centred motivation. Jones's molchanie is clearly a Kushite pattern of 
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silence and speech, encompassing as it does the factors of coercion (the 
repressive silence), rationalism (the form of the outburst) and focus on the self 
(the reason for speaking). Moreover, Khomiakov actually used the word 
molchanie with reference to the Kushite peoples.94 However, when Alesha and 
Zosima speak, they do so not for their own sakes but for the sake of their 
interlocutor, and the rest of the time they are content with silence. Indeed, their 
speech is frequently motivated by communication on an emotional or spiritual 
level: they see into people's hearts, or something instinctively prompts them to 
speak. Such is the case with Alesha when he tries to give money to Snegirev: '0, 
OH nOHHMaJI, liTO TOT ,no caMoro nOCne,llHero MfHOBeHIUI caM He 3HaJI, 
qTO cKoMKaeT H mBblpHeT Kpe,nHTKH' (XIV, 193); and when he confronts Ivan 
about the murder: '.sI Te6e Ha BCIO ~H3Hb 3TO CJIOBO CKa3aJI: lie mbl! 
CJIblmHmb, Ha BCIO ~H3Hb. 11 3TO 60r nOJIO)lmn MHe Ha ,nymy Te6e lTO 
CKa3aTb, XOTb 6bI TbI C cero lIaca HaBcer,na B03HeHaBH,lleJI Meml' (XV, 40). 
On some occasions, the communication is given without words, as with Zosima's 
bow to Dmitrii. Characters given to tishina in fact experience many kinds of 
wordless communication, such as when Alesha has his moment of transfiguration 
at Zosima's funeral, or the spiritual communion with nature lived by the 
inhabitants of the Ridiculous Man's dream world. Thus tishina is shown to be an 
Iranian quality. 
Akin to the concept of the inadequacy of reason, logic and verbal 
argumentation to fully understand existence, is the peculiarly Orthodox notion of 
iurodstvo or holy foolishness, sometimes called foolishness for Christ's sake. 
The holy fool is an eccentric, sometimes exhibiting confrontational, anti-social or 
irrational behaviour, whose differentness from the mainstream, often assumed 
voluntarily, is intended to challenge the establishment in order to prevent 
stagnation and complacency. At the same time, the holy fool is not so 
marginalised as to be ostracised or disregarded. Murav's comprehensive study 
describes the phenomenon thus: '[ ... J the holy fool is understood to function 
within the community, to share in its central values, as defined by the church. He 
or she is seen to bring the image of God closer to man, to provide that "example" 
of which Dostoevsky'S Zosima SpeakS.,95 It is important to stress the inclusion of 
the holy fool within the tradition of Russian society, for it demonstrates the way 
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in which individuality is allowed to flourish within the unity of Orthodox 
Christianity; this undoubtedly would have appealed to Dostoevskii. Many of his 
characters have been classed as holy fools, including Sonia, Myshkin, Makar 
Dolgorukii, Zosima and Alesha. In my opinion, the character who best illustrates 
iurodstvo is Maria Lebiadkina in Besy. 
Maria Lebiadkina shows attributes typical of holy foolishness: she is both 
mentally and physically disabled, she behaves inappropriately in public, and lives 
in squalor, unkempt and barely eating. The lowly if not utterly destitute status of 
the holy fool is significant because it forges a link between God and man in a 
special way. Murav explains that the holy fool imitates Christ, although 'not 
Jesus enthroned but the sufferings of "the word made flesh." [ ... ] The holy fool 
[ ... ] takes on the form of a fool, thereby inviting the mockery and abuse that are 
symbolised by the cross.' Therefore, 'the holy fool, as he is represented by the 
hagiography, seems to be an emblem of both the incarnate God and the most 
fallen man. ,96 In such instances we see an example of the way in which God 
dwells in even the most repugnant of his creation, and an exhortation to accept 
and love such people who carry the image of God like everyone else. As I have 
already stated, this was a central refrain in Dostoevskii's moral ideals, expressed 
in fiction and non-fiction alike. Maria is looked on with contempt by most of 
society and cruelly misused by Stavrogin, which evokes the reader's sympathy. 
From the narrator's meeting with her, it is clear that there is something special 
about her, because of the gentle joy in her eyes; in Dostoevskii's oeuvre this is 
often a sign of great spiritual stature; the same is said of Makar Dolgorukii and 
Zosima. Thus, it is from this pathetic figure who plays at guessing fortunes, that 
the first true denunciation of Stavrogin comes. Beneath the fa~ade of nonsensical 
discourse and detachment from reality lies an insight lacking in other more 
intellectual characters like Shatov and Kirillov. Her speech may be disjointed and 
peppered with rhyming folksy expressions, but the meaning of her conversation 
with Stavrogin is clear. She sees her husband for what he really is, a hollow, 
worthless pretender who can give nothing to anyone, and so she pronounces the 
ecclesiastical judgement of anathema on him, as if speaking with a higher 
authority casting out any hope for his desolate soul. 
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Maria's place within Orthodox folk tradition is further intensified by her 
adherence to peasant semi-pagan beliefs, specifically reverence for Mother Earth 
and nature as manifestations of God, and the practice of watering the earth with 
tears. She says: 
«Eoropo;::uu.la liTO eCTb, KaK MHlUllb?» - «BeJIHKag MaTI., OTBelialO, 
yrroBaHHe po,na lIeJIOBeliecKoro». - «TaK, rOBopHT, 60ropo,nHua -
BeJIHKag MaTI. cblpa 3eMJIg eCTb, II BeJIHKag B TOM .[(JIg lIeJIOBeKa 
3aKJIlOliaeTCg pa,noCTb [ ... ]». 3arrano MHe Tor.na 3TO CJIOBO. eTana $I C 
Tex rrop Ha MOJIHTBe, TBOp$l 3eMHOH rrOKJIOH, Ka)l(,nbIH pa3 3eMJIIO 
ueJIOBaTb, caM a uenylO II ITJIally. (X, 116.) 
As I have already outlined, from the Slavophile perspective, such marginal 
beliefs and practices do not invalidate the Christianity of Dostoevskii's believing 
characters. Maria is shown to have an awareness of the spiritual unity of all life 
in her reverence for the earth, and to have firm roots in popular spiritual 
tradition; this is a source of strength for her in her confrontation with Stavrogin. 
The spiritual element in the natural world is a recurring theme in Dostoevskii's 
fiction and is a further manifestation of the importance for the writer of an all-
pervasive sobornost'. It counters the negative perception of nature by characters 
living under the rule of Kushitism, such as the Underground Man and Ippolit, as I 
discussed earlier. It is often portrayed through moments of ecstasy granted to the 
positive characters: we recall Alesha Karamazov's devotion to the earth under a 
starry autumn sky, the dying Markel's prayers for forgiveness from the spring 
birds, and Makar Dolgorukii's nights in the open air while on pilgrimage. What 
is remarkable about these passages is firstly that a religious emotion is evoked by 
communion with natural creation, and secondly that contemplation of the beauty 
of nature makes the spectator aware of the interconnectedness of all life, human, 
animal and plant, past, present, future, worldly and other-worldly. Such is 
Zosima's teaching: 
JIIo6HTe BCe C03,[laHHe 60)l(He, H ueJIoe H Ka)l(,[lYIO rreCllHHKY. Ka)l(,[lblH 
JIHCTHK, Ka)l(,nblH nyll 60)l(IIH JII06HTe. JIIo611Te )l(HBOTlIblX, JII06HTe 
paCTeHHg, JII0611Te BC$lKYIO Bemb. Ey.nemb JII06HTb BCgKYIO BelUb H 
TaRHY 60)l(HIO rrOCTHrHemb B Bemax. [ ... ] Eor B3$1JI ceMeHa H3 MHpOB 
HHblX H rrocegJI Ha ceH 3eMJIe II B3paCTHJI ca,n CBOR, II B30lllJIO Bee, liTO 
MOrJIO B30RTH, HO B3pameHHoe )l(HBeT H )l(HBO JIHmb '1YBCTBOM 
corrpIIKOCHOBeHHg CBoero TaHHCTBeHHblM MHpaM HHblM [ ... ]. (XIV, 289, 
290.) 
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This awareness draws the subject into that holy communion, and his realisation 
of his part in it is his transfiguration, as we see from Alesha's moment of bliss 
(XIV, 328). 
Passages such as this illustrate the Romantic trend in Dostoevskii's work 
by the special significance assigned to natural, organic symbols, but they also 
emphasise the Slavophile Ise!'nost' inherent in his ideology. In Dostoevskii's 
more overtly religious scenes, we still find natural images which have a 
particular significance for the hero. For instance, Alesha remembers his mother 
holding him before the icon of the Mother of God when he was a small child, but 
what he remembers particularly is the slanting rays of the setting sun that 
illuminated the scene.97 Similarly, Arkadii Dolgorukii remembers a dove which 
flew across the cupola when his mother took him to church. These are 
Dostoevskii's way of reminding the reader of that interconnectedness 
experienced by Alesha, Markel, Zosima and Makar Dolgorukii during their 
moments of transfiguration. 
I have devoted considerable attention to the way in which rational 
understanding is shown to be inadequate in Dostoevskii's works, but this is not to 
say that Dostoevskii advocated irrationalism. One must be careful to draw the 
distinction between instances on the one hand where a dependence on reason 
alone leads to fragmentation and isolation, and on the other hand where the 
author approves a healthy, down-to-earth attitude to life, so long as it does not 
exclude the awareness of higher moral and spiritual planes. The Underground 
Man rebels against the confines of rational egoism and materialist determinism, 
by choosing irrationalism and spite; but he is not happy and yearns for 'liTO-TO 
.D.pyroe, cOBceM ,npyroe, KOToporo jf iKaiK.D.Y, "0 KOToporo "JlKaK He 
HaH,ny!' (V, 121). This case clearly underlines the fact that Dostoevskii was as 
aware of the dangers of irrationalism as of the pitfalls of a reliance on the 
intellect. The character of Razumikhin in Prestuplenie ; nakazanie illustrates the 
balance to be found in practical good sense. Frank asserts: 'Raskolnikov's loyal 
friend, the open-hearted, generous, and boisterous Razumikhin, whose name 
contains the Russian word for "reason", razum, indicates Dostoevskii's desire to 
link the employment of this faculty not only with the cold calculations of 
Utilitarianism but also with spontaneous human warmth and generosity.,98 Later, 
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in his last novel. Dostoevskii took care not to combat Ivan's intellectual rebellion 
with unrealistic mysticism: Zosima and Alesha, the bearers of the spiritual 
message, are well-educated. Alesha is the picture of sensible level-headedness; 
the narrator takes great pains to insist on his sharp wits, his realistic attitude to 
life and lack of fanaticism or mysticism (XIV, 17, 24). Zosima is not averse to 
turning to modem science for help, prescribing medicine alongside fasting and 
prayer for a disciple with hallucinations (XIV, 303). 
Until now I have made little mention of Prince Myshkin, arguably one of 
Dostoevskii's most controversial characters, judging by the range of 
interpretations existing of him in the critical literature. I have chosen to examine 
this character separately because of this plethora of opinions, through which it is 
necessary to navigate a complex course. If one considers Myshkin as the 
fulfilment of Dostoevskii's intention to create a 'nOJImKHTeJIbHO npeKaCHoro 
qeJIOBeKa' (XXVIII/ii, 251), an intention further intensified by the notebook 
entry 'KHR3L XPHCTOC' (IX, 249), then one would expect him to feature highly 
in my arguments about his positive characters. However, the weight of critical 
opinion is against this simplistic interpretation of Myshkin, either denying 
anything divine in him, as do Murray Krieger, Ronald Bingley and Konstantin 
Mochulsky, or at best acknowledging a far-reaching duality in him that leave his 
failures mitigating his successes, as do Gibson and Maurice Friedman.99 
Friedman asserts that 'one must see Prince Myshkin not in terms of 
Dostoievsky's stated intention but of his actual achievement' .100 I do not wholly 
agree; in my opinion, we must also keep in mind Dostoevskii's intention, for it 
has to be acknowledged that Myshkin is like no other of the writer's characters, 
and was not planned as such; not again until 'Russkii inok' in Brat';a 
Karamazovy, where the writer aimed to portray the real possibility of a ''IHCTblH, 
H,LJ.eaJIHblH xpHcTHaHHH' (XXXI~ 68), does Dostoevskii make such an 
extraordinary and, it has to be said, ambitious project. Therefore we must make 
Myshkin a special case in the writer's oeuvre, and hence my decision to devote a 
ial . him . t d 101 spec section to m my s u y. 
My task, then, is to evaluate whether Myshkin is a character who lives in 
sobornost', is motivated by the Iranian principle, or whether he is controlled by 
the forces of Kushitism. This is similar but not entirely identical to the task of 
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proving that Myshkin is indeed a 'positively beautiful man', and I shall 
endeavour not to duplicate the studies that tackle this question, such as that of 
Howard Keller, among others. 102 At first sight the matter is far from 
straightforward, as Myshkin is not rooted in any discernibly Russian tradition, 
nor does he demonstrate an obvious faith in Christ. Neither does he appear to 
have any kind of iconic function in the nove~ and the fact that he is isolated by 
continual misinterpretations by other characters and ends by reverting to idiocy 
adds further complications. Let us begin by addressing the issue of Myshkin's 
rootedness or lack thereof. 
Myshkin's strangeness, his lack of congruity with the society he fmds 
himself in, is universally acknowledged. The peculiarities of his personality are 
compounded by the fact that he sees Russia as for the first time, having spent a 
great period of his life in the West, in a state of greatly reduced mental 
awareness. Janet Tucker identifies this rootlessness as being 'tied in with the 
awkwardness of trying to function in a culture ''foreign'' to him because of long 
years abroad.' 103 It therefore may seem to the reader that Myshkin, arriving as he 
does in his impractical Swiss cloak and gaiters and with his ignorance of Russian 
social graces, cannot really be considered a Russian. This perception of him is 
exacerbated by Aglaia's association of him with Pushkin's 'Rytsar' bednyi', a 
model of the Western chivalric tradition, which, as described by Kireevskii, is 
based on self-interest rather than ascetic virtue. Is Myshkin then an emissary of 
Kushitism? This is not the case. To begin with, Tucker has not considered the 
irony that Myshkin finds the culture of Russian gentry society foreign, because 
that is precisely what it is in Dostoevskii's conception. As I have demonstrated in 
the preceding chapter, Dostoevskii was concerned about the Europeanisation of 
the educated classes and believed that a foreign culture was being forcibly 
imposed upon the true Russian tradition. Therefore it is to Myshkin's credit that 
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he seems a stranger in his own country: he stands out in an environment 
populated by westernised aristocrats. His time in Switzerland has not damaged 
him in this respect: it has not turned him into the kind of Russian emigre 
Dostoevskii so despised (Turgenev being the first example of such to come to 
mind). It is feasible that his mental condition protected him from this fate, an 
interesting possibility that suggests that his idiocy may be viewed as a positive 
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attribute. Secondly, the reader should be wary of accepting Aglaia's 
interpretation of Myshkin as the poor knight-errant. Leatherbarrow emphasises 
the irony associated with this incident, noting, 'The mockery that informs her 
reading of the poem reminds us that her admiration for Myshkin's selfless love 
of Nastas'ia Filippovna must be understood in the light of her own jealousy and 
personal love for the Prince.' 104 Myshkin then is as unlikely to be a crusader 
acting in the name of false morality and temporal power as he is a deracinated 
emigre. 
However, whilst Myshkin is not a typical westernised gentleman, neither 
does he have much at all to connect him with Russia. He has no family, despite a 
thorough knowledge of his ancestry; he admits his memories of his childhood in 
Russia are meaningless for him because of his illness (VIII, 25). These 
circumstances point away from the pattern of strong family values or positive 
childhood influences linked with Dostoevskii's rooted characters and would 
seem to set Myshkin apart from them. But as soon as the Prince arrives back in 
his native land, he appears to start absorbing the values of the narod and shows a 
depth of perception that is unexpected for someone so ostensibly disconnected. 
Reacting to a peasant woman's blessing on her child, he says: 
3TO MHe 6a6a CKa3aJIa, nOtfTH 3THMH JKe CJlOBaMH, H TaKYlo rny60KYIO, 
TaKYIO TOHKYIO H HCTHHHO peJlHrH03HYIO MLlCJlb, TaKYlo MbICJIb, B 
KOTOPOH BCjJ CYllUIOCTb xpHcTHaHCTBa pa30M BLlpa3HJIaCb, TO eCTb BCe 
nOHjJTHe 0 60re KaK 0 HailleM PO)].HOM oTl.~e H 0 pa)].oCTH 60ra Ha 
tfeJIOBeKa, KaK OTUa Ha CBoe pO,LlHOe ,LlHTjJ, - fJIaBHeHillag MLlCJIb 
XpHCToBa! [ ... ] Ho rJIaBHOe TO, qTO Bcero jJCHee H CKopee Ha PYCCKOM 
ceP,LlUe 3TO 3aMeTHIllb, H BOT Moe 3aKJIIOtfeHHe! 3mo 00110 U3 caMblX 
nep6blX MOUX y6e:JIC{)eHUU, Komopble R U3 llazueu POCCUU 6bl1Wwy. (VIII, 
184, italics added.) 
This is just the kind of reaction one might have expected from the later 
incarnations Zosima and Makar Dolgorukii, and it posits Myshkin as a character 
with a greater connection to the traditional Russian heritage than any of the 
others in the novel. 
The primary characteristics that mark the Prince out are his meekness and 
humility; indeed, in Frank's analysis of 'a discontinuity that springs from a total 
surrender of self in each human encounter' lOS, not only do they mark him out but 
they are one of the reasons for his strangeness. I have already discussed his meek 
acceptance of a blow from Gania, and there are numerous other incidents in Idiot 
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where he puts up with insults and unfair treatment from other characters with the 
greatest degree of patience and understanding, including the mercurial moods of 
Aglaia, and especially during the incident with 'Pavlishchev's son'. In this 
protracted episode, Myshkin falls over himself trying to make allowances for the 
obnoxious Burdovskii and his cronies, arguing that this man is as much a victim 
of a swindle as himself, and endeavouring to identify with him. His approach, as 
the narrator concedes, owes more to well-intentioned sincerity than to tact or 
diplomacy (he does not possess Zosima's talent for handling delicate situations); 
however, when the Prince instantly realises his clumsiness, he is filled with 
remorse: '«Ha,llo 6WlO 6bI rrepe)l(,naTb H rrpe.nnoiKHTb 3aBTPa Hae,llHHe, -
TOT1JaC iKe rrO,llYMaJI KHjJ3b, - a Terrepb, rro)l(arryii, Y)I( He nonpaBHWb! ,[la, 
jJ H,llHOT, HCTHHHblH H,llHOT!» - peWHJl OH rrpo ce6S1 B rrpHrra,llKe cTbI,na H 
1Jpe3BbI1JaHHOrO OrOp1JeHHjJ' (VIII, 230). His thoughts are only for Burdovskii's 
wounded pride, and he has no thoughts for his own pride or reputation; he 
experiences none of the righteous indignation expressed so splendidly by 
Epanchina, a reaction one would normally expect in such a situation. On the 
contrary, he thinks nothing of effacing himself so that Burdovskii may be 
pacified, satisfied and redeemed. 
This intense abdication of self and overriding concern for the happiness 
of others means that Myshkin becomes very closely linked with the people he 
meets. Everyone is drawn to him, often in spite of themselves, even those who 
are initially hostile to him. The frustration and ridicule he frequently evokes in 
people are usually the result of disappointed expectations of him. For those who 
are able to overcome these expectations, the friendship with Myshkin becomes 
more fulfilling. This is the experience of many of the minor characters, such as 
Burdovskii and Keller, who become loyal to the Prince. Gania also becomes his 
ally after overcoming his opinion of the Prince as an idiot who may be 
manipulated to his own ends. Aglaia, Nastas'ia Filippovna and Rogozhin, 
however, are caught in a constant unresolved struggle between their various 
expectations of Myshkin to behave with pride, arrogance, or self-interest, and 
their subconscious admiration for his purity, selflessness and humility. But 
whatever the ups and downs of their relationship with him, all those who come 
into contact with him cannot but help an involvement with him. Myshkin clearly 
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offers something so attractive that it cannot be refused. What is this quality? 
Frank terms it a 'total absence of vanity or egoism, a unique capacity to take the 
point of view of his interlocutor - to such an extent, indeed, that he fully 
understands the other's view of himself.,106 One may also call it sobornos/'. 
Myshkin's attractiveness is that he offers an invitation to sobornos/' to everyone 
he encounters; unfortunately their human faults prevent them from fully 
accepting his invitation. Myshkin's call to sobornos/' is so strong that one 
wonders whether he depends upon close relationships for survival. Mochulsky 
makes the rather exaggerated but nonetheless interesting assertion that Myshkin 
cannot exist in isolation: 'One has only to tear him away from the world in which 
he lives, to consider him separately, and at once his image becomes obscure. In 
effect, alone, separately, he does not even exist. He lives not in space, but in the 
souls of the people surrounding him [oo .].107 Whilst I would not go this far, I 
would still note that Myshkin's idiocy occupied the time after the death of his 
parents and during his care by strangers; he began to come out of it when he 
fonned relationships with the children and Marie in Switzerland, and most 
importantly he descends again into idiocy when Rogozhin has severed the bond 
between Myshkin, Nastas'ia Filippovna and himself by murder. 
The Prince's profound awareness of sobornos/' is also his tragic flaw. In 
his understanding of the experience of the Other, he is also overwhehned by his 
responsibility towards that Other. Myshkin is the first of Dostoevskii's characters 
fully to understand the notion that each is responsible for all; for this reason he is 
so ready to say he is to blame, and to forgive all who wrong him; for this reason 
he tells Radomskii that he should not only forgive Ippolit, but also accept 
Ippolit's forgiveness (VIII, 281-82). This point needs to be stressed as a reply to 
critics who debate whether Myshkin is responsible for the fates of Nastas'ia 
Filippovna, Rogozhin and Aglaia, Krieger, for example, arguing that he is, whilst 
Seeley, on the other hand, asserts that he is not. 108 The important question is not 
whether his actions cause the demise of these characters, but whether Myshkin 
accepts responsibility for it: surely he does, as he lives the ethic of mutual 
responsibility so utterly. It is quite possible that this burden of responsibility is 
one of the causes of his return to idiocy, as the Prince empties out every drop of 
his compassion in the acceptance of the sins of others - a truly Christ-like 
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gesture. Fr. Alexander Webster refers to this event as Myshkin's crucifixion, a 
moment of triumph, and writes that he 'was not really destroyed by the world but 
rather emptied his personal existence/or the world.' 109 
Myshkin's insistent assumption of responsibility is linked to his 
clumsiness in dealing with people, and his failure to choose between Aglaia and 
Nastas'ia Filippovna. Frank traces this characteristic back to Myshkin's unique 
understanding of human existence, contending: 'Both his joyous discovery of life 
and his profound intuition of death combine to make him feel each moment as 
one of absolute and immeasurable ethical choice and responsibility.,110 This 
leads the Prince to find himself tom in opposing directions, as with Aglaia and 
her rival: he is so aware of the impact of one person's actions on another that he 
hopes, foolishly in the opinion of Radomskii, that both women will behave in the 
same utterly self-giving way as he, thus avoiding the possibility of anyone being 
hurt. That this is his hope is clear from his conversation with Radomskii, when 
he stresses that the confrontation between the women did not dwell on the thing 
he considered most important - sobornost', although this word is never actually 
used: 'BH,Lune, 06e OHH rOBOpHJIH Tor,na He npo TO, COBceM He npo TO, 
nOToMY TaK y HHX H BhIIIIJIO ... R HHKaK He Mory BaM :noro 06'MICHHTh; HO 
SI, MO)KeT 6hITb, Ii 06'bSlCHHJI 6hI ArJIae ... [ ... ] OHa nOHMeT, OHa nOHMeT!' 
(VIII, 483). But Aglaia cannot allow for Nastas'ia's pain, and Nastas'ia is too 
proud to surrender Myshkin graciously, and he becomes paralysed by the 
responsibility for hurting both of them and the human impossibility of consoling 
them both. Myshkin's handling of this situation has induced Friedman to argue 
that there is no real mutuality or equality in his love, and that his love for 
Nastas'ia is not active: 
Jesus' relation to Mary [Magdalene] is one of active love without personal 
involvement; he accepts her and does not judge her for what she has done, but 
at the same time he places a demand upon her and expects from her a new 
way of life. Myshkin places no demand on Nastasya but accepts her as she 
was, as she is, and as she may become [ ... ]. In place of Jesus' active love is a 
passive fascination and terror before her suffering and her demonic beauty 
which entangles him beyond hope of extrication. III 
Let us answer these charges in turn. Myshkin's love for both women is an 
expression of his call to sobornost': it is precisely a relationship of complete 
mutuality and equality that he offers and seeks. His humble abnegation of self 
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has nothing to do with the lacerating self-abasement of the kind practised by 
Lebedev, as I have argued above. It is true that he does not satisfy or eliminate 
either Aglaia's need to feel a sense of social pride in her relationship, or Nastas'ia 
Filippovna's need to indulge her inverted pride in her pain; but this is because in 
Idiot Dostoevskii set sobornost' as ultimately incompatible with everyday human 
nature, just as he did in his private notes before the body of his late first wife 
(XX, 172). Frank also notices the similarity between the mood of the novel and 
'Masha lezhit na stole' as he writes, 'The inner logic of [Myshkin's] character 
now requires that the absolute of Christian love should conflict irreconcilably 
with the inescapable demands of normal human life.'112 To the criticism of 
passive love, I would respond by referring to my own discussion of active love 
above, and by quoting again Dostoevskii's own description of active love as 
practised by Alesha Karamazov: 
[ ... ] xapaKTep mo6BH ero 6bIJI BCer.n;a .n;e»TeJIbHbIH. JIlo6HTb naCCHBIlO 
OH He Mor; B03JI106HB, OH TOTqaC jKe npHHHMaJICSI H nOMoraTb. A J].JISI 
3Toro Ha.n;o 6bIJIO nOCTaBHTb o;eJIb, Ha.n;o TBep.n;o 6b1JIO 3HaTb, 'ITO 
KajK.n;oMY H3 HHX xopowo H HyjKHO, a YTBep.n;HBlIlHCb B BepHoCTH ueJIH, 
eCTecTBeHHo, KajK.n;oMY H3 HHX H nOMOqb. (XIV, 170.) 
Myshkin goes a great way towards loving as Alesha does; he perceives the need 
for help in Burdovskii, Ippolit, Rogozhin and, most prominently, Nastas'ia 
Filippovna, and is convinced of the worthiness of trying to help them renounce 
their individual kinds of pride and sense of humiliation. He is able to see the 
image of God in these difficult, often unlikeable characters and to value them for 
that reason, and therefore his love is not of the false, abstract kind professed by 
Versilovand Ivan Karamazov. However, Myshkin, it is true, does not succeed in 
helping many of those he loves. He opens Burdovskii's heart, and has a degree of 
success in softening Ippolit, but he cannot dissuade Rogozhin from murder and 
we are not told of whether Rogozhin came to fmd repentance and peace in prison 
as Raskol'nikov did. Finally, of course, he never completely heals Nastas'ia's 
wound, despite moments such as her kiss of Epanchina's hand where she is able 
to let go of her humiliation. Nevertheless, this is not because his love is not 
active, but because he does not have the self-control of Zosima, or the robust 
normality (potential to succumb to vices) of Alesha. He is more akin to Tikhon, 
whose desire to help Stavrogin is thwarted. 
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I shall end my discussion of Myshkin with a mention of the qualities of 
iurodstvo in him. Since this is a subject commonly remarked upon by critics, 
including Webster and Murav,113 I shall devote only a few lines to it here. The 
Prince may be seen as a holy fool because of the way in which his strangeness, 
naive honesty and humble purity challenge the conventions of an aristocracy 
corrupted by pride, egoism and materialism. For these qualities he endures 
mockery and hostility, but this fact should by no means deter the reader from 
having faith in Myshkin as the locus of good and the force for moral change. 
Jacques Catteau explains: 'No one has understood better than Dostoyevsky the 
great lesson of the Passion: spitting, the crown of thorns, flagellation, mockery, 
even more than death by crucifixion, mark out the person who speaks the 
truth.,114 Moreover, the association with iurodstvo places Myshkin within the 
Orthodox tradition, despite his background and his reticence on the subject of 
faith. It is within the context of holy foolishness that I would like to refer to 
Myshkin's tirade against the Roman Catholic Church (VIII, 450-53), delivered in 
his pre-fit ecstatic state, and which sits so incongruously in the novel's structure. 
This is not the place to discuss the appropriateness of this monologue of views 
extremely similar to the author's own in the text; suffice it to say that the 
strangeness of the outburst is vindicated if one considers Myshkin a holy fool. 
The perplexity, disapproval and ridicule it invites from the listeners, including 
the narrator, paradoxically affirms it as a message of truth, to a great extent free 
from the complexity of shaping given by other characters such as Raskol'nikov 
and Ivan Karamazov to their ideas. It is my belief that the author gave the speech 
to Myshkin for just this reason. It is perhaps as a holy fool that the Prince has the 
most success in Idiot, shocking the vain Petersburg society into a new awareness 
with his ideal of sobornost', and it is Epanchina who most fully realises his role 
as she proclaims: ',lJ,OBOJIhHO YBJIeICaTLC»-TO, nopa H paccy)lICy nOCJIY)ICHTL. 
Ii Bee :no, H Be» 3Ta 3arpaHHua, H Be» 3Ta Balla EBpona, Bee 3TO O)lHa 
4>aHTa3H», H Bee MM, 3a rpaHHueH, O)lHa 4>aHTa3H» ... ' (VIII, 510). As 
Webster points out, 'She seems to be asking, "Who, in the long run, are the real 
~ ls?,,,115 100 • 
Therefore I would argue that Myshkin can be described as a character of 
the Iranian category. His meekness and humility, his complete belief in and hope 
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for the ideal of total mutual love and renunciation of self, his active acceptance 
of the ethic of mutual responsibility show him to be an incarnation of sobornost'. 
His qualities as a iurodivyi and his separateness from the westernised Russian 
educated classes indicate a connection to the Russian spiritual heritage that is 
belied by his alien habits and appearance. To say that he aims to live in 
sobornost' is separate from the question of whether he is a success or a failure; 
indeed I have noted areas in which Myshkin's ideal does not succeed. However, 
the bleak fate of most of the novel's principal characters should not detract from 
the significance of Myshkin's message. Frank draws a parallel between the 
Prince's values and the common motif in his stories of the faith of the narod. I 
would concur with his conclusion: 'The values of Christian love and religious 
faith that Myshkin embodies are, in other words, too deep a necessity of the 
Russian spirit to be negated by his practical failure, any more than they are 
negated by reason, murder, or sacrilege.'116 I believe that Myshkin is extremely 
important as a creation in Dostoevskii's oeuvre, for he demonstrates the author's 
understanding of the Christian ideal identified as sobornost' by Khomiakov, as 
well as the importance Dostoevskii attached to it. 
The characters who live in sobornost' in Dostoevskii's novels do so in a 
world dominated by the Kushite principle. Only in 'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' 
do we find the depiction of a society totally infused with the Iranian principle. 
The Ridiculous Man's dream of his suicide, his burial and his transportation to an 
idyllic world of instinctive love and harmony engenders his transformation from 
a man limited by Western principles into a man in whom love is the central force. 
The fact that the dream begins with his death and portrays experiences beyond 
the grave, is indicative of his move beyond the limitations of rational experience. 
The world of which he dreams stands in sharp opposition to his earthly life, for 
there science and logic have no meaning, and the inhabitants are united in love 
for one another and for the world around them. Here, everything matters to 
everyone, even the trees and the stars. Communication takes place almost 
wordlessly, 'He MbICJIHIO TOJIbKO, a KaKHM-To iKHBblM nYTeM' (XXV, 113), 
transcending rational cognitive processes. The Ridiculous Man's attitude of 
questioning and seeking comprehension is contrasted with the inhabitants' 
acceptance and instinctive knowing. He remarks on the difference between his 
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level of understanding and theirs, due to the absence of scientific inquiry: 'lIo 
3HaHlie lIX 6L1Jlo r.rry6JKe II BLIcwee, qeM Y Haweil HayKlI; H60 HaYKa Hawa 
lIIlleT 06'bS1CHlITh, qTO TaKoe JK1I3Hh, caMa cTpeMlITCSI C03HaTh ee, qT06 
HayqlITh .llpyrlIx JKlITh; OHli JKe II 6e3 HayKlI 3HaJIlI, KaK liM JKlITh' (XXV, 
113). The dream world is, in fact, the most ideal fulfilment of the Slavophile 
principles of sobornost' and tsel'nost': it is just like a Khomiakovian Iranian 
society. However, just as Europeanisation contaminated Russia, so the 
Ridiculous Man's intrusion into the dream world corrupts its inhabitants. The 
dream society soon loses its unity; the inhabitants form alliances against each 
other and construct external governing forces to maintain a degree of order. They 
turn to science and rational enquiry to recapture their happiness, and self-interest 
overrides their former self-effacement. Meanwhile, the Ridiculous Man can only 
offer them compassion and self-sacrifice. 
On his awakening, the Ridiculous Man is filled with an awareness of the 
importance of the dream world's original principles, and sets out to bring a 
message of truth to the world. He has now renounced rationalism and self-
interest, and instead espouses love for one's neighbour and intuitive knowledge. 
As Christopher Pike has written, the Ridiculous Man's turn from rationalism is 
demonstrated by his inability to explain his experience or find the right words to 
justify his mission. 1l7 The hero laments: 'Ho KaK YCTPOHTh pail - SI He 3Ha10, 
nOTOMY qTO He YMeIO nepe.llaTh CJIOBaMli. TIocne CHa Moero nOTepSIJI 
CnOBa. [ ... ] Ho nycTh: [ ... ] nOTOMY qTO SI Bce-TaKli BH.lleJI BOOqHIO, XOTSI II 
He YMeIO nepecKa3aTh, qTO SI BH.1len' (XXV, 118). Because of his new 
rejection of Western principles, the ridiculous man still attracts ridicule. Since he 
remains isolated, Pike questions the validity of his conversion. I IS But one must 
ask: for whom is he still a ridiculous man? It would be fair to assume that only 
other 'modem Russian progressives' such as he was before, would laugh at his 
new-found sense of sobornost', and that he would no longer seem absurd to, say, 
the destitute little gir~ whom he tracks down. One might also believe that he 
would not be isolated in the company of simple Russian people or peasants. His 
experience has helped him make the transition from Kushitism to Iranianism. 
'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' brings together the points I have discussed 
concerning the Iranian category, presenting a picture of an ideal society that has a 
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dramatic reforming effect on the protagonist. The Ridiculous Man learns from 
the inhabitants of his dream world meekness and humility, active love for his 
neighbour, a sense of responsibility for all sins and an awareness of zhivaia 
zhizn'. Gibson points out that to begin his new life the Ridiculous Man must first 
admit his responsibility for corrupting the dream world, thus acknowledging a 
moral code that prefigures the teaching of Zosima, and then he must set out on an 
active path by tracking down the little girl he refused to help.119 Also present in 
this tale are elements that may be described as apophatic: whilst full of 
essentially Christian morality, the story makes no direct mention of Christ or 
religious faith. Instead the Ridiculous Man preaches 'BelfHoH HCTHHe' and 
':)lCHBOH 06pa3', phrases that suggest a divine figure in much the same way that 
the Gospel of St. John refers to Christ as the Word. 
'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' depicts an ideal society, one that the 
Ridiculous Man has to admit is a paradise that may never come to pass; it is 
witnessed only by him and he is the only beneficiary, within the bounds of the 
tale, of the moral vision. The reader is not permitted to find out how he succeeds 
with his mission to spread the word. Thus as a lesson in living in sobornosl', its 
results are somewhat limited. However, in Brat'ia Karamazovy we encounter a 
similar conversion grounded not in a higher reality but in everyday life, and it 
affects a group of people, thus engendering brotherhood for the reader to 
appreciate. This group is Alesha's society of boys and the experience that binds 
them is the death of Iliusha. The foremost among the boys, Kolia Krasotkin, 
shares many characteristics with the Ridiculous Man, despite his young age. A 
highly intelligent and sensitive boy, he has learned the basics of socialism from 
the unpleasant seminarist Rakitin, and professes the progressive ideas of Voltaire 
and Belinskii. And yet, as much as he excels in his scholarship and tries to show 
off his learning, he is, like the protagonist of the earlier short story, quite 
convinced that everyone considers him ridiculous: 'R Boo6paiKalo HHor,na 60r 
3HaeT lfTO, lfTO Ha.no MHOH Bce CMelOTCSI, BeCb MHP, H SI Tor,na, g npoCTO 
rOToB Tor,na YHHlfTOiKHTb BeCb nopg.nOK Bemeii' (XIV, 503). 
Left unchecked, the nihilist streak in Kolia would lead to self-destruction, 
just as the Ridiculous Man planned to commit suicide. But friendship with 
Alesha turns him round. Alesha is the ideal for which Kolia has been longing: 
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'JII06HJI, Y:>ICaCHO JIlO6HJI, JIlO6HJI H MeqTaJI 06 Bac!' (XIV, 504). Alesha 
brings Kolia and the other boys to be reconciled with Iliusha, not through 
cajoling or reproach, but naturally, as though they had thought of it themselves; 
brotherhood arises spontaneously from mutual goodwill and trust: 'Bce 
HCKYCCTBO ero B lTOM cnyqae COCTOIDIO B TOM, qTO CBeJl OH HX C 
MmorneH, o,nHoro 3a ,npyrHM, 6e3 «TeJUlqhHX He:>ICHOCTeH», a COBceM KaK 
6b1 He HapOqHO H HeqagHHO' (XIV, 485). Kolla and the other boys attend 
Iliusha's funeral, memorable for the terrible grief that drives Snegirev to 
distraction and that so impresses the mourners. The funeral is also notable for the 
picture it presents of the unity and continuity of life and all creation, in this world 
and the next: Iliusha is covered with flowers, and requested before his death that 
crumbs of bread should be scattered on his grave so that the sparrows should 
come down and keep him company. These details recall the death of another boy, 
Zosima's brother Markel, his fondness for the spring buds and his prayers of 
forgiveness from the birds. They also remind the reader of the higher communion 
with creation shared by the inhabitants of the Ridiculous Man's dream world. 
Having witnessed the suffering of Iliusha and his family, and moved by 
compassion for them just as the Ridiculous Man was moved by the suffering of 
the dream world people, the boys respond to Alesha's exhortations to remember 
the moment and each other forever, so as to ward off evil impulses. Alesha cries 
to them: 'MaJIo Toro, MO:>ICeT 6b1Th, HMeHHO lTO BocnOMHHaHHe O,nHO ero 
OT BeJIHKOrO 3JIa y,nep:>KHT, H OH o.nYMaeTC$I H CKa:>ICeT: «.na, }I 6bIJI Tor.na 
.n;06p, CMeJI H qeCTeH»' (XV, 195). So too does the Ridiculous Man insist: 
'YKJIOHlOCh, KOHeqHO, .n;aiKe HecKOJIKO pa3, H 6y.n;y rOBopHTb .n;aiKe, MO:>KeT 
6bITb, qYJlCHMH CJlOBaMH, HO HeHa,nOJlro: iKHBOH o6pa3 Toro, 'ITO g BH.neJI, 
6y,neT BCer.n;a co MHOH H BCer.na MeH$I nonpaBHT H HanpaBHT' (XXV, 118). 
In addition, the Ridiculous Man's promise to go on - 'Ii noH.ny! (XXV, 119) -
is echoed by Alesha's invitation: 'Hy nOii,[leMTe :>ICe! BOT MbI TenepL H H,[leM 
pYKa B PYKY' (XV, 197). In this way Dostoevskii transfers the ideas of 'Son 
smeshnogo cheloveka' out of the fantastic setting and shows that all that is 
needed to begin to establish the ideal of the dream is to realise the existence of 
the bond of sobornost' between men. 
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Alesha's speech at the stone has further significance within Brat'ia 
Karamazovy. Robert Louis Jackson has shown that it offers an answer to Ivan's 
rebellion. He argues that Ivan's tirade embodies solitariness, being self-
orientated despite addressing someone; it is full of references to 'ia' and centres 
on Ivan's refusal to participate in universal harmony - he sets himself apart. By 
contrast, according to Jackson, Alesha's speech refers only to 'my' and 'vy' and 
is about a spiritual bond between fellows proclaimed in a chorus of brotherhood. 
In addition, he asserts that Ivan's speech is premeditated and is a product of his 
intellect, his head, whereas Alesha's is a spontaneous impulse of the soul: 'qTo-
TO KaK 6L1 COTPSlCJlOCb B ero .llyrne' (XV, 194). Jackson points out that these 
contrasts between the two speeches are especially important given that both of 
them have as their basis the suffering and death of a child: Ivan's rebellion 
promotes isolation, whilst in Alesha's hands the suffering child becomes the 
motivation for unity and harmony.120 Jackson's analysis highlights aspects of the 
speech that have resonances in Slavophile thought, namely the connection 
between the guidance of the heart, spontaneous love and brotherhood, and 
between limited rationalism, fragmentation and despair. 
Therefore it is clear that what Dostoevskii's positive, rooted characters 
have in common is an overarching, unifying idea that guides them and links them 
into all life, offering a part in a brotherhood with the living and the dead and the 
natural world, a brotherhood that is voluntary, mutual and imbued with freedom. 
This is the nature of his Slavic Idea, as mentioned but barely described in 
Dnevnik pisatelia (XXV, 9). It may be that Dostoevskii held back in this issue of 
the Dnevnik because he sensed that the journal form was not suitable for best 
depicting this idea, and that he instead presented it in an artistic picture in his 
fiction. It is possible that he recognised that the lengthy and explicit passage 
about brotherhood in Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh, surely 
Dostoevskii's own expression of the concept of sobornost' (V, 79-80), does not 
have the convincing power of Sonia's humility and voluntary self-sacrifice, 
Zosima's inner freedom, Alesha's gift for creating bonds of love between people. 
The Slavic Idea is unity with freedom, latent in the hearts of the common people, 
and transmitted via Orthodoxy, which from Dostoevskii's perspective must allow 
a variety of traditional forms so as to provide a true consensus. It is the essence 
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of true Russianness and it is the source of salvation for Russia's dissociated 
gentry and for the rest of the world, as both Dnevnik pisatelia and Brat'ia 
Karamazovy testifY. On this point Dostoevskii was in agreement with 
Khomiakov and Kireevskii, and in his fiction, through his rooted characters, he 
illustrated the ways in which sobornost' might be brought about. 
I Mikhail Bakhtin has written persuasively on the idea in Dostoevskii. He explains the 
relationship between characters and their ideas as follows: ')l;OCToeBCKOii, fOBOPR 
nap~OKcaJIbHO, MhlCJIHJI He MhlCJIRMO, a TO'lKaMO 3peHOR, C03HaHORMO, fOJlocaMO. [ ... ] 
,[{Be MhlCJIH Y ,[{OCToeBcKoro - Y)I(e ,nBa '1eJlOBeKa, 060 HH'lbHX MhlCJIeii HeT, a Ka)l(,llaR 
MhlCJIL npe~CTaBJIjleT Bcero '1eJIOBeKa.' 'TIo:noMY BhlCIIIHe npHHuonhl MOPOB033pellOR -
Te )fCe, 'ITO H npHHUHllhl KOHKpeTHeiilIlHX JIH'IHhlX nepe)l(HBaHHlt 3TOM ~OCToraeTCR 
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Chapter Three: The Iranian Text: Slavophile Principles Applied to the 
Practice of Writing. 
3.1: Introduction. 
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In Idiot, the young nihilist Ippolit, after a meditation on the depiction of 
the dead Christ in the painting by Holbein, asks: 'MoIKeT JUI MepellUiTbC$l B 
06pa3e TO, qTO He HMeeT o6pa3a?' (VIII, 340). He answers himself with a 
description of chaos personified, a hideous, giant, all-powerful yet deaf and 
dumb spider that laughs at his insignificance; this is his representation of the 
ultimate disorder of death with no promise of afterlife and the absurdity of 
existence without God. Dostoevskii was also preoccupied for most of his mature 
years with Ippolit's question. Unlike Ippolit, however, he believed in the 
redemption of disordered earthly life by paradise, and he was determined both to 
see and to portray the promise of this potential perfection latent in mankind and 
its society. Right from his earliest works he made it his mission to write about 
Russian society, and later in life he challenged the view of Goncharov that art 
could only successfully present 'a life fixed in some image', such as the lives of 
the aristocracy in previous decades. l In the Dnevnik pisatelia for January 1877 he 
wrote: 
nO KpaHHeH Mepe, HCHO, qTO IKH3Hb cpe)J.HeBbICllIero Halliero 
JlBOp$lHCKOrO Kpyra CTOJIh $IpKO onHcaHHaH HallIHMH 6eJIJIeTpHCTaMH, 
eCTb YIKe CJll{llIKOM HHqTOIKHblH H 06oco6JIeHHblH yronoK PYCCKOH 
IKH3HH. KTO IK 6Y)J.eT ucmopUKOM OCTaJIbHblX yrOJIKOB, KaIKeTC$I, 
CTJ)allIHO MHOrOqHCJIeHHblX? If eCJll{ B :nOM xaoce, B KOTOPOM )J.aBHO 
YIKe, HO Tenepb oco6eHHO, npe6b1BaeT 06meCTBeHHaH IKH3Hb, H HeJIb3$1 
OTbICKaTb eme HOpMa..TlbHOrO 3aKOHa H PYKOBO)J.$ImeH HHTH JlaIKe, 
MOIKeT 6bITb, H llIeKcnHpOBCKHX pa3MepoB XY)J.O)l(HHKY, TO, no KpaHHeH 
Mepe, KTO IKe OCBeTHT XOTH 6b1 qaCTb :3Toro xaoca H XOT$I 6bI H He 
MeqTa$l 0 PYKOBO)J.HmeH HHTH? (XXV, 35.) 
Whilst acknowledging the difficulty of bringing to life in fiction the 
disordered Russian majority, Dostoevskii felt that here lay his calling, his duty, 
and indeed his glory, as the well-known passage from the notebooks to 
Podrostok testifies (XVI, 330). But how was it to be done? The question of the 
right artistic form for his innovative subject matter obsessed him with every work 
he wrote; the notebooks show a mind struggling to bring order to a plethora of 
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contrasting and often conflicting ideas, interspersed with exhortations to self-
discipline in style. This struggle has been thoroughly examined by Robert Louis 
Jackson and Jacques Catteau among others.2 I would like to explore the notion 
that many of Dostoevskii's works show evidence of a consonance between form 
and idea, and that there is a deliberate coherence in that fonn, whilst 
acknowledging that, as is generally agreed, his novels do not display the classical 
form that he so revered in Pushkin and Shakespeare. In other words, I propose to 
examine the paradox in his works of depicting, in a whole image, that which has 
no form, and in this chapter I shall argue that the key to the paradox lies in 
Dostoevskii's adherence to concepts that underpin Slavophile thought. For here 
Slavophilism offers a new way of understanding Dostoevskii as an artist, as well 
as a thinker. Firstly I shall discuss his philosophy of art in relation to Khomiakov 
and Kireevskii's ideas on art, tracing the common elements that I have 
emphasised throughout this study. Then I shall examine examples of how this 
philosophy is put into practice and how Slavophilism provides a fresh 
perspective on Dostoevskii's fiction and non-fiction as works of art. 
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3.2: Dostoevskii and the Slavophile Aesthetic. 
In my introductory chapter I gave an account of the fundamental ideas of 
Slavophilism as expressed in the thought of the early leaders of the movement, 
Khorniakov and Kireevskii. Throughout this study I have focused on the 
principles of sobornost', tsel'nost', wholeness and fragmentation, and have made 
use of Khorniakov's model for cultural development based on the interaction of 
the Kushite and Iranian principles. From these basic ideas grow Khorniakov and 
Kireevskii's notions of art and aesthetics; it is necessary at this point to examine 
them in a little more detail, in order to understand how similar principles inform 
Dostoevskii's attitude to aesthetics. To begin with Khorniakov, this original 
thinker paid attention to the role of art when developing his theory of Kushitism 
and Iranianisrn, and considered it an important facet of life in sobornost'. 
According to his 'Zapiski 0 vsernirnoi istorii', Iranian cultures were based on 
free creativity. Their works of art tended to be verbal in form, such as poetry and 
song; their written language reflected the spoken language. The organic unity of 
all aspects of Iranian society meant that art expressed faith and had a moral 
purpose. Conversely, in Kushite cultures, mute, physical forms of art 
proliferated, such as architecture and sculpture, and their written language was 
expressed through obscure hieroglyphics. There was no moral or spiritual 
dimension to their art, because it concentrated on external qualities. 
Working with his dual system of Iranian and Kushite cultures, 
Khorniakov proposed that true art was an expression of communal, inner life. He 
explained how sacred art, such as icons and liturgical chants, were among the 
highest forms of art because of their moral and spiritual content, and because 
they were expressions of a renunciation of individualist tendencies in favour of 
sobornost'. He wrote: 
[ ... ] H60 HCKYCCTBO, HeBOJIbHOe H, TaK CKa3aTb, He3a,nYMaHHoe 
BOruIom;eHHe :>KH3HeHHblX H ,nYXOBHbIX 3aKOHOB Hapo,na B BH,nHMble H 
CTpoHHble 06pa3b1, HeB03MO:>KHO npH OT,neJIeHHH JIH~a (KaK 6b1 HII 
6b1JIO OHO o,napeHO xy,nO:>KecTBeHHblMH cnoc06HocnlMII) OT caMoH 
)KH3HH Hapo,nHoH. [ ... ] rOBOpg B npe)KHeH CTaTbe 0 WKOJIaX :>KHBOnIlCH, 
jI Y)Ke YKa3aJI Ha 3aBHCHMOCTb HX OT Hapo,nHoH :>KH3HH; 3TO YKa3aHHe 
OTHOCIIJIOCb no npeHMym;ecTBY K llJIaCTHKe 6b1TOBOH, B KOTOPOH 
3aKmoQalOTCg Bce ,npyrHe pO,nbl [ ... ] KpoMe HKOHbI. Bwcwee pa3BIITHe 
3Toro BblCIllero po,na no,nQHHgeTCR OTQaCTH TeM :>Ke 3aKOHaM, HO 
OTQaCTH OHO nOBHHyeTcR H JlpyrHM 3aKOHaM, MeHee 3aBHCRm;HM OT 
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c.rry'laM:HOCTII BpeMeH II HapO.l1.0B. [ ... ] nPOlf3Be.l1.eHIIR O.l1.HOrO JIlfua, 
[IIKOHLI] He c.rryJKaT ero BLIpaJKeHHeM; OHIf BLlpaJKaIOT Bcex JIIO.l1.eM:, 
JKlfBYIUlIX O.l1.HlfM .l1.YXOBHLIM Ha'laJIOM [ ... ]. no TOMY caMOMY, 'ITO 
IfKOHa eCTL BLlpaJKeHlfe 'IYBCTBa 06IUIIHHoro, a He jIlf'lHOrO, OHa 
Tpe6yeT B XY.l1.OJKHIIKe rrOJIHOrO 06IUeHlIR He C .l1.0rMaTHKOIO IJ;epKBH, HO 
co BeeM ee 6LITOBLIM II XY.l1.0JKeCTBeHHLlM CTpoeM [ ... ].3 
Kireevskii's pronouncements on art are not based on such a complex 
philosophy of history, but he made similar distinctions to Khomiakov between 
principles of freedom, unity, moral and spiritual qualities, which he associated 
with Russia, and principles of coercion, disintegration and moral stagnation, 
which he associated with Western Europe. He too attributed these qualities to the 
cultural development of the peoples, and argued that this affected the 
development of their art. He asserted that tsel'nost' was the foundation both for 
producing true art and for understanding it: 
[Ha 3ana.l1.e] pa3BlIBaJIlICb [H3RIUHbIe IICKyccTBa] CO'lYBCTBeHHO C 06lUHM 
.l1.BlfJKemieM MLICJIII, II rrOTOMY Ta JKe pa3.l1.p06JIeHHOCTb .l1.yxa, KOTopaR 
B YM03peHlIlI npOlf3BeJIa JIOrlf'leCKYIO OTBJIe'leHHOCTL, B 1f3RIUHLlX 
IICKyccTBax nopO,ll.HJIa Me'lTaTeJILHOCTL H pa3p03HeHHOCTL Cep.l1.e'lHblX 
CTpeMJIeHIIM:. [ ... ] BMecTo Toro 'IT06LI CMLICJI KpaCOTLI If npaB.l1.bI 
xpaHHTL B ToM: Hepa3pLlBHOH CBR31f, KOTopaR, KOHe'lHO, MOJKeT MeIllaTb 
6b1CTpOTe If X OT.l1.eJILHOrO pa3BHTHR, HO KOTopaR 6epeJKeT 06IUYIO 
ueJIbHOCTb 'IeJIOBe'leCKOrO .l1.yxa If coxpamleT HCTIIHY ero npORBJIeHHH, 
3ana.l1.HLlH MIIP, HarrpOTIIB Toro, OCHOBaJI KpaCOTY CBOIO Ha 06MaHe 
Bo06paJKeHlfR, Ha 3aBe,ll.OMO JIOJKHOM: Me'lTe IIJIII Ha KpaM:HeM 
HanpRJKeH1I1I O,ll.HOCTOpOHHero qyBcTBa, pOJK,ll.alOIUerocR 113 
YMbIllIJIeHHOrO pa3,ll.BOeHHR yMa. 1160 3ana.l1.HLlM: Mllp He C03HaBaJI, 'ITO 
Me'lTaTeJILHOCTb eCTL Cep.l1.e'lHaR JIOJKb II 'ITO BHYTpeHHRR ueJILHOCTL 
6LITlUI Heo6xo,UlfMaSi He TOJILKO .l1.JlR IICTHHbI pa3YMa, HO H .l1.JlR 
rrOJIHOTbI H3S1IUHoro HaCJIaJK.l1.eHHR.4 
What is interesting about Kireevskii's statement is that he makes the link 
between art, beauty, and truth. His holistic outlook suggests that real aesthetic 
enjoyment can only be attained if the work of art allows an apprehension of truth, 
and for this to be possible, the work of art must be grounded in Ise['nost'. In 
short, real beauty is a portrayal of truth, and truth is beautiful. If the artist is 
affected by cognitive fragmentation, or if he tries to separate beauty and truth, 
the resulting work of art is a failure. These views are strikingly similar to 
Dostoevskii's as we shall see. 
Clearly the views of the Slavophiles as outlined above are akin to the 
stance of Romanticism, which reacted against Western Enlightenment ideas. 
Their aversion to rationalism, which they saw as a Western phenomenon, is 
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expressed in their celebration of tse!'nost', and their insistence on truth and 
spiritual morality in art is a rejection of the Utilitarian aesthetic. Their aesthetic 
terminology is also typically Romantic, as I discussed in my Introductory 
Chapter. Dostoevskii was to take the same essentially Romantic position. The 
relation between Dostoevskii and Romanticism has already been well 
documented, most notably by de Jonge. S 
We have seen how both Khomiakov and Kireevskii saw art and aesthetics 
in terms of two opposing principles; Khomiakov envisaged a conflict between 
Iranianism and Kushitism, Kireevskii a battle between Western and traditional 
Russian principles. Dostoevskii too had his own concept of a dual manifestation 
of aesthetic principles. He wrote of the positive attributes he believed art should 
have, and upheld beauty as something pure, ideal and imbued with moral 
qualities. He also described what would become of art if its true qualities were 
compromised, and his fiction posits the existence of two kinds of beauty: that of 
the Madonna and that of Sodom. Robert Louis Jackson has extensively analysed 
this feature of Dostoevskii's aesthetic;6 what I propose to do is to examine the 
points of similarity between the positive and negative poles of the theories of 
Dostoevski~ Khomiakov and Kireevskii. 
All that is positive in Dostoevskii's aesthetic can be referred to by Dmitrii 
Karamazov's expression 'the ideal of the Madonna'. This phrase succinctly 
encompasses the notions put forward by Dostoevskii throughout his work, both 
fictional and otherwise. Above all, the ideal of the Madonna is concerned with 
form; ideal form for Dostoevskii constituted harmony, measure, proportion. But 
the concept of the ideal of the Madonna can be better understood if we use the 
Russian word for 'form': obraz. This means not only form, but image, or icon. 
We can immediately see points of correspondence between Dostoevskii's idea 
and Slavophile philosophy when we consider that obraz denotes something 
whole, something shown to the observer all at once, with both form and content, 
if we allow that an image has content. When the meaning 'icon' is incorporated 
into this definition, the already positive characteristics are elevated to a spiritual 
plane. So the notion of obraz brings together the aesthetic and the religious in 
Dostoevskii's thought, as Jackson has observed.' For Khomiakov, as has been 
shown, the icon was the most perfect unity of the beautiful and the sacred. I shall 
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develop the idea of the icon in relation to Dostoevskii's aesthetic later in this 
chapter. 
In considering embodiments of his ideal, Dostoevskii does not make 
value judgements on specific media, as did Khomiakov by aligning poetry and 
song with the positive Iranian principle and sculpture and architecture with the 
negative Kushitism. Nor does he find that the nationality of the artist is the 
source of negative characteristics in a work of art, in the way that Kireevskii, and 
indeed at times Khomiakov, scorned Western art. For Dostoevskii, painting, such 
as Raphael's Sistine Madonna, sculpture, such as the Venus de Milo, and 
literature, such as the works of Pushkin, all represent ideal form. But leaving 
aside these differences, we see that what is positive for Dostoevskii is prefigured 
in Slavophile themes. Let us look at this issue more closely. 
The ideal of the Madonna is an expression of tsel'nost' and unity. Jackson 
makes the following analysis: '''Reality strives toward fragmentation," the 
narrator remarks in Notes from the House of the Dead. On the other hand, art 
imposes order upon reality - not mechanical order, but the order of organic 
form.' 8 Jackson has rightly made the distinction between mechanical and 
organic; true art has a form in which all elements - moral, spiritual aesthetic, 
emotiona~ intellectual - comprise an organic, unified whole, which cannot be 
broken down into its constituent parts, for to do so would destroy the very nature 
of the ideal of the Madonna. This wholeness is also manifested in a unity 
between the artistic idea and the form of a work of art. Dostoevskii argued that 
such a unity was the mark of artistic quality in his essay 'Gospodin -bov i 
vopros ob iskusstve' (XVIII, 80). The principle of tsel'nost' in art thus allows for 
the presence of truth, for it follows that if there is in art a synthesis ofa11 facets of 
human cognition, then art is able to portray more than simple superficial details 
perceptible only to the naked eye. Dostoevskii was against the trend of realism 
that allowed art to be passive, like a mirror; he asserted that art was capable of 
exploring a broader notion of reality, a reality which encompasses ends and 
beginnings as yet unknown to man. Discussing Jacoby's painting 'Convicts at a 
Halting Point' in his article 'Vystavka v Akademii khudozhestv za 1860-61 god', 
Dostoevskii calls for a grander purpose for art and rejects art that does not 
achieve such a purpose, such as Jacoby's painting: 
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HeT, He TO Tpe6yeTcSI OT xy,nmKHHKa, He <iJoTorpaqmlfecKaSI BepHOCTb, 
He MexaHHlfeCKaSI TOlfHOCTb, a Koe-lfTO .npyroe, 60JIhlIIe, um:pe, rJIY6JKe. 
[ ... ] B 3epKaJIhHOM OTpaJKeHHH He BH.nHO, KaK 3epKaJIO CMOTPHT Ha 
npe,nMeT, HJrn, JIYlflIIe CKa3aTb, BH,nHO, lfTO OHO HHKaK He CMOTPHT, a 
OTpaJKaeT naCCHBHO, MexaHHlfeCKH. (XIX, 153.) 
Here we find the Romantic aversion to the mechanical, and an advocacy 
of the kind of wholeness in art put forward by Kireevskii. Truth in art, however, 
is not just a function of tse!'nost' within a specific work of art, but also arises 
from a unity with all humanity and all time. In 'Gospodin -bov', Dostoevskii 
challenges the utilitarian argument that art should describe only contemporary 
matters, with the assertion that true art is always contemporary and relevant. no 
matter what historical period it may refer to, because of its universality and 
transcendence of time. He cites Fet's poem 'Diana' and observes that although 
the subject belongs to the past, it has come to life through the poet's 
interpretation and even points to the future through anguish for the ideal of the 
beautiful statue: 
lieCKOHelfHO TOJIbKO O,nHO 6y.nymee, BelfHO 30Bymee, Be'lHO HOBoe, Ii 
TaM TOJKe eCTb CBOH BblCIIIHH MOMeHT, KOToporo HYJKHO liCKaTb Ii 
Be'lHO HCKaTb, H :no BelfHoe HCKaHlie H Ha3bIBaeTCSI JKH3HHlO, H CKOJIbKO 
MYlfHTeJIbHOH rpycTH CKpblBaeTCSI B 3HTY3Ha3Me n03Ta! KaKOH 
6eCKOHelfHblH 30B, KaKaSI TOCKa 0 HaCToSIIUeM B 3TOM 3HTY3Ha3Me K 
npOII1e,nII1eMY! (XVIII, 97.) 
Elsewhere he echoes Khomiakov by stating his belief that literature is one of the 
main manifestations of Russian conscious life, and thereby acknowledges art as a 
repository of communal ideas (XIX, 150). In this way, Dostoevskii demonstrates 
that truth in art is a synthesis of all that is within man and wider than man. 
The striving toward the future motivated by true art in Dostoevskii's 
conception, comes about because of the ideal beauty of such art. The ideal of the 
Madonna for Dostoevskii means beauty which inspires unconditional worship, 
because it is the beauty of a higher, spiritual truth. As we know, it was 
Dostoevskii's belief that the most perfect embodiment of this ideal beauty was 
the figure of Christ. In Dostoevskii's aesthetic, real art is able to reveal higher 
truth because of its active role in interpreting reality: art is a transfiguration of 
reality. By virtue of tsel'nost', art presents not a passive reflection of reality, nor a 
formulaic analysis of it, but an obraz, an image with a spiritual content. 
Therefore, art transcends the boundaries of that which only reason can perceive, 
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and 'partakes of the ineffable', as Jackson puts it.9 The holistic nature of the ideal 
of the Madonna not only transfigures reality but also allows man to be 
transformed through contemplation of its beauty and longing for its perfection; 
for example, the Ridiculous Man is brought back to living life by his vision of a 
dream world made beautiful by sobornost'. A S. Kurilov and V. P. 
Meshcheriakov note that only a few years earlier than 'Gospodin -bov', 
Slavophile critics were discussing a very similar point in the journal Russlwia 
beseda: 
O,[lHHM CJIOBOM, HCKYCCTBO 06$l3aHO nOKa3bIBaTb )KH3Hb TaKoH, KaKoH 
OHa OO.!lJICHa 6blmb B H,[leane, tfT06b1 Bce JIIO,[lH, Bce tfeJIOBeqeCTBO 
CTpeMHJIOCb K BOllJIOIueHHIO :noro H,[leana B )KH3Hb, npHqeM H,[lean 
3TOT ,[lOJI)KeH OTBeqaTh 4>opMaM, «Bblpa60TaHHblM caMoH )KH3HbIO», a 
He 6bITb nJIO,[lOM YM03pHTeJIbHOrO, a6cTpaKTHoro 4>aHTa3HpOBaHIUI. 10 
Several scholars have discussed Dostoevskii's emphasis on aesthetic 
appreciation over rational education as a means to moral re-formation, Jackson 
and Robin Feuer Miller to note but two;ll what is particularly relevant to this 
study is the parallel between art as a teacher in Dostoevskii's aesthetic and the 
function of icons in Orthodox theology.12 In my previous chapter I considered 
the concept of obraz in terms of the image of God in man, the image of man's 
spirituality and potential for wholeness and perfection. Now, by adding in the 
meaning 'icon', this notion becomes important not just in respect of man, but 
also in respect of beauty, giving art a moral function. Therefore, it is possible to 
say that for Dostoevskii, the ideal of the Madonna meant obraz: beauty, and thus 
art, should be iconic. Zemov writes of icons: 
They were dynamic manifestations of man's spiritual power to redeem 
creation through beauty and art. [ ... ] The artistic perfection of an icon was not 
only a reflection of the celestial glory - it was a concrete example of matter 
restored to its original harmony and beauty, and serving as a vehicle of the 
Spirit. The icons were part of the transfigured cosmos.13 
The icon thus has two main functions. It does what words are unable to do 
adequately: it reveals God, or truth, in the form of transfigured reality. The 
venerator of the icon comes closer to God by the contemplation of beauty, which 
permits a leap of faith, enabling the venerator to become transfigured also. Here 
we see that Hesychast theology, with its emphasis on transfiguration, revelation 
and wordless contemplation, as I stated in my previous chapter, has an 
importance for artistry as well as for thought. In Dostoevskii's view, to reveal a 
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higher truth in order to permit a leap of faith is the true purpose of art; the leap of 
faith also lies at the heart of his belief in the ideal of Christ, as Jackson has 
shown. 14 When we recall Khomiakov's remark that the icon is 'the highest 
development of the highest form of art', we find a correspondence with 
Dostoevskii's understanding of the essentially iconic role of art. For instance, 
'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' is not only an example of how the experience of 
beauty changes the protagonist, but the story itself also plays an iconic role 
within Dnevnik pisatelia. It draws together themes and issues explored in a more 
analytical way in the ostensibly journalistic parts of the Dnevnik, and synthesises 
them into an organic whole, an obraz which acts first upon the reader's aesthetic 
sensitivity, and only then reveals its hidden moral message. In addition, the story 
'Muzhik Marei', a piece of aestheticised fact, is iconic throughout. The memory 
of the peasant, who is already transfigured into an icon himself, with his maternal 
smile and fingers outstretched in blessing like the Madonna, is embedded in the 
recollection of life in prison. This memory transfigures the convict Dostoevskii 
and reveals to him the truth that it is possible to look with more love on his 
fellow inmates. Moreover, the story itself is an artistic synthesis of recurrent 
Dnevnik themes intended to reveal to the reader the same higher truth. The scene 
also takes place in a tranquil, natural setting, again linking natural creation to 
moments of spiritual insight. 
To create truly iconic art is a daunting endeavour; Dostoevskii knew there 
were problems associated with doing so, and he flagged these problems both in 
his fiction and in his non-fiction. Firstly, in order to perceive the higher truth, one 
must know how to look; secondly, one's creation must express that truth. The 
difficulties of perceiving truth or beauty become the subject for debate in Idiot 
and are reformulated in Brat';a Karamazovy through Dmitrii. In the earlier novel, 
Myshkin and the Epanchin ladies are discussing Adelaida's painting hobby, and 
the Prince is asked to suggest a subject for a painting. Myshkin replies, and the 
discussion develops as follows: 
- ~ B 3TOM HHliero He nOHHMalO. MHe Ka:>KeTcR: B3fJIRHYTh H nHcaTh. 
- B3fJIRHYTb He YMelO. 
- ,[(a qTO BbI 3ara,nKH-TO rOBopHTe? HHqero He nOHHMalO! - nepe6HJIa 
reHepaJIhIIIa. - KaK :lTO B3fJIRHYTb He YMelO? EeTh rJIa3a, H rJIR,nH. He 
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YMeeIIIb 3,neCb B3rm1HYTb, TaK M 3a rpaHMueii He BblytIMIIIbCSI. JIytIIIIe 
paCCKaJKMTe-Ka, KaK BbI caMH-TO rJISI,neJIM, KHSl3b. 
- BOT 3TO .rrytIIIIe 6y,neT, - npH6aBHJIa A,neJIaH,na. - KHSl3b Be,nb 3a 
rpaHMueii BLlytIMJICSI rJUl,neTL. 
- He 3HalO; SI TaM TOJIbKO 3,nopOBLe nOnpaBMJI; He 3HalO, HaYtIHJICSI JIM 
SI rJUl,neTb. R, BnpOtIeM, nOtITM BCe BpeMSI 6LIJI OtIeHL CtIaCTJIMB. 
- CtIaCTJIMB! BbI YMeeTe 6bITb CtIaCTJIMBblM? - BCKpMtIana ArJIaSl. - TaK 
KaK JKe BbI rOBopHTe, tITO He HaytIHJIMCb rJUl,neTL? Eme Hac nOytIMTe. 
(VIII,50.) 
Jackson has analysed this important passage and emphasises the key question of 
revelation. Myshkin does indeed know how to look: he achieves happiness 
because he perceives the higher, spiritual truth of the beauty of life when 
regarding the Swiss countryside. The Ideal of the Madonna is revealed to him. 
Adelaida, on the other hand, cannot see beyond the surface reality of life. 
Jackson also points out here that Myshkin finds he cannot explain how to 100k. IS 
Instead, the Prince can only give examples of his looking, by relating stories 
from his past and impressions he has formed. However, in doing so he really is 
fulfilling the request of the Epanchin sisters to teach them, despite his 
protestation that he cannot teach them, for the pictures he describes are 
illuminated by a beauty that indicates a spiritual truth. He talks of the yearning 
for unity with a transfigured creation in his description of the mountains, in his 
story of the man condemned to death contemplating the church domes shining in 
the sun, and his tale of Marie presents an icon of suffering innocence redeemed 
by love (VIII, 51-65). Once again we find here the stress on image rather than 
explanation, the importance of the artistic picture in conveying a higher message. 
Myshkin knows how to look, and is able to create such artistic pictures; however, 
whether the Epanchins are able to perceive the beautiful message in his stories, 
given that Adelaida for one does not know how to look, is another matter. 
However, knowing how to look is not all that is required for the creation 
of iconic art. If one's medium is literature, then the artist must be able to 
transcend the inadequacies of language. Dostoevskii complained on more than 
one occasion of the difficulties of expressing his idea. As early as 1839 he wrote 
to his brother, 'J];YIIIa Bcer,na 3aTaHT 6oJIee, HeJKeJIM CKOJILKO MOJKeT 
Bblpa3MTb B CJIOBaX, KpacKax HJIM 3Byxax. OTToro Tpy,nHO HCnOJIHHTL 
H)leW TBOptIeCTBa' (XXVIII/~ 63). On completion of Idiot he complained to his 
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niece, 'Ho pOMaHOM R He ,nOBOJIeH; OH He Bblpa3HJI H IO-H ,nOJIH Toro, liTO 
R XOTeJI Bblpa3HTb, XOTR Bce-TaKH R OT Hero He OTpHuaIOCb H JII06JIIO 
MOIO Hey,naBmyIOcR MbICJIb ,no CHX nop' (XXlx/~ 10). Ippolit and Arkadii 
Dolgorukii both reflect, when creating their personal discourses, that one's 
deepest and most serious thoughts are impossible to convey in words and lose 
something in the creative process (VIII, 328 and XIII, 36 respectively). 
Nevertheless, the more Dostoevskii considered the problem of effective 
expression, the more he saw that it may actually be to a writer's advantage. I 
have already explored in my previous chapter the concept of verbal expression 
and characters' choices and difficulties regarding it. Jones has drawn attention to 
two of the author's meditations, written only a couple of months apart, on 
Tiutchev's well-known aphorism from his 1836 poem Silentium. 16 These 
passages, in Jones's analysis, show how Dostoevskii was thinking not only of the 
difficulty of expressing an idea in words, but also of the appropriateness of doing 
so: 
)J,a npaB,na, 'ITO ,neHCTBHTeJIbHOCTb rny6)Ke BC}lKOrO lIeJIOBelieCKoro 
Bo06pa)KeHH}I, BC}lKOH <paHTa3HH. 11 HeCMOTp}l Ha BH,nHMYIO npOCTOTY 
}IBJIeHHH - CTpaWHaR 3ara,nKa. He OT Toro JIH 3ara.llKa, liTO B 
,neHCTBHTeJIbHOCTH HHlIero He KOHlieHO, paBHO KaK HeJIL3}1 npHHCKaTL H 
HallaJIa, - BCe TelieT H BCe ecmb, HO HHlIero He YXBaTHwb. A liTO 
YXBaTHWL, liTO OCMblCJIHWL, liTO OTMeTHWL CJIOBOM - TO Y)Ke TOTqaC 
)Ke CTaJIO JIO)KblO. «MblCJIb H3peqeHHa}l eCTb JIO)KL». (XXIII, 326.) 
A BnpOqeM, C ,npyroH CTOPOHbl, eCJIH 6 MHOfHe H3 H3BCCTHeHWHX 
OCTpOyMueB, BOJILTep HanpHMep, BMeCTO HaCMeweK, HaMeKOB, 
nonyCJIOB H He,nOMOJIBOK, B,npyr pelIIHJIHCb 6LI BblCKa3aTL BCe, 'Ie My 
OHH BepRT, nOKa3aJIH 6bl BCIO CBOIO 1I0,nKJIa,nKY pa30M, cyrn.HOCTh 
CBOIO, - TO, nOBepLTe, H .lleCRTOH ,nOJIH IIpe)KHerO 3<p<peKTa lie CT}I)KaJIH 
6bI. MaJIO Toro: Ha,lJ; HUMU 6bI TOJIbKO 1I0CMe}lJIHCL. )J,a lIeJIOBeK 11 
Bo06rn.e KaK-TO He JIlO6HT HH B lIeM nOCJIe.llHerO CJIOBa, «H3peqeHHOih) 
MblCJIH, fOBOPHT, 'ITO «MblCJIb H3peqeHHaR eCTL JIO)KL». (XXIX/ii, 102.) 
These statements would seem to indicate that Dostoevskii had come to the 
conclusion that to preserve the truth of an idea, its expression should remain 
open-ended or unfinalised. When the reader looks at his fiction, there is much 
evidence that he tried to avoid finalisation as much as possible. This attitude 
towards the expression of ideas is reminiscent of apophatic theology, which I 
discussed in the previous chapter. Bakhtin has written extensively on 
unfinalisability in Dostoevskii;17 it suffices here to present a few examples to 
illustrate my argument. 
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The narrator of Idiot is widely agreed to be one of the most unreliable and 
reticent of Dostoevskii's narrators. There are many events to which the narrator 
is not party and about which he is unable to comment, most notably the six 
months that elapse between Part I and Part II. The reader is left in the position of 
frustration that the already remarkable but mysterious character of Myshkin is in 
no way illuminated by the view of the narrator. However, if we consider 
Dostoevskii's thoughts about the expression of an idea, it is possible to argue that 
he was right to choose a narrator who is only partially informed. The notebooks 
to Idiot present several drafts of the character of Prince Myshkin, and, strangely, 
they seem to become less concrete as the plans progress. Once Dostoevskii 
discarded the idea of a great sinner who was to be redeemed, and decided to 
begin with the positively beautiful man, Myshkin appears to recede into the mist. 
An entry for 10th March 1868 shows that Dostoevskii was still intending to make 
Myshkin more easily open to interpretation: 'rJIaBHaSI l.fepTa B xapaKTepe 
KHSI3SI: 3a6HTocTb, HcnyraHHocTb, npHHHlKeHHocTb, CMUpellUe' (IX, 218). 
However, the following day he appears to have had doubts: 'He BeCTH JIH JIHUO 
KHSI3SI no 8ceMY pOMallY 3ara,nOl.fHO, H3pe,nKa onpe,neJISISI no,npo6HOCTSIMH 
(<!laHTaCTHQHee H BonpOCHTeJ1bHee, B036YIK,naSI m060nb1TCTBo), H B.llpyr 
pa3'bSICHHTb JIHUO ero B KOHue' (IX, 220). A month later, he rejected the 
concept of a final revelation of the Prince's nature: 'A He BbICTaBHTb JIH KHSI3SI 
6ecnpepbIBHbIM C<!lHHKCOM?' (IX, 242). Finally, at around the same point in the 
novel's development as the precision of the idea 'Prince Christ', Dostoevskii 
decides: 'KHSl3b C<!lHHKCOM. C<!lHHKCOM. CaM OTKpblBaeTCSI, 6e3 o6bflC1Ie1lUU 
om a8mopa, KpoMe pa3Be nepBOM: rJIaBbI' (IX, 248, italics added). So it is 
through a progressive paring down of material from the notebooks, and 
effectuated by narratorial ignorance among other techniques, that Dostoevskii 
ensures the unfinalisability ofMyshkin. 
The most successful way in which Dostoevskii tackles the problem of 
expression of truth is, in my view, with Alesha Karamazov. In contrast to Ivan, 
who, like his younger brother, is taciturn by nature, Alesha does not speak out on 
the subject of his personal ideas, except in his speech at the stone, which I have 
already shown to be more of a celebration of a common feeling. I van gives his 
account of his rebellion, together with his Legend of the Grand Inquisitor, which 
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the reader witnesses as if at first hand, the narrator-chronicler fading into the 
background at this point. Alesha, on the other hand, like Sonia, has no answer to 
Ivan's argument, but finds recourse to the word of another - Zosima's sermons. 
These, however, are not read by him in the real time of the novel, but inserted in 
the form of a manuscript by the narrator, whose presence is clearly signalled 
here. This fourth-hand presentation of a set of values leaves both Alesha and 
indeed Zosima as more unfinalised characters than Ivan. Ivan breaks his usual 
silence in order to pronounce what, at that time, he doubtless imagines to be his 
final word. Conversely, by couching the discourse of Alesha / Zosima in several 
layers of transmission, Dostoevskii successfully removes as much of the 
'utteredness' (to coin a phrase) as possible, in order to distance himself from the 
problem identified by Tiutchev. Or, to put it as Robert Belknap has said, 'At two 
removes, the extraneous data drops out, and only what is universal and essential 
is left.' 18 Leatherbarrow disagrees; he argues, 'These various narrative "layers" 
allow Dostoyevsky the opportunity to slip away unnoticed from the scene of that 
most heinous of the novelist's crimes - direct and overt moral idealism and 
didacticism. ,19 This is not the case. The possibility of moral didacticism is 
dissipated by the unfinalised nature of the text, because of its avoidance of 
monologism. Didacticism is very much the product of one voice, it is an uttered 
thought. A message shaped and affirmed by the voices of many different 
narrators, idealistic though it may be, has the power of a still small voice in a 
whirlwind. 
The sermons of Zosima solve the puzzle set by Tiutchev in an additional 
way that also has resonances in Slavophile thought. It may be remembered that 
according to Khomiakov's theory of Iranian and Kushite cultures, Iranian art was 
based on the aestheticised word, such as poetry and song, and because of its 
moral-spiritual content it was part of an organic whole with the life of its people. 
Zosima's sermons are also presented in the form of aestheticised word: they can 
be categorised as hagiography. Hagiography may be described as the record of 
the life of a saint retold for the spiritual benefit of its audience and in order to 
consecrate the memory of the saint. It shares many characteristics with the icon 
as a form of art, in that a Life must transfigure its subject and its audience by 
aesthetic and spiritual beauty. Kristin Eikeland, writing on the hagiographic 
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nature of Zosima's sermons, speaks of the stylised tones of the Life of Zosima as 
presented by Alesha. She identifies Dostoevskii's hagiographic discourse as skaz, 
'an artistic blend of traditional Orthodox elements and the didactic narrative style 
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century edificatory literature,.2o Moreover, she 
asserts that the narrative mode of the sixth chapter of Bra/'ia Karamazovy does 
not represent, as Hackel has argued, 'Dostoevsky seeking to absolve himself 
from at least some of the responsibility for his elder's teaching',21 but is in fact a 
skilful play on 'the vast register of the rhetorical and poetic potential of the 
hagiographic discourse.'22 Thus, the register of hagiography is able to preserve 
truth because it is a moral-aesthetic utterance, and so Tiutchev's conundrum is 
broken. 
Dostoevskii firmly believed that for art to fulfil its iconic role, it had to be 
free. His emphasis on freedom for art is in line with Slavophile teachings on 
freedom. At the same time, both Dostoevskii and the Slavophiles also rejected 
the notion of art for art's sake. Kurilov and Meshcheriakov assert: 'Bee 6e3 
HCKJIlOlfeHHB CJIaBBHo<pHJIhI oTBepralOT TBOpqeCTBO pa,LlH TBOpqCCTBa, 
HCKYCCTBO pa,LlM MCKYCCTBa; OHM BCeueJIO 3a MCKYCCTBO aKTMBHOe, 
nOJIe3HOe, ,LleHCTBeHHoe, OCMhICJIeHHOe, BOO,LlyrneBJIeHHOe M,LleanOM 
HapO,LlHOH )l(H3HH. ,23 However, the issue of freedom specifically with regard to 
art is in my opinion more overt in Dostoevskii's writings. In many of his journal 
articles, 'Gospodin -bov' being the most prominent, he attacked the calls of the 
utilitarians for the imposition of a 'contemporary' tendency on art, in order to 
make it more useful to society. Dostoevskii countered that external prescriptions 
and contrived laws for art would affect the creativity of the artist and so damage 
the natural organic beauty of the work of art. This in turn would sabotage the 
message of the work of art and render it useless. (A parallel may be seen here 
between Dostoevskii's earlier refusal to renounce the spiritually beautiful person 
of Christ despite Belinskii's exhortations to view the Saviour as an ordinary 
human who would have bowed to modem science and socialism, as I mentioned 
in my first chapter.) In his attack on external laws for art, and his defence of 
freedom in art, Dostoevskii shares with the Slavophiles an insight which is 
deeply Romantic. His rejection of tendency has echoes of Khomiakov's rejection 
of Kushitism; this can clearly be seen in the following passage: 'Bce )Ke 
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BLITpe60BaHHoe, BCe BbIM}"IeHHoe cnOKOH BeKY .n;o HannlX BpeMeH He 
y.n;aBan:OCb II BMeCTO rrOJlb3bI rrp"HOC"JIO O.n;IIH TOJIbKO Bpe.n;' (XVIII, 77). 
His advocacy of freedom of creativity is imbued with Slavophile tsel'nost' in that 
he presents creativity as an inherent, organic attribute of human nature, 
inseparable from man, that must be left to develop freely in order that it remain 
true and beneficial to humanity. Man craves the ideal of the Madonna and seeks 
it through free, organic creative art; the ideal cannot be realised if the organic 
nature of creativity is stifled by the loss of freedom. Dostoevskii assures us: 
'll.n;ean: KpacoTbI, HOPMaJIbHOCTli y 3.n;OPOBOfO 06mecTBa He MO)l(eT 
nOfll6HYTb; II nOTOMY OCTaBbTe IICKYCCTBO Ha cBoeii .n;opore II .n;OBepbTeCb 
TO MY, 'ITO OHO C Hee He c06beTCg' (XVIII, 102). What is more, art should be 
free not only in the sense of being unhampered by tendency or socio-political 
dictates. It should be free in the sense of not being closed or finalised - it should 
not be monologic, to use Bakhtin's terms. Murav writes that an icon should be 'a 
mode~ not a law, something whose meaning cannot be exhausted in advance but 
must be continually interpreted, something that points the way but never fully 
discloses itself. ,24 If art is to be iconic, it should be a continuous source of 
inspiration; rather than provide an answer or a prescription, art should interact 
with man to enable him to strive toward the idea~ unattainable in this life, and to 
achieve this it must be unfinalised. 
In opposition to the ideal of the Madonna stands the negative pole of 
Dostoevskii's aesthetic: the ideal of Sodom. Jackson explains that this is an 
unhealthy, false beauty, to which man in a state of moral turpitude may also be 
attracted. Dmitrii Karamazov may refer to it as beauty, as an ideal, thus 
conferring ambiguities on those terms, but Jackson demonstrates that in fact, for 
Dostoevskii, it is not beauty which is problematic, but man whose aesthetic sense 
becomes blunt when his moral standards fall.2s In the same way that we see 
characteristics similar to the Slavophiles' positive aesthetic theories in the ideal 
of the Madonna, so we find attributes akin to Kushitism and Western ideologies 
in the ideal of Sodom. In addition, just as the primary notion inherent in the ideal 
of the Madonna is obraz, that of the ideal of Sodom is bezobrazie. Literally 
'formlessness', bezobrazie also has connotations of monstrosity and disgrace. 
Something that is formless has come apart, or was never whole, and thus 
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bezobrazie stands for disintegration and non-integration: of the individua~ of 
society, of man with nature. When one's moral sense becomes dissociated from 
one's other faculties or from the repository of communally held beliefs, a state 
deplored by Khomiakov and Kireevskii, one becomes liable to perceive beauty in 
evil. 
Bezobrazie lacks tsel'nost'; in art this can lead to a lack of form, or a lack 
of truth. The result is fragmented art. Dostoevskii discusses both these cases in 
his work. In 'Gospodin -bov' he takes the example of Marko-Vovchok's story 
Masha, and argues that her poor artistic craftsmanship obscures her worthy point 
of view on serfdom, rendering it absurd and unconvincing (XVIII, 93). 
Dostoevskii believed that art is the best teacher, and without aesthetic 
appreciation, a work cannot reveal its hidden truth. However, artistic talent alone 
is not enough to imbue art with the ideal of the Madonna. In 'Vystavka v 
Akademii khudozhestv za 1860-61 god', Dostoevskii considers a painting by 
Klodt which depicts a girl dying of tuberculosis (XIX, 167). Dostoevskii is 
fascinated with this picture because he finds it a well formed, remarkable piece 
of craftsmanship. But the painting has portrayed only surface reality: it depicts 
the grim physical realities of impending death and no more, no suggestion that 
death may be experienced on the spiritual plane. For this reason, although the 
painting is irreproachably executed, Dostoevskii considers that it lacks beauty: 
the absence of tsel'nost' means that it has no inner, transfiguring beauty so as to 
reveal the truth. Kireevskii's comment on the 'fancifulness and dissociation' of 
Western art comes to mind. Indeed, when an artistic work is grounded only in 
superficial realism, it may even become monstrous. Such is the case of Holbein's 
painting 'Christ in the Tomb', which so horrifies Ippolit Terent'ev and fascinated 
Dostoevskii himself. Ippolit's description of the desecrated form of Christ the 
man brings home the full force of the painting's bezobrazie: 'Ha KapTHHe 3TO 
JIHUO cTpawHo pa36HTo y.napaMH, Bcrryxwee, co CTpaWHhIMH, BcrryxwHMH 
H oKpOBaBJIeHHhIMH CHHBKaMH, rJIa3a OTKPhIThI, 3paQKH CKOCHJIHCb; 
60JIbWHe, OTKpbIThIe 6eJIKH rJIa3 6JIelUYT KaKHM-TO MepTBeHHhIM, 
CTeKJIBHHhIM OT6JIecKOM' (VIII, 339). 
A fragmented work of art loses its moral content; a work which cannot 
transfigure superficial reality cannot transfigure its audience. Without moral 
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beauty, man has nothing to strive for. This leaves open the possibility of 
increasing concern with immediacy, from which arises sensuality. Caryl 
Emerson considers the danger of sensuality as shown in Dostoevskii's work as 
'the blackout that sensuality imposes on the future, its impatient and trivialising 
demand that everything essential be squeezed into the present. ,26 Such is the 
nature of the ennui of Svidrigailov and Stavrogin. In this moral vacuum, man is 
in a state of fragmentation and his aesthetic sense may no longer lead him to the 
ideal of the Madonna, but instead to perceive beauty in evil. In other words, he 
has lost the ability to 'look'. Thus Ivan Karamazov comments on the 'artistic' 
cruelty of the Turks in Bulgaria, and his tormented brother agonises over his 
ability to see beauty in Sodom. In 'Otvet Russkomu vestniku' Dostoevskii 
provides a detailed analysis of the sensualism which overtook the regime of 
Cleopatra, as depicted in Pushkin's 'Egyptian Nights'; his account displays all 
the characteristics of a typical Khomiakovian Kushite society: mute subjects, the 
absence of independent thought and faith, submission to the brute forces of 
necessity, a fixation on the body, bloodlust and human sacrifice (XIX, 135-6). It 
is striking that Egypt was for Khomiakov a prime example of the workings of the 
Kushite principle. This passage functions as the antithesis to the Ridiculous 
Man's dream world in Dostoevskii's moral-aesthetic universe. 
Just as the ideal of the Madonna can only thrive in an atmosphere of 
freedom, so the ideal of Sodom grows from the restriction of freedom. The 
demands of social or political tendency, as advocated by the utilitarians, stifle 
creativity and art becomes a function of necessity, subject to external law. 
Without spontaneous organic creativity, art is not whole, nor is it living: 
tendency objectifies art, so that it becomes a dead thing, rather like the graven 
images worshipped by the Kushites, and man cannot enter into communion with 
it. Both Dostoevskii and Khomiakov, it may be remembered, believed in art as an 
expression of the ideals of the people; art is therefore an integral part both of its 
individual creator and of humanity as a whole. For art to be detached from man is 
to dehumanise him, and he too is reified, the divine image in him deformed. Thus 
a restriction of freedom in art leads to bezobrazie. Dostoevskii's words in 
'Gospodin -bov' illustrate the harm done to man by the imposition of an alien 
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tendency. The suggestion that an artist forced to write according to prescription 
is not himself is quite plain in its implication: 
HeJIL3S1 iKe TaK 06CTPlfqb qeJIOBeKa, qTO BOT, .neCKaTb, :no TBOSI 
nOTpe6HocTb, TaK BOT HeT iKe, He XOqy, iKHBH TaK, a He 3TaK! [ ... J HO 
.necnoTlf3M HallleR KPlfTlfKH npoR.neT; CTaHYT nHcaTb no OXOTe, 6y.nYT 
60JIee caMIf no ce6e If, MOiKeT 6hITh, H B 06JIlfqlfTeJIbHOM po.ne 
HanlflllYT qTO-HH6y.nh npeKpacHoe. (XVIII, 99, 100.) 
Many of Dostoevskii's views on art, beauty and creativity are coloured by 
his own experience as a writer. All his life he struggled to bring into his work as 
much of the ideal of the Madonna as was within his abilities. He conceived of the 
creative process as being driven by two forces: that of the poet, who brings forth 
the idea of a work of art, and that of the artist, whose role is to a greater or lesser 
degree to devise the form which would express the idea. With regard to his own 
work, Dostoevskii had great faith in the poetic ideas of his works and would 
always defend them on that score, but he had less confidence in his innate ability 
to incarnate those ideas artistically. In his notebooks to Podrostok are frequent 
exhortations to find the right form for his novel: '<l>opMa! <l>opMa! n POCTOH 
paCCKa3 a la TIYlllKHH!' (16, 122). He envied the gentry writers Turgenev and 
Goncharov their leisure to revise and polish their works endlessly, and bemoaned 
the pressures of financial hardship or ill-health which dictated his own writing 
schedule. In the fmal analysis it is generally maintained that his artistic works are 
not an embodiment of that perfect, harmonious form he held as an ideal, but have 
a dynamic form of tension between contrasting forces.27 I would like to consider 
the issue of the form of Dostoevskii's fiction in the light of my proposal of 
similarities with the Slavophile aesthetic. For having demonstrated that in 
Dostoevskii's aesthetic theory there are strong elements of Slavophilism, it 
remains to evaluate the way he put those ideas into practice. To what extent is 
there a discrepancy between Dostoevskii's notions of obraz and bezobrazie, and 
the artistic form in which he expressed those notions? 
In order to answer this question, I would like to tum to the critic and 
symbolist poet Viacheslav Ivanov, who in my view sums up the matter most 
succinctly. He writes: '[Dostoevskii's] work is the most striking example we 
know of the identity of form and content - in so far as by content we mean the 
original intuitive perception of life, and by form the means of transmuting this by 
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art into the flesh and blood of a new world of living entities. ,28 Ivanov uses 
terminology that has noticeably Slavophile overtones. He emphasises the non-
analytical approach in Dostoevskii's apprehension of reality, and he underlines 
the organic, holistic nature of his writing.29 He also makes it clear that form 
according to Dostoevskii's aesthetic need not mean Homeric classical measure 
and harmony. Form according to the ideal of the Madonna means obraz: the 
unity of moral, spiritual and aesthetic elements with the power to transfigure. So 
it is according to these terms that I judge the form of Dostoevskii's works. 
Dostoevskii perceives life in all its diversity and through the transfiguring touch 
of his artistry he creates a world that is fresh, emergent and authentic. His works 
represent the cutting edge of creativity. They encompass the breadth of the 
Russian nature which so troubled Drnitrii Karamazov, a breadth with enables 
man to entertain both the ideal of the Madonna and the ideal of Sodom. Catteau 
comments on the uniqueness ofDostoevskii's artistry: 
Why should simplicity be preferable to complexity, if genius is more inclined 
to express the increasing complexity of modem life? How can we blame an 
author for introducing too many characters, if the future is with the crowd and 
the city? Why is the interweaving of ten or twenty subjects a fault if the writer 
is trying to penetrate the texture of motives which are naturally entwined? 
Why celebrate the artistic perfection of the monophonic novel when 
Dostoyevsky, an innovative and original ~enius, was constructing the 
polyphonic novel with its infinite possibilitiesr 
Dostoevskii's artistic world is one of accidental families and underground 
men, fragmented, suffering individuals, holy fools existing alongside nihilist 
monsters, above all one of a reality that 'strives toward fragmentation.' In 
depicting the most contemporary reality, or the news, as it were, just breaking, 
Dostoevskii employs a form that is equally vital and new, but at the same time, 
because of its transfiguring power, the form is not tied to his century: it 
transcends time and will always have relevance. Just like Arkadii Dolgorukii, he 
is obliged to guess, at the risk of making mistakes, but in his guessing, 
Dostoevskii makes a leap of faith: somewhere in the morass of bezobrazie into 
which the inhabitants of his world are disintegrating, lies a fervent hope in the 
Russian people. Dostoevskii wished to depict contemporary life, but also to seek 
the existence or resurgence of a moral strand in the new way of life. Just as the 
measured form of Pushkin and Shakespeare is not Dostoevskii's form, so the 
disorder he saw around him, which may have been his subject matter, is not the 
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poetic idea of his works. He hoped it was not the symptom of deep-rooted 
bezobrazie; through the transfiguring power of his art maybe it was possible to 
find and nurture the germ of true Russian spirituality. In Dnevnik pisatelia 
Dostoevskii exhorts us: 
HeT, cy.z:une HaIII Hapo.n; He no TOMY, lfeM OH eCTb, a no TOMY, lfeM 
iKeJIan: 6bI CTaTb. A H.n;eaJIbI ero CHJIbHLI H CBBTbI, H OHH-TO H CnaCJIH 
ero B BeKa MYlfeHHH; OHH CPOCJIHCb C .n;YIIIOH ero HCKOHH H Harpa.n;HJIH 
ee HaBeKH npOCTo.n;YIIIHeM H lfeCTHOCTblO, HCKpeHHOCTHIO H IIIHpOKHM 
BceOTKpbITbIM YMOM, H BCe 3TO B caMOM npHBJIeKaTeJIbHOM 
rapMOHHlfeCKOM coe.n;HHeHHH. A eCJIH npHTOM H TaK MHoro rpB3H, TO 
PYCCKHH lfeJIOBeK H TocKyeT OT Hee Bcero 60JIee caM, H BepHT, 'ITO [ ... ] 
KOHlfHTCB TLMa H 'ITO HenpeMeHHO BOCCHBeT Kor.n;a-HH6y.n;b BelfHWH 
CBeT. (XXII, 43.) 
Here Dostoevskii highlights those qualities in the Russian people which also 
motivate his artistic style: the Russians are a people of potential, of becoming, in 
whom the ideal of the Madonna certainly exists, and in whom, in spite of their 
bezobrazie, there is harmony and unity. Dostoevskii, poet of the darkness, shapes 
his creation with a hope in the light. The freedom of his art, his refusal to write to 
the historical prescriptions of a Goncharov or a Turgenev, allow for his works to 
be living, organic, forward looking. The becoming of his form is consonant with 
his poetic idea: Dostoevskii's works show an essential, Slavophile tsel'nost'. The 
paradox lies in the fact that this harmonious wholeness is not fully integrated 
with ideal beauty, as one might expect from the arguments I have laid out above. 
What is still more interesting, is that Dostoevskii's approach to art resolves a 
double standard in Slavophile attitudes to art, observed by Kurilov: 
CJIaBBHo4>HJIbI XOTeJIH, lfT06bI HCKYCCTBO H306paiKan:0 He 
,neHCTBHTeJIbHYIO )l(H3Hb Hapo.n;a, ClfHTaB ee «HenpaB.n;oii», HCKaiKelUfeM 
nO,lJ;JIHHHO PYCCKOH )l(H3HH, a TaKYlo, KOTopaB OTBelfan:a 6w HX H.n;ean:y. 
[ ... ] TIpHHHMaB H 0.n;06PBB H306pa)l(eHHe OTpHuaTeJIbHbIX CTOPOH B 
)l(H3HH «06pa30BaHHoro KJIacca», OHH B TO iKe BpeMB HHKOMY He 
npOLUaJIH no,n06Horo KpHTHlfeCKoro OTHOIIIeHHB K iKH3HH npOCToro 
Hapo.n;a H «OTpHuaTeJIbHOrO» xy,nO)l(ecTBeHHoro H306pa)l(eHHB ,nepeBHH, 
KpeCTbBHCKoro 6WTa.31 
Dostoevskii succeeded in preserving the ideal of the redemptive qualities of the 
Russian people, whilst at the same time portraying the reality of his 
contemporary life, and all through concentrating on aesthetic standpoints found 
in Slavophile thought. Once again, it appears that the writer was more 
'slavophile' than the adherents to that movement themselves. 
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The ideal of the Madonna is present in Dostoevskii's works as we have 
seen, as the highest form toward which he maintained art should strive, and as 
the moral-aesthetic goal that motivates his positive characters and transforms 
them in occasional, brief moments of ecstasy. That Dostoevskii's art does not 
have the measured, classical form he so admired in Homer and Pushkin is not the 
question. The icon that is Dostoevskii's oeuvre portrays a disfigured subject, and 
yet it still retains its transfiguring power thanks to its Slavophile organic 
wholeness, its living form and its sense of hope. As an artist, Dostoevskii is not 
unlike his Ridiculous Man, whose ideal dream world became corrupted, but who 
loved it all the more for its fall, and who with that poignant, burning vision in his 
heart, looks amid the bezobrazie toward the future, proclaiming: '11 no H.lJ.Y ! 11 
noiiJlY!' (XXV, 119). 
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3.3: Examples of Slavophile writing in Dostoevskii's oeuvre. 
I have by now made it clear that when examining the form of 
Dostoevskii's writing, the reader must concentrate on form as a moral-aesthetic 
all-pervading design. The writer may not have realised it himself - indeed his 
letters and notebooks suggest that he did not - but in fact he had created the ideal 
form for his poetic ideas: his pronouncements on art and the evidence in his 
works testify to this fact. From the arguments I have laid out above, it is 
therefore possible to posit the existence of an artistic form, centred on the ideal 
of the Madonna, which I would like to call 'Iranian art'. This is art that is an 
obraz, whole, iconic, transfiguring both reality and the appreciator of art to 
reveal a higher truth, and free from external coercion. Harmony or simplicity of 
form become secondary issues. It now remains to ask how frequently and how 
successfully Dostoevskii realised Iranian principles in his art. To some extent this 
question has already been answered in the preceding chapter, through my 
examination of Kushite and Iranian themes in his fiction. But as I stated earlier, 
the ideal of the Madonna in art requires that there is a unity between the idea and 
the form of a work. Therefore it is necessary to judge the form of Dostoevskii's 
writings according to the criteria of 'Iranian art'. However, to examine every 
work would be a Herculean labour beyond the scope of this study, and so I intend 
to focus on a few selected works in which the salient points of the 'Iranian art' 
category are most clearly discernible. One way to achieve this is to look in these 
works at the writer's use of a variety of experiments in or combinations of 
different genres, narrative techniques and formal structures. This then, shall be 
my next subject for study. 
I shall consider three works of non-fiction, and only one fictional work; 
this is not, as it may seem, an emphasis on the non-fiction over the fiction, and it 
should not be inferred that I consider the form of the non-fiction to be more 
important. Rather, the study of Dostoevskii's works according to the criteria of 
'Iranian art' means that both fiction and non-fiction may be judged as works of 
art; so I have simply selected the works which, in my opinion, best illustrate the 
principles of 'Iranian art'. Therefore the distinction between fiction and non-
fiction (which often in the critical literature is used as grounds to devote less 
attention to the latter) becomes unimportant. The concept of 'Iranian art', 
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suitably all-embracing rather than selective, enables the significance they 
deserve, in my view, to be ascribed to the major non-fictional works. The key 
works Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, Zimnie zametki 0 letnikh vpechatleniiakh and 
Dnevnik pisatelia are of note in that they are of indeterminate genre; the former 
is widely accepted to portray experiences very similar to Dostoevskii's own, and 
yet it is not autobiography; the latter two cannot really be categorised as 
journalism in the same way as Dostoevskii's non-fiction articles for Vremia and 
Epokha because of their distinct artistic structure. (This is not to say that when 
Dostoevskii wrote articles for journals he did not do so artistically; however, the 
works mentioned above convey to the reader a sense of the importance of the 
chosen form and artistic purpose.) I would argue that precisely because of the 
uniqueness of genre of these works, they may be read as Iranian texts, in which 
the ideal of the Madonna provides a unity for material depicting often shocking 
scenes of obosoblenie. 
In my first chapter I argued how in Siberia Dostoevskii saw convicts 
struggling to preserve their obraz under conditions of great moral and social 
bezobrazie, and how this sight helped him to reshape his view both of the 
Russian common people and of humanity in general. In Zapiski iz mertvogo 
doma Dostoevskii uses the artistic medium of writing to demonstrate that 
process. This piece of prose is like no other in his oeuvre, and it is this very 
originality that is its strength and the locus of its importance. To begin with, its 
genre is uncertain. Based so closely on autobiography, one hesitates to call it a 
novel, yet the deliberate use of fictional narrators distances the work enough 
from the real life of the author for it to be neither a memoir. Secondly, it is 
widely agreed that the tone of the work is very different from that of the majority 
of Dostoevskii's fiction, being as it is controlled, measured, to the point of being 
oddly impersonal at times. Gone is Dostoevskii's usual passionate prolixity. his 
tendency to melodrama. Indeed it seems ironic, that when Dostoevskii depicts 
scenes of barbarity and cruelty to rival the horror stories of Ivan Karamazov, 
scenes very similar to those that he witnessed first hand, he should find his 
greatest level of control and elegance. Clearly the classical proportion he 
idealised was not so beyond him after all. Thirdly, the text makes use of several 
narrators; the first is the anonymous first person narrator who introduces the text; 
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the second is Gorianchikov, the convict narrator of the story proper, and then 
there are a number of other convict narrators, including most notably the narrator 
of the horrifying tale 'Akul'kin muzh', embedded in the text as an overheard 
reminiscence. However, despite this cocooning in fiction, the text is transparent 
enough for Dostoevskii's contemporary readers to be aware that he was 
essentially relating his own experiences. Let us consider the reasons for 
Dostoevskii's choice of form and narration for his story. 
Obviously to remember such a painful experience was difficult for the 
author. His private reticence, broken only by one letter to his brother, testifies to 
this fact. Therefore it must have been quite a task for him to share it with the 
public. What was his motivation for doing so? To make the public aware of the 
harsh conditions of prison life - to be sure; but Dostoevskii had a higher purpose 
for his work: he wanted to restore the image of the people he had come to 
understand as 'caMbIH .l\apOBHTblH, caMblH CHJIhHblH HapO.l\ H3 Dcero Hap0.l\a 
HaIIJerO ' (IV, 231). But the question for him was how to achieve this purpose; 
for surely in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma the appalling, upsetting subject matter is 
the epitome of disorder. The question facing Dostoevskii was that posed by 
Ippolit Terent'ev: how to present in an artistic picture that which has no form. To 
put it another way, he had to know how to look at his subject and perceive the 
inner truth under the terrible surface reality. Jackson raises this question in his 
discussion of Zapiski iz mertvogo doma; he points out that the central concern for 
Dostoevskii was to present his material 'not only with ruthless honesty but as a 
poet with an ideal', and that the choice of artistic fonn was crucial. 32 Dostoevskii 
had the option of writing a memoir with himself as the central figure, but as his 
letter to Mikhail demonstrates, his personal experience was one of insult and 
bitterness. A fictionalised form was necessary to separate his painful private 
memories from his deeper spiritual understanding. This is where not only the 
narrator Gorianchikov comes in, but also the fictional editor-narrator. 
On one level, Dostoevskii stepped back from his experiences by giving 
them to someone else: Gorianchikov, a nobleman like him, ostensibly the 
perpetrator of a crime of passion, but who evidently undergoes the experience of 
a political prisoner. However, it was still possible that the memoirs of 'someone 
else' would have a purely subjective slant and would not be able to present the 
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wider picture of a people transfigured. Therefore the nameless editor, who has 
not been a convict, is introduced. He is presented as a man of compassio~ taking 
an interest in the distrustful Gorianchikov, and a man of educatio~ being able to 
offer his acquaintance literary journals and books. This makes him a worthy 
candidate for the task of editing Gorianchikov's manuscript. As if to emphasise 
to his readers the painful process of recalling his prison experience, Dostoevskii 
has the original manuscript interspersed with another text, 'KaKHMH-TO 
cTPaHHbIMH, Y:lKaCHbIMH BocnOMHHaHHHMM, Ha6pocaHHbIMM HepoBHo, 
cY.IJ.0POJKHO, KalC 6Y.IJ.TO no KaKOMY-TO npHHy:lK,lJ,eHHIO [ ... J OHM nMcaHbI B 
cYMacmecTBHH' (IV, 8). This opinion of the manuscript, given by the editor-
narrator, in addition to the general portrait of Gorianchikov as a fearful recluse, is 
evidence of the profound disturbing psychological effect prison may have on a 
person. So even the fictional Gorianchikov's memoirs needed a degree of 
selective processing by a more objective personality. No doubt critics of the 
psychoanalytical school would find something to say about the creation of 
successive narrators to maintain a distance from a distressing experience, but 
without wishing to consider such implications, it is sufficient to say that this 
technique allows Dostoevskii the possibility of focusing on a broader plane. 
Jackson sums up the matter and asserts that the choice of narrator not only helped 
the writer in his poetic task, but also healed a wound within him; writing Zapiski 
iz mertvogo doma transfigured the artist as well as the subject: 
But the use of an unknown narrator made it possible for [Dostoevskii] to 
structure his experiences and impressions on the basis of his deepest insights. 
He freed himself from the exacting and distracting demand of adhering to the 
temporal and spiritual timetable of his own personal experiences. Removing 
himself from the center of attentio~ Dostoevsky was able artistically to shape 
himself. Above all, he sought to eliminate as far as possible the contradiction 
that had clearly rended his own spirit: the contradiction between subjective 
bias and objective insight, personal hatred and loving understanding [ ... ].33 
What is more, Gorianchikov is a pleasantly self-effacing narrator, who 
devotes only a few pages of the whole work to his thoughts on his own situation 
and misery, and instead concentrates on the stories, feelings and lives of his 
fellow convicts. He weaves them into a wider context illustrating the importance 
of work, or of church-going, or of looking after animals; this wider context raises 
the question of man's humanity and his spiritual unity with God's creation. The 
editor-narrator claims to find Gorianchikov's notes 'bessviaznoe' (IV, 8), but 
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there is a structural unity that ensures that what remains with the reader is not the 
individual suffering of Gorianchikov or the specific cruelties and bestialities of 
individual convicts, but the timeless theme of man's struggle to retain his dignity, 
his spirituality and his moral centre. The unity lies in several factors. Had 
Dostoevskii chosen to write a straightforward, linear, day-by-day account of his 
experiences, the result would not be an artistic picture. Therefore, whilst the 
more specific chronology of ten years of imprisonment is disregarded, the text is 
attached to the very broad chronological sequence ofthe pattern of seasons. This 
is an organic pattern, and therefore significant in terms of Slavophile thought. It 
brings to mind the seasonal implication of the famous epigraph to Bra/'ia 
Karamazovy concerning the life cycle of the com of wheat. The image of the 
death and resurrection of the wheat also relates to another thematic structure that 
runs parallel to the seasonal chronology, this being the notion of spiritual death 
and resurrection, as Jackson concurs: 'The continual cycle of death and 
resurrection [ ... ] expresses the tragic optimism of House of the Dead, its triumph 
over the finite.' Gorianchikov enters the prison in December, where the promise 
of rebirth appears briefly during the Christmas festivities. The text then moves 
into the atmosphere of sickness and death with the hospital chapters, where 
physical infirmity is a metaphor for spiritual sickness; its darkest point is reached 
in 'Akul'kin muzh'. After this, however, follows Easter with its associations of 
redemption, the summer with increased optimism, less bleak chapters about 
animals and friends, and finally freedom, again at the start of winter. Moreover, 
the story 'Muzhik Marei' from Dnevnik pisatelia adds emphasis to the 
significance of the Orthodox feast of Easter at this point in the narrative. Jackson 
has made a case for seeing Zapiski iz mertvogo doma in terms of a Dantesque set 
of circles of hell, remarking particularly on the bath-house scene;34 Vladimir 
Zakharov has written on the symbolism of Easter and the Orthodox calendar in 
Dostoevskii's works.3S It is not necessary to duplicate these studies; it is enough 
to stress that the overall unity of Zapiski iz mertvogo doma is provided by both 
organic and Christian structures, and that these reinforce spiritually the artistic 
transfiguration of subjects, reader and author. 
A few words must be said at this point about 'Akul'kin muzh', It is 
significant that at the bleakest and most horrific point of the text, Gorianchikov, 
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whose narrative, as I have said, acts as one layer in the transfiguration process, 
abdicates the position of narrator. This layer of perspective is removed and the 
story is left as a self-contained episode narrated by the convict Shishkov; 
Gorianchikov offers no comment either before or after the story. It is located in 
the realm of fever and delirious dreams experienced by Gorianchikov in the 
hospital, and thus is strongly associated with sickness and abnormality. 
Nevertheless, its situation on the fringe of dreams does not detract from its 
terrifying veracity: the removal of Gorianchikov's mediation only serves to 
intensify it. The reader's awareness of the large body of authenticity underlying 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma reminds one that whether or not there was a Shishkov 
who had committed this crime, Dostoevskii undoubtedly heard many true stories 
to rival its horror. It is a tale told without a flicker of remorse as the only spiritual 
beauty in the story is snuffed out mercilessly. It is the epitome of all the bestial 
degradation Dostoevskii witnessed in the common people, but without the gold 
under the surface. Jackson notes that the style of 'Akul'kin muzh' is that of the 
natural school, which Dostoevskii disliked.36 As a piece of literature, it has the 
same effect as Holbein's painting of the dead Christ: it presents only the surface 
reality, the brutality of Shishkov and Morozov and the mental and physical 
torture inflicted on the innocent Akul'ka. The reader can derive no enjoyment 
from reading this chapter as there is no higher truth revealed here, only the 
immediate truth of brutal peasant life. It could be described as Kushite art, 
centring on physical passions and lust for blood, on the immediacy of sensual 
debauchery and cruelty and the annihilation of all human obraz in the 
stupefaction such debauchery produces. The repetition of verbs such as 'beat', 
'scream', the use of the present tense and the reference to Akul'ka as a calfbcing 
slaughtered help to achieve this effect: 
Tpenan jI ee, 6paT, Tpenan, lIaca )lBa Tpenan, )loKOJIe caM C Hor He 
CBanHJICjl [ ... ]. rOJIOBY-TO eif 3arHYJI Ha3a)l )la KaK THJIHCIIY no rOPJIy 
HO)l(OM ... OHa KaK 3aKpHlIHT, KPOBb-TO KaK 6pbl3HeT, jI 1I0)f( 6pOCHn, 
06xBaTHn ee PYKaMH-TO cnepe)lH, ner lIa 3eMJ110, 0611j1JI ee H KPHlIY Ha)l 
Heif, peBMa-peBY; H olla KpHlIHT, H jI KPHlfY; BCjI TpenemeT, 6beTcjl H3 
PYK-TO, a KPOBb-TO Ha MeHjI, KPOBb-TO - H Ha JIHllO-TO H Ha pyKH TaK If 
XlIemeT, TaK H XlIemeT. (IV, 170, 172.) 
Why is this piece of Kushite art embedded in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma? 
Akul'ka's sacrifice seems futile, unatoned for by Shishkov's imprisonment, as he 
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is presented lacking all repentance or understanding of his crime. Why did 
Dostoevskii let the tale stand in its naturalistic form, in a text that was intended to 
restore the image of God to the naro{/? The answer is that' Akul'kin muzh' plays 
a part within the drama of death and resurrection: Gorianchikov, the common 
people symbolised by the convicts, and the reader, must pass through the depths 
of bezobrazie in order to be reborn, as the com of wheat must fall and die before 
producing fruit. Only by the awareness of total inhumanity is it possible to hope 
for heavenly communion with God and all his creation. Taken on its own 
'Akul'kin muzh' cannot offer any hope of transfiguration, but integrated into the 
whole of Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, its grim surface reality is transcended by the 
overall Iranian power of the text. Situated just before Easter - and again here we 
must remember the significance of 'Muzhik Marei' , into whose heart, 
Dostoevskii reminds us, we cannot see - the tale does not overcome the 
resonance of the convicts' sense of humility or identification with the crucified 
robber (IV, 176-77). Jackson argues: 
Yet [Akul'ka's death] is a moment atoned for - and this is implicit in the 
central position Dostoevsky gives 'Akulka's Husband' in the overall work -
by the terrible suffering of the Russian people. [ ... ] The incompleteness of 
Shishkov's truth is demonstrated by Goryanchikov's deep and many-sided 
exploration of the personality and life of the Russian peasant convict [ ... ].37 
In addition, the Kushite nature of the tale provides a powerful artistic contrast to 
the work as a whole; it makes all the more clear what art can achieve. As a work 
of art in itself, 'Akul'kin muzh' has no moral purpose, no power of 
transfiguration, no inner truth. But Zapiski iz mertvogo doma as a work of art 
depicts many acts of terrible barbarity and still retains its power to reveal the 
truth about the narod. 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma therefore meets many of the criteria for the 
category of 'Iranian art'. It expresses Dostoevskii's faith in man's potential for 
unity with God, and its moral purpose is to demonstrate this to his readers. Its 
narrative structure elevates it away from the limited scope of the purely personal 
into the timeless sphere of eternal truth about the human condition. It is a work 
that is enduringly relevant beyond its subject of the nineteenth-century Siberian 
prison camp. The beautiful truth about the inner dignity of the convicts gives 
aesthetic enjoyment because it transcends the surface reality of harsh conditions 
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and cruel behaviour. The form, with its unusual narration and its underlying 
thematic and chronological unity, is at one with the poetic idea of resurrection 
and restoration, so that the work has a pervasive tsel'nost'. Moreover, it acts as an 
icon: its higher beauty transfigures its characters, the reader and even the author. 
This is a work where the ideal of the Madonna triumphs unequivocally over the 
ideal of Sodom, and where Dostoevskii demonstrates his grasp on the artistic as 
well as the ideological plane of concepts that were also central to Slavophile 
philosophy. 
Let us now tum to Dostoevskii's key journalistic writings, Zimnie zametki 
o letnikh vpechatleniiakh and Dnevnik pisatelia. In my first chapter I showed 
how these works express ideas that have close similarities with Slavophile 
thought. Now I propose to consider them from the artistic point of view. I would 
argue that to do so is a valid exercise, unlike Bakhtin, who located such works 
outside the artistic context of Dostoevskii's oeuvre.38 In both the aforementioned 
works, Dostoevskii experimented with a mix of genres so as to present his ideas 
in an artistic picture, in which other voices - be they genuine or of imagined 
readers and critics - enter into a dialogue presenting many sides of an issue. 
Bakhtin grants that in the journalistic works, 
Ero MaHepa pa3BHBaTb MblCJIb nOBCIO,lJ;y O,lJ;HHaKOBa: OH pa3BI-IB3eT ee 
,lJ;HaJIOrHl.feCKH, HO He B CYXOM JIOrHl.fecKoM ,lJ;HaJIOre, a nYTeM 
conOCTaBJIeHHB ueJIbHblX rny60Ko HH,lJ;HBH,lJ;YaJIH3HpOBaHHblX rOJIOCOB . 
.lla)l(e B CBOHX nOJIeMHl.feCKHX CT3TbBX OIl, B CYW.HOCTH, He y6e)l(,lJ;aeT, a 
opraHH3yeT rOJIOca, conpHraeT CMbICJIOBbIe YCTaHOBKH, B 60JIbWHHCTBe 
CJIYl.faeB B <I>opMe HeKOToporo Bo06paJKaeMOrO ,lJ;HaJIOra. [ ... ] 011 HHf,lJ;e 
He ,lJ;OKa3b1BaeT CBOHX nOJIO)l(eHHH Ha MaTepHaJIe ,lJ;pyrHx OTBJIeqeHHbIX 
nOJIO)l(eHHH, He COl.feTaeT MbICJIeH no npe,lJ;MeTHOMY npHHUHny, HO 
conOCTaBJIBeT YCTaHOBKH H Cpe.nH HHX CTPOHT CBOIO YCTaHoBKy.39 
However, he does not acknowledge these characteristics as contributing towards 
the artistic structure of the journalistic texts. To my mind this is an error, and in 
my opinion the structure of these works displays an artistic design imbued with 
Iranian principles. 
Zimnie zametki is ostensibly a work of travel literature, but from the 
outset Dostoevskii makes it clear that his intention is not to describe the 
geographical interest of the places he has visited. Already responding to the 
imaginary voice of his readers, he proposes to abandon the guide-book style of 
presenting information (by which we may infer point-by-point cataloguing of 
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material) and to give only his sincere personal impressions (V, 49). At this point 
in the text it can be seen that Dostoevskii had given thought to the question of 
how to look at his subject, Europe. If one reads between the playful lines of the 
first chapter, one can see that Zimnie zametki will present a picture of emotional, 
and indeed spiritual, content: 
IIYCTb He pa3rJUl)ICY HIi'IerO nO.llp06HO, - .llYMaJI R, - JaTO R BCe BH.lleJI, 
Be3.lle n06bIBaJI; 3aTo H3 Bcero BH.lleHHOro COCTaBHTCR tfTO-HH6Y.llb 
Zle.llOe, KaKaSl-HH6Y.llb 06maR naHopaMa. BCR «CTpaHa CBSlTblX qY.llec» 
npe.llCTaBHTcR MHe pa30M, C nTHtfberO nOJleTa, KaK 3eMJlSI 06eTOBaHHaR 
C ropbI B nepcneKTHBe. O.llHHM CJlOBOM, nOJlYlfHTCR KaKoe-HH6Y.llb 
HOBoe, IIYOHoe, CHJlbHOe BneqaTJleHHe. (V, 46-47, italics added.) 
I have emphasised the words 'whole' and 'wondrous' here to show Dostoevskii's 
intent to create an artistic picture that will have an impact on the spirit. His 
choice of quotation from Khomiakov has the effect of pointing to the spiritual 
perspective he will take on Europe. In addition, his readers would recognise this 
quotation and would be aware of its ironic context in Khomiakov's poem; the 
irony is thereby transferred into Dostoevskii's piece so that the reader knows that 
this is to be a lament over the spiritual decline of Europe. Dostoevskii then goes 
on to parade his 'inadequacy' as a travel writer, by showing how the vagaries of 
his mood and health determine his interpretation of a place's physical attractions. 
In this way he alerts us to his moral purpose of discussing the spiritual state of 
Europe and its implications for Russia, and to his artistic plan to present a whole 
picture, in which the voices of other authors as well as his readers and critics will 
feature. 
Zimnie zametki describes the dissociation and fragmentation into which 
Europe has fallen, and depicts both the brutal, debauched life of the London 
proletariat and the moral bankruptcy of the Parisian bourgeoisie in powerful 
terms. However, unlike in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, Dostoevskii's aim is not to 
restore the image of a fallen people, but to lament the decay of Europe as he saw 
it, and to warn his own country of the dangers inherent in the European way of 
life. Therefore, although there is a moral purpose to the creation of Zimnie 
zametki, the artistry shaping it is not there to transfigure its subject. This is 
evident in that its artistic dominant is parody: the genre of travel writing is 
parodied in many ways, including the use of obscure or ironic chapter titles, the 
author's deliberate digressions away from his promised topic and his frequent 
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protestations of being ill-equipped for his task. Gary Saul Morson writes of the 
piece: 'The Remarks may be taken to imply the inappropriateness of the chatty 
feuilleton and of sentimental and confessional types of travel literature in an age 
of apocalyptic disintegration; the work may, in other words, be read as a sombre 
parody of what it initially announces itself to be. ,40 Transfiguration calls for the 
perception of inner beauty or truth and a commitment of faith; these elements are 
largely lacking from Zimnie zametki, except in the passage where Dostoevskii 
puts forward his idea of true brotherhood. Nevertheless, Zimnie zametki may also 
be seen as an artistic triumph over the problems it identifies in Western Europe, 
and this is due to the presence of factors of the 'Iranian art' category in its 
structure. 
The artistic design of Zimnie zamelki embodies the Iranian principle of 
freedom in its structure. This is achieved in several ways. Firstly there is the 
freedom of genre. The work as a whole occupies a place where the boundaries of 
autobiography, travel literature, feuilleton and prose drama blur into each other, 
and this is in part down to the polyphony of voices inserted into the text. These 
voices may be imagined readers or critics; the voices of other authors in the form 
of quotations, of which there are many used both to serious and ironic effect; 
retold dialogues and plays. In using so many free voices in the artistic structure, 
Dostoevskii makes a moral point about plurality: the artistry works as a 
counterpoint to the theme of external imposition of order in Western society and 
the suppressed voices of the London masses. David Patterson concurs: 
The point is that the love required for such a human community cannot be 
fabricated by formulas or dictated by authority; it is more a matter of 
dialogical relation than monological prescription, more a question of 
interaction than reaction. [ ... ] We note that its thematic opposition to 
materialism and bourgeois culture is of a piece with its structural features, so 
that the literary experiment is a formal expression of the ideological 
response.41 
Secondly, there is both a geographical and temporal freedom in Zimnie 
zametki. Dostoevskii deliberately avoids a place-by-place account of his foreign 
experience, and does not follow his original itinerary in chronological order, 
since his intention is to focus on man and his moral-spiritual condition. It is for 
this reason that he persists in moving away from his promised topic of Paris and 
does not offer any but the most passing account of his visits to German and 
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Italian cities. The temporal freedom consists in an avoidance of chronology, just 
as in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, but it is also more far-reaching. Bakhtin 
discusses how Dostoevskii's artistic vision is categorised in terms of coexistence 
and interaction. This leads to the use of juxtaposition and counterposition in an 
attempt to portray the simultaneous interrelationships of a single moment of 
reality.42 The features that Bakhtin describes here with regard to Dostoevskii's 
fiction are evident in Zimnie zametki, most particularly in the fifth chapter, 
'Baal', which deals with Dostoevskii's experiences in London. This short chapter 
crams several distinct, contradictory and yet interdependent images into its few 
pages, and even leaps between London and Paris at its beginning and end. 
Dostoevskii in fact writes as he introduces his reader to London, 'Ka)f(,AaSi 
pe3KocTb, Ka)f(,AOe npOTl'fBOpe'lHe Y)f(HBaIOTCSI PB,AOM C CBOHM aHTHTe30M 
II ynpSlMo lI,AyT pYKa 06 PYKY, npoTIiBOpe'la ,Apyr ,Apyry II, nO-BH,AHMOMY, 
HIiKaK He IICKJIlO'laSi ,Apyr ,Apyra' (V, 69). Thereafter follows an account of the 
struggle between the coexisting forces of materialist individualism and the need 
for brotherhood, the juxtaposed images of the splendour of industrial progress 
and the squalor of the poor areas, fine ladies and child prostitutes, biblical awe 
and profane debauchery. In this chapter we can see both in terms of content and 
form how Dostoevskii displays his insistence on simultaneity; he does not offer 
any historical explanation of the situation in London, but seems to expose every 
layer of its society in a cross-section, visible in a single moment. In addition, the 
experimental genre of Zimnie zametki reflects the immediacy of the piece. Thus 
Dostoevskii focuses his attention on creating an artistic picture of contemporary 
reality, and his artistic technique and design as well as his thematic concerns help 
to emphasise the dark becoming of West em society emoodied in the work. 
There is also freedom in the narrative of Zimnie zamelki. Just as with 
Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, it is not possible to say for certain that the identity of 
the narrator is that of the author; in places, namely in the first, fourth and seventh 
chapters, he takes on the persona of a dramatised Dostoevskii. The narrator 
throughout is presented in the first person but in these places, although he 
ostensibly gives an account of Dostoevskii's own experiences in Europe, he 
appears to have a distinct and separate identity from the author: it is as if 
Dostoevskii the artist were relating the adventures of Dostoevskii the journalist. 
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The hero of these episodes is self-conscious, conscious of how his readers will 
perceive him and of how those he encounters on his adventures perceive him. His 
self-consciousness is not only a trait of his character but is also the 
'xY()O:HCeCm6eHHaJl ()oMuHaHma nOCTpoeHlHI fepoSl' ,43 as with the 
Underground Man, so that the possible fixed features of his personality become 
the objects of his introspection, prevent him from becoming finalised and thus 
the final word on him comes from himself. This can be seen in the following 
passages: 
A B ]lpe3.neHe SI ,lJ.aJKe H nepe.n HeMKaMH npOBHHHJICSl: MHe B,lJ.pyr 
Bo06pa3HJIOCh, TOJIhKO 'ITO SI BMWeJI Ha YJIHUY, 'ITO HH'IerO HCT 
npoTHBHee THna ,lJ.pe3,IJ.eHCKHX JKeHll{HH [ ... ]. l..Jepe3 ,lJ.Ba '1aca MHe BCe 
06bSlCHHJIOCh: BoponlCh B CBOH HOMep B fOCTHHHue H BhICYHYB CBOM 
Sl3hIK nepe,IJ. 3epKaJIOM, SI y6e.nHJICSI, 'ITO Moe CYJK.neHHe 0 .npe3.neHCKHX 
,lJ.aMaX nOXOJKe Ha caMYIO '1epHYIO KJIeBeTY. Ji3hIK MOH 6bIJI :>KeJITbIH, 
3JIOKa'leCTBeHHhIii... «H HeYJKeJIH, HeY:>KenH qenOBeK, CCH uaph 
npHpo.nbl, .no TaKoH CTeneHH BeCh 3aBHCHT OT c06CToeHHOH CBOCH 
ne'leHKH, - no.nYMaJI SI, - 'ITO 3a HH30CTb!» [ ... ] Teneph paCCY,lJ.HTe 
caMH: npeo.noneH SI ce6S1, np06Y,lJ.h SI B EepJIHHe He .neHh, a He,IJ.emO, B 
]lpe3.neHe CTOJIbKO :>Ke, Ha KeJIhH nOJIOJKHTe XOTh TpH .nUSI, uy XOTh 
.llBa, H SI HaBepHO B .llpyroH, B TpeTHH pa3 B3rmIHyn 6L1 Ha Te JKC 
npe.nMeThI .nPynIMH fJIa3aMH H COCTaBHJI 6hI 06 HHX 60nee npHnH'IHOe 
nOHSlTHe. [ ... ] HTaK, BLI BH.nHTe, .nPY3hSl MOH: B .nBa c nOJIOBHHOIO 
MeCSlua Henh3S1 BepHO Bcero pa3rJISI.neTh, H SI He MOry .nOCTaBHTb BaM 
caMhIX TO'lHhIX CBe.neHHH. j{ nOHeBOJIe HHor.na .nOJIJKeH rOBopHTh 
HenpaB.ny, a nOTOMY ... (V, 47-48, 49.) 
These parts of the text have the independence from authorial subjective vision as 
found in Dostoevskii's novels, because the position of the narrator is that of a 
separate hero who is not finalised by the author's field of vision. Bakhtin argues, 
regarding Dostoevskii's avoidance of using his authorial power to finalise his 
heroes, '[ ... ] fJIaBHhIH naQ>oc Bcero TBOp'IecTBa )l,oCToeBCKoro, KaK co 
CTOPOHbI ero <pOPMLI, TaK H co CTOPOHLI co()ep:HCaIlUJI, eCTh 60Pb6a c 
06eUjecm8AeuueM qenOBeKa, '1eJIOBeqecKHx OTHOWCHHH H Bcex 
qeJIOBe'lecKHx UCHHocTeH B YCJIOBHSlX KanHTaJIH3Ma .• 44 I would agree that 
Zimnie zametki combats the reification of man in terms of artistic form, through 
the self-consciousness of the narrator-hero, as well as thematically, as for 
example in chapter three: '.nYllla - tabula rasa, BOll{H'IeK, H3 KOToporo MOJKHO 
ceH'IaC JKe BhInenHTh HaCTOSlmero qeJIOBeKa' (V, 59). 
Whilst freedom is the main Iranian trait of the artistic structure of Zimnie 
zametki, the unity is provided by the overall construction of the piece as a moral 
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journey. This journey, however, does not end in redemption, like the journey of 
death and resurrection undergone in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma. Rather, it works 
like a travesty of such a journey. The narrative begins while still in Russia; in this 
first chapter, the reader encounters conflicting emotions regarding the destination 
of Europe. There is a thirst for the place of origin of so much influential culture; 
one has the sense of being tempted by a vision. Along with this, there is a flash-
forward to initial negative reactions that call forth a burst of Russian patriotism 
It is as if we are witnessing the dramatisation of a moral dilemma between the 
negative force of Europe and the positive force of Russia. This theme is 
developed in the chapter entitled 'V vagone': as the physical journey begins, the 
chapter opens with a somewhat condescending remark about the French (V, 50). 
But then the question is raised of the nature of true Russianness and the role of 
European influences in shaping the Russian nature. Admiration for European 
intellectuals is juxtaposed with pride in the native land of Russia, to give an 
unsettling effect of insecurity and lack of identity. This effect is heightened by 
giving the physical location of a train car the metaphorical association of Russia 
being carried along in a direction she is powerless to avoid: 
Ax, KaK CKYlIHO IIpa3,nHO B BarOHe CH,neTb, HY BOT TOllb-B-TOllb TaK :>Ke, 
KaK CKYllHO Y Hac Ha PYCH 6e3 CBoero ,nena :>KHTb. XOTb H Be3YT Te6J1, 
XOTb H 3a60TJlTCH 0 Te6e, XOTb IIo,nlfac ,na)l(e TalC y6alolCalOT, liTO, 
Ka)l(eTCH 6bI, H )l(enaTb 60nbwe Helfero, a Bce-TaICH TocKa, TOClCa H 
HMeHHO IIOTOMY, liTO caM HHlfero He ,nenaeWb, IIOTOMY liTO Y)I( 
CIDIWICOM 0 Te6e 3a60TJlTCH, a TbI CH,nH ,na :>K,nH, ICor,na eme ,nooe3YT. 
(V, 52.) 
The metaphor is extended as the train moves farther and farther away from 
Russian soil. The third chapter charts the ever-growing dissociation of the 
Russian gentry from the native heritage. The chapter title, which contributes to 
the decoy whimsy of the overall text, could in fact refer to the noble classes: it is 
they, not the account of Dostoevskii's view, who have become completely 
superfluous. As if to accentuate the metaphor of the runaway train, the narrator 
deliberately 'forgets' that he was supposed to begin his tale in Eydkuhnen, where 
the train leaves Russia, and realises that he is now coming into Paris. 
As the train enters French territory, the atmosphere changes to one of 
suspicion. Details of observation by French secret police, together with the red 
tape required to keep tabs on foreigners remind us that we are now in a Kushite 
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nation where external coercive forces keep society together. The descent begins. 
We move into the fifth chapter - jumping inexplicably from Paris to London in a 
deliberate confusion of the itinerary - to find ourselves in a kind of hell ruled 
over by the heathen idol of material progress, to whom the suffering masses are 
enthralled, waiting vainly for their deliverance. Apocalyptic imagery dominates: 
[ ... ] BLI qyBcTByeTe, liTO TYT liTO-TO OKOHlfaTem.Hoe CO BepllIMJIOCb, 
COBepUlHJIOCb H 3aKOHlIHJIOCb. 3TO KaKajl-TO 6M6JIeHCKajl KapTMHa, lITO-
TO 0 BaBHJIOHe, KaKoe-TO npopOlfecTBO 113 AnOKanHnCHca, B OlflllO 
COBepilialOllleecR. BLI lIYBCTByeTe, liTO MHoro Ha,no BeKOBellHoro 
,nYXOBHoro OTnopa H OTpHQaHHR, lIT06 He nOMaTbCR, He nO.ll'lHHHTbCR 
BnellaTJIeHHIO, He nOKJIOHHTbCR <!laKTY H He 060rOTBopHTb Baana, TO 
eCTb He npIIHjlTb cymecTBYlOlllero 3a cBOR H,nean... [ ... ] Ii BLI 
lIYBcTByeTe, rm,nR Ha Bcex 3THX napHeB 06meCTBa, liTO ellle ,nOMO He 
c6Y.l1.eTCR .nm HIIX npopOlleCTBO, liTO eme ,nOJIro He ,na.l1.YT 11M 
nam.MOBLIX BeTBeR H 6eJILIX o,ne)l(,n II liTO ,nOJIro elUe 6y,nYT OHM 
B3LIBaTb K npecTony BceBbIIlIHero: «,noKOJIe, rocno,nH». (V, 70, 71.) 
Passing out of the other side of hell, one expects to find paradise. It is at this 
point that Dostoevskii finally brings his readers to their promised destination, as 
if Paris were the hub of the 'land of holy wonders', the supposed summit of 
everything great about Europe. But we are shown a false paradise. Dostoevskii 
exposes the sterile, worthless sham behind the fa~ade of elegance and 
civilisation. The sham is made all the more evident by the passage positing true 
brotherhood as the voluntary renunciation of the self reciprocated by the freedom 
allowed by the collective. This is where Dostoevskii locates real paradise, as the 
reader is challenged: 'KaK BLI .nYMaeTe? YTonHjI :no HJIn HeT?' (V, 80). 
The poignant glimpse of true paradise does not last, however, as the 
illustrations of French socialism, atomisation as a result of individualism, and 
bourgeois hypocrisy prove. There turns out to be no escape: in order to reinforce 
his warning about the possible future of Russia, Dostoevskii uses repetitive 
dialogue and images to suggest a sense of being trapped. The narrator becomes 
trapped in a tour of the vaults of the Pantheon - here the allusion to the 
underworld is clear - with a guide like some mythical low demon, characterised 
as 'KaK lIeJIOBeK' (V, 89), who cannot break out of his ritual chanting 
conunentary and will not tolerate interruption. The repetition of his words 'Ci-
git' and his refusal to let the narrator speak, together with the tomb location, 
contribute to the effect. In the final chapter, the reader becomes trapped in a 
Parisian melodrama about marital infidelity. The names of the principal players, 
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Bribri and Ma biche stand out for being foreign words, and their constant use in 
the text makes the atmosphere claustrophobic. This atmosphere is heightened by 
the continual return to the image of the babbling spouts of fountains, by which 
the complacent and hypocritical heroes of the melodrama stroll. Dostoevskii uses 
this image five times in the last two chapters; after a while he deliberately cuts 
the description short with 'II T . .lX., II T . .lX.' and 'II npolf., II npolf: (V, 97, 98). 
This makes his image appear even more repetitive and boring. The last words of 
the text become quite chilling when seen in the context of the journey from 
which there is no escape: 'Bce lI.lXeT KaK CJIeJ].yeT' (V, 98). For it is clear that 
this is far from the truth, but for the reader, whom Dostoevskii has successfully 
ensnared in his text, there is no one who will listen. The voice of the hypothetical 
reader, at first so intrusive in Zimnie zametki, and to whom the narrator is so 
ready to acquiesce, grows less and less audible, until it is barely apparent, and the 
narrator's discourse dominates. In a world where the Parisians are too busy 
maintaining their charade to stop and consider problems, there is no opportunity 
for dialogue, just as the narrator found with his guide to the Pantheon. What is 
more, Dostoevskii's train turns out to go only one way. There is no train home to 
Russia in Zimnie zametki. 
Many attributes of 'Iranian art' are to be found in Dostoevskii's Dnevnik 
pisatelia. The Dnevnik is an extraordinary work incorporating a wide variety of 
genres, ranging from fiction to feuilleton to journalistic commentary. Because of 
its time span of roughly eight years, the interruptions in its publication and the 
diversity of topics and genres, the reader may fmd it a daunting task to view this 
work as a single whole. However, Morson has argued to great effect that it is 
possible to consider the Dnevnik as a single work.4~ Dmitrii Grishin also writes 
on the subject: 'OlfepKH, cpeJIbeTOHbl H CTaTbH «llneBHHKoB» He HMeJIH 
06'bCJ].HHgIOmeH HJ].eH, TOfJ].a KaK B OCHODe «IlHeoHHKa» )locToeoCKoro 
6blJIa nOJIOJKeHa onpeJ].eJIeHHag lIJ].eg, CBg3blBalOmag Bee 'IaCTH B OJ].HO 
ueJIoe. ,46 Therefore, I propose to follow this approach. Morson begins his essay 
'Dostoevsky's Great Experiment' with the statement: 'In issue after issue of the 
Dnevnik, Dostoevsky stresses that Russian history is and must be different from 
that of any other country, and his strange work seems to match this Slavophile 
sense of history with a radical "Slavophilism" of literary form. ,47 This is an 
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intriguing statement; Morson's useful study argues that the Dnevnik is a new, 
experimental literary form, but he does not go on to justifY the designation of that 
form as 'Slavophilism'. This section aims to do that by asserting that in Dnevnik 
pisatelia Dostoevskii created an 'Iranian text'. 
To begin with, in Dnevnik pisatelia Dostoevskii used a specific technique 
for expressing time as open-ended and not predetermined, and this gives the 
work the freedom of 'Iranian art'. Frequently, whenever he made an observation 
from real life or related a true story, he would imagine possible continuations of 
the incident, thus blending fact into fiction. He did this to show that each passing 
moment of time opens up many possible futures, so that nothing is fixed, 
however necessary the sequence of events might appear. Morson has dubbed this 
technique 'sideshadowing' .48 For example, in the Dnevnik for March 1876, 
Dostoevskii takes an account of a meeting with an old lady, related to him by his 
wife, and then imagines how this scene might turn out: '[ ... J B,lJ.pyr BCnOMHHJI 
npo :ny cTapywKY H nOqeMY-To MHrOM ,nOPHCOBaJI ce6e npO,lJ.OJIJKCHHC 0 
TOM, KaK OHa ,nolllJla K CBOHM noo6e,naTL: BLIWJIa ,npyraSl, MOJICeT 6LITL, 
OqeHL npaB,nono,no6Hag MaJICHLKag KapTHHKa' (XXII, 77). In the phrase 
'MOJICeT 6LITL, OqeHL npaB,nono,n06Hag' there is a suggestion that the story he 
goes on to recount may have happened, or that in fact something entirely 
different may have happened. To intensify the effect, Dostoevskii litters his story 
with qualifications of uncertainty; in the first paragraph alone the word mozhet 
appears four times and veroiatno twice. Such insistence upon uncertainty 
demonstrates that the story could be varied countless times. The effect of 
sideshadowing is to propose an attitude to time that conforms with Slavophile 
thought; there is an insistence upon freedom in the natural passage of time and a 
denial of necessity in the outcome of events. 
Dostoevskii employed other artistic techniques in the Dnevnik which give 
grounds for judging it according to the criteria of 'Iranian art'. It is an expression 
of the Iranian nature of the text that form and content in the Dnevnik often reflect 
each other, or cannot be separated. The Dnevnik is interwoven with several 
recurring themes, some of which have been discussed in a previous chapter, and 
each of these themes is explored through different perspectives and different 
genres. Grishin writes: '.llocToeBcKHH C03)J.aJI HOBLIH JlCaHp CaM He 3HaSl 06 
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3TOM. [ ••• ] )KaHp «,[{HeBHHKa» - 3TO, KaK 6hI, ClIJIaB H3 pa3JUflIHhIX 
JKaHpoB.,49 His choice of the word 'sp/av' (fusion) is particularly apt because of 
its connotations of unity and organic wholeness that cannot be broken into 
constituent parts. Within a given issue or within the work as a whole 
(Dostoevskii often referred back to previous issues), a theme might be introduced 
via a news item, extended into fiction, discussed in dialogues with real or 
imaginary readers holding opposing views, or linked to an apparently unrelated 
event, often by simple juxtaposition. The reader may gain new insights into many 
of the chapters and subchapters by reading the parts which precede or follow 
them. Morson notes that it is frequently the place where ends and beginnings of 
parts meet that the most understanding is to be gained. so 
The variety of genres within the Dnevnik is not only a medium for 
Slavophile themes but is itself an Iranian principle. Dostoevskii knew that plain, 
simple explanation was not enough to convey his message, and so he 
experimented with the different effects of fiction, polemic, serious and ironic 
. commentary. Kenneth Lantz, the translator of the Dnevnik, remarks on 
Dostoevskii's wariness of expressing himself too plainly, which resulted in his 
use of circumlocutions and qualifications; he also notes Dostoevskii's reflections 
on the difficulty of formulating an idea in words.sl Lantz quotes the critic P. M. 
Bitsilli to illustrate his argument, and I would like to borrow this quotation, as it 
seems to me to capture the essence oftsel'nost' of human cognition. Bitsilli stated 
that Dostoevskii had an 'awareness of the impossibility of fmding any 
comprehensive formula to express all the complexity and inner contradictions of 
this or that element of reality' .S2 Indeed, a formula would be too rational a tool 
for expressing truth in all its diversity. In order to represent truth, Dostoevskii 
turned to several different artistic genres, and set these genres off against each 
other. The result is an embodiment of diversity, with the elements somehow 
organically connected; each part grows out of a previous one and into another, or 
into many others, via a subtle shift of theme or genre; the whole work has its 
roots in contemporary real life and reaches out to include the reader in its 
debates. The Dnevnik is not a collection of essays which bear no relation to each 
other; each part makes more sense when taken as part of the whole. Indeed the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This is surely an artistic expression of 
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the Slavophile notion of tse!'nost'. Morson raises the question that the Dnevnik's 
unifying theme may be 'dissociation.'S) I would say that the unifying theme is 
wholeness in diversity. The Dnevnik presents not a rational theory of 
Russianness, not an analysis of Russian life, but an image, an obraz of Russia. 
This is why the form of the Dnevnik was so important to Dostoevskii; it was 
organically linked to the themes he wished to develop. 
To demonstrate the unity of the Dnevnik it is useful to examine one issue 
in detail. Whilst such an exercise is obviously limited in scope, I believe that the 
conclusions drawn from it can be applied to the Dnevnik as a whole; it could be 
said that each issue forms a miniature of the whole work. The issue which I have 
chosen is for March 1876. It is divided into two chapters, each with five 
subchapters. The first of these begins with a response to a critical comment on 
the February Dnevnik. in the form of a dialogue with the critic. The subject is the 
Russian people; in relation to this topic Dostoevskii raises questions about 
conservatism and morality, and mentions an impending 'denouement'. The next 
part contains the story 'Stoletniaia', which begins as I have said as a real-life 
account related by Dostoevskii as his wife related it to him, and which 
Dostoevskii continues with a hypothetical ending. The story is proposed as an 
example of a life lived in accordance with simple moral values. The third part 
discusses dissociation in Russia and includes an extract from an article written by 
the young thinker N. P. Peterson. The article would seem to express views 
similar to Dostoevskii's, but the latter still fmds it dissociated. The fourth and 
fifth subchapters answer imaginary reactions from readers, and deal with 
dissociation in Europe, Russia's contrasting uniqueness, and the coercive nature 
of Catholicism. The second chapter's first part comments on an apparently 
irrelevant news item - the flight of the Spanish tyrant Don Carlos to England -
but Dostoevskii uses this event to make further observations on self-interest and 
coercion in European government. and to introduce the subject of fragmentation 
in Protestantism. He quotes the Procurator of the Holy Synod on Protestantism, 
and ends the subchapter with an extract from his own novel Podrostok, in which 
a vision of an atheist brotherhood is described. The next three parts discuss 
respectively sects, spiritualism and the influence of the Enlightenment on 
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Russian thought; the final subchapter is by way of being an obituary to the 
Slavophile lurii Samarin. 
Within the Dnevnik for March 1876, a diversity of themes and genres can 
be found. In terms of genre the issue spans polemic, reported speech, fiction, the 
conversational tone and wry humour of the feuilletonist, embedded literary text 
and elegy. All the interrelated Slavophile themes that I have already discussed 
are present: the moral example of the Russian people; the opposition of Russia 
and the West; the moribund state of Europe and its corrupting influence on 
Russia; condemnation of the Western Christian faiths; the advent of a new order. 
Each part offers a new perspective, a reflection or contrast to one or many of the 
other parts. Dostoevskii substantiates his reply to the critic Mr. Gamma with the 
story of the hundred-year-old woman. This story in turn stands as a contrast to 
the comments about the 'new man' in Russia. The four lengthy quotations form a 
dialogue of a range of different views on the subject of society and morality; this 
dialogue is made all the more subtle by Dostoevskii's choosing to substitute his 
own personal opinion with an extract from one of his novels, for the author's 
position with regard to the dream ofVersilov is unspecified. The passages on the 
different religious groups can be taken together as an exposition of religion in 
general, and at the same time they provide examples for the theme of dissociation 
in both Russia and the West. The first and last parts of the issue form a kind of 
frame, in which the comments on the value of conservatism, the morality of the 
people and the refutation of Mr. Gamma's arguments are reflected in the praise 
for the conservative Samarin, for his love for Russia and for his deep, steadfast 
thinking. In addition, Dostoevskii pondered the difficulty of conveying his 
message in the March issue. He claimed that 'HeJiCHOCTb He Bcer,na 
npoHcxo,nHT OT Toro, 'ITO OHCaTeJIb HeJiCeH. a HHor,na H COBceM OT 
npoTHBynOJIOJKHhIX OPH'IHH' (XXII, 75.) He apologised for his story 
'Stoletniaia' because of the impossibility of faithfully retelling something of 
interest. The second chapter begins by remarking on the difficulty of 
incorporating unusual or fantastic elements into fiction, but then goes on to stress 
the depth and power of Don Quixote. Altogether, the issue is a collection of 
examples, of illustrations of different points of view, through fiction, real-life 
incidents, quotations of other thinkers or Dostoevskii's own beliefs. These 
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illustrations make up a broader picture, an obraz, for which the form of the issue 
is crucial It is particularly noteworthy that Dostoevskii chose this technique 
rather than a rational analysis of the state of Russia and Europe; here is a 
Slavophile form expressing Slavophile ideas. Dostoevskii was to return to the 
technique of example rather than argument as the answer to Ivan's rebellion in 
Brat'ja Karamazovy. 
I have already examined the short stories 'Krotkaia' and 'Son smeshnogo 
cheloveka' from a thematic point of view in a previous chapter. It now remains 
to make a few remarks about their artistic function within the Dnevnik. Firstly 
they act as two different perspectives on the Russia-West polemic established in 
the Dnevnik. The former story serves as a warning; it portrays a man's total 
dissociation, the personal despair and the damage to others that this dissociation 
entails. The latter offers a message of hope; through contact with preternatural 
forces of love and intuition, dissociation may be overcome. Because they are 
fiction, the stories stand as images which illustrate the philosophy of the 
Dnevnik, rather than as explanations or proofs of this philosophy, and for this 
reason they are both functions and embodiments of the Slavophile genre. As 
illustrations or examples, the stories are iconic; this is particularly the case with 
'Son smeshnogo cheloveka', in which the ecstatic prose and the parallels with 
the Fall from Paradise make it seem at times more like an Old Testament bible 
story. At the same time, the most is to be gained from these stories by 
considering them within the context of the Dnevnik. It may be argued of 
'Krotkaia' that the pawnbroker does not know how to look at his life, and so he 
cannot reach the inner truth about the need for voluntary mutual self-
renunciation. He sees only the surface reality and remains dissociated in his 
despair. In this way the story is reminiscent of 'Akul'kin muzh'; both stories 
depict the futile sacrifice of an innocent sou~ together with a narrator locked in 
the limited world of bezobrazie. But, as with her predecessor, the meek girl's 
death is atoned for by the suffering of the narod portrayed in the Dnevnik and by 
the transfiguration of their image achieved by the Iranian nature of the whole 
work. 
By taking the stories in context, one may allow for extremism within 
them, such as for example the total ideal of sobornost' and tsel'nost' as portrayed 
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in the dream world. 'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' should not be taken at face 
value, but as an ideal, the striving toward which will bring about personal and 
mutual fulfilment. Indeed, the Ridiculous Man acknowledges the importance of 
the effort, rather than the realisation of the ideal. The extreme nature of 'Son 
smeshnogo cheloveka' makes it all the more necessary to take the story in the 
context of the Dnevnik as a whole; for one might be forgiven for thinking that 
here Dostoevskii was fully condemning reason, science and the technological 
advances imported from the West. This was not the case. In many other parts of 
the Dnevnik he was quick to stress the importance of the material fruits of 
Europeanisation, as for example in the issue for 1880, where his comments echo 
Kireevskii's 'V otvet A. S. Khomiakovu', as mentioned in my Introductory 
Chapter. In response to a critic of his Pushkin Speech, he wrote: 
CKa3aHo, KOHe'lHO, HrpHBO; HO BLI npOH3HeCJIH H Ba)l(HOe CJIOBO: 
«TIpocBemeHHe». TI03BOJIhTe )l(e cnpOCHTh, 'ITO BhI no,lt HHM pa3YMeeTe: 
HayKH 3ana,lta, nOJIe3HhIe 3HaHHH, peMecJIa HJIH npOCBemeHHe 
,ltYXOBHoe? TIepBoe, TO eCTh HayKH H peMecJIa, ,ltCHCTBHTeJILHO lie 
,ltOJI)I(HhI Hac MHHOBaTL, H YXO,ltHTh HaM OT HHX ,lteHCTBHTeJILHO HCKy,lta, 
,lta Ii He3a'leM. COrJIaCeH TO)l(e BnOJIHe, 'ITO HeoTKy,lta Ii nOJIY'lHTh HX, 
KpOMe KaK H3 3ana,ltHoeBponeHCKHX HCTO'lHHKOB, 3a lfTO XBaJIa EBpone 
Ii 6JIarO,ltapHOCTL Hailla eit Be'lHaH. (XXVI, 150.) 
It was the so-called spiritual enlightenment from the West which he condemned, 
in other words the ethic of self-interest which came with industrial 
modernisation, and the soul-destroying narrowness of rationalism which 
accompanied scientific progress. So, within the Dnevnik as a whole we fmd 
examples and perspectives of varying degrees of intensity; this is a consequence 
of the work's essential Isel'nosl', an expression of Dostoevskii's refusal to 
present a simplified argument, and his insistence upon portraying Russianness in 
all its complexity. Therefore Dnevnik pisalelia is another prime example of 
Slavophile principles at work in the category of 'Iranian art', The freedom in the 
structure of the work, together with its overall unity, its moral purpose of 
conveying the spiritual truth about the Russian people and its iconic, 
transfiguring power all testifY to this fact. 
My final choice for study from Dostoevskii's works is Bral'ia 
Karamazovy. It is fitting to examine this novel particularly because it draws 
together many of the most important themes and artistic devices of the earlier 
novels, and thus allows for the exploration of Dostoevskii's fictional work in 
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microcosm. In it can be found the theme of an intellectual possessed by a 
nihilistic idea about humanity, the notion of the destructive potential of self-will, 
the positively beautiful man, the consequences of the accidental family, the 
redemption of the great sinner and atheism. The fragmented bezobrazie portrayed 
in the novel is a distillation of the ingredients of familial and social disorder, self-
interest, dependence on the rational mind, man's challenge to God's authority 
and a lack of roots in the Russian spiritual heritage. At the same time, 
Dostoevskii selects, develops and polishes artistic and structural features with 
which he experimented in previous works. The technique of sideshadowing - the 
demonstration of the open-ended nature of time by showing that other outcomes 
are possible - was made explicit in Dnevnik pisatelia, where Dostoevskii invited 
his reader to witness his method of creation, as in the story 'Stoletniaia'. 
However, it is also underlying in the structure of Idiot, as Morson has shown. 
Morson highlights the presence in Idiot of several plot lines or suggestions of 
plot lines, indicated by events and characters that initially appear to hold 
significance, that are then not developed and frustrate the reader with their 
apparent meaninglessness. He points to the notebooks for the novel as a 
penumbral text that offers extra sideshadows of events that could also have 
happened. He writes: 'In The Idiot, events carry no sense of inevitability, which, 
as it happens, is precisely one of the major ideas of this book. [ ... ] The Idiot, we 
sense, is only one of many possible Idiots, just as events in life could have been 
infinitely other. ,54 Morson is correct: the theme of time, treated in Myshkin's 
thoughts on the last moments of the condemned man, in his ecstatic aura 
preceding a fit and in Ippolit's Necessary Explanation, is reflected in the 
narrative structure, so that Idiot becomes a work that avoids Kushite determinism 
and exemplifies Iranian organic freedom. Events grow spontaneously, but 
naturally, out of each other. 
The same technique is used in Brat'ia Karamazovy. The first two books 
of the first part build the reader up to expect a great deal from the character of 
Miusov, since much of the scene at the monastery is observed from his 
perspective; one expects some climactic clash between him and either old 
Karamazov or Zosima as one of the main events of the novel. But after the 
monastery scene, Miusov slips into the very background of the action, just as 
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Gania Ivolgin takes a back seat after playing a major role in the first book of 
Idiot, and possible plot lines involving these characters are unresolved. Belknap 
focuses upon a slightly different structural feature: the introduction of quite 
extraneous characters, such as the girl who drowned herself to be like Ophelia 
(XIV, 8), the toothache-suffering wife of the public prosecutor and the birthday-
concealing granddaughter of the police inspector (XIV, 408), and the 
unexpectedly pregnant maid of the doctor's wife, whom Kolia Krasotkin's 
mother cares for (XIV, 467). Of these personages Belknap writes: 'They are 
introduced in much the same way as those who do playa part [in the novel], and 
then drop out again, as so many people do in everyday life and fail to do in 
''well-made'' novels. ,55 This is an accurate observation: other characters 
introduced in passing, as if they were figures existing for the most part in the 
world outside the novel, tum out of be of great significance. For instance, Kolia 
Krasotkin, first mentioned in the fourth book as the victim of Iliusha's knife 
attack, and expected by the reader to function only as an example of Iliusha's 
temper, turns up in book ten in order to playa central part in the plot line about 
Alesha's brotherhood of boys. Therefore, in Brat'ia Karamazovy, it can be quite 
difficult to predict which of the multitudinous events of the novel will produce an 
important result for the plot, and the novel is made free from determinism. 
Earlier in this chapter I discussed the ignorance of the narrator of Idiot 
concerning the nature of Myshkin, and how it leaves the character of the 
positively beautiful man unfinalised, this being another aspect of the freedom 
inherent in 'Iranian art'. In Brat'ia Karamazovy certain key characters also evade 
the insight of the narrator. This has the effect of suggesting some hidden, higher 
truth about these characters that the narrator cannot express with his human, 
limited skills. As I outlined before, in this novel less is more: truth is saved by 
the avoidance of utterance about the nature of these characters. Belknap writes: 
When the reasons and desires, doubts and regrets of a character are shown in 
relation to the world about him, he becomes a humanly motivated, 
psychologically understandable being, his humanity exceeding his goodness 
or badness or any other quality. But when a character is seen only from the 
outside, especially when his actions are obscurely or complicatedly related to 
the outer world, the reader tends to remember him not as a person, but as a 
token of some force or quality transcending humanity. [ ... ] Zosima is rather 
the receptacle and source of divine grace than a humanly controlled person. 
His influence on Ale~ his teaching, his prescience, and the powers he 
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exercises as an elder all proclaim that the human aspect of his nature is 
secondary to the charismatic. This being so, and the substance of grace being 
beyond analysis, the narrator can have no direct insight into Zosima's mind 
without overemphasizing the human element at the expense of the half 
unknown. 56 
Belknap goes on to demonstrate that as characters reach a personal understanding 
of higher truths, so the narrator loses his insight into their minds: this happens, he 
asserts, after Dmitrii's dream of the babe and after Alesha's transfiguration 
through the vision of Cana of Galilee. His argument shows how the role of the 
narrator is organically linked to the novel's higher moral purpose of revealing 
inner truth: the use of a narrator with limited insight is a technique for creating an 
Iranian text. In addition, Belknap suggests that the existence of a hidden truth is 
emphasised by the use of several secondary narrators, who may relate the same 
event from different perspectives. Such is the case with Dmitrii's tria~ where 
several witnesses present their version of the events surrounding the murder. This 
has the effect, he claims, of turning attention away from the contest between 
prosecution and defence and enhancing the importance of the underlying truth.s7 
This truth, one may infer, is not so much what Dmitrii did or did not do, or where 
he got three thousand rubles from, but that he is a repentant sinner who has 
recognised his need for suffering and learned the value of true brotherhood. This 
is why the reader has the sense that at the investigation and the trial, those 
involved are 'not talking about that at all'. 
Not only does Bra/'ia Karamazovy make use of a partially ignorant 
narrator and other secondary narrators; it employs a variety of narrative genres, 
making it structurally reminiscent of Dnevnik pisatelia. There are embedded 
texts of many kinds: poetry, as quoted by Dmitrii in his 'confession of an ardent 
heart'; fables, Bible stories and parables retold by characters ranging from Ivan 
to Grushenka to Zosima; Ivan's historical and philosophical texts, and his 
accounts of newspaper stories. Then there are different discourses such as the 
hagiographical account of Zosima's life and teaching, and the legal discourse of 
the trial lawyers. The way in which these different narratives are organised 
within the novel demonstrate a moral purpose underpinning its creation. William 
Mills Todd has studied how this moral purpose is fulfilled and posits the 
existence of an 'ethical narratology, a body of teaching on how narrative might 
be organized to further [ ... ] loving harmony [ ... ].'58 Todd focuses on the 
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narratives of Ivan and Zosima in order to illustrate his argument. Earlier in this 
chapter I outlined ways in which the narratives of these two characters differ, 
noting the analytical pronouncement of Ivan's 'final word', compared to the 
aestheticised word of Zosima presented at several removes. Todd develops this 
argument more fully, and it is worth quoting at length: 
The pragmatic intent of Ivan's narratives is to accuse, to reject, and ultimately 
to attack [ ... ]. Zosima intends that his narratives take part in a project of 
healing and reconciliation. Ivan's narratives work to isolate their subjects 
(hence their genre designation "little pictures"); Zosima's narratives work to 
link with other stories, to show that nothing is lost. [ ... ] Ivan's stories are 
locked within the temporal co-ordinates of past and present; Zosima's open 
out from these dimensions into the future. Ivan's spatial co-ordinates are those 
of known Euclidean space; Zosima's open out into contact with "other 
worlds" (XIV, 290). Ivan is at once egocentrically invested in the impact of 
his narratives, yet distant and isolated from their human subjects: he has 
gathered the material for his "little pictures" from the newspapers, his Grand 
Inquisitor deals with large, impersonal numbers of people. The ultimate result 
of Ivan's logical operations of analysis and categorization is to enclose people 
within an elitist hierarchy and within a definition of human nature as vicious, 
devil-like. Zosima's sense of the mysterious allows for an open-ended 
understanding of people that precludes isolating hierarchies and allows for 
human change [italics added].59 
Todd's piece aptly describes the way in which the discourses of Ivan and 
Zosima embody the principles of Kushite and 'Iranian art' respectively. 
Everything in Ivan's selection and presentation of material points to obosoblenie. 
His text is the product of self-interest and the fragmentation resulting from the 
emphasis on one facet of human cognition. Zosima, on the other hand, (with the 
help of Alesha's editing skills) has created a text that structurally and artistically, 
as well as ideologically, represents sobornosl' and Isel'nmt', by preserving 
freedom in its open-ended nature, and by the organically unified way in which 
his stories grow from personal recollections into selfless concern for his flock. 
His text reaches out into the surrounding novel, not only through his exhortations 
to his listeners, amongst whom are characters familiar to the reader, but also by 
the way it parallels other events in the novel. Markel's death parallels that of 
Iliusha; Zosima's youthful tempestuous nature and his attack on his batman 
recall Dmitrii and his humiliation of Snegirev; the patient way Zosima listens to 
his mysterious visitor echoes Alesha listening to Ivan's rebellion. It is also 
possible to say that the record of his life and teachings is the product of 
communal effort, since Alesha selected the information; his is a text formed in 
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brotherhood, whereas Ivan's text is a solo effort, and hence distorted into 
bezobrazie. Leatherbarrow has also focused on these characteristics of the 
chapter 'Russkii inok'; however, in his analysis, Zosima's narrative 'never really 
belongs. It remains a cuckoo in the nest, a piece of artistic sleight-of-hand, 
testifYing to Dostoyevsky's belief in an overriding divine order without ever 
becoming a satisfactory answer to I van's rejection of that order [ ... ] .'60 I would 
disagree. These features, together with the use of devices to allow for the open-
ended development of events, and the use of a narrator of limited insight, 
demonstrate that Bra/'ia Karamazovy is structurally as well as thematically a 
piece of 'Iranian art'. This in itself makes it the only possible way of countering 
Ivan's argument without falling foul of the flaws that undennine it. 
Can we therefore conclude that Dostoevskii may be dubbed an artist of 
Slavophilism? This would be unwise. as it would be to ignore the subtleties of 
his artistic universe, his deeply ambivalent attitude toward the Slavophiles and 
his deliberate distancing of himself from their ideology, whilst remaining 
sympathetic to their beliefs. It remains to reiterate that Dostoevskii's aesthetic 
operates on a dual system which shares with the dualistic aesthetic expressed in 
Slavophile philosophy the characteristics of wholeness, moral content and the 
power of transfiguration, as opposed to fragmentation, spiritual stillbirth and 
moral impotence. However, Dostoevskii surpasses the Slavophiles, for in his 
innovative artistic form Dostoevskii has created an aesthetic that corresponds to 
his vision of Russianness, one that, paradoxically, is totally in harmony with the 
discord of his time, and yet at the same time has universal significance. Mindful 
of the Slavophiles' tendency to nostalgia and of the Westernisers' habit of 
focusing too narrowly on Europe, on the aesthetic plane Dostoevskii transcends 
the Russia-West polemic (something he was not always able to do in the socio-
political sphere) and achieves the realisation of his pronouncements in his 
Pushkin Speech. 
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Concluding Remarks 
In this study I have attempted to show correspondences and points of 
engagement between Dostoevskii's works and key aspects of Slavophile thought. 
Focussing on the concepts of sobornost' and tsel'nost' has enabled me to identify 
unity, brotherhood and freedom as fundamental to Dostoevskii's world view, and 
to trace the development and interconnecting relationship of these notions in his 
oeuvre. I have used Slavophilism as a lens with which to gain a new perspective 
on these ideas and to place them at the forefront of Dostoevskii's concerns. By 
doing this I have shown that Dostoevskii's ideas derive from a distinct strand of 
nineteenth-century Russian thought and stand as a natural successor to the 
philosophies of Khomiakov and Kireevskii. By concentrating initially on views 
found in Dostoevskii's non-fiction, letters and notebooks, and by deliberately 
leaving aside the issue of the complexities of establishing authorial opinion, in 
my first chapter I have offered a picture of what Dostoevskii may be reasonably 
assumed to have believed with regard to Slavophile thought. I have shown how 
Dostoevskii drew from the ideological environment of his time and defmed his 
own position. By examining his active engagement with Slavophile figures and 
his pronouncements on issues with which they were commonly concerned, I have 
established with a new degree of precision where the writer stood in relation to 
both Slavophiles and Westernisers, and the thinkers that succeeded the 
proponents of these movements. 
I have determined Dostoevskii's position to be predominantly based on 
mora~ over and above socio-political, principles. His concern for Russia is 
motivated by a desire to see a moral principle with a spiritual basis unite and 
guide all the people into a free brotherhood. Dostoevskii's desire to see spiritual 
unity and his view of the locus of the wellspring of that unity are what places him 
close to the Slavophiles. What marks him out from them, however, is his ability 
to see the far-reaching consequences of an idea, and this is the reason why he 
found discrepancies in the philosophies of the Slavophiles. llis talent for 
assimilation enabled him to sense the most vital parts of their ideas and follow 
them through in his own unique, and arguably more consistent, way. The 
evidence from the non-fiction is that rootedness was of prime importance for 
Dostoevskii; having found signs of fragmentation in Russian society at the early 
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stage of his career before katorga, he learned from his Siberian experience that 
Russia's true wealth lay in the innate values of humility and self-sacrifice 
preserved in the narod. Here was the guiding principle that would bring 
sobornost' while respecting the freedom of the individual, another value 
confirmed in Siberia. Dostoevskii's emphasis on rootedness carried his ideas 
further than Slavophilism had been able to go; it took him even beyond the limits 
of pochvennichestvo, since both these movements were largely products of the 
conditions of their era. In Dostoevskii's interpretation, the concepts of free unity 
and brotherhood became more universal, more able to transcend the constraints 
of time, as he focused firmly on the future with his Russian Idea, the culmination 
of which in his non-fiction was his Pushkin Speech. 
In my second chapter, I have looked at the ways in which Dostoevskii 
dramatised living situations out of the idea with which he interacted in his non-
fiction. With regard to his fictional works, I have shown how he explored the 
concepts of unity, brotherhood and freedom from all sides, by considering the 
consequences of their absence or suppression, by projecting the outcomes of 
applications of Slavophile and anti-Slavophile ideas in different circumstances 
and through different characters and temperaments. In the fiction, as I have 
demonstrated, we see how the writer modelled and refmed his personal 
understanding of Slavophile ideas, showing himself to be more 'slavophile' than 
Khomiakovand Kireevskii. Here Dostoevskii's talent as a dramatist provides the 
contrast between the findings of my first and second chapters, for the ideas that I 
mapped out in the former are put to the test in the latter, rather than put forward 
discursively. Not only that, but the fiction displays Dostoevskii's idea-feelings 
less in terms of the polemical interaction between positive and negative, Russian 
and non-Russian, sobornost' and obosob/enie, as is the tendency in the non-
fiction, but with more compassion and hope for redemption. In particular, 
through the emphasis on the key themes of Slavophilism, a clearer picture of 
Dostoevskii's faith emerges. For Dostoevskii, Orthodoxy should furnish the 
spiritual aspect of the moral guiding principle he sought, but true Orthodoxy for 
him arose from the instinctive humility of the narod and did not come down from 
the structure of the official Church. In his fiction Dostoevskii was bolder, 
exerting his belief that the oblique perspectives of the novelistic fonn allowed 
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one to present a truer, more whole picture that the polemical discourse of straight 
journalism. He was not afraid to explore aspects of religious spirituality that were 
not mainstream, that were associated primarily with the people, or that were 
opaque; these are the facets of his work that have resonances in Hesychast and 
apophatic theology, and that look to the traditions of iurodstvo and starchestvo. 
In the light of the aspects of Slavophilism that I have emphasised, Dostoevskii's 
faith, long a subject of much controversy, is shown to be consistent and situated 
firmly within the Orthodox tradition. What is particularly notable is that using 
the criteria of Slavophile thought establishes a pathway between Dostoevskii's 
religion and Orthodoxy, and thus it is possible to show the writer's position in 
relation to it. 
In my third chapter, I have concentrated on the artistic process, and the 
way in which wholeness, unity and moral concerns impact upon it. I have shown 
how Dostoevskii used his art not only as a medium for projecting his message of 
voluntary brotherhood, but also as a living example of that message. By positing 
the existence of a Slavophile aesthetic, according to which, as I have argued, 
Dostoevskii organised his work, I have demonstrated that his chosen forms for 
his works are consonant with the ideas expressed therein. This approach has 
enabled me to re-examine non-fictional pieces looked at in my first chapter, so as 
to show that the form of these works, far from muddying the issue of how to 
establish what the author himself thought, actually goes a long way to confirming 
the initial evidence presented at the beginning of my thesis. An emphasis on the 
concepts of obraz and bezobrazie, and a broad approach to the meaning of form 
has allowed me to transcend the paradox that Dostoevskii wrote about the 
disorder of the Russian majority in a way in which unity and beauty are 
preserved. 
Therefore, my thesis brings together aspects of Dostoevskii studies that 
are usually treated separately: critics who focus on his thought make little 
reference to his artistry, and whilst in the case of studies of his artistry, his 
thought does generally receive more treatment, l in my view the interrelationship 
has not been studied in sufficient depth. I have considered the writer both as a 
religious thinker and as an artist, and have studied in detail the areas in which his 
ideology and his poetics converge, namely, unity and brotherhood. My fmdings 
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from each section of my thesis inform each other, showing that Dostoevskii's 
ideological beliefs extend beyond the sphere of philosophical thought or political 
tendency. Indeed they underpin, and are borne out by, his artistic practice. The 
polemical side of his oeuvre is resolved by the embodiment of the principles of 
wholeness, unity and obraz in the form and composition of his works. Here, 
Iranianism transfigures and redeems Kushitism; the one-sidedness Dostoevskii 
saw in the label of Slavophilism is overcome by the essential concepts that label 
stood for. By selecting the moral-religious and aesthetic elements of Slavophile 
thought and tracing the way in which Dostoevskii assimilated and interpreted 
those elements, drawn from the same cultural heritage as Khomiakov and 
Kireevski~ I have shown that Dostoevskii the thinker and Dostoevskii the artist 
can - indeed, should - be viewed as one, for such an approach is most 
appropriate for a writer whose works marry ideology and artistry in such a 
unique way. 
There are subjects upon which my thesis touches, but the necessary 
limitations of time, space and precision of focus have dictated that my analysis 
cannot be exhaustive in every case. A study just of Dostoevskii's religious 
thought might be expected to contain more detail on his views on the relationship 
between Church and State; I have shown how he considered this issue with 
regard to Roman Catholicism, but not with regard to Orthodoxy, because my 
primary concerns have been with the abstract concepts of unity and brotherhood, 
and not with Dostoevskii's opinions of specific religions per se. Therefore, my 
study acts as a potential point of departure for further examinations of 
Dostoevskii's stance in relation to the official Orthodox Church and its role in 
the societal structure of Russia. Furthermore, eschatology and messianism, 
aspects of Dostoevskii's religious thought which are related to his beliefs about 
Russia and her role in mankind's spiritual destiny, are also significant areas of 
his worldview that merit further investigation. For it is possible that the issues of 
the belief in the spiritual progression of humanity, one people's part in it and the 
reasons why such beliefs arise, may offer additional perspectives on 
Dostoevskii's position in the ideological climate of the time. This. however. may 
perhaps be better suited to the field of cultural studies, which has not been my 
chosen approach. From the perspective of intellectual history, which forms part 
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but not the entirety of my approach, it would be fruitful to examine Dostoevskii's 
engagement with Petr Chaadaev, who shares a degree of common ground with 
the early Slavophiles;2 with Nikolai Fedorov, in whom Dostoevskii took an 
interest in later life and whose notion of bratstvo bears similarities to sobornost'; 
and Vladimir Solov'ev, a close friend of Dostoevskii who also considered 
questions of religious thought in the light of the Slavophile-Westerniser debate. 
Moving away from the purely factua~ my thesis also invites more research to be 
done on the subject of the idea~ and its attainability in this life or the next. The 
moral concerns of sobornost' and the importance of the figure of Christ in 
Dostoevskii's beliefs point to this subject, although it falls outside my remit of a 
Slavophile perspective of unity and brotherhood. Thus my work not only bridges 
a gap in the critical literature, but also opens new directions which may require 
more analysis. 
Many of Dostoevskii's concerns are still relevant today. This is why I 
hope that my study may be timely. It returns to an emphasis on the spiritual, 
placing Dostoevskii's hope for a true, voluntary, Christian unity in his country as 
a significant part of Russian culture, at a time when Russians today are again 
looking for a new direction and reassessing their role in world society. 
Dostoevskii teaches us that the values of humility, meekness and self-abnegation 
have a special meaning in the Russian context as well as having universal worth. 
His oeuvre stands as an important interpretation of Russianness; my study has 
been to show how Dostoevskii achieved this through a focus on unity and 
brotherhood. 
J For example, Jackson, Dostoevsky's Quest/or Form. 
2 Chaadaev has been suggested as a model for the character of Miusov in Brat 'fa Karamazovy -
see V. Terras, A Karamazov Companion (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1981), p. II, and Leatherbarrow, Dostoyevsky: The Brothers Karamazov, p. 17. 
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